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Abstract
Nations under God: The Geopolitics of Faith in the Twenty-first Century
is a timely contribution to the ongoing discussion on religion and global
politics. The volume brings together over thirty leading scholars from a
variety of disciplines such as political science, international relations
theory, sociology, theology, anthropology and geography. Utilising case
studies, empirical investigations and theoretical examinations, this book
focuses on the complex roles that religions play in world affairs. It seeks
to move beyond the simplistic narratives and overly impassioned
polemics which swamp the discourse on the subject in the media, on the
internet and in popular nonfiction by acting as a vessel for scholarly
research on religion. Overall, the book presents a more balanced
analysis of the multifaceted roles taken on by religions (and religious
actors) in global politics.
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Introduction
‘The World is the Mighty Temple of
the Gods’
Luk e M . H e r r in gton & Ala sd air M c Kay
E -I n t e r n at ion al Relation s

This introductory chapter is divided into five parts. The opening section
provides a brief overview of why religion matters in today’s world.
Considering various polling data and demographic studies, the section
demonstrates how levels of religiosity are increasing in the world and
consequently that the world as a whole is becoming a more religious place.
The next section presents a discussion of the secularisation debate and the
global religious resurgence. Section three examines the popular literature
concerning religion and global politics since the 9/11 attacks and looks at
some problems with the current discourse. The penultimate section
problematises some of the terminology used in this book and considers the
meaning of specific terms, like religion. The concluding section introduces the
contents of the book.
‘The Mighty Temple of the Gods’
Throughout human history, politics and religions have engaged in a
complicated dance. On the one hand, religions, in their various forms, have
been involved in some of the bloodiest and most brutal episodes in human
history. Yet, at various points in time and space, religions have also been
linked to periods of scientific discovery, campaigns for human rights and
freedoms, and periods of artistic and cultural creativity. As Scott Atran
remarks, ‘it [religion] has done everything you can imagine, and its contrary’. 1
Today, the dance between religious belief and global politics appears to be as
noticeable as ever, with religion now occupying a core position in
contemporary political discourse. Indeed, it is difficult to read a newspaper
article or watch a television report without bearing witness to a story with
some religious colouring to it, and the twenty-first century certainly seems to
feel like it is, to use the terminology of Toft, Philpott and Shah, ‘God’s
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Century’.2 Commenting on the contemporary global environment, the
renowned sociologist Peter Berger—who had previously predicted that by the
twenty-first century, communities of faith would likely be huddled in small
groups in an effort to resist a global culture of secularism—declared: ‘The
world today, with some exceptions ... is as furiously religious as it ever was,
and in some places more so than ever.’3 Following suit but with a greater
degree of elaboration, the political scientists Pippa Norris and Ronald
Inglehart argue that ‘The publics of virtually all advanced industrial societies
have been moving towards more secular orientations during the past fifty
years. Nevertheless, the world as a whole now has more people with
traditional religious views than ever before—and they constitute a growing
proportion of the world’s population.’4
These are not hollow claims. The evidence suggests that while it is true that
general religious ceremonial attendance and the authority of religious figures
have declined in most developed countries, developing nations show
significant levels of religious commitment and they possess a continually
rising portion of the world’s population. Pew survey data shows that more
than eight in ten people throughout the world identify with a religious group. A
comprehensive demographic study by the Pew Research Center’s Forum on
Religion & Public Life of more than 230 countries and territories estimates
that there are 5.8 billion religiously affiliated adults and children around the
globe, which represents 84 per cent of the 2010 world population of 6.9
billion.5
In 2003, Professor Assaf Moghadam assembled a comprehensive dataset on
the global trends of religious adherence and found that, with a few
exceptions, religious followers were growing at a faster rate than that of any
other segment of the world’s population.6 In fact, Pew’s 2012 data confirm
that atheism and non-religious self-identification are the categories with the
smallest growth rates, well below the rate of overall population growth.7 Even
more recent data compiled by Boston University’s World Religion Database,
which is considered to be the largest online religious demographic data
source available to scholars, confirms that these trends in religious
adherence persist today.8 The 2014 Yearbook of International Religious
Demography shows that the global number of those who identify as religious
is still on the rise, meaning that the world, as a whole, is becoming more,
rather than less, religious.9 Consequently, the world today is, to an extent, as
the Roman Stoic philosopher Seneca described it 2000 years ago: ‘the
mighty temple of the gods’.10
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Secularisation and the Return of Religion
The general rise in global religiosity is understood to be part of an evolving
phenomenon dubbed the resurgence of religion. Scott Thomas summarises
this development as ‘the increasing importance of religious beliefs, practices,
and discourses in personal and public life, and the growing role of religious or
religiously-related individuals, non-state groups, political parties, and
communities, and organisations in domestic politics, and this is occurring in
ways that have significant implications for international politics’.11 So whether
one likes it or not, religion is here to stay in both the near and the distant
future and it seems that the dance between religions and world politics will
continue for some time.
For many, it simply wasn’t supposed to be this way; as Thomas puts it, ‘We
live in a world that is not supposed to exist’.12 Since the sixteenth century and
the dawn of the European Enlightenment, secular-minded people have been
predicting the decline and slow death of religion. Though they expressed their
hypotheses in different ways, significant thinkers such as Marx, Comte,
Spencer, Durkheim, Kierkegaard, Cortes, Solzhenitsyn, Nietzsche and Weber
believed that religion would gradually fade in importance and cease to be
significant via modernity’s seemingly unyielding forces. This line of thinking
gradually grew into the secularisation thesis, which describes ‘the process by
which sectors of society and culture are removed from the domination of
religious institutions and symbols’.13 This thesis is essentially a corollary of
modernisation theory; together, the two theories suggest that social
modernisation marginalises religion as a consequence of the shifting sources
of legitimacy invoked by the modern nation-state. Secularisation and
modernisation theorists see the fact that the nation-state no longer derives is
legitimacy solely or primarily from the gods, God, or any other supernatural
force as a consequence of this process. Instead, its foundation in rational
thought, bureaucracy and legalistic principles encourages the state to search
out the will of the people and scientific discovery for its legitimacy.14 Thus, the
indiscriminate relegation of religion to the private sphere of human life is said
to be a by-product of this social change.15
As the influence of religion over public life did, over time, seem to diminish
significantly as forecasted, the secularisation thesis gained traction and, by
the 1960s, gained acceptance as a social scientific law of sorts. With
attendance at religious services declining, religion legitimately appeared to be
in global retreat from secularisation. Indeed, the zeitgeist of secularisation
was perhaps best encapsulated by a 1966 Time magazine cover asking: ‘Is
God Dead?’16
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However, a series of events eventually cast doubt on the accuracy of the
secularisation thesis and rumours of religion’s death began to seem
somewhat exaggerated. In 1979, the world witnessed the Islamic Revolution
in Iran and the war of the Islamic mujahidin against the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan. The following year, Ronald Reagan was elected president of the
United States with the support of highly politicised evangelical Christians,
Jews and Mormons. In Eastern Europe, the Polish Solidarity trade union
successfully challenged the Communist state, with the backing of Pope John
Paul II and the Roman Catholic Church. Later in the 1980s, India saw Sikh
separatists challenge the secular state in the form of the Khalistan
movement; and the violent conquest of the ‘Golden Temple’ in Amritsar. Sikh
bodyguards assassinated Indira Gandhi, and the 1980s also saw the rise of
the Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party. Towards the end of the decade,
religious nationalists challenged secular Zionism in Israel as the first Intifada
shifted power from secular nationalists to Islamist groups in neighbouring
Palestine.17
The epitaphs for religion, composed from the 1960s on, were starting to feel
a little premature. Religion, it seemed, was proving remarkably resilient in the
face of the forces of secularisation, weathering the storm, rising from its
deathbed resurgent. As ever, history was not without its sense of irony; the
forces driving religion’s resurgence were the very forces that many believed
would trigger its demise—mainly globalisation, but also its companions:
technological modernisation, democratisation, economic development,
industrialisation and urbanisation. Of course, as the world moved into a new
millennium, one event would punctuate this resurgence more than any other:
the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 would sharply illustrate that
religion was back on the map.
9/11, Religion and the ‘Scholars of Opportunity’
The 9/11 attacks violently marked the inception of the new century. On that
day, four airplanes were hijacked by members of the sub-national Islamic
terrorist organisation, Al-Qaeda, and turned into weapons that would inflict
more than 3,000 casualties on the US. The images of smoke billowing from
the Twin Towers in New York City were met not only with horror by the
general public throughout the West and beyond but also with shock by
scholars and policymakers. Many experts were unable to fathom that an
event like the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 could have occurred at
any point, let alone on that day. The failure to forecast the catastrophe raised
serious doubts about the direction of International Relations experts and
practitioners and how they understood religion in world politics. Subsequently,
it is arguable that one of the most significant impacts of the attacks—at least
for International Relations scholars—has been the questions generated about
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the role of religions in the world. To paraphrase Philpott, 9/11 emphasised,
possibly more than any other recent historical occurrence, that religion
continues to be a potent force in global politics, and one whose influence is
only partly understood by scholars and practitioners.18
Since 9/11, greater attention has been paid to religion and its role in the
world, and many have taken note of Peter Berger’s warning that ‘Those who
neglect religion in their analyses of contemporary affairs do so at great
peril.’19 Indeed, former US secretary of state Madeleine Albright even
remarked: ‘Like many other foreign policy professionals, I have had to adjust
the lens through which I view the world, comprehending something that
seemed to be a new reality but that had actually been evident for some
time.’20
Yet much of the writing on religion and its role in world politics is
problematical. Many of the works on religion that have been published since
9/11—and many from before—unfortunately illustrate a distinct lack of
understanding of religion and politics by focusing disproportionately on the
issues of violence associated with just one religion: Islam. Samuel
Huntington’s influential ‘Clash of Civilizations’ thesis deserves particular
mention here. Stemming from his 1993 Foreign Affairs article, Huntington’s
thesis states that
[t]he fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not
be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great
divisions among humankind and the dominating source of
conflict will be cultural. Nation states will remain the most
powerful actors in world affairs, but the principal conflicts of
global politics will occur between nations and groups of
different civilizations. The clash of civilizations will dominate
global politics. The fault lines between civilizations will be the
battle lines of the future.21
Following arguments put forward by Bernard Lewis, Huntington suggests that
civilisational conflicts are more frequent between Muslims and non-Muslims.
Believing Islam to have ‘bloody borders’, Huntington argues that future
conflicts between the West and Islam are inevitable.22 Comprehensive
critiques of Huntington’s work are located elsewhere,23 but it is important to
note that, in spite of its errors, Huntington’s thesis injected several ideas into
the popular understanding of religion that prevail to this day.24 Most
significantly, Huntington’s depiction of religion—namely Islam—as inherently
conflict-prone helped perpetuate the belief that religion is essentially as a
source of violence in the world. Together with the events of 9/11, Huntington’s
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thesis is largely responsible for the ubiquitous focus on Islam and violence
that persists among many thinkers on religion and politics today.
Studies confirm the myopia of the literature. According to the online catalogue
at the Library of Congress (LOC), there were only 19 books published on the
subjects of religion and IR between 1991 and 2001, while there were 16
published on religion and violence with an additional 23 on religion and war.25
Using similar LOC data, Ron Hassner finds that half the books published on
religion and international politics after 1973 were not published until after
9/11, but what is more staggering is that publications on religion in war have
skyrocketed from an average of two or three a year to an average of 14 since
2001. Meanwhile, in the decade after 9/11, more books were published about
Islam and war (155) than were published from the invention of the printing
press in the fifteenth century to 2001 (154).26
Hassner laments that the need for reliable information on, and analyses of,
religion in the aftermath of 9/11 has been in large part poorly met by authors
he calls ‘scholars of opportunity’, who lack the credible expertise and
‘substantive knowledge’ to adequately address these topics.27 These
concerns are certainly warranted. Arguably, much of the current discussion
on religion and politics is dominated by those with not only limited knowledge
of politics, history, and religion but also a considerable set of political biases.
The New Atheists are one of the most easily discernible of such groups.
The ‘New Atheists’ is a term used to describe a collective of modern antitheistic writers and activists who gained greater popularity after 9/11. The
leading figures are biologist Richard Dawkins, neuroscientist Sam Harris,
philosopher Daniel Dennett and the late journalist, Christopher Hitchens.
Their work is frequently distributed by major publishers, ending up on bestseller lists and read by millions. Moreover, the so-called ‘Four Horseman’ of
the movement enjoy a considerable presence on television as experts on
religion and politics and command high-figure speaking fees at public events.
Despite their popularity, the key figures of the group have been subjected to a
fair amount of criticism by more than just theologians and religious figures.
Many have scrutinised the New Atheists for engaging in overly simplistic
analyses of a number of complex socio-political issues involving conflict, and
engaging in lazy generalisations and ‘straw man’ criticisms of religion. Scott
Atran describes the approach of individuals such as Harris and those he
identifies with as ‘scientifically baseless, psychologically uninformed,
politically naïve, and counterproductive for goals we share’.28 Atran even
accuses Harris and his followers of ignoring the increasingly rich body of
scientific research on religion—and religion and terrorism in particular.29
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Likewise, Jonathan Haidt and David Sloan Wilson criticise the New Atheists’
analysis concerning the sociological role of religion in society. Contrary to the
New Atheists’ slogan, coined by Hitchens, that ‘religion poisons everything’,
the two believe that religion can act as a force for both good and bad in the
world.30 On similar grounds, Hassner points out that the New Atheists
habitually emphasise correlations between religion and violence while
ignoring or dismissing any relationship between religion and ‘the promotion of
morality, science, or art’.31 Ken R. Dark has even highlighted the
inconsistencies of the New Atheist claim that atheism will naturally lead to
tolerance, peace and greater freedoms, and he highlights that the only
polities historically responsible for promoting ‘state-sponsored atheism’ have
persecuted ‘not only religious believers but other sections of the public as
well’. Indeed, Dark argues that human rights and personal freedom in general
have been subject to heavy restriction in officially atheist states.32
The politics of the New Atheism have also been called into question,
particularly regarding what many criticise as an anti-Muslim bias and a
willingness to defend and exercise double standards when it comes to
Western aggression. Critics have also argued that the group only
understands religion through the prism of Huntington’s flawed ‘Clash of
Civilizations’ thesis, i.e. that the New Atheists exhibit similar Islamophobic
tendencies in their attitudes towards Muslims.33 In this way, the New Atheists
are not entirely dissimilar from the anti-Catholic polemicists who were
prominent in the early twentieth century, including the likes of Paul Blanchard
and Avro Manhattan. Manhattan, for example, once attempted to absolve the
West for the war in Vietnam by placing blame on a vast conspiracy
orchestrated by the Holy See and Catholic interest groups.34
Regardless of whether one fully endorses all the allegations of anti-Muslim
‘animus’ against the New Atheists, however, the general increase in antiMuslim polemical writings which have found a growing space during the war
on terror is a serious problem. Indeed, since 9/11, the internet has become
awash with anti-Muslim websites, which portray themselves as reliable
sources of information on Islam and Muslims but largely consist of half-truths,
conspiracy theories and misleading conclusions. These counter-jihad sites
are animated by several traits:
A far-right, anti-Islamic ideology that accuses Europe of wilfully
subjugating its power to Muslim extremists is being taken
increasingly seriously in certain political circles. Counter-jihad
discourse mixes valid concerns about jihad-inspired terrorism
with far more complex political issues about immigration to
Europe from predominantly Muslim countries. It suggests that
there is a threat not just from terrorism carried out by Islamic
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extremists but from Islam itself. Therefore, by extension, all
European Muslims are a threat.35
John Esposito describes this anti-Muslim movement as
a cottage industry that has been meticulously cultivated by
anti-Muslim polemicists and their resourceful funders, who
master the domain of the internet with dozens of highly visible
blogs and websites supported by hundreds of user blogs to
which they link.36
If the New Atheists represent relatively ‘respectable’ instances of Hassner’s
scholars of opportunity, then the leading figures of this collective—which has
become known as the counter-jihad movement—are more extreme and
objectionable examples of the phenomenon.
But unlike the New Atheists, the counter-jihad movement typically identifies
as religious; the movement is comprised primarily of hard-right Christians and
Zionists. However, the latter certainly represent the intellectual disciples of
the former, and the New Atheists sometimes stray rather close to the claims
of the counter-jihad movement’s conspiracy wing. For instance, the counterjihadist Robert Spencer frequently endorses Sam Harris, who has himself
flirted with the discredited ‘Eurabia’ conspiracy theory in claiming that France
will become a majority Muslim country by 2025.37
The problem with these modern scholars of opportunity and the popular
discussions of religion and politics they inspire is that many people too often
confuse these individuals with proper authorities and their works with
legitimate academic research, which limns another important parallel
between modern Islamophobia and previous anti-Catholic polemic. Consider
Manhattan again; throughout much of the early-to mid-twentieth century he
was counted as the leading expert on the role of the Catholic Church in world
politics, despite there being little evidence to suggest that he was ever more
than an anti-Catholic conspiracy theorist. Manhattan’s avowed atheism
notwithstanding, many right-wing anti-Catholics continue to treat him as the
authority on the foreign policy of the Holy See and the global activities of the
Catholic Church writ large. For example, Chick Publications, a publishing
house owned by the Christian fundamentalist Jack T. Chick, produces antiCatholic and anti-Muslim hate-speech, including new editions of Manhattan’s
previously out-of-print books.38
Unfortunately, as the study of religion in International Relations deepens,
there is a real danger that otherwise well-informed individuals, including
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legitimate scholars and students, could believe such opportunists as
Manhattan, the counter-jihadis or the New Atheists (among others) to be
proper sources of information on religion and politics, demonstrating if
nothing else that there is certainly a pedagogical need for a more scholarly
approach to religion and world affairs.
To be sure, there is a rich body of scholarly literature on the subject, but the
need to better communicate such research seems to be growing every day,
especially given, for example, the activities associated with relatively new
threats like the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq—or even the recent attack at
the Charlie Hebdo editorial office in Paris. This attack, which took the lives of
12 people, together with the series of subsequent attacks that took the lives
of five more have been counted as the worst instance of terrorism on French
soil in decades. Regrettably, the attacks have spawned violent outbursts
against French Muslims and fanned the anti-Muslim flames previously tended
by far-right politicians and members of the counter-jihad movement. This
stands in stark contrast to the Australian response to the hostage crisis in
Sydney in December. The social media hashtag, #IllRideWithYou, was
prompted by many Australians’ concerns for the well-being of their local
Islamic community in the wake of the crisis. Given this book’s aim to highlight
more than just the polemical ‘dangers’ of religion, such violent episodes
should not be considered in a vacuum. The very real need to better
communicate our findings also stems from the other end of the spectrum; the
diplomatic activities of Pope Francis, who, among other things, recently
helped facilitate the warming of US–Cuban relations, serve as a case in
point.39
Problematic Terminology
Nations Under God: The Geopolitics of Faith in the Twenty-First Century is a
publication from E-International Relations that aims to contribute to the very
necessary discourse concerning religion in global politics. It seeks to move
beyond the simplistic narratives and overly impassioned polemics that swamp
the popular discourse and act as a vessel for the scholarly research on this
subject. Utilising case studies, empirical investigations and theoretical
examinations, this text examines the complex roles religions play in world
affairs. The book also seeks to bring an interdisciplinary perspective to the
subject matter. Indeed, it seems a truism to suggest that religion is a subject
that transcends the scope of a single discipline; this book thus brings
together leading scholars from schools of thought as diverse as political
science, international relations, sociology, theology, anthropology and
geography. While paying attention, of course, to religion’s role in pressing
global issues such as conflict, the book also examines the complex
relationship between religion and other key issues affecting the globe today
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such as peace-building, human rights, nationalist politics, the status of the
modern nation-states, European integration and international co-operation.
Thus, the book’s overall aim is to present a more balanced analysis of
religion in the world today.
But before proceeding further and discussing the content of the book, some
cards should be placed on the table; we must concede that the title was
chosen primarily for attention-seeking reasons. While students and scholars
represent the key target audience for the publication, it is hoped that the
book’s ostentatious title will foster interest in other spheres, especially as its
title is also read online. Entitling the book Nations under God: The Geopolitics
of Faith in the Twenty-First Century also seeks to highlight some of the major
problems with the current discourse on religion and politics discussed above,
by mimicking, and to a certain extent parodying, the popular polemical, antireligious screeds of the time, such as The God Delusion, God is Not Great
and The End of Faith.40 Indeed, some may see problems with the title. The
idea that religion can be equated with one god, particularly the God of JudeoChristian (-Islamic) tradition, is deeply questionable, as is the notion that it
can be equated with ‘faith’. Both assumptions are generally associated with a
very specific Christian (and Protestant) understanding of religion, which views
religion from a Western vantage point. Evoking the concept of nations also
yields problems as it makes several assumptions about states as the key
actors in politics and inadvertently precludes analysis of non-state actors.
The use of the term geopolitics is troublesome as it is somewhat difficult to
define. However, one should note that the problematisation of these concepts
was intentional, and importantly, remember that Timothy Fitzgerald discusses
these issues (and others) in greater depth in the concluding chapter.
Nevertheless, concepts like ‘religion’ remain highly problematic; religious
studies scholars, anthropologists and sociologists have struggled to define
the term for more than a century. Indeed, Christian theologians have wrestled
with ‘religion’ for thousands of years. Saint James, for example, once
described true religion as the care of orphans and widows and the act of
maintaining one’s purity (James 1: 27). However, such a Christo-centric
conception of religion evokes Western notions of ‘true’ religion, the likes of
which led Christopher Columbus and other European colonisers in the socalled New World to treat the Native American Indians they encountered as
barbarians subject to Aristotle’s natural law of slavery some 1,500 years
later.41 Such prejudices are easy to elicit from normative definitions of true
religion, like the one promoted by James, and it took some time for scholars
and theologians to break away from an understanding of religion rooted in
these ideas. By the early modern period, most definitions of religion still used
a fourfold classification system that could only understand religions as
Jewish, Christian, Islamic or Pagan, and failed to recognise the religious
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tendencies of less advanced societies. By 1901, however, E. Ritchie
observed that (mis)characterising ‘savages’ as having ‘no religion’, as
Columbus and his contemporaries had done with the Native Americans, trod
dangerously close to dogmatic pronouncements of ‘true’ religion versus ‘false’
religion. Though his own definition still sought to identify the ‘essence’ of
‘religion’,42 which might have been too narrow to encompass, for example, the
Confucian tradition of East Asia, attitudes like Ritchie’s would eventually
permeate the discourse, inspiring new notions of ‘world religion’ and ‘new
religious movements’. Though these newer concepts are themselves
imperfect in that (if nothing else) they remain susceptible to criticisms of
Christo-centrism, this helps explain how scholars have come to understand
religion today.43
The problem is, however, that these terms do not necessarily foster an
understanding of ‘religion’ itself, and while religious studies scholars still
debate its meaning, few IR scholars have accepted the challenge of defining
the term for the sake of their own work. Perhaps defining religion represents
too cumbersome an epistemological exercise for IR scholars, though some
have gleaned important lessons from the religious studies literature. Michael
Barnett, for instance, cautions against the kind of essentialisation of religion
pursued by scholars like Ritchie, preferring instead to view religions as social
constructs built on historically and culturally situated relationships,44 an
observation which is actually quite interesting since it may help students and
scholars (if not policymakers or the general public) understand why defining
religion is such an arduous task. That is, some scholars, notes Bruce Lincoln,
aver ‘that no universal definition of ‘religion’ is possible, since all such
definitions are themselves the historical product of culturally specific
discursive processes’.45
Toft, Philpott and Shah are among a small chorus of IR scholars who have
reflected on the meaning of religion, but the exercise seems too burdensome
even for them, as they prefer to uncritically defer to the analytic philosopher
William P. Alston’s definition. In doing so, however, they compensate for the
problem identified by Lincoln by taking a ‘dimensional’ approach to the
definition of religion, similar to the one identified by Ninian Smart or Martin E.
Marty, which sees religion as possessing some elements from a list of
several. Alston identifies seven elements of religion, including: (1) a belief in
the supernatural; (2) the ability to communicate with the supernatural; (3) a
belief in some form of transcendent reality; (4) a distinction between the
profane and sacred; (5) a worldview articulating the human role in relation to
the world; (6) a code of conduct; and finally, (7) a temporal community bound
by adherence to the preceding elements. Alston’s dimensional definition
recognises that while no religion may be characterised by all seven elements,
many religions will be characterised by most of them.46
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The problem with adopting this approach is not with the definition per se but
with the general lack of conceptualisation among IR scholars. Though
political comparativists and methodologists have sounded the alarm about
the uncritical importation of concepts and ideas from other disciplines (and
theoretical approaches) for some time,47 IR scholars interested in religion
have yet to reflect deeply on the meaning of their subject, choosing instead to
defer to scholars like Alston. They may be forgiven, though, since defining
religion represents a cumbersome epistemological exercise, as noted above.
As a matter of fact, such important conceptual work may be worthy of a fulllength article in its own right, so work remains. Future research must pick up
the mantle of (re)conceptualising religion in International Relations. For the
meantime, given these considerations and due to space constraints, readers
will note the absence of a uniform definition of religion guiding the
contributions to this book. Instead, we defer to the authors to define the
concept in their own work if necessary, and we trust our readers to keep the
problematic meaning(s) of this ineffable term in their own minds as they read
on, because, as the late W. Richard Comstock observes, ‘Augustine’s famous
observation about time applies with equal force to religion; if not asked, we
know what it is; if asked, we do not know.’48
The Book
The collection is divided into four parts. The first section examines various
ways of theoretically comprehending religion in contemporary global politics.
Stephen Dawson opens with a discussion of the resurgence of religion. In this
chapter, Dawson examines the phenomenon known as the religious
resurgence and then highlights the problems and opportunities for IR
theorists yielded by the phenomenon. Dawson argues that, above all else,
scholars must meet the challenges posed by examining religion in the world
critically.
As something of a warning for scholars, Jodok Troy explores how not to
theorise religion in world politics. Troy reflects on the ongoing trend of ‘demarginalising’ the topic and point outs grievances with secularisation
theorising. He then considers the shortcomings when talking about religion as
a variable, pointing out how the Western understanding of religion shapes
and limits our theorising. Finally, he discusses some of the alternative and
complementary approaches of addressing religion in IR.
Gertjan Dijkink’s article presents an approach to the issue of religion and
geopolitics which draws attention to the changing territorial orders that control
the geopolitical game as territorial orders are dominant ways of linking
authority to geographic distinctions.
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John Rees calls for four analytical categories that together constitute a
framework to assist policymakers better understand the complex dynamics of
religion relevant to particular foreign policy decisions. Rees suggests that the
four dynamics described in his chapter are useful ‘policy optics’ that
strategists can apply when trying to understand the political culture of states
and regions where their foreign policy interests are located. Rees moves on
to suggest that once these categories have been deduced, the work of policy
will be twofold: first, to establish the relative weightings of identified dynamics
in a specific geopolitical context, and, second, to situate the weighted
dynamics of religion into the broader strategic imperatives of defence,
diplomacy and development. Rees then applies the four analytical categories
to the case study of Egypt (2011–2014).
Mark Cladis urges that we learn from the past, notes the limits of past
theories of secularisation as applied to Romanticism and suggests some
helpful ways to rethink religion and the secular in the twenty-first century.
Cladis believes that by applying an interpretive lens that acknowledges the
religious traditions that permeated British Romanticism, we gain insight into
not only its dynamic religious dimensions but also its political, economic and
environmental dimensions.
In the final article of the section, Fabio Petito argues that the resurgence of
religions in world politics has to be read in the context of civilisations, which
are defined in a fundamentally culturalist sense that reassert themselves as
strategic frames of references, not as direct protagonists, of international
politics. He proceeds to argue that this development has also to be
understood as part of a longer-term process of challenge to Western
dominance—what Hedley Bull called the ‘cultural revolt against the West’—
that intensified after the Second World War.
Part II examines the relationship of religion with the nation-state and society.
The section begins with the chapter by Linda Woodhead, in which she
discusses the dramatic change in global religions since 1989 and their
relationship to the nation-state. Woodhead explores how an emerging new
paradigm or new style of religion has become dominant over the last 25 years
and how an older style of religion has declined. What Woodhead refers to as
‘old-style religion’ dates back to the sixteenth century and was forged in the
crucible of emerging nation-states. ‘New-style religion’ dates from the late
nineteenth century and has burgeoned in the context of the globalised,
market-based societies of the post-Cold War era.
Jonathan Fox’s article assesses the competition between secular and
religious actors, a relationship which is complicated by several additional
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relationships and phenomena. In this chapter, Fox focuses on three particular
phenomena: competition within the religion camp, competition within the
secular camp, and the complex relationship between supporting and
restricting religion.
Brendan Sweetman’s philosophical chapter contributes to the broader
discussion of religion, the state and secularism. Sweetman explores the
pressing question of whether religion should be a private matter in
contemporary secular democracies.
The next article by anthropologist Don Handelman examines the complex
relationship between holism, religion and geopolitics. Handelman argues that
values of holism underlie and infuse a wide variety of religions, including the
monotheisms. Handelman then argues that the actualisation of holism is
accomplished through the potentiality of religion to encompass and orientate
social units of varying scale including the nation and the nation-state. In the
concluding section, he briefly orientates the discussion to modern Israel.
Scott Hibbard’s chapter explores why conservative renderings of religious
tradition remained politically influential in certain secular nation-states. Using
the examples of Egypt, India and the United States, Hibbard argues that
religion remains relevant to modern politics because it continues to define
collective—and particularly national—identities and is uniquely able to
provide a moral framework for political action.
Utilising Angola as a case study, anthropologist Ruy Blanes explores the
country’s relationship between the state and religious institutions. Blanes
argues that in Angola there are two seemingly contradictory yet correlated
phenomena concerning religious practice: the opening up of the local
landscape for transnational religious circulation, mostly in its capital, Luanda;
and the process of ‘nationalisation’ or ‘Angolanisation’ of religious activity.
In another case study, Fang-long Shih explores the Taiwanisation movement,
focusing on how the god Nazha represents the struggle of Taiwanese identity
against Chinese identity. Fang-long discusses how religion in Taiwan has,
since the 1980s, reflected the transformation of politics, i.e. the shift from the
local rivalries of political factions to island-wide campaigns on the strategic
importance of its geopolitical entity. Fang-long looks at the god Nazha and
how it has become a vehicle for the formation of a new Taiwanisation
discourse.
Kaarina Aitamurto explores the strong alliance between the state and the
Russian Orthodox Church and the role this relationship plays in Russian
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nationalist politics. The article draws our attention to the Rodnoverie
movement and how this illustrates the versatility of nationalism in
contemporary Russia and the difficulties of constructing clear national
identities in modern societies, where people have more choices and more
overlapping identities, many of which transcend national boundaries.
Part III examines the role of religions in both violence and peace. The section
opens with a chapter by Mona Kanwal Sheikh that examines sociotheology—
a concept she developed with Mark Juergensmeyer—as a template for
understanding religious worldviews. The chapter concentrates on how
sociotheology can help us understand religious violence but also discusses
the applicability of the framework in a broader context. Sheikh argues for the
development of a more nuanced understanding of the dynamics between
epistemic worldviews and their social location and also a more systematic
research programme for the archaeological reconstruction of epistemic
worldviews in their social milieus.
Continuing the discussion on the theme of conflict, Lee Marsden’s chapter
analyses the casual influence of religion on violence and considers the claims
of religious actors themselves and how policymakers have sought to work
with alternative religious actors in the battle for hearts and minds in a
conflictual international order.
Shireen Hunter explores sectarian tensions in the Middle East and South
Asia. Through examining various geopolitical situations, Hunter challenges
the widely held belief that religion is the primary cause of the tensions in the
region. While acknowledging that the existence of religious differences
creates a receptive environment for the emergence of such conflicts, Hunter
argues that politics and conflicting security and other interests of international
and regional actors—and their competition for power and influence—are the
principal culprits.
Nilay Saiya discusses the effect of religious factors, including religious liberty,
on conflict and political stability. The chapter challenges the conventional
wisdom that treats religious liberty as normatively a good idea but not an
issue centrally related to power politics. Saiya shows that religious liberty is
connected to political stability in profound ways. Using the example of Iraq,
the article demonstrates that where religious liberty is threatened, the
chances of a state experiencing sectarian violence increases, as does the
likelihood that violence will spread to neighbouring countries.
Drawing upon his previous empirical studies, Dan G. Cox discusses what he
describes as a religious diversity peace dividend in international affairs. Cox
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argues that religious tolerance and respect for religious freedoms should
approximate a peace dividend, as he and his colleagues observed, with
terrorism rates declining in states with greater levels of religious (and ethnic)
pluralism. He concludes that more research is needed to ascertain if the
effects of religious freedom are as strong as the religious diversity peace
dividend he originally observed.
Pauline Kollontai’s chapter focuses on the work of the inter-religious
transnational organisation, Religions for Peace, and examines its peacebuilding work under the aegis of globalisation. She shows that one important
aspect of these transnational actors is that they are already modelling ways
of working together across religions to manifest the principles and values
associated with peace and justice present in the fabric of all religious
teachings.
Section IV focuses on the relationship between religion, transnational
institutions and human rights. Jeffrey Haynes looks into the motives behind
faith-based organisations (FBOs) at the United Nations. This article focuses
on the activities of selected FBOs at the UN, the most significant intergovernmental organisation with a global public policy role.
François Foret’s article discusses the role of religion in European integration.
Presenting several levels of analysis, the chapter argues that European
integration interacts with the contemporary evolution of religion but does not
command it.
James L. Guth and Brent F. Nelsen continue the discussion on religion and
European integration. The authors observe that the major approaches to
explaining the remarkable success of the European project usually stress
economic interests, strategic motivations, or institutional forces in the growth
of continental unity since 1945, while few have said very much about religion.
Guth and Nelsen then suggest that despite the purported secularisation of
European politics, the religious ‘confessional culture’ has affected and
continues to affect the movement towards European unity.
Paul Rowe examines the expanded influence of religious actors in global civil
society. Rowe suggests that the influence of religion in the world is viewed by
many as a dangerous development. This then reflects the way that the antisocial activities of radical religious movements dominate media headlines. He
points out that when the day-to-day activities of global religious movements
are assessed, one finds a wide array of actors involved in development,
peace advocacy and the cultural vitality of global society. Rowe concludes
that the normative power of religious movements to shape global civil society
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is an important theme of inquiry for political scientists to investigate in the
future.
J. Paul Martin’s chapter formulates a human rights-based approach to
religion. He argues that secularism has become too amorphous and culturebound a concept to guide religion-related policies in contemporary domestic
and international affairs. He then suggests that secularism needs to be
replaced by the more widely accepted and tested standards and institutions
of the modern international human rights regime that define substantial legal
obligations and practices developed and accepted through treaties by the
world’s states. Martin concludes that the human rights framework calls for not
only state neutrality but also state engagement with religion, and thus for
national and international institutions able to protect the rights associated with
the freedom of religion by working to minimise inter-religious discrimination
and conflict.
Allen D. Hertzke explores the role that many Christian networks play on the
global stage in human rights advocacy, humanitarian succour and
peacemaking. Hertzke argues that a genuine global system, in which a
theological ideal serves as a central organising principle, is emerging. Unlike
governmental structures or even UN institutions, this system is more organic
and nimble in upholding human dignity. This system links local actors and
congregations with international mission, development and denominational
structures that magnify the collective Christian witness in policy circles.
Ishtiaq Ahmed’s chapter sheds light on the relationship between human rights
and religion in Pakistan. Given the sectarian divisions within the Pakistani
Muslim community and social segregation between men and women among
Muslims in general, Ahmed explores the implications and ramifications for the
human rights of not only conventionally defined non-Muslims such as
Christians, Hindus and so on but also a number of groups that, prior to the
partition of India, had been subsumed within the general category of Muslims.
Continuing the discussion of Islam, Jonathan Benthall looks at the demands
for Islam to undergo a ‘renaissance’ or ‘reformation’. He suggests that
although there have been many progressive Muslim individuals over the last
century and longer, they have not consolidated themselves into durable
institutions, contributing to the crisis of authority in Islam. Looking to historical
reform movements, Benthall argues that something could be learnt from the
Reform movement in nineteenth century Judaism, when rabbis and
synagogues in Germany and the USA realised they had common interests
and began to correspond and coordinate.
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Elizabeth Shakman Hurd’s chapter looks at religion liberty and tolerance.
Hurd examines the ‘two faces of religion’ discourse, a concept which
originated in a Tony Blair speech on religion. Hurd investigates how the
concept is operationalised in a specific context, one of many in which the
global dynamics of good religion/bad religion have come to life. Hurd
introduces an alternative approach to religion and world politics, developed in
her forthcoming book, that builds on the distinction between religion as
construed by those in power (including the good religion/bad religion framing)
and religion as lived by local inhabitants. This conceptual lens developed by
Hurd allows us to see ‘beyond religious freedom’ by revealing the mixed
political consequences for Sahwahi refugees of the representation of their
camps as ‘ideal spaces’ occupied by tolerant refugees who support religious
freedom and interfaith dialogue.
In the conclusion chapter, Timothy Fitzgerald deconstructs some of the
common Anglophone categories of everyday public life that appear in this
collection’s title, attempting to indicate how they conceal (largely
unconscious) rhetorical devices that allow abstract and rather empty terms to
appear persuasive, objectively real and inevitable. Fitzgerald then argues that
when examining religion in contemporary world affairs we need general
categories to think with.
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The Religious Resurgence:
Problems and Opportunities for
International Relations Theory
S t ephen Daw s o n
Ly n c h b u r g C olle ge , V irgin ia, USA

A number of books have been published in the past ten years on the
conviction widely shared by scholars across a variety of disciplines that we
are currently experiencing a worldwide religious resurgence. In this chapter I
examine more closely the very notion of a ‘religious resurgence’ and its
theoretical implications for International Relations (IR). There are two points I
wish to make. First, one way to understand the religious resurgence is in
terms of a theoretical shift: as IR scholars move beyond the secularisation
thesis, religion becomes more obvious as a variable in global politics.
Second, the return of religion qua theoretical shift requires rethinking the
fundamental idea of religion, as making sense of the religious resurgence
requires a critical concept of religion.
The Religious Resurgence and the Secularisation Thesis
In the mid-1990s, when Peter L. Berger declared that a religious resurgence
was underway, scholars took notice.1 Since the 1960s, Berger was renowned
as one of the leading proponents of the secularisation thesis. Briefly,
secularisation describes three interrelated social processes: first, the
differentiation of secular institutions (the state and the free market, for
example) from religious institutions (such as the church); second, the decline
of religious beliefs; and third, the privatisation of religious belief and practice.2
In short, secularisation describes a process of social change. It is a
hypothesis that attempts to explain what is unique about modernity. For this
reason, secularisation is ‘twinned’, as it were, to the process of
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modernisation. With respect to traditional religion (and traditional ways of life,
for that matter), modernisation acts like a solvent. As a society modernises,
religion loses its distinctive features—for instance, the public prominence and
influence of religious institutions and leaders, the social utility of religion (as,
say, a source of moral value), and epistemic claims to revelatory authority.
Religion recedes from public life into the private. Its universal claims to truth
are transmuted as deeply felt personal convictions.3
As a process of social change, secularisation and its effects were thought to
be irreversible. In a phrase indelibly linked with Max Weber, secularisation
would end in a ‘disenchanted’ world, or a world largely free of religion.
Throughout the twentieth century, the ‘disenchantment of the world’ acquired
the status of a general law among social scientists. This is why Berger, in a
1968 interview in the New York Times, confidently predicted that, by ‘the
twenty-first century, religious believers are likely to be found only in small
sects, huddled together to resist a world-wide secular culture’. Berger allowed
that this prognosis was based on his reading of the current situation, which
‘could be changed by a third world war or some other upheaval’.4
Such upheaval was soon provided by real-life events, such as the election of
the evangelical Christian Jimmy Carter to the White House, the mobilisation
of conservative fundamentalists under the banner of the Moral Majority, the
Islamic Revolution in Iran, and the rise of the Solidarity movement in Poland.
The cumulating effect of these events was not unlike that of the iceberg and
the Titanic: empirical reality punched a hole in what was seemingly an
unsinkable hypothesis. Scholarly mea culpas followed. Berger retracted his
earlier prediction and admitted that the ‘world today … is as furiously religious
as it ever was … [the] body of literature by historians and social scientists
loosely labelled ‘secularisation theory’ is essentially mistaken’.5 The events of
11 September 2001 emphatically punctuated Berger’s claim that the world is
as ‘furiously religious’ as ever.
Furiously is perhaps the operative word here. The concept of secularisation
does not simply describe a historical process. It is also a normative claim
about the proper relationship between religion and politics. This normative
claim is founded on two political myths. The first, dubbed the ‘myth of
religious violence’ by William T. Cavanaugh, claims that religion is a universal
component of human culture, honeycombed with irrationality, divisiveness, an
inability to compromise and tendencies towards authoritarianism.6 The only
hope for lasting peace is to separate the religious sphere from the secular
sphere (politics, the economy and public life, generally). This in turn leads to
the second, labelled by Scott M. Thomas the ‘myth of liberalism’.7 According
to this myth, the hazards of religious violence can only be controlled by the
imposition of the modern liberal state in which politics becomes secular and
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religion is privatised. In short, religion (and, in particular, its propensity for
violence and disorder) is the problem, and the order fostered by the secular
liberal state is the solution.
These two myths worked together (though colluded might be a better word)
not only to separate politics from religion but also to make the particular
historical terms of that separation normative for both politics and religion,
generally. In other words, the collusive effect of these two myths charged the
descriptive concepts ‘religion’ and ‘politics’ with normative authority. These
two concepts no longer simply describe human phenomena; rather, they
distinguish normal and abnormal varieties. For example, secularism becomes
the new normal for politics. Thus, widely utilised theories of International
Relations, such as realism and liberalism, presume the absence of religion
from the outset simply because religion is supposed to be outside politics. In
this respect, both realism and liberalism can be described as secularising
theories insofar as ‘religion’ and ‘politics’ are separated prior to analysis.8
Religion asserting itself politically (as in the case of the Moral Majority in the
United States or the Islamic Revolution in Iran) is seen as an anomaly. In the
1990s, politically active religion was thought to be, perhaps, a new type of
religion altogether.9 Fundamentalism, for example, was envisioned as a new
form of religion, the primary characteristic of which was opposition to
modernity.

Two empirical examples can be offered to demonstrate the extent to which
religion has been excluded from International Relations theory and analysis.
Both are provided by Timothy Samuel Shah. The first comes from the
American Political Science Review.10 For the 100th anniversary issue (2006),
Kenneth D. Wald and Clyde Wilcox surveyed the APSR archives and found
that ‘prior to 1960 only a single APSR article sought to use religion as a
variable to explain empirical phenomena’. The situation did not noticeably
improve with the rise of politically active religion in the 1970s. The years
following 1980 are devoid of articles focused on religious factors, save one
essay on American Government and two in Comparative Politics. Shah’s
second example cites a similar study undertaken by Daniel Philpott, who
reviewed the leading journals in International Relations.11 Philpott discovered
that ‘only six or so out of a total of about sixteen hundred [articles published
in leading IR journals] featured religion as an important influence’. 12
The religious resurgence challenges conventional assumptions on two levels.
Empirically, as Berger and many other social scientists have observed,
religion is alive and well in the modern world. It’s not exactly clear, however,
what this observation means. Is the world more religious than it ever has
been before? Is it more religious than it was at an earlier time? Answering
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either one of those questions is difficult. Not only is religiosity difficult to
measure, it is also difficult to express conceptually. Perhaps these are not the
best questions to ask. It’s quite possible that the world looks different simply
because social scientists and other scholars have removed their
secularisation goggles. In other words, the world hasn’t changed so much as
the way in which scholars look at it has. The theoretical shift presumed by the
religious resurgence speaks to the second challenge: integrating religion into
existing theories of International Relations. The easiest way to do this would
be, to use a cooking analogy, add and stir: add religion and stir it into already
existing theories. The key question begged by this strategy is, of course,
whether religion is the sort of concept one can simply add and stir.
Theorising Religion in International Relations
At first glance the word ‘religion’ seems relatively straightforward. Most
people use words like ‘religion’ and ‘religious’ in everyday speech. Problems
arise, however, when we try to define ‘religion’. It’s not that ‘religion’ is
indefinable; rather, ‘religion’ suffers from a sort of definitional satyriasis: no
matter how many suitors there are, ‘religion’ is ready to accept another.
Beneath the sheer variety of competing definitions, however, two fundamental
marks characteristic of the specifically modern category of religion can be
discerned. First, religion is something that is ontologically unique—that is,
religion is a transhistorical, transcultural object. While it takes empirical form
in a dizzying variety of ways, its core or essence can be concisely expressed
in different systems of propositions and beliefs about reality. Second, in order
to be known, religion requires the epistemological contrast of ‘not-religion’, or
the secular. Religion and the secular together form a binary opposition, which
is a pair of related concepts that are mutually exclusive in meaning. A simple
example would be the binary opposition ‘up’ and ‘down’. Secular and religion
are likewise connected. An important point to keep in mind is that both
religion and the secular are historically located in European Latin
Christendom. Not only is religion identified with Christianity, but the secular is
originally a theological category unique to Western Christendom.13 In short,
the roots of the religion–secular binary run deep in the Western tradition.
Problems with the modern category of religion become apparent when
scholars attempt to use religion as an analytic or descriptive category. In
sorting ‘religious’ and ‘non-religious’ phenomena, we simply reproduce the
normative claims specific to the category of modern religion—that is, religion
is something sui generis standing in binary opposition to the secular. More
generally, the normative claims projected by the modern category of religion
electrify descriptive treatments of ‘religious’ phenomena with a prescriptive
charge. This leads to what I have called going rogue—when an ostensibly
descriptive or analytic term becomes charged with normative authority, which
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causes analysis to slice (in the golfing sense) west, as in the direction of
Western civilisation.14 What is more, rogue concepts have a strong tendency
to enfold normative assumptions and commitments into scholarly analysis by
continued uncritical application. The power of rogue concepts is their protean
ability to mimic ‘normal’ concepts and, once insinuated within analyses,
metastasise. Once that happens, the analysis is, in a manner of speaking,
possessed. Analysis of global politics, which aims to produce knowledge,
becomes instead the re-inscription of normative claims about ‘religion’ and
‘politics’ and the normal relationship between the two. Scholars in the field of
Religious Studies have recognised this problem, and some advocate
dispensing with the concept ‘religion’ altogether.15 While sympathetic with this
argument, ultimately I think it goes too far—it’s a utopian gesture rather than
a methodological strategy. The word ‘religion’ is too finely woven into the
fabric of our thinking to be simply cast aside. What we can do, however, is
rethink the way that we critically understand and deploy the concept of
religion.16
I hope it is clear at this juncture that religion is not the sort of concept that can
be added and stirred into established theories. There are other ways,
however, to integrate religion into IR theory and analysis. Some of these
attempts clear new ground; others succumb to a variety of problems. 17 Many
of these problems can be traced back to insufficient theorising or a tendency
to rely uncritically on the conventional understanding of the word ‘religion’
(frequently the two are combined). Concepts of religion can be too closely
identified with a particular religious tradition (many concepts of religion, for
example, amount in practice to a generalised description of Protestant
Christianity). Concepts can be reified—that is, they are insufficiently sensitive
to the historical and social contexts in which particular religions develop.
Concepts can become ensnared in theological disputes over whether God,
the gods, or transcendent reality are necessary criteria for determining the
category of religion. Any of these problems, unchecked, allow concepts of
religion to go rogue.
The religious resurgence is at once a return of religion to global politics as
well as to International Relations theory. While a number of theoretical
challenges arise, opportunities open up as well. When IR theorists stalk
religion, they should do so critically. They should keep in mind Jonathan Z.
Smith’s admonition that ‘religion is solely the creation of the scholar’s study. It
is created for the scholar’s analytic purposes by his imaginative acts of
comparison and generalisation. Religion has no independent existence apart
from the academy.’18 The upshot of Smith’s remark is that the concept of
religion used as a scholarly term of art should be carefully distinguished from
the notion of religion we use in everyday speech. Religion in everyday
speech depends on the secular for its meaning. In analysing religious
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phenomena we want to be critically aware of differences in history, society
and culture, both with regard to the phenomena being studied and the
concepts we are utilising. A critical or self-aware concept of religion is thus
necessary for scholars to understand the religious resurgence.
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2
‘Little do they know …’ How
(Not) to Theorise Religion and
International Relations
J od ok T r oy
U n iv e r sit y of I n n s br u c k, A u s tr ia

Introduction1
One example of the many fluctuating academic ‘working groups on religion
and International Relations’ eloquently summarises the agreement of
scholars in International Relations (IR) when it comes to the intersection of
religious ‘issues’ and IR: (1) the marginalisation of religion in the subject,
which is, (2), due to the thinking of secularisation theory is, finally, (3),
unwarranted.2 It is by now also commonplace to understand ‘secularisation’
as a more nuanced term—and therefore to make a distinction between
secularisation (as an empirical phenomena) and secularism (as, more or less,
an ideology; an ‘ism’). However warranted those claims may be, and no
matter how much consensus they achieve in the academic community, they
nevertheless at the same time point to complications in theorising religion
and IR.
I will outline how, and how not, to theorise on the topic from a classical
Realist point of view, seeing IR primarily as practical philosophy, relying in its
analysis on interpretative methods, normative theory and anthropological
insights. I do this along the following steps. First, I reflect for a moment on the
ongoing trend of ‘de-marginalising’ the topic and, at the same time, point out
grievances when it comes to secularisation theorising. Second, I reflect on
shortcomings when talking about ‘religion as religion’, i.e. to categorise
religion as a ‘variable’, therefore pointing out how the Western understanding
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of religion shapes and limits theorising. Finally, I reflect on some of the
alternative and complementary approaches of addressing religion in IR.
De-marginalising the Topic
Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age is a prominent study dealing with religion and
politics with great impact.3 His central concept is the ‘immanent frame’, an
attempt based on a liberal agenda to exclude anything metaphysical from the
public (i.e. political) sphere.4 This is certainly useful and contributes to
philosophical problems and understandings of many current issues.5 The
central thesis, that we live in a secular age, however, cannot hold up to
reality.6 In other words, what is missing in theorising on the topic are
(empirical) insights from the sociology of religion.7 When it comes to the
agreement over the shortcomings of secularisation theory, we therefore
encounter two phenomena that are relevant for matters of religion and IR. As
Elizabeth Shakman Hurd’s The Politics of Secularism in International
Relations outlines, there is a difference between the actual practice of
secularisation (i.e. separation of church and state) and belief in the concept
of secularism (i.e. secularisation leads to modernisation).8 It is a matter of
constructing what both terms actually mean. Hence, one problem is the
misunderstanding of inter-disciplinary (or at least trans-disciplinary) research;
the other is the absence of it. ‘How to cite a sacred text’,9 for example, can be
a tricky business.
9/11 shed light on religion for IR, encouraging more mainstream engagement
with the subject. Whereas studies on religion and IR written before 9/11
focused on religion and violence, nowadays many focus on one particular
religion: Islam. The problem is not the fixation on one particular religion. The
problem, in terms of scientific analysis, is the dualism in which it is framed.10
This dualism is either the framing that religion is about peace and that
problems are only posed by misguided fanatics or lunatics who just don’t get
it right (i.e. the ‘proper’ religion). On the other side, there are the well-known,
often atheistic criticisms trying to point out that religion as such is a problem
no matter how it is interpreted. Another problem is the categorising of
religions as cultural forces opposing each other, most famously argued for by
Samuel Huntington.11 What likely follows is that different religious traditions
are differently developed in terms of modernity. Hence the assumption that
what is necessary for those religions and cultures is to start a process like the
European Enlightenment. The problems here described build on the
understanding of ‘religion’ as a modern, Western construction,12 but this leads
to some subsequent epistemological shortcomings.13
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Go, Measure Faith
The above-mentioned selection of problems and disputes on religion and IR
are caused by one prevailing problem of social science epistemology: the
desire to code religion as a variable. This is based on a ‘Protestant’
understanding of religion: to characterise religion as a set of beliefs,
effectively reducing religion to theology—and, for that matter in IR, to political
theology. The more extensive theoretical underpinning of this discussion is
the differentiation between functionalistic (not what but how people believe;
i.e. the ‘doing’) and substantive (what people believe; i.e. a set of beliefs or
doctrines; i.e. the ‘being’) approaches to religion.14 Again, Huntington’s work
is illustrative for this point. If we understand the set of beliefs of a given actor,
we will be able to deduce that actor’s behaviour. This is the belief that faith
can be measured, based on the assumption that a certain set of beliefs can
influence political behaviour or political choices and can therefore be
categorised just like any other variable in the standard rational actor model.
This understanding of religion leads to several theoretical and practical
problems.
First, it underestimates what Scott Atran in the case of terrorism and religion
research terms the ‘devoted actor’. This is a type of actor, ‘regardless of
utilitarian calculations’, willing ‘to make extreme sacrifices based on a
deontological evaluation of “appropriateness” rather than an instrumental
calculus’.15 Second, as outlined above, it leads to the desire to code and
measure religion (i.e. particular believers). The resulting studies are valuable
for IR theorising. However, and primarily, they are just that: coding faith
according to the certain set of beliefs to which a group of people adheres.
What follows is most often a confusion of correlation and causation. Most
causal claims in IR studies relying on such research are nothing other than
(assumed) claims.16 Simply put, if two actors with two different coded
identities are engaged in conflict, it is easy (and alluring) to jump to the
conclusion that the reason for the conflict is their respective identities.
Third, it resembles the social science fixation on the ‘why’ question. Why
does religion cause violence—that is, why does religion lead to violent
political actions? What social sciences tend to ignore is that there is a
considerable difference between abstract ideas (e.g. just war, jihad, pacifism,
etc.) and ‘informal religious ideas, practices, symbols, or social structures’,17
as Ron Hassner outlined. Thus, it is said to be necessary to explain identities
in order to make statements on religious influence on political behaviour.18
Identities are defined as ‘a person’s conception of which of his characteristics
make him distinct from others according to his social role: is he a Lutheran, a
Catholic, a German nationalist? Identities are made up in part of ideas, which
people hold stably over the long term. A person with a Protestant identity, for
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instance, persists in holding Protestant ideas’. However, ‘identities can
change and do so when people come to hold new ideas and selfconceptions’.19 Going further, Michael Oakeshott reminds us that identity ‘is
nothing more than an unbroken rehearsal of contingencies, each at the mercy
of circumstance and each significant in proportion to its familiarity. It is not a
fortress into which we may retire.’20 ‘Measuring’ faith while following their
research agenda is what many social scientists can certainly do very well.
Nevertheless, the question remains whether we are not just measuring a
certain set of beliefs and habits and expected practices which do not, in the
end, provide much insight and is prone to lead to hasty conclusions.
The fourth problem arising from this understanding of religion and IR, after
the desire to frame religion as a variable, is the general desire to ‘integrate’
religion into IR theory along the lines of Liberalism–Realism–Constructivism.
This, of course, goes beyond the above-mentioned attempts and problems
caused by attempts to explain and understand research puzzles where
traditional IR and religion intersect. It resembles the will to integrate religion
into IR theory. This can even lead to outcomes such as integrating religion
into Neorealism.21 One laudable outcome of this kind of research is that there
are some textbooks on the topic available.22 Nevertheless, the outcomes are
inevitably reductive and sometimes idiosyncratic readings and interpretations
of the already existing theoretical framework. Take, for example, Realism:
‘Little do they know that they meet under an empty sky from which the gods
have departed’—so Hans Morgenthau concedes for the universalistic
aspirations of foreign policy.23 This phrase and other selected phrases from
Morgenthau and other Realists have often been taken to argue that in and for
Realism, religion and ethical principles do not matter, or are at least of
secondary importance.24 However, it can also be understood as: ‘whether
Morgenthau’s sky is empty of gods or not, what people believe about it
matter.25
The ‘new’ nationalism, detached from religion, was, in Morgenthau’s eyes, the
main problem in the international sphere. ‘The state has become indeed a
“mortal God”, and for an age that believes no longer in an immortal God, the
state becomes the only God there is’26 is therefore a very easily
misunderstood phrase. Nicolas Guilhot aptly pointed out that Morgenthau’s
Realism was a criticism of the secularising tendencies that nationalism
unleashes.27 ‘Little do they know …’ indeed that critique was—at least also—
directed against liberal internationalism as the new (secular) paradigm
unleashed from the national interest (which, for classical Realism, is itself
more of an epistemological category than an ontological one). This episode
on Realism illustrates two things. First, it shows there are many ways of
reading the historiography of theoretical traditions. Along those ways we tend
to confuse the theoretical and philosophical assumptions of theories. Second,
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it illustrates that there are beneficial engagements of IR thinking with political
theology.28 Most obviously they concern our understanding of particular terms
and concepts such as the political, the state, sovereignty and many more.29
Pure and Unseparated: Additional Approaches
Making sense of religion and IR in epistemological terms seems a bit like
overcoming the distinction between oil in water: pure and at the same time
unseparated, as already outlined in my examination of the problematic
concepts and terms of ‘religion’ and ‘secularism’. To illustrate this point more
comprehensively, I revisit, via the work of three authors, the practicability of
the statement that religion and politics are not genuinely distinct from each
other: René Girard, William Cavanaugh and Michael Walzer.
Girard’s mimetic theory illustrates how a theory of the origins of culture and
religion remains apt for explaining modern politics: human behaviour is
shaped by the imitation of the desire of others.30 Thus, we end up in a
competition imitating the other’s desires.31 It is sameness that is a problem in
the social sphere, not difference. People fight because they are the same;
they fight over the same goods. Where difference and differentiation
vanishes, the ‘narcissism of the minor difference’, as Sigmund Freud called
it,32 becomes overwhelming. In quantitative and qualitative terms, the most
violent conflicts take place not between but within groups. Religions have
been aware of this dynamic and in the past solved mimetic crises by
sacrificing an innocent victim. It is, according to mimetic theory, no
coincidence that the founding moment of religious traditions is most often a
murder or human sacrifice—a scapegoat. The purpose of this is not least to
canalise violence. Similar mechanisms are at work within the political sphere.
The modern excess of responsibility, seeking to bring individuals to justice, is
arguably a tendency that confirms some of the basic assumptions of mimetic
theory, such as the scapegoat mechanism. ‘Blaming and shaming’
individuals, i.e. bringing them (e.g. warlords) to justice, is certainly a
legitimate liberal achievement. At the same time, however, this tendency
largely ignores the social conditions that led to the outcomes (e.g. mass
murder).33 More generally, mimetic theory illustrates that our modern judicial
system and the arising international criminal law rests on scapegoating.34
In The Myth of Religious Violence, Cavanaugh argues not that religion is
peaceful but that its opposed secular outputs (such as ideologies).35 Further,
and in line with Daniel Philpot’s conclusions,36 Cavanaugh argues against the
popular IR narrative that the Protestant Reformation ‘divided Christendom
along religious lines’ and that the ‘wars of religion … demonstrated to the
West the inherent danger of public religion. The solution to the problem lay in
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the rise of the modern state’. Henceforward, the story gained foundational
importance for the secular West, because it explains the origin of its way of
life and its system of governance. It is a creation myth for modernity.37
Consequently, a good question to ask is, ‘what’s so “religious” about
“religious terrorism”?’38—and, for that matter, ‘religious violence’, since ‘the
dominant narrative is that religion caused the bloodshed of the Thirty Years’
War, which European nation-states finally resolved through widespread
adoption of secular forms of government’.39
Finally, the communitarian Walzer pointed out that ‘Drawing the Line’, i.e.
between the ‘twin toleration’40 of religion and politics, does not make much
sense, even for a liberal understanding of politics:
So long as there are different ideas, no realisation can be
definitive. On the religious or ideological side of the line, the
good society can have an absolute form; on the political side,
it is always provisional… It doesn’t matter whether the
conceptions are religious or secular; their protagonists have
exactly the same right to join the competition.41
What is important here is not the way of managing the politics that Walzer
defends in his argument. What is important is that the ‘religious’ and ‘secular’
spheres are not two absolutely distinct configurations of power. ‘What counts
as religious, secular or political in any given context is not only socially
constructed; it is a function of different configurations of power surrounding
the construction of the categories the religious, the secular and the political—
and the boundaries between them.’42
Conclusion
During the course and aftermath of the so-called ‘Salman Rushdie Affair’,
some early attempts at interpretive research and narrative theory on religion
and politics were conducted. They can be summarised with the statement
that ‘[w]hereas the Western liberal tradition places priority on individual
autonomy, the Islamic tradition presents a communitarian view in which the
concept of the self is realised collectively in the community of Islam and is
defined through traditions and concepts of honour’.43 ‘Because’ as Cecelia
Lynch concludes, ‘no religious doctrine can guide believers to appropriate
action in all contexts, what should be done must be interpreted’.44
Less theology (i.e. understanding religion in substantial terms), therefore, and
more religious sociology (i.e. understanding religion in functional terms) along
with the study of political theory (i.e. in understanding what constitutes the
political sphere) would constitute better research conduct and contribute a
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more nuanced understanding of ‘Nations under God’. At the same time,
theology remains a necessary part of the analysis and the essentialist–
functionalist gap is a narrow one. In a ‘spiritual’ age, however, formalised and
measurable (patterns and systems of) belief may no longer matter that
much.45
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Shifting Territorial Orders and
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Geopolitics and Human Feelings
For those who follow world news, the statement that religion and geopolitics
are narrowly related is quite obvious and perhaps more so than ever. If we
define geopolitics as the propensity of states or localised groups to optimise
their territorial assets at the expense of other localised actors, there is a lot of
contemporary geopolitics that seems to resonate with religion. In view of the
violent campaigns in which Islamic groups try to gain control over states in
Africa and the Middle East with the explicit aim of constituting a moral regime
or new caliphate (Islamic State), the link between geopolitics and religion
seems undeniable. Yet we should be aware that systematic analysis of
international conflict data covering a long period does not provide statistical
evidence of the effect of religious difference on the outbreak of war between
states or groups.1 Nor, despite what the ‘Clash of Civilizations’ thesis would
have us believe, could such a thing be proved for the more recent historical
period. Nonetheless, a mass of publications report how religious arguments
have been used by groups to rationalise their territorial independence and
bolster national morale in the prelude to war. The Exodus story from the Bible
was used in early modern European (Protestant) states like England and the
Dutch Republic to suggest that they had found their promised land like the
wandering Israelites or even as descendants of a lost Jewish tribe.2 Islamic
tribes have used their religion in rivalry with other tribes by claiming a special
link with the Prophet—even if their main ancestor was only his barber. Such
examples impel us to account for the fact that religion is often embedded in a
national identity complex (always relevant in international conflict3) and that
religious difference is difficult to define.
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Here I will follow a different approach to the issue of religion and geopolitics
by drawing attention to the changing territorial orders that control the
geopolitical game. Territorial orders are dominant ways of linking authority to
geographic distinctions. One such territorial order is the current process of
globalisation while another was the formation of states in Europe at the end
of the Middle Ages. Such shifts in the geography of power upturn established
interests and human feelings of security and therefore demand a legitimating
philosophy that might acquire the status of religion. There are of course other
options for people faced with a changing territorial order, such as ignorance
or violent resistance. In Hirschmann’s terms the options are exit, voice or
loyalty.4 In a globalising world exit is a characteristic resistance against the
ideal of the ‘open society’. As Chechen guerrilla fighter Noukhaev once
remarked, ‘I am against the open society … because it wants to turn my
closed, barbarian, world into a citizen’s world.’ Such attitudes easily turn into
violent resistance, as exemplified by tribal Islam and Al Qaeda.5 The other
option, voice, can be associated with attempts to endow the new order with a
vision that makes the world meaningful again rather than with changing its
structure. This is the more affirmative role of religion, answering to human
feelings that are injured by a new power configuration.
Religion as a Response to Some Major Territorial Events in History
One of the most familiar examples of a religion that may have owed its origin
to the mental struggle with an inconvenient territorial order is Christianity. Its
message of love, even across ethnic lines, fitted the transnational imperial
order of Rome better than the Jewish emphasis on one God favouring one
(Jewish) people. Of course, the brutal unifying power of Rome had to be
balanced by a mighty vision of an all-encompassing Kingdom in Heaven
reigning through love or the ‘Holy Spirit’ rather than war, but the new
transnational order and opportunities for mobility could still be saved. The
Christian religious innovation was an act of reconstruction rather than
deconstruction. Crossan and Reed assert: ‘both Jesus and the apostle Paul
are not so much trapped in a negation of global imperialism as establishing
its positive alternative here upon earth.’6 How much the Roman world order
was a reference point in Jesus’s message also revealed itself in his
designation, ‘son of God’. As Showalter remarks, ‘Many of those who referred
to Jesus as “son of God” knew perfectly well that a Latin form of the phrase
was among the most frequent descriptions for Augustus and his successors.’7
Two years after his death in 44 bc, the Roman Senate proclaimed Julius
Caesar ‘God’. His successor, Augustus, who ruled when Jesus was a
youngster, consequently used the title ‘son of God’ (divi filius).
While Christianity more or less embraced an imperial order, the rise of Islam
can be attributed to a downright attack on such order. Due to the complex
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social conditions that offer a breeding ground for religion, we should
acknowledge that it is difficult to achieve unequivocal causal explanations.
Even if we ignore the particular explanations given by believers there remains
a vigorous debate among scholars about the origins of Islam. Nevertheless,
widely accepted explanations pointing to social tensions in the Arab heartland
due to the rise of trade have been convincingly refuted. Patricia Crone has
shown that they were not fundamental enough or sufficiently specific in time
and space to explain such a deep shift in people’s way of life and outlook.8
She suggested that the only event with sufficient impact in the late sixth and
early seventh century was the imperial threat to the Arab world from two
sides: the Byzantine Empire from the West and the Persian Sassanid Empire
in the East. The power of these giants (versus the Arab tribes) was
accentuated by their state-like qualities and monotheistic religion. Where a
direct political unification of the Arab tribes was unfeasible, they ‘responded’
with religious means: a monotheistic belief that matched, so to speak, the
power of worldly empires by eliminating multiple and manipulable Arab gods.
It helped achieve geopolitical aims, with the Umayyad Caliphate, hardly a
century later, ruling over a territory that extended from the Indus to the
Atlantic Ocean.
The geopolitical significance of the Reformation in early modern Europe is
usually explained as an impetus for territories like the Low Countries to
secede from the Catholic Habsburg Empire and for religious wars that
haunted the German Länder in the late sixteenth century. Yet there is also a
conceivable reverse influence, with the rise of sovereign states pushing the
new religious conception. When Europe could still be imagined as a unified
Christian Empire governed by a twofold Emperor-Pope, it was also possible
to believe in a direct link between ‘earthly’ governance and the realm of the
‘divine’. Actually people were accustomed to see real-world events as direct
manifestations of God’s presence and intervention. The disunity created by
kings that pretended to be ‘Emperors in their own realm’ seemed to desecrate
authority and involve ordinary people in an immoral or Godless pursuit.9 How
could so many different rulers pretend to represent the divine? The problem
could only be solved by dismissing any claim to represent God on Earth and
carry out His aims—even the Pope’s. Luther’s message did not deny the
possibility of a good government ruling in accordance with God’s will, but this
could only be judged by intimate knowledge of the Scriptures. The distancing
between the divine realm and a world ruled by earthly powers that occurred in
the sixteenth century has been nicely illustrated in Kirstin Zapalac’s study of
the paintings that decorated the town hall of Regensburg (Germany) in the
sixteenth century.10 In a painting from 1536 on the wall of the council
chamber, the Last Judgment is shown as an event happening on Earth.
Almost a hundred years later it was replaced by a painting that depicts the
virtues of good government in allegorical style, with a small zone in the upper
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part referring to the Last Judgment, clearly separated from the earthly events.
Globalisation as a Territorial Impetus for Religious Revival
The age of globalisation has many characteristics, such as time–space
compression11 and the erosion of local values (in the wake of a spreading
capitalism) that upset people all over the world.12 Here, I conceive of
globalisation solely as a changing territorial order, a new geography of
authority. This has only recently received the systematic attention that
transcends the stock remark that the state is fading away. The observations
of authors on this subject mainly concern two transformations of the
established international order. First, the emergence of transnational regimes
that transcend national sovereignty with rules such as those issued by the
WTO, the UN Human Rights Council, arbitration in commercial conflict or the
issuing of quality certificates for eco-friendly production (MSC, FSC, etc.).
The second is the creation of extraterritorial authority by states that create
transboundary regimes among neighbouring states or special (industrial or
agricultural) zones within states that are withdrawn from national control or
democratic supervision. Saskia Sassen has applied herself for more than a
decade in explaining that these forms of globalisation are not imposed on
states by forces coming from the outside but are a logical consequence of the
political and economic dynamics within states. While originally particularly
interested in transnational regimes, she has recently shifted attention to the
second category of ‘the disassembling of national territory’.13 We should
acknowledge, however, that discussion persists on the capability of states to
withdraw from transnational regimes or carve out special privileges. For
example, the certification of eco-friendly practices has been discredited by
countries of the (global) South as a neo-colonial Northern strategy and some
of them have subsequently introduced their own standards or insisted on
involvement in the way such certificates are issued.14 While states are still
able to enforce their rules with violent means, the only power that an
international regime can wield is exclusion (which may anyway be an
effective disciplining force).
All ingredients for a religious revival identified in the historic examples given
above are obviously just as present in the current era: the experience of
imperial threat (or opportunity) and a change in the spatial configuration of
authority. The challenges may be different in the North and the South but they
are unlikely to be solved by a nineteenth-century ‘belief’ in the state as
‘saviour’ given the corruption that characterises many contemporary
authoritarian states (like Russia15). While political Islam seems to opt for reestablishing the historic caliphates, contemporary Christianity has distanced
itself from external authority in its charismatic movements, which emphasise
individual ability to cope with the absence of a territorial protective shield. The
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success of Pentecostal groups in Latin America depends on what Fer has
called ‘the Pentecostal paradigm of mobility’, which gives its members the
feeling of upward mobility and self-worth, something fitting a world-city rather
than nation-state.16 Conversely, Muslim fundamentalism, propagated by
cultural shock17 and territorial shock,18 has elected for the exit option—or
rather the revolutionary choice to remake the world according to its own
image. In attracting people with divergent ethnic and geographic origins it
shows itself a truly globalised movement, though lacking a religious ‘toolkit’ to
make the geopolitical reality more palatable.
None of these movements can really be described as religious innovation in
the same class as the birth of Christianity or even the Reformation. Change
of this sort of magnitude cannot be detected (yet) in our age, although there
are many spiritual movements (‘New Age’ religions) that aim to reinforce
individual abilities to cope with a world in which it has become more difficult
to feel represented. This aspect of the emerging territorial order is the main
driver in a new human search for religious meaning.
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Religion was once discounted as a primary factor in the strategic thinking of
states. To be sure, religious traditions did influence the cultural interpretation
of ‘national interest’ in many contexts (in this, and other important ways,
religion has been a constant in international politics1) but only on rare
occasions were faith traditions consciously deployed as the drivers of state
policy. The main priorities were instead ideological, as state actors measured
success against military and economic capabilities in the service of one
prevailing political vision or another.2 Such priorities clearly remain, yet
analysts of foreign policy increasingly understand traditional state motivations
interacting with religio-cultural elements now considered to be as important
as they are enduring. These changes in foreign policy reflect what some
scholars see as a larger ‘postsecular turn’ in IR.3 In this context, the present
chapter enters an important debate on current state approaches towards
religion and sketches an alternative policy framework that incorporates the
nuances of religion at play in the international sphere.
Faith and Foreign Policy
Explanations for a shift in international policy towards religion are complex
and varied, including the following: the emergence of ‘soft power’ diplomacy
allowed cultural, and in specific cases religious, authorities a seat at the
negotiating table;4 Third World nations began to prioritise ‘authenticity’
alongside economics as important for nation building, providing a
foundational role for religion in some contexts;5 international organisations
recognised religious NGOs and communities as key development agents;6
emphases on ‘civilisations’7 and ‘strategic culture’8 grafted religion onto
important discussions of global security; the multifarious importance of
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Muslim-majority politics worldwide has raised important debates about
pluralism in international society; 9 and the post-Cold War outbreak of
nationalism has at times been inspired by religion and can be conceived as a
form of political religion itself.10
Foreign policy—understood as the sovereign interest of states exercised in
the international realm—is the latest domain of world affairs to focus on
religion as a primary resource for political activity. Perhaps the most notable
development is the strategy by the US State Department to ‘engage’ religious
leaders and faith communities in the areas of humanitarian assistance,
advancement of democratic norms, and conflict prevention and security.11 For
the West more generally, the theme of religious freedom now links issues of
democracy, development and security into a single foreign policy agenda.12
Globally, religion emerges at the forefront of central policy dialogues between
state diplomats and global institutions of religion, notably on issues of peace
and stability.13 This high-level uptake has attracted the scrutiny of analysts
who have begun to raise important ideological and practical questions about
the current embrace of religion in the international policy sphere. It is to these
that we briefly turn.
Religion and International Policy: Are We Still Caught in a Binary?
Several scholars have responded to the rise of religion in foreign policy by
querying whether these initiatives bring new agendas or simply reinforce
existing interests.14 One way to approach the question is to read emerging
policy initiatives against prior ‘new agenda’ arguments on religion in the wider
discourse of IR. For instance, Martin E. Marty reconceptualised the world as
‘religio-secular’ and in so doing has helped a new generation of scholars
move beyond a secular-versus-sacred binary towards a more incorporative
model.15 Are the recent foreign policy initiatives on religion an expression of
this more integrated understanding? Further to this, do states now engage
religion as partners in policy making, and what interests set the agenda for
doing so?
In a seminal article on the place of religion in international policy,16 Elizabeth
Shakman Hurd offers a detailed critique of the current international ‘drive to
operationalise religion’,17 arguing that such initiatives remain predicated on a
binarian approach. According to Hurd, state actors adopt a split view of
religion itself, releasing the resources of what states themselves consider to
be ‘peaceful religion’ as a counter to the destabilising influence of what they
determine to be ‘dangerous religion’.18 In an ISIS-age of religious extremism,
where so-called ‘moderate’ religion is being enlisted to counter the extremist
threat, the logic of such a policy framework indeed seems compelling.
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However, Hurd convincingly argues that this ‘two faces of faith’ approach19
actually limits the full potential of religious engagement in international policy
because it still ‘relies on an institutional “secular versus religious”
landscape’.20 In other words, the construction of religion by states to fulfil
‘special’ state interests remains the dominant characteristic of foreign policy.
Thus, what looks like a new policy engagement with religious actors and
interests is actually the containment of religion via traditional state agendas.
Towards an Alternative Policy Framework
Hurd then takes us beyond the binary by arguing that, irrespective of latterday realisations about the utility of religion in international affairs, religion has
always ‘assumed different forms and occupied different spaces under modern
regimes of governance’.21 Such a view echoes Talal Asad’s cogent insight
that traditions of faith have ‘always [been] involved in the world of power’.22
How might this view impact the making of foreign policy? In the first instance,
it would require new policy models that were less concerned with the special
inclusion of religion in policy thinking and more focused on the nuances of
religion that regularly inhabit policy spaces. Such a refocus is reflected in
Peter Mandaville’s astute comment on the Department of State religion
initiative:
the single greatest contribution such an office could make is to
help foreign affairs officers and diplomats across all regional
and functional bureaus understand that engagement with
religion and religious actors needs to become a routine and
standard part of the diplomatic toolkit.23
This is important because reframing religion as a regular feature of foreign
policy activity offers state policy makers more strategic options for engaging
religious actors and interests in any given context. Yet how can the
complexities of religion be incorporated into a strategic framework regularly
applied by foreign policy makers who, for the most part, will not be religion
specialists?24 We now begin to sketch a new framework that potentially
recognises more of the nuances of religion while respecting the logics that
policy makers still operate within.
The Four Religions of Foreign Policy
States must strategise. Accordingly, state actors would profit from regular
attempts to understand the nuanced ways religion features in the power
arrangements of countries and regions where their strategic interests lie. That
is to say, and in keeping with Mandaville’s comment above, thinking about
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religion should be a regular habit of mind for foreign policy makers. This is
most effectively done via a stable set of categories that can be consistently
applied to multiple contexts.
While the peace/danger framework is easy to understand and implement, it
arguably misrepresents how religious actors and interests operate on the
ground. As an alternative approach, the four categories introduced below
constitute a new diagnostic grid designed to assist policy makers better
understand these complexities in their foreign policy deliberations. The first
two categories repurpose concepts originally applied in the foundational work
of Jose Casanova.25 All four categories are constantly interacting at the global
level and are thus more precisely described as ‘dynamics’.
a. The dynamic of collision – when secular and religious spheres are formally
separated in the building of a modern political order. The dynamic of collision
has its roots in the Westphalian notion of the separation of church and state.26
Religion becomes subordinate to, and contained by, state sovereignty in the
formation of a secular society in the service of civic life.
b. The dynamic of collusion (combination) – when secular and religious
resources combine in the creation of a political culture. In contrast to the
European experience of collision and partition, in the United States the
resources of religion and state each contribute to the creation of a durable
Enlightenment secularism.27 Religion becomes an expression of citizen
freedom and a form of social capital for nation and community building.
c. The dynamic of coercion – when religious actors are targeted and expelled
from the public sphere by the threat and practice of state violence. This
dynamic has its modern roots in communist and developing world contexts
where muscular secularism repressed religion as an imperative for rapid
modernisation. Contrasting the political cultures of Western Europe and North
America, in contexts of coercion secularism is carried via political autocracy
and military control. Religion can be used by these regimes, but more
significantly, becomes a resource for grassroots identity and resistance
against secularist oppression.28
d. The dynamic of co-option – when political culture is established upon the
concepts, institutions and laws of a single religious tradition. The dynamic of
co-option can be seen as the corollary to coercion, though arguably more
representative and therefore less predicated on the necessity for political
violence. Numerous states, notably in the Islamic world, utilise strong majority
religious traditions in the development of national and cultural unity,
producing a variety of political cultures from absolute monarchy (Saudi
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Arabia) to clerical oligarchy (Iran) and democracy (Indonesia).29
I suggest that the dynamics described above have the potential to be used as
‘policy optics’ by foreign policy makers trying to understand the political
culture of states and regions where their foreign policy interests are located.
Single categories are not intended to describe an entire context, as most will
feature at least two—and likely more—dynamics of religion at play in the
same geopolitical space. Moreover, changes in political circumstance will
likely re-order the characterisation of religion from a political perspective. The
‘four religions’ framework thus provides analysts with an efficient mechanism
for understanding how these issues might be important in the policy-making
process without examining religion under the constraints of a false binary. I
shall attempt to illustrate this via a very brief consideration of religious
dynamics in the recent political upheavals in Egypt.
The Example of Egypt (2011–2014)
Situating the influence of religion in the politics of Egypt is as important as it
is difficult. What follows is an introductory application of the ‘four religions’
framework as a means to assist foreign policy makers better understand the
role of religion in the Egyptian context.
Egypt is the most populace nation in the Middle East and North Africa (est. 86
million), over 90 per cent of whom are Muslim (the vast majority Sunni).30 A
minority Christian community (mainly Coptic) has also played a significant
role in Egyptian political and economic life.31 Egypt has been pivotal in the
formation of modern political identity across the MENA region. Aspects of
such influence began, according to Asad, via the importation of European
legal codes in the nineteenth century.32 It is contested, however, whether this
represented an imperial effect or was built upon a more complex interaction
with existing religious law and tradition.33 In the post-war period, Gamal Abdul
Nasser’s efforts to modernise Egypt and unite the region under the banner of
Arab nationalism had an equally complex connection to religion as both a
marginalised element of culture and a vital force of political identity.34 Once a
regional leader in post-colonial politics of the 1950s and 1960s, Egypt again
became the central theatre of political change via the democratic revolutions
of 2011, with religious actors and interests playing a major role in the
unfolding drama. What religious dynamics have characterised the Egyptian
political landscape over time, and how do they influence our thinking at the
level of foreign policy?
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Coercion and Co-option: Religion under Autocracy (1954–2011)
Prior to 2011, religion and politics in Egypt was shaped by a complex
interplay of coercion (the autocratic control of religious actors by the state)
and co-option (the use of religious tradition in governance and law). The
targets of coercion were the Muslim Brotherhood, who sought political reform
and resistance to colonial influence based on the introduction of Islamic laws
and traditions, and an overlapping network of militant groups seeking political
and cultural change via more extremist violence.35 While Egypt’s three
military rulers—Nasser (1954–1970), Sadat (1970–1981) and Mubarak
(1981–2011)—actively opposed the militant threat, they also had varying
regard for the Brotherhood. Sadat, for example, helped to revive the
Brotherhood after it was driven underground by Nasser, as a way to counter
the interests of the Soviet-inspired Egyptian left.36 Mubarak by contrast, ruling
in an emerging post-Cold War world order, feared the grassroots legitimacy
that the Brotherhood had achieved among Egyptians as both a social
development and political entity.37 In Mubarak’s view, movement towards
democracy would seek to further empower the Brotherhood.38
Egyptian politics was also shaped by the central co-option of religion within
the structures and protocols of government. For instance, Article 2 of the
1971 Constitution declared Islam as the state religion and Islamic
jurisprudence the principal source of legislation.39 (This remains essentially
unchanged in the 2012 Constitution.) Yet the central legal embrace of Islam
coincided with the regulation of Islamic associations. For example, writing in
2008, Jonathan Fox notes: ‘All mosques require licenses and the government
appoints and pays the salaries of their prayer leaders. The government
recently began to bring under its control unofficial mosques located in
residential buildings. Religious political parties are illegal. The Muslim
Brotherhood, a fundamentalist Islamic organization, is banned.’40 Thus, while
co-option is an embedded characteristic of Egyptian politics in this period, the
overarching dynamic is that of autocratic coercion exercised against the
freedom of religious association.41
Collusion: Religion in Revolution (2011)
Revolutions that swept the MENA region, beginning in Tunisia in 2010, were
embodied in Egypt by a broad-based religious and secular coalition that
colluded and combined its energies to form a movement for change that
helped remove the Mubarak regime from power in early 2011. A dynamic of
collusion—whereby the resources of religion and state contribute to the
creation of a durable politics—can be seen in the ‘al-Azhar document’ of June
2011, named after Egypt’s pre-eminent mosque and university. According to
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Nathan Brown, the document was negotiated by ‘leading religious scholars
and prominent intellectuals’ who were able to agree to ‘a set of lofty
principles, generally interpreting Islamic teachings in a manner very
consistent with liberal values and democratic practice’.42 Thus, the al-Azhar
document ‘represents not only a laudable search for common ground but also
a measure of a political bargain’43 where some sort of postsecular democratic
accommodation could be achieved. Yet at the more illiberal end of the
spectrum, Brown also notes that ‘talk of “collusion” and a “bargain” between
the Brotherhood and Egypt’s military rulers soon passed from the realm of
rumour and allegation to accepted fact without any serious evidence’.44 What
was more certain was that the Brotherhood’s wide social operations stood it
in good stead to contend as the major force in democratic elections. In a
closely fought multi-round campaign, Mohammed Morsi of the Brotherhood
became Egypt’s elected president (2012), potentially beginning a period
where the majority religious identity would combine more explicitly with
secular standards in the democratic governance of the nation. This was not to
be.
[Co-option] and Coercion: Fear and the Return of Autocracy
What dramatically entered Egyptian politics was not a new dynamic of
religion so much as the fear of one. As with many incoming national
administrations, Michael Wahid Hanna reports that ‘the Brotherhood-led
government floundered and squandered much of its goodwill’, overreaching
with ‘a single-minded focus on factional gain and power all but ignoring the
crushing economic burdens that Egyptian society was forced to bear every
day’.45 This context, together with the miscalculation by Morsi of granting
himself sweeping powers to overcome parliamentary gridlock, made secular
democrats and the military establishment fear that a Brotherhood-led Egypt
would be co-opted by an autocratic style of Islamism, even though alternative
political outcomes were possible. How the Brotherhood would have managed
its newfound democratic legitimacy over time will never be known. As a
consequence of the fear of Islamist co-option—represented here as [cooption]—the Morsi administration was overthrown in 2013 via a military coup,
subjecting the religious politics of the nation to the rule of coercion once
more—where religious actors are targeted and expelled from the public
sphere by the threat and practice of state violence—under the new
presidency of former general President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. Indeed, in a
salient commentary on the evolution of coercive power in Egypt’s
‘crystallizing dictatorship’, Dalia Fahmy can write of a deepening crisis
characterised by ‘the closing of political space, the elimination of public
dissent, and the removal of the trappings of democracy’.46
In sum, applying the four religions of foreign policy to the Egyptian context,
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policy makers can deduce a shift from the dynamic of coercion (as military
control), to collusion (as revolution and renewal), to the fear of co-option (the
rationale for coup d’état), and the return of coercion (as autocracy). The
absence of collision (producing a civic religion in service to a democratic
secular state) is understood given the religio-demographics of the people,
and certainly not to be confused with coercion, which is characterised by a
lack of representation in favour of a reliance on force.
Conclusion
Whatever points of debate exist regarding the Egyptian situation, applying the
‘four dynamics’ approach arguably holds more potential and offers more
insight for foreign policy makers to engage religion in this complex political
space than the peace/danger model currently in vogue as a policy
perspective. Indeed, it is arguable that a peace/danger logic is partly
responsible for returning Egypt to quasi-military control, resisting as it does
modes of accommodation between religion and politics that existed in the
hard fought hopes of the 2011 revolution.
Beyond the example of Egypt, once the dynamics of religion have been
deduced in any given policy context, the work of foreign policy would then be
to situate the dynamics of religion within a state’s own strategic priorities. In
this way, the present chapter has begun to sketch a way that foreign policy
makers can first understand the landscape of power where religion readily
resides before deciding how to prioritise religious interests in the foreign
policy process.
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Looking Back to See Forward:
Romanticism, Religion and the
Secular in Modernity
M a r k s . Cla d is
B r ow n U n ive r s it y, USA

Introduction: Lessons from the Romantics
Santayana famously warned, ‘Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.’ What of those who cannot learn from the past failures
of theories of secularisation? In this article, I urge that we learn from the past,
note the limits of past theories of secularisation as applied to Romanticism, and
suggest some helpful way to rethink religion and the secular in the twenty-first
century.
As a scholar in the academic study of religion, I often investigate the largely
unexamined religious backgrounds, perspectives and practices of what are
otherwise considered secular thinkers, discourse and institutions. My current
research focuses on the central democratic, religious and environmental
perspectives and practices that informed one another in eighteen and nineteenthcentury British Romantic literature and its subsequent and sustained legacies in
America. This investigation employs a triscopic approach: a methodology that
involves careful attention to the three-way intersection of democracy, religion and
the environment. In most accounts of British Romanticism, the religious aspects
of Romanticism (Protestant and Catholic, orthodox and heterodox, deistic and
panentheistic) are neglected, or, if included, are narrativised as belonging to a
process of secularisation. Romantic portrayals of religion are either belittled or
privatised. While it is expedient to claim that British Romanticists eschewed religion
in lieu of secularised thought, it is more accurate to say that they often dissociated
religion—here understood as normative beliefs, practices and perspectives
about the divine—from strictly denominational church dogmatics and politics,
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and engaged religion, broadly understood, in the service of progressive social
and environmental aims—both national and global. By applying an interpretive
lens that acknowledges the religious traditions that in fact permeated British
Romanticism, we gain insight into not only its dynamic religious dimensions but
also its political, economic and environmental dimensions.
Although scholars, highly influenced by secularisation theories, routinely
assumed that religion was waning during the height of British Romanticism
(roughly 1800–1860), it turns out that participation in religious institutions was
actually increasing during this time. More importantly, close readings of the
salient texts of many if not most of the Romantic authors manifest powerful
religious images and themes. Only an opaque lens, such as a prior interpretive
commitment to secularisation and its worldview, would obscure sight of such
palpable religiosity. This is not to claim, of course, that all Romantic texts
look alike or have the same commitment to or notion of religion. It is to claim,
however, that our theories of secularisation have often prevented more nuanced
readings. Not only did scholars neglect the (often radically progressive) religious
beliefs and commitments that were evident in many texts; they also failed to note
how Romantic literary production was itself understood as a religious practice.
Wordsworth’s Prelude, for example, or Coleridge’s ‘Religious Musings’ were
understood as a form of religious (and political) practice that shaped author
and reader alike. The early compositions of Wordsworth and Coleridge were
religiously, politically and environmentally progressive, and the three—the
religious, the political and the ecological—augmented and supported each other.
Religion, then, contributed importantly to both the content and the expression
of many Romantic public visions. Many Romantic authors identified with
dissenting, Christian traditions that put them at odds with the religious and
political establishment of the day. The expression of their radical religious
views was understood as political stances and practices and hence they were
frequently deemed enemies of the state and suffered accordingly. Theologically,
they tended to advance a theology that was part panentheistic, part Christian
orthodoxy. Spirit, it was commonly held, is infused throughout nature, and to
such an extent that it becomes practically impossible to know where ‘spirit’ ends
and nature begins. And social protest, as I have said, was understood as a
religious practice. The poetic, religious task of many Romantic authors was to
offer vivid, detailed descriptions of the horrors of war, poverty and various unjust
social policies, thereby inspiring the appropriate human emotions and sympathy
in otherwise prejudicial hearts.
Secularism in Modernity
‘Religion’, as a category, was certainly being transformed during the Romantic
era, as was the concept of ‘the secular’ and the active, democratic ‘citizen’.
Religion, politics and the secular were not (and are not) stagnant terms. This
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article is not the place to give a detailed account of such changes during the
Romantic era, but I hope that I have said enough about religion and Romanticism
to show that our past theories of secularisation have not served us well and that
our current discussions of religion and the secular in modernity could benefit
from more nuanced accounts of each of the key terms, religion and the secular.
In the remainder of this chapter, then, I wish to reflect broadly on these key
terms, especially on ‘the secular’. For the sake of expedience and candour, I
will identify what I consider to be the good, the bad and the ugly notions of ‘the
secular’. The context for my reflections is my own political and cultural home,
namely, that of the US: a deeply and diversely religious society that struggles
with how to navigate differences, religious, political and otherwise. I believe that
my reflections, however contextualised, can be usefully extrapolated to other,
similar cultural, political contexts.
Secularism: Good Sense
Secularism in the good sense is characterised by three ideal features: 1) when
participating in the public and political realms, citizens do not normally assume
that others necessarily share their religious perspectives or perspectives on
religion; 2) citizens do not treat religious perspectives in public debate as a
special case subject to special exclusion or special privilege; and 3) government
neither officially sponsors nor hinders religion, upholding the First Amendment.
The first two features of secularism (in the good sense) pertain to constraints on
citizens, and the third on government.
The first constraint on citizens amounts to an acknowledgment that we live in a
pluralistic society and that we therefore should not assume that everyone shares
our perspectives, whether, for example, those perspectives be religious or antireligious.1 The second constraint acknowledges that fellow citizens are free to
bring to democratic deliberation whatever perspectives they deem appropriate,
provided that they do so in such a way so as to honour the first constraint. A
premise here is that all voices are to be heard and none are initially to be treated
as special, subject to exclusion or privilege. I add the qualifier, initially, to indicate
that over time a particularly insightful voice can gain authority and hence in some
sense be deemed ‘special’—that is, especially knowledgeable and helpful.
Conversely, a consistently unreasonable or foolish voice can eventually be
deemed poorly informed or worse. Religious perspectives, then, are treated just
like any other more or less comprehensive views—such as those of Marxism,
pragmatism, secular humanism or hedonism.
When a perspective (religious or otherwise) is offered in public debate, citizens
speak and listen—or write and read—in a distinct manner that acknowledges
the constraints of secularism. This distinctive manner entails, among other
things, the principle of non-privileging and the principle of focused attention.
The first principle pertains primarily to the speaker, the second to the listener.
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The speaker, understanding that no assumptions can be made about the
comprehensive views of her fellow citizens, will not privilege her speech—that
is to say, will not expect all to deem it self-evidently true and without need of
justification. Rather, she will attempt to offer arguments and reasons in such a
way that will garner some support from or will appeal to a diverse audience. Due
to no fault of her own or her audience, she may not be successful. Persuasion,
even when advancing good ideas, is not guaranteed because ‘public reason’ or
an overlapping consensus does not always favour every good perspective or
idea.
Secularism in the good sense, then, admits but does not privilege religious
perspectives or reasons into democratic deliberation. In practice, this principle
of non-privileging often amounts to a constraint on the interlocutor offering the
religious reason or perspective. The principle of focused attention, in contrast,
applies primarily to the listeners. When religious reasons are offered in democratic
debate, listeners ought to focus on the particular issue at hand and avoid
introducing negative global judgments on religion in general or on a particular
religion associated with the offered religious reason. This recommendation to
avoid negative global judgments is not a form of religious apologetics. Such
global judgments are rarely productive or satisfying. To disparage or to dismiss
out of hand an entire tradition such as Hinduism or Christianity (or Marxism or
pragmatism, for that matter) entails caricatures or at the very least essentialising.
The principle of focused attention does not, of course, require that one accepts
as compelling any offered religious reasons or the religious traditions to which
the reasons may be connected. It simply requires that, whenever possible, the
focus of the conversation or debate remain on the specific issues at hand. This
principle of focused attention safeguards against dismissing or deriding an
interlocutor simply on the basis of his or her religious identity.
Both principles are supported by and belong to a larger set of skills and virtues
associated with excellence in the practice of democratic, public engagement.
Such virtues include but are not limited to attentiveness, discretion, humility and
sensitivity to audience, as well as courage, honesty and judgment.2 Religious
perspectives in public debate do not uniquely or especially call for the need of
public engagement virtues. These skills and virtues would dissuade throwing
dogmatically one’s beliefs into the faces of others. But here the vice and the
corresponding virtue do not necessarily run along religious versus nonreligious
lines. A non-religious Marxist, feminist or environmentalist may be as likely to fail
to exhibit the appropriate virtues as, say, a Christian or a Buddhist.
Secularism seeks to uphold both the Establishment Clause and the Free
Exercise Clause of the First Amendment: to prohibit government from officially
funding or otherwise sponsoring religion and to guarantee the free exercise
of religion. This commitment to the First Amendment is the third ideal feature
of secularism in the good sense. Secularism seeks to protect citizens from all
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manner of theocracy (the imposition of religion) as well as to safeguard citizens’
liberty of conscience (including the free exercise of religion or atheism). The First
Amendment is a legal expression of a central cultural aspiration of secularism,
namely, that each citizen be treated with dignity and respect regardless of their
religious perspectives and perspectives on religion. To treat a fellow citizen with
dignity and respect does not require agreement with a citizen’s views, but it does
require that one assumes (at least initially) that the citizen, whether religious or
non-religious, is reasonable and deserves a ‘hearing’. The First Amendment,
then, grants rights with respect to religion (the prohibition of religious coercion
and protection of religious expression); and secularism, in turn, envisions and
aspires to cultural practices that are informed by and that support the First
Amendment.
Secularism: Bad Sense
Secularism in the bad sense is characterised by three positions: it holds that
1) religion is a discrete, sui generis phenomenon; 2) religion is not self-critical
or open to critique and exchange (because, it is held, religion is radically
subjective or based on dogmatic authority or both); and therefore 3) religious
citizens can and should accept the privatisation of religion, that is, they should
keep their religion out of politics. These three positions presuppose a narrow,
parochial view of religion that is unconvincing in the face of actual, lived religion.
Generally speaking, religion is a culturally complex, historical institution that
cannot be separated easily or radically from other institutions, whether they be
moral, aesthetic, economic or political. Generally, religions are dynamic and
change in response to and in dialogue with individuals, communities, events
and developments both within and outside a given religious tradition. Generally,
religion is a pervasive aspect of a person’s identity, an aspect that both informs
and is informed by other aspects of one’s identity, including one’s various beliefs,
ideals, authorities, attitudes and practices—all of which are embedded in and
respond to local, national and global sociohistorical and physical circumstances.
The good and useful ways that religion can be generalised, then, undermine the
narrow, parochial way that religion is understood by secularism in the bad sense.
The social history of the narrow, parochial view is complex. One explanatory
narrative points to various eighteenth and nineteenth-century German, French,
and British Enlightenment and Romantic thinkers who (supposedly) promoted
the view that religion is ultimately inward, subjective, and private. Another
explanatory narrative argues that the narrow, parochial way of conceiving religion
was (supposedly) strategically forged at a time when it was tactical for European
nations to conceive of religion as a discrete, private arena separate from the
state and from science. Jointly, these explanatory narratives suggest that in
modernity it was convenient for many European constituencies to establish a
pact of nonaggression between ‘religion’ and ‘the secular’—the new emerging
privatised view of religion would not interfere with politics and science, and the
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new emerging laicised view of the secular would not interfere with religion.
Insofar as these accounts are correct, secularism in the bad sense fails to be
self-reflective and investigate the ways in which it operates with (and helped to
create) a concept of religion that has little traction with actual lived religion. This
is bad enough. But secularism in the bad sense becomes all the worse when
governments attempt to enforce the narrow, parochial view of religion. It can be
plausibly argued that US foreign policy sponsors good religion abroad, namely,
religion that has been suitably reformed—that is, privatised.3 Secularism in the
bad sense, then, has fashioned a notion of religion that has little relation to how
most religion is lived, and now governments such as the US are attempting to
impose and normalise this fanciful view of religion.
Secularism: Ugly Sense
It is one thing to attempt to privatise religion for the sake of a pact of nonaggression; some among the religious themselves have contributed to the
pact. It is another thing to promote aggressively the view that religion is a
destructive, superstitious relic of the past that has no place in modernity. In this
view, secularism is the modern age of humans enlightened and freed from the
shackles of religion. Secularism is the essence of modernity and religion is the
antithesis of all that is modern. This is the ugly sense of secularism.
Its origins may be innocent enough, but its continuing effects are menacing.
Theories of secularisation supported the view that religion was increasingly an
anomaly in modernity and was hence retrograde; proponents of secularisation
wished to protect progress and save the world from backsliding into an inferior,
religious state. The declension theories, however, turned out to be largely
wrong, and yet the hope for secularisation persisted among many. Secularists
of this sort continue to maintain that religion is the antithesis of modernity and
enlightened humanity. They would like to keep religion not only out of politics
but off the planet as well. And if you object to their view, you yourself risk being
branded as a sympathiser with the unenlightened barbarians. In the meantime,
the world’s abundant and diverse religious populations are doing the things that
everyone else in modernity is doing—building skyscrapers, farming, investing in
the market, designing computers, raising children, writing books, cooking, and
teaching in universities. Their very presence in the world poses a mystery to
these secularists. For, given the unmitigated evil that (in their view) accompanies
religion, how can religion persist in modernity? Even if Marx, Freud, Tylor and
Durkheim provided suitable explanations for the origin of religion, there appears
to be no accounting for its persistence. Perhaps cognitive science will do better.
Meanwhile, the religious populations are stigmatised—implicitly or explicitly—by
these secularists, and religious resentment is growing all around us.
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Religion, the Secular and Modernity
My hope is that having identified secularism in the good, bad, and ugly senses,
we can approach more judiciously issues pertaining to religion, politics and the
secular in the twenty-first century. At the heart of my normative view of secularism
in the good sense is a commitment to honour diversity in our public and political
life and a reasonable hope that from such diversity comes promising outcomes.
This commitment and hope evinces J. S. Mill’s conviction that ‘only through
diversity of opinion is there, in the existing state of human intellect, a chance of
fair play to all sides of the truth’.4
In addition to this normative conclusion, I also hope that my reflections have
suggested that we revise our empirical narratives of the birth of modernity. At the
beginning of modernity we see not the absence of religion but its abundance—and
an abundance of modern developments for how to accommodate it, even while
those very developments were often being informed by religion. This should tell
us something of significance about ourselves and about contemporary struggles
to achieve democratic societies. Modernity—for all its multiplicity—has for the
most part engaged with, wrestled with and been informed by religion, in one form
or another. My initial comments on religion and Romanticism were intended to
illustrate this point. The pervasive religious aspects of Romanticism demonstrate
the failure of previous theories of secularisation. Modernity has never been a
monolithic intellectual, cultural force antithetical to religious belief and practice.
Religion informed a central chapter of modernity, namely the Romantic era, and
to this day religion continues to shape the identity of individuals in their public
and their private lives. It is, then, not much of a stretch to claim that religion
continues to shape modernity. Our theories of the secular and our democratic
institutions need to acknowledge this pervasive religious presence.
Notes
On this feature of secularism, see Jeffrey Stout, Democracy and Tradition
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), pp. 93 and 98.
2.
For an excellent discussion on democratic virtues—‘practical wisdom and tact’— in
public engagement, see Stout, Democracy and Tradition, pp. 85-86.
3.
For a convincing version of this argument, see Saba Mahmood’s ‘Religious Reasons
and Secular Affect: An Incommensurable Divide?’ Is Critique Secular? Blasphemy,
Injury, and Free Speech (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), pp 64-100.
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Against the prediction of the theorists of modernisation on the inescapable
withering away of religion, it is back at the centre stage of international
politics. Furthermore, this return appears to be antagonistic and does not
seem to be for the (common) good. But how can we explain this visible
resurgence of religion in world politics in the post-Cold War era? What can
we say about the logic—if there is just one—by which religions interact,
infuse or even ‘sacralise’ international politics today? These are questions of
great topicality, especially in the light of how religion and politics have been
recently interacting in both the Islamic and the Western world as well as in
their precarious relationship. In this chapter, my starting point is that the
resurgence of religion as a central factor in contemporary international
relations is linked to the renewed visibility of the concept of civilisation in
post-Cold War political discourses. More specifically, drawing on Johann P.
Arnason’s recent work—and in this regard Samuel Huntington’s argument
retains part of its validity—I want to argue that the resurgence of religions in
world politics has to be read in the context of civilisations, defined in a
fundamentally culturalist sense, reasserting themselves as strategic frames
of references, not as direct protagonists, of international politics. This
development also has to be read as part of a longer-term process of
challenge to Western dominance that has intensified since the Second World
War and which Hedley Bull called the ‘cultural revolt against the West’.
But does such a ‘civilisational’ reading of politicised religions necessarily
reinforce the influence of the ‘culture talk’ approach, with its essentialised and
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polarised tendencies? Or can this interpretation actually help to problematise
the predominant reading of religion in IR as the ultimate threat to international
order and stability (especially, in the forms of the identity politics of the ‘new
wars’, the terrorist attacks of religious fundamentalists or the ‘Clash of
Civilizations’ thesis)? What does such a civilisational reading tells us about
the status of the relationship between religion and politics both in the Islamic
and the Western world as well as in their precarious relationship?
The Post-Cold War World and the Global Resurgence of Religion
For the predominant academic and public discourse following the end of the
Cold War, the return of religion in international politics has primarily come in
the form of a militant and violent-prone form of politics, almost as a God-sent
plague or punishment on the earth, or ‘the revenge of God’, as the title of one
of the first books that focussed on this resurgence seemed to evoke (G.
Kepel). The examples are many: the conflicts in Bosnia, Algeria, Kashmir,
Palestine, Sudan; but also the rise of worldwide Islamism and Hindu
Nationalism or the growing role of the Christian Right on America foreign
policy or of Orthodoxy on the Russian state; and of course, the events of 11
September came as a seal to unequivocally confirm such a worrying and
destabilising trend. More generally, I think that there are three, possibly four,
ways in which this resurgence of religion in international politics has been
apprehended/read by the discipline of International Relations: 1) in the
context of the so-called ‘new wars’ where political violence is often
manifested within ‘failed’ states and driven by a politics of identity and
irregular warfare designed along religious lines; 2) in the context of religious
fundamentalism and international terrorism; 3) within the context and fears of
a forthcoming ‘Clash of Civilizations’; and possibly, 4) in the context of the
growing attention to the role of religious domestic interests and agendas in
the more assertive foreign policies of some states.1
Unfortunately, when the resurgence and relevance of religious identities in
post-Cold War international relations has been acknowledged in one of the
above-mentioned four modalities, it has been detected and interpreted within
the framework of what Scott Thomas has called the ‘Westphalian
presumption’, that is, the notion that religious (and cultural) pluralism cannot
be accommodated in international society but must be privatised or overcome
by a cosmopolitan ethics, if there is to be international order.2 In other words,
according to this view, politics with reference to religious identity comes to the
fore only qua ultimate threat to order, security and civility, and its politicisation
is always an inescapable threat to security, inimical to ‘modernity’ and to the
resolution of conflicts—as, for example, the ‘new wars’ driven by the politics
of identity and the terrorist attacks of religious fundamentalists would show.
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Religion and IR: The Biases of the Predominant Understanding
This view, which is very strong in Western academia and political circles, is
based on the assumption that politicised religion is always about political
instability, a disordered state of international affairs, fundamentalist politics
and terrorism. As a result, it overlooks the positive role politicised religion can
play (in a qualified way) in the modernisation, democratisation and even
peace-building in several countries of the so-called Western and nonWestern world as well as in the construction of a new normative structure
adequate for a more pluralist and multicultural future world order. There are
two reasons which can explain this biased approach of the predominant
political analysis: the first has to do with the way we have traditionally thought
about international politics and its European experience and what, as I
mentioned, could be called the ‘Westphalian presumption’; the second has to
do with the implicit bias of the social sciences against religion rooted in
Enlightenment and Positivism self-understanding vis-à-vis religion.
This is why I have argued that the rejection of religion seems inscribed in the
genetic code of the discipline of IR. Arguably, this is because the main
constitutive elements of the practice of international relations were purposely
established in early modern Europe to end the wars of religion. At that point
in history—paraphrasing the powerful words of Thomas Hobbes—God made
space for the great Leviathan (the sovereign state), that mortal god to which
the new modern man owes his peace and security; religion was privatised,
and through the principle of ‘Cuius region, eius religio’ (the ruler determines
the religion of his realm), pluralism among states and non-interference were
born and worshipped as the new sacred principles of the emerging
Westphalian order. As a consequence, politics with reference to religion
becomes the ultimate threat to order, security and civility and must not inhabit
the practice of international relations or, subsequently, the discipline of IR.
The second ‘bias’ lies, it seems to me, in International Relations’ selfunderstanding as a party to the Enlightenment project, and in its selfconception as a social science that holds a privileged access to knowledge of
social phenomena. First, and more broadly, it should not come as a major
revelation that religion and the Enlightenment have not always been on ‘very
good terms’ either theoretically or politically. Rather, the Enlightenment
project envisages as its central mission the supersession of those traditional
religious-based worlds into a universal, individually based and rationally
justified modern world.3 Second, and more specifically, we have to remember
that modern international law, arguably the predecessor of the discipline of
International Relations, was born under the auspices of Alberico Gentili’s
celebrated cry, ‘Silete theologi in munere alieno!’—let theologians keep silent
about matters outside their province!—which symbolically marked the end of
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the scholastic world and the advent of a new epoch, the Westphalian era, in
which international politics would be examined from a secular rather than a
theological standpoint.
An Alternative Reading: Religions and Civilisations in a Post-Western
World
This problematic and biased assumption/presumption precludes a different
understanding of the resurgence of religions in world politics. I want to argue
that if many philosophers and sociologists have interpreted this return as ‘the
end of modernity’ or the ‘de-secularisation of the world’, what is more relevant
from the perspective of politics and international relations is that in the postCold War era religion has become a critical source of civilisational identity in
a context where civilisations, defined in a fundamentally culturalist sense, are
reasserting themselves as strategic frames of references, not direct
protagonists, of international politics.
This development is in a sense a typical post-Cold War fact to the extent that
as Arnason has pointed out, ‘civilizational claims and references now play a
more important role in the global ideological context then they did when the
rival universalisms of the Cold War era dominated the scene’.4 It has,
however, also been read as part of a longer-term process of challenge to
Western dominance, intensifying since the Second World War, that Hedley
Bull called the ‘revolt against the West’. According to Bull, the revolt against
Western dominance comprised five waves: first, what he calls the struggle for
equal sovereignty; second, the anti-colonial revolution; third, the struggle for
racial equality; fourth, the struggle for economic justice; finally, the struggle
for what he calls the cultural liberation.5 This last stage of the revolt against
the West, which is also often referred to as the search for cultural authenticity
of the non-Western world or the fight against its cultural neo-imperialism, had
its most politically visible example in the Iranian Islamic revolution of 1979
and the worldwide emergence of political Islam, but it can also be seen in the
new assertiveness of Asian countries in the name of so-called ‘Asian values’.6
It is my contention that we are in large part still living today within this
process of cultural revolt, which has arguably intensified since the end of the
Cold War implied the political necessity of a common (political, economic and
social) liberal (Western) model for the whole planet.
Religion in this new context has become one of the major voices of
resistance and provided the frame for a radical critique against the
globalisation of a Western-centric and liberal order. To use the effective words
of Regis Debray, ‘religion turns out after all not to be the opium of the people,
but the vitamin of the weak’7 and becomes one of the key vectors of political
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resistance and struggle in the name of the social ethics of ‘really existing
communities’ and of arguments which resonate in the everyday life of people.
This process of the cultural revolt against the West is, it seems to me,
relevant to understanding the new centrality of civilisational politics in the
post-Cold War era—and in this regard Samuel Huntington’s argument retains
part of its validity.
Finally, in my view this development is made even more clear and pressing
by the new centrality acquired by the issue of democracy and
democratisation in the post-Cold War international agenda and in particular in
the post-9/11 context. Contrary to what many supporters of democracypromotion have been arguing, the spreading of democracy will not
necessarily reduce the growing contestation of the Western-dominated nature
of contemporary international society but might rather reinforce it: there
seems to be growing evidence that the most recent successful cases of
democratisation in the non-Western world are ones driven by the
indigenisation and cultural re-interpretation of democracy.8 This process,
which, borrowing from a notion developed in Christian theology, I call
‘democratic inculturation’,9 seems to be the most appropriate way to root
democratic institutions and forms of political participation into stable and
lasting regimes—and definitively more likely to succeed than an externally
promoted (if not coercively imposed) strategy of liberal-democracy promotion.
Such processes of ‘democratic inculturation’, which can be thought of as
examples of the ‘multiple modernities’ paradigm, would arguably reveal even
more clearly the political bias of contemporary international society by
removing the criticism of the concrete impossibility of merging ‘modern’
political values and practices with ‘traditional’ cultures and ways of living.
Civilisational Politics in a Post-Secular World: An Epoch-Making
Transformation of the International Society
In conclusion, our hypothesis is that the post-Cold War resurgence of religion
in world politics is taking place through the reassertion of civilisation, defined
in a fundamentally culturalist (and therefore religious) sense, as a strategic
frame for world politics. What is at stake in this context is neither what the
most theoretically appropriate definition of civilisation is nor how we can
better develop a civilisational analytical framework; it is rather the
recognition—which Huntington has wrongly transferred into the realm of the
academic debate on the definition of civilisation—that the current political
understanding of civilisations is significantly shaped by religious traditions. In
other words, the predominant contemporary political understanding of
civilisation has naturalised the still-important academic thesis that sees in
‘religious cores the most constitutive elements of whole civilizations’,10 which
is based on the insight that ‘The moral and spiritual architecture of every
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civilisation is grounded, more than any other factor, in religious commitments
that point to a source of normative meaning beyond the political, economic,
and cultural structure themselves’.11
Civilisational politics is the way in which religion infuses or even ‘sacralises’
international politics today. Civilisational politics is neither new nor
unchanging. However, the contemporary civilisational politics seems to have
very clear culturalist/religious connotations, which were less relevant, for
example, during the Cold War when civilisational politics was defined in a
fundamentally ideological/political way. It is enough to think of the political
transformation that the notion of the West has gone through, from the political
community of the Free World which included, for example, Japan and Turkey,
to the culturalist-religious notion of a Judeo-Christian legacy which in the
post-1989 context makes it much more difficult to refer to Japan and Turkey
as part of the West, even if the old strategic and security alliances still prevail.
Of course, other definitions of civilisations are possible and therefore different
kinds of civilisational politics can be imagined: for example, we can think of
civilisations as material cultures, as Fernand Braudel has done with the
Mediterranean; civilisations defined in this way could then become a strategic
frame of reference for a civilisational politics of regional integration, as has
been modestly attempted by a number of political justifications for a
Mediterranean-centred regional political initiative.
Today, the international society is experiencing an epoch-making process of
transformation: the economic shift towards the East, the emergence of the
BRICS countries, the further spreading of democracy. The global resurgence of
religion is not unrelated to these structural changes. We need the pragmatism to
recognise the emergence of a new multipolar world of ‘multiple modernities’,
whereby the merging of ‘modern’ political values and practices with traditional
local references and ways of living, often rooted in religious traditions, will be the
rule rather than the exception. I have also called these developments a
movement towards a post-secular international politics. This is the result not
only of how Western and non-Western societies alike are living through times
of social transformation and political crisis, in which the established ways of
conceiving the role of religion in politics and in the secular public sphere are
being criticised and challenged, but also of the broader epoch-making
process of slow, but ineluctable, transformation of the normative structure of
international society beyond its Eurocentric civilisational origin and liberal
ideological configuration. In this context, we need an intellectual move
towards a post-secular international thinking, which is not only a selfconscious reflexive thematisation of these momentous challenges but also an
attempt to chart a viable path towards the construction of global peace and
justice.
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There is no longer any doubt that religion needs to be taken seriously as a
factor in international relations. But a great deal of the discussion and
representation of religion—including that in the media and politics—remains
stuck in an outdated understanding of religion.
The argument I develop here and in other work is that the global religious
landscape has changed dramatically since around 1989, at which point an
emerging new paradigm or new style of religion became dominant and an
older style of religion recessive.1 What I refer to as ‘old-style religion’ dates
back to the sixteenth century and was forged in the crucible of emerging
nation-states. ‘New-style religion’ dates back to the late nineteenth century
and has burgeoned in the context of the globalised market-based societies of
the post-Cold War era.
I will outline some headline features of this transformation, and reflect briefly
on factors facilitating and obstructing it. It is important to be clear that the
transition I identify is not necessarily one from existing traditions of religion
(like Islam or Christianity) to new and post-traditional forms (like New Age
spirituality), but often a re-configuration existing religions traditions (from old
to new styles of Islam, Christianity, etc.). The outcome is a complex
contemporary landscape in which old and new styles co-exist and compete.
Old-Style Religion and the Crucible of the Nation-State
It is generally accepted, but often forgotten, that state and religion were
historically co-formed as inseparable parts of nation-state-building projects.
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Thus, in the West from the sixteenth century, new forms of church-based
religion, both Catholic and Protestant, came into being which had the same
set of defining characteristics as the emerging states they were so closely
tied to.2 Codification and ‘confessionlisation’, the development of legal
systems and constitutions, the textual statement of core beliefs, the
consolidation of hierarchies of male power, the systematisation of religionstate relations and the organization of centralised bureaucracies were all part
and parcel of the process. Superstitious ‘accretions’, popular practices,
unsystematic and inefficient elements, appeals to tradition-as-authority, and
overly feminised elements were excised in a process of purification and
rationalisation.3
In this ‘reformation’ of religion and politics, religion sometimes had a leading
role in the consolidation and control of national territory; the imposition of
unity and uniformity of belief, values and language; economic rationalisation;
the development of educational and legal systems. There were many
struggles and confrontations between religion and state, but even more by
way of the common pursuit of mutual interest. In the process, religious and
political leaders came to resemble one another ever more closely, sitting in
the same political chambers, rubbing shoulders in the same corridors of
power and socialising in the same networks.
Indeed, as Michael Mann demonstrates in volume two of and I argued more
summarily in, it was only through imitating and appropriating many aspects of
religion, including wealth, that nation-states were able to grow and eventually
vie with or eclipse religious bodies in power and influence.4 The process was
most definitive in relation to Protestant state churches, but even the
supranational Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches eventually came to be
state-regulated within national territories by control of property, creation of
parallel systems of civil law, establishment of concordats and so on—though
only definitively so in the second half of the twentieth century.
In this long process, religion formed in slightly but significantly different ways
along with the differences between national and national-colonial contexts.
Thus, ‘Irish Catholicism’, ‘US Catholicism’, ‘Filipino Catholicism’ and ‘Mexican
Catholicism’, for example, developed as distinct variants. Non-Western
religions rationalised in analogous ways, often under the impetus of internal
reform movements. Some of these religio-national differences remain so
significant that they still need to be referred to in order to make sense of, for
example, different welfare-state regimes across Europe and different public
and political stances towards resident Muslim populations.5
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The Reason Why a Secularisation Perspective Became Dominant
By the latter part of the twentieth century, however, old-style religion had
been so comprehensively domesticated by various nation-state constitutional
arrangements that it was possible for political, academic and even religious
elites to believe that it had been permanently privatised and denuded of
political significance. Thus, as late as 1994 Henry Kissinger could write a
book on that contains not a single entry for ‘religion’ in the index. A
secularisation perspective became dominant.6
Brilliant men like Kissinger or Habermas could ignore religion because they
stood at the end of the era in which state control of religion reached its
apogee. They were able to overlook the continuing role of religion in the
provision of welfare, healthcare, education and value-solidarities because
these services had become so established and domesticated in the postSecond World War context that they had become invisible as religion. It is
only when things don’t fit in and won’t lie down that they get noticed. In
relation to religion, that is what has happened increasingly since 1989. In the
process, a new style of religion has started to eclipse the old.
De-compartmentalisation
The striking feature of new-style religion with regard to its social location is its
social de-differentiation or ‘de-compartmentalisation’.7 Religion has come out
of the box. It has emerged again in public life in both old and new ways—
across spheres of welfare, education, dispute settlement, healthcare, healing,
entertainment, etc. This de-privatisation of religion has taken place in the
context of ever-deepening urbanisation and ever-expanding commercialisation and marketisation/growth of consumer capitalism.8
This changed location and context of operation explains the eclipse of old- by
new-style religion. Like other parts of the public sector, the latter is governed
by committees and due process. Its pace is dictated by complex and slow
decision-making procedures. It finds it hard to change course, be
entrepreneurial and adapt to new opportunities. By contrast, new-style
religion is more like a business enterprise or many start-up firms. It often
develops from the grassroots (including from socially marginal groups), is
fuelled by new spiritual resources and ideals, throws up new leaders all the
time and is quickly adaptive to new opportunities. It draws on the unregulated
energies of any number of women and men, who often act individually and
unaccountably, taking advantage of the low start-up costs of religious
enterprises and of opportunities provided by processes of globalisation and
new media.
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Even in a country like the UK where there is still an extensive and mainly
well-functioning state-supervised healthcare and welfare system, there are
many spaces for such religion to operate within. In relation to healthcare, for
example, the growth of alternative and complementary forms of medicine that
often have an explicitly spiritual dimension has been remarkable.9 It is
estimated that around 40 per cent of the population participate at some point
in their lifetime.10 This sphere has grown since the 1980s to constitute a major
and indispensable part of the current health landscape today, without which
the state-based National Health System would not be able to cope and which
the latter increasingly acknowledges, despite some vociferous critics.
This example shows that there are opportunities for new-style religion even
where the state is relatively well-functioning and extensive. But where this is
not the case, and where post-war dreams of reconstructed, newly
independent secular national utopias have crashed, as in parts of North
Africa and the Middle East, the opportunities are even greater. Consider, for
example, the growth of mega-churches worldwide, many of which have decompartmentalised to provide services which secular states have failed to
provide as effectively—welfare, healthcare, old-age provision, childcare,
counselling, legal advice, education and even housing. I have recently seen
mega-churches in the Philippines building their own residential and
worshipping communities on a vast scale—which they provide on market
principles. This succeeds because more trust is placed in the market and
these communities than in the state.
Such post-secular-utopian religious projects often ignore the state and grow
in the context of the market. Many have few state-related political ambitions
or claims to make. They neither go to the state for favours nor seek the
alliances which characterised old-style religion. Indeed, what has recently
been happening in countries like Nigeria and the Philippines is that
government and politicians have had to turn to for help and favours – whether
securing votes and endorsements or finance, or using them to provide
services for which the ‘big state’ was once thought responsible.11
Changing Religious Authority and Leadership
New-style religion is also bound up with the rise of new religious actors and
authorities and the decline of old. Secularisation theory needs to be recast to
take account of the fact that what we have been witnessing is not so much a
as a decline in traditional forms of, including traditional leaderships, scriptures
and traditions. To imagine religion as defined by a founder, a set of scriptures,
a hierarchical priestly leadership and a bounded set of traditions and rituals is
now disastrously out of date.
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In relation to leadership, striking confirmation is provided by the large surveys
of adults aged 18+ in the UK that I carried out with survey company YouGov
in 2014.12 When asked where they take guidance from in living their life and
making decisions, 0 per cent of people say ‘religious leaders, local and
national’ (the figure rises to just 2 per cent if you allow the option of selecting
four different authorities). Moreover, the figure is not necessarily higher
amongst actively religious people: for example, 0 per cent of church-going
Catholics say they take most guidance from their religious leaders.13
But the conditions which make it so hard for old religious authorities—priests,
bishops, imams, rabbis, etc.—to retain their power are the perfect conditions
for new religious actors. In a context of increased consumer and democratic
choice, more extensive education and greater personal responsibility, many
people are no longer willing to defer to higher authorities. Scandals and
failures amongst traditional leaders do not help. New leaders have to be
much more approachable, skilful and facilitating,
Invoking Max Weber, we can say that both traditional and bureaucratic
modes of religious authority have been declining, whilst charismatic styles
have been growing—while also insisting that the kind of spiritual charisma
which succeeds today is one which facilitates and empowers others, rather
than being authoritarian.14 Such leadership is now eclipsing the older style,
despite the fact that politicians prefer to have their photos taken with the
latter. Their value has become symbolic.
Under the heading of changing authority, there is also more than can be
explored here about the way in which religious structures and institutions
have been changing. Suffice to say that the religious landscape since the
1980s has been characterised by the rise of new local, national and
transnational religious networks that are closely related not only to migration
and mobility but also to virtual social networks. The latter also connect people
face to face on an occasional basis by way of large gatherings, festivals and
pilgrimages—to Mecca, the Ganges, Lourdes and so on (all growing in
popularity). Thus old-style national, territorialised and local neighbourhoodbased forms of religion tend to decline, while globalised and partially virtual
forms flourish. In terms of religious institutions, the maxi and the mini appear
to be more successful than the midi.
Thus, the most vital contemporary forms of religion grow in the context of the
global market—or rather, many segmented markets. In religion, one size can
no longer fit all. Universalising agendas like those of national churches that
tried to impose common rituals and beliefs and create a commonwealth of
resources are receding fast. In their place there is diversification into market
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niches that often run across nations or even continents.
This explains many recent developments, including the success of many
forms of religion that are conservative in relation to gender roles and sexual
ethics. They appeal to the vastly expanding global middle classes and speak
to their concerns: blessing and supporting the pursuit of prosperity, helping
people achieve it by building local and global networks of connection and
support, upholding a stable nuclear family unit with male dominance along
with growing female independence and respect for the dignity of children,
encouraging consumption, and allowing for a great deal of direct personal
religious participation without the mediation of old religious leaderships—
hence concentration on personal relations with the divine and the
experiences and benefits it brings.15
In this diversified religious world, however, progressive and radical forms of
religion also flourish alongside more conservative ones. Thus, the decades
since the 1980s have also witnessed the transnational growth and expansion
of various forms of neo-pagan spirituality, often with strong feminist,
egalitarian and ecological emphases. They have spawned a diversity of
transnational networks, connections, literatures, and festivals, and they
depend on local and personal initiatives and leaderships that often rise and
fall rather rapidly.
These various kinds of niche religion do not just grow and promote
themselves by their own efforts but are strengthened by marketing initiatives
directed at them. Thus Reina Lewis, for example, shows how new entrants
into the fashion target a global market of orthodox religious women from
across different religious traditions who are all interested in modest forms of
dress.16 New religious publics are sustained and defined by being targeted as
niche consumer groups.
Religious Diversity
A key feature of the contemporary religious landscape is therefore its sheer
diversity. There is no one kind of religion that is doing well, and no overall
trend—and no single theory can explain it all. Even in a nation-state context,
there is now a bewildering proliferation and complexity, with rapid growth and
decline of various religious leaders, groups, churches, networks, ideas,
fashions, movements and so on.
Novelty becomes more important than ever before—just as in any other kind
of consumer market. So new religious movements, phenomena and ‘revivals’
spring up and die down rapidly. A phenomenon like the Toronto blessing can
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spread like wildfire in charismatic Christian circles worldwide before fading
away after only a few years. There then has to be an attempt by its
sponsoring agency to replace it with something new – in this case the more
New Age-influenced practice of ‘soaking prayer’.17
Competition is a major driver. Rival religious leaders and entrepreneurs keep
religion vital by innovating and diversifying and by identifying new consumer
groups. Even the old-style religious institutions, alarmed by falling numbers
and support, try to get in on the act—branding themselves with logos,
carrying out market research, trying to get in touch with the views and needs
of their potential audiences and investing in growth research and
programmes. They begin to behave more like businesses than
bureaucracies, albeit a bit late in the game.18
New-style religion does not replace old but exists side by side or in different
sediments. And we are starting to witness a fightback of some old-style
religious authorities. Their strategies include selective borrowing from newstyle religions, attempts to protect and extend alliances with political power,
and renewed efforts to attract members and funding. Some forms of old-style
religion are also currently active in defending their interests under various
slogans and initiatives (such as ‘religious freedom’ and ‘inter-faith dialogue’)
and by attempts to defend the display of their symbols in public.19 A
consequence of this co-existence and competition of old- and new-style
religion is a sharp and often aggressive tone in parts of the religious
marketplace as various competing groups vie with one another.
Conclusion: Realities versus Representations of Religion
This sketch of religious transformation must end with a paradox that I can
only indicate and not explore. I have suggested that, since 1989, old-style
religion has become recessive and new-style dominant. The irony is that
most media and political representations of religion remain stuck in the old
paradigm and blind to or dismissive of the new. The effect is to artificially
support the former despite the fact that its support, vitality and political
significance is dwindling. As a result, the full impact of the religious revolution
that has been taking place is yet to be felt.
I would like to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Tuomas Martikainen,
Francois Gauthier and Erin Wilson.
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8
The Secular–Religious
Competition Perspective
J on at han F ox
Bar -Ila n U n ive r s it y, Is r ael

While it can be said that the study of religion in world politics has deep roots,
many of those roots stem from what has come to be known as secularisation
theory. This body of theory predicted that modern phenomena such as
urbanisation, mass literacy and education, science, technology, rationalism,
the increasing power of the modern state, mass participation in politics, and
geographical mobility, among others, would lead to the demise of religion
worldwide.1 In the 1960s, prominent social scholars such as Anthony F.
Wallace confidently predicted that the ‘evolutionary future of religion is
extinction . . . . Belief in supernatural powers is doomed to die out, all over
the world.’2 While Wallace’s predictions were extreme, though by no means
unique, the sentiment that religion was at the very least in significant decline
was the dominant social science view on religion in the 1960s and well
thereafter.3
Interestingly, international relations theory ignored religion on a more
profound level. Rather than addressing why religion would become less
important, until recently it simply did not address religion. Before 2001,
international relations scholarship that addressed religion as a significant
causal factor in world politics was rare.4
Clearly, the prediction of religion’s demise as a significant political force was
inaccurate. How could social scientists have gotten it so wrong? I posit that,
in a sense, they did not. All of the modern factors predicted to undermine and
challenge religion are real and, in fact, do undermine and challenge religion.
The failure was not in the perception of the nature of these modern
challenges to religion but in the belief that religion would succumb to these
challenges. I posit that religious actors remain active and important in world
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politics because they have effectively responded to these challenges.
Specifically, these factors led to the rise of a family of ideologies that are
today called secularism. Secularists, the adherents of this family of
ideologies, seek to at the very least reduce religion’s public role. I define
political secularism as an ideology or set of beliefs which advocates that
religion ought to be separate from all or some aspects of politics and/or public
life. This definition focuses on secularism as a political ideology. Though it
does not deny that secularism can also have non-political manifestations, my
focus here is on politics.
This insight is key to what I call the secular–political competition perspective
(or for short, the competition perspective), which, I posit, explains much of
religious politics worldwide. Political secularists seek to at the very least
reduce religions’ public role. At the same time, however, religious actors seek
to increase the public role of religion. Put differently, no matter how strongly a
state supports religion, there are people who feel that it does not support
religion strongly enough; and no matter how secular a state, there are those
who feel it is not secular enough. These actors compete in the political arena
to influence state religion policy.
This insight is necessary to understand a key aspect of religious (and antireligious) politics. It is also necessary to understand why secularisation
theory remains an important source of understanding. The inevitability of
religion’s demise is so central to secularisation theory that, arguably,
removing it removes the heart and soul of the theory to the extent that what
remains can no longer be called secularisation theory. However, when
religion’s inevitable demise is removed from the equation, this body of theory
becomes an important source of insight on the origins, nature, and motivation
of religion’s opposition in this worldwide political competition.
The competition perspective is the central theoretical argument that I outline
in my forthcoming book, Political Secularism, Religion and the State, which is
part of my larger Religion and State (RAS) project.5 In the book I examine 111
types of government religion policy for 177 countries between 1990 and
2008. In this chapter I refer to some of the basic findings from this larger
study.
While the competition between religious and secular actors is present in
multiple political, social and even economic venues, in this chapter I focus on
one specific political venue, government religion policy. A government policy
can include laws, decisions by government officials, both national and local,
as well as court decisions. Religious and secular actors compete to influence
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policy with religious actors seeking to get the government more involved in
supporting religion, or at least their version of religion, while secular actors
seek to separate government from religion and get the government to limit
religion in the public sphere.
Among the 111 types of religion policy included in my study, 51 involve state
support for religion. This type of policy is in flux but there is a clear trend.
Thirty-seven of these types of policy have become more common between
1990 and 2008, with six becoming less common and eight remaining the
same. Examining the same information by country shows that 72 (40.7 per
cent) countries increased their overall levels of support while 20 (11.3 per
cent) decreased their levels of support. Thus, a bit over half of the world has
changed its policy of support towards religion, with some supporting religion
more and some supporting it less. This is clearly consistent with the
competition perspective, but there is also a clear trend during this time period
as religious actors have had more success in this competition than their
secular counterparts.
A Complex Competition
The competition perspective’s view of religious politics as a competition
between religious and secular actors, while important, only depicts part of a
complex set of relationships. The competition between secular and religious
actors is complicated by several additional relationships and phenomena. In
this chapter, I focus on three of them: competition within the religion camp,
competition within the secular camp, and the complex relationship between
supporting and restricting religion.
Both the religious and secular camps are complex. Obviously, there is no
single religion that the world’s religious population agrees upon. Furthermore,
religious traditions are often divided into competing denominations and even
within a single denomination there are usually diverse views on both how the
religion should be interpreted and practised and the extent and nature of that
religion’s proper influence on politics. Thus, within the religious camp there is
competition both between and within religious traditions. Put simply, at the
same time as religious actors compete with secular actors in the political
arena they also compete with each other.
One manifestation of this competition between religions is religious
discrimination. I define religious discrimination as restrictions placed on the
religious practices or institutions of minority religions that are not placed on
the majority religion. This is different from the restrictions placed on all
religions, including the majority religion, in that restrictions placed on all
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religions usually represent hostility towards, or fear of, religion in general. Or,
at least, restrictions placed on all religions reflect a desire to control religion
or limit its political power. Resections that focus specifically on minority
religions effectively give those religions left untargeted an advantage over the
former. Thus, they represent, among other things, government intervention in
the religious economy on behalf of the favoured religion or religions.
Religious discrimination is quite common and increasing. In 1990,6 136
countries (76.8 per cent) engaged in religious discrimination against at least
some minorities. By 2008 this had increased to 146 (82.5 per cent). Of the 30
types of religious discrimination tracked by the RAS project, 28 became more
common between 1990 and 2008 while only the remaining two remained
stable. Also, 86 (46.9 per cent) states increased levels of religious
discrimination during this period, while only 23 (13.0 per cent) lowered levels
of religious discrimination. Thus, in this arena of government policy, the
competition within the religion camp is strong and getting stronger. Types of
religious discrimination which were particularly common in 2008 include
restrictions on proselytising and missionaries (92 countries), the requirement
of minority religions to register with the state (73 countries), restrictions on
the building, maintaining or repairing of places of worship (65 countries), and
restrictions on the public observance of religious practices (43 countries).
There is also considerable competition within the secular camp. While
political secularists agree that governments should become less involved in
religion, philosophies differ considerably on what this means and how it
should be accomplished. By limiting the discussion to philosophies found only
in democratic states, I have identified three categories of secularist ideology.
These ideologies are defined by how they answer the following questions: 1)
May the state support religion? (2) May the state restrict religion? (3) May the
state restrict religious discourse and expression appropriate in the political
speech? (4) May the religious ideals of a specific tradition influence public
policy?
The most extreme of these ideologies is the secularist-laicist conception that
views religion as undermining democracy. Accordingly, religion is banned
from the public sphere but allowed in the private sphere. This means that the
state may not support religion and restrictions on religion are not only allowed
as long as they are limited to the public sphere and applied equally to all
religions. Also, religion is not appropriate for political expression and should
not influence state policy.7 France’s 2004 law that bans overt religious
symbols in public schools, including traditional Islamic head coverings, is a
classic example of this model. Unlike most other European restrictions on
religious clothing and symbols, this law explicitly includes all religions rather
than focusing only on the head coverings worn by Muslim women. While
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someone from another tradition of secularism might consider this policy a
restriction on religious liberty, from the French perspective, religious symbols
constitute an aggressive encroachment of religion—something that should be
a private matter—on the public sphere.
The second model, the absolute separation of religion and state model, bans
all government support for religion as well as all government interference in
religion. In relation to the four questions I outline above, this model clearly
bans any support for religion as well as any restrictions on religion, but there
is some debate within this philosophy over the proper role of religion in public
political discourse and in influencing public policy. In the US, most believe
that religion has a place in public life, but there is debate over the exact role
religion should play in society. More specifically, a majority believe that the
use of religious language in political speech is acceptable and that religious
input into policy is allowed as long as it does not lead to advantaging any
religions over others or restrictions on religious minorities. However, a
minority believe that the Jeffersonian wall of separation between church and
state should extend to religious motivations for policy decisions and even
religion’s intrusion into political discourse.8
The final model, the neutralist model, requires that the government treat all
religions equally. States may become involved in religion as long as this
principle of equality is maintained.9 Thus, in relation to the four questions I list
above, both support for religion and limitations placed upon it are allowed as
long as these policies are applied equally to all religions. This concept of
equal application also applies to political discourse and religious influence on
policymaking.
These three models have important implications for day-to-day policy. Take,
for example, religion in public schools. Under the secular-laicist model, any
public expression of religion, including wearing overt religious symbols such
as crosses, Jewish yarmekahs and Muslim head coverings, can be banned;
and there would certainly be no religious education. Under the absolute
separation doctrine, the wearing of religious symbols can be allowed but
there would be no state-supported religious education in public schools.
Under the neutralist doctrine, even religious education in public schools
would be allowed as long as it was provided equally to all religions for which
there are a significant number of students and it was not mandatory. Thus,
there are serious divisions within the secularist camp. Outside of the liberal
school of thought these divisions deepen, as there are even more extreme
forms of secularism, though they are less common today than they have
been in the past. For example, most communist and some fascist regimes
ban religion from government, the public sphere and the private sphere.
Thus, these extreme secular ideologies severely limit religion in all aspects of
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public and private life, or they attempt to ban it altogether.
The final complexity in government religion policy stems from the tension
between supporting religion and restricting it. Supporting religions is
inexorably intertwined with control. When a government supports a religion,
that religion becomes, to some degree, dependent upon the government and
susceptible to control even if control was not the original intent. In fact, one of
the best ways to control religion is to support it while tying that support to
some form of government control.10 For example, when a government
supports religious education it can influence what is taught in those classes
as well as who teaches them. Similarly, a government that supports a
religious institution, perhaps by establishing an official religion, can control
aspects of that institution’s inner workings through the appointment of
religious officials.11
Both restricting and supporting religion are common. In 1990,12 132 (74.4 per
cent) states restricted their majority religion, and usually all other religions, in
some way. By 2008 this increased to 146 (82.5 per cent). Twenty of the 29
types of restrictions on all religion in a country tracked by the RAS project
became more common during this period while only five became less
common. Sixty-eight (38.4 per cent) countries enacted more restrictions in
2008 than they did in 1990, while only 20 (11.3 per cent) enacted fewer.
Some of the most common types of restrictions in 2008 included restrictions
on religious political parties (63 countries), government harassment or arrest
of religious officials (43 countries), and government monitoring or restrictions
on clerical sermons (41 countries).
Perhaps the best indication of the overlap between control and support is that
every single country which restricts religion also engages in at least a few of
the 51 types of support for religion tracked by the RAS project. Even more
interestingly, setting aside countries which are generally hostile to religion,
the countries which regulate and control religion the most are those that
support it most strongly. In fact, levels of regulation and control of religion—
and this includes regulation and control of the state’s majority religion—are
on average over twice as high in states with official religion as they are in
states which generally maintain separation of religion and state. Thus, this
complexity in state motivation is clearly present not only in theory but also in
practice.
This means that when we objectively see a state supporting a religion this
does not necessarily mean that the government looks favourably upon
religion. It can also mean that the state seeks to limit or control religion. Often
this control is focused on religion’s political influence, with governments
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supporting religion in society but limiting its political influence. The 63
countries which limit religious political parties are a good example of this
phenomenon. However, whether the intent is to support or control religion,
the increasing levels of religious support and the fact that in 2008 all
countries other than South Africa engaged in at least a few of the 51 types of
religious support tracked by the RAS project mean that religion certainly
remains relevant across the world.
Conclusions
Given all of this, the competition perspective depicts a complex relationship
between religion and politics. While the religious and secular camps compete
for political influence, there is at the same time competition within each of
these camps. Also, while it is possible to identify a government’s policy
towards religion, it is often difficult to fully know the complex motivations
behind that policy.
That being said, two things are clear. First, religion policy across the world is
in a state of flux. Second, governments are becoming more involved in
religion than they were in the past. Looking at three types of policy—support
for religion, restrictions on the majority or all religions, and discrimination
against religious minorities—98 of 177 countries tracked by the RAS project
increased their involvement in at least one of these factors without
decreasing it on any of the others. By contrast, only 22 lowered their overall
involvement and 28 increased some aspects while lowering others. Only 29
experienced no changes at all.
Thus, between 1990 and 2008, religious actors have had more victories in
their competition with secular actors, but secular actors are still active and
successful in many cases. Just as secular actors did not succeed in
eliminating religion at the peak of secularism’s influence in the mid-twentieth
century, it is unlikely that religious actors will succeed in eliminating
secularism. While in recent years religious actors have learned how to
successfully counter secular political actors, it is likely that in time, secular
actors will also adjust tactics and strategies to more successfully compete.
Thus, the competition between the two, which is the central insight of the
secular–religious competition perspective, will likely continue for the
foreseeable future.
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9
Church, State and Culture:
Should Religion Be a Private
Matter?
B r e n d a n Sweet ma n
R oc kh u r st U n ive r s ity, USA

A type of a secular liberalism has become an influential, even dominant
worldview among sections of what might be broadly described as the
intellectual class in many Western societies. Without needing to go into the
content of this view in detail, its advocates generally hold that the physical
realm is all there is (and will be studied by science), and so we need
secularist accounts of politics and morality, and indeed eventually of all areas
of life. A secularist account would be one that explains its subject matter
(including human existence) in terms of physical stuff, like matter and energy,
and that, consequently, makes no appeal to the supernatural. Needless to
say, advocates of this general approach to the nature of life and the universe
do not, by any means, always agree among themselves concerning the
details of such a view; yet there would be quite broad agreement on the
general foundational beliefs of this worldview. This worldview is also
sometimes referred to as naturalism, or philosophical atheism, or, as (my own
preferred term) secularism.
Secularism
We can make a few general points about this view. First, its proponents often
regard themselves as ‘enlightened’ about matters of culture, society, law and
politics. They see themselves as being in the vanguard of the progress of
modern civilisation; a consequence of this is that a significant number of
secularism’s adherents adopt a superior, even supercilious attitude (almost
as a matter of policy) towards the worldviews with which they disagree,
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particularly the religious ones, and their advocates. The perception that one
is ‘enlightened’ also sometimes makes proponents of secularism impatient
with their naysayers, and is often the cause of their failure to consistently
apply the principles they profess to otherwise support, e.g. on free speech.
A second significant feature of secularism is the way its advocates respond to
the fact that the vast majority of people reject this view of reality and human
life and adopt a religious view instead; this response involves promoting the
pragmatic argument that the religious worldview should be relegated to a
private sphere. Secularists are fond of claiming that one can practise a
religious view in one’s private life and circle of family and friends, but that it
should have no influence on matters of public policy where it would have an
effect on everyone, including those who do not accept it. This view is
sometimes defended by appeal to a particular interpretation of an important
democratic principle, the principle of the separation of church and state. The
view that religion should be relegated to a private realm now permeates
modern culture in the West to a very significant extent, even though it is often
inconsistently applied. As a result, one might often see the secularist media
quote a religious leader approvingly if they agree with what he or she says,
while criticising him or her when they don’t. This is also why one can see the
principle of the separation of church and state selectively applied, so that it
often appears less as a principle and more as a tactic in a political debate, as
when various political interest groups in the United States, for example,
police conservative churches for their involvement in political issues, while
ignoring the political activity of liberal churches.
Although secularism is an increasingly influential worldview in certain circles,
it faces one very large, indeed fatal, problem: it is rejected by many, who
believe it to be untrue! Now, it is not my intention here to argue for the merits
of either secularism or religion. Rather, I want to consider what society should
do when it has a fundamental disagreement of this nature, at the level of
worldview, which in turn brings out various problems with the secularist
position on these matters. But first we should make a few preliminary
qualifications. I am assuming a democratic society as a backdrop—that we
must settle our disagreements within the context of a democratic system.
While the same general issues could obviously arise in other political systems
as well, democracy places us in a distinctive context that we must take into
account when considering these general philosophical questions. Second, we
must also recognise that we are working within a context of pluralism.
Pluralism here means that we have several different worldviews present in
the same state, and that advocates of each think their worldview should have
some influence on political, moral, social and cultural debates. Sometimes
this is called the problem of pluralism: the problem of what to do when there
are different worldviews that are significant players in the same state,
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especially at the political and moral level. Third, I am not assuming that all
secularists hold the exact same worldview, nor am I assuming that all
religious believers share the same beliefs. We must recognise that there will
be different visions of secularism just as there are different visions of religion;
that not all secularists agree among themselves, and also, perhaps, that a
religious position might overlap with a secular viewpoint on some issues. We
just need to keep before our minds the general orientation of each worldview;
specific differences are not that significant when we are considering
foundational philosophical questions.
Should Secularism be Presumptive?
What arguments might one advance to support the position that whenever
there is a disagreement between a religious worldview and a secularist
worldview, the religious worldview should be confined to the ‘private realm’
while we defer to the secularist worldview? What arguments suggest that we
should appeal to the secularist worldview in making political arguments, for
example, but cannot appeal to a religious worldview when, say, discussing
issues of social justice, abortion, social welfare policies or any of the issues
of the day? I do not believe there are any arguments supporting this
conclusion that do not involve special pleading or that are not based upon a
prior commitment to the superiority of secularism. Nevertheless, two
arguments are popular. The first is the argument that secularist worldviews
and religious worldviews are in two different categories, and this fact allows
us to treat them differently. This is a way of arguing that secularism is in some
superior category that allows us to discriminate in its favour. It is often hard to
specify the nature of this special category that confers a powerful advantage
on certain worldviews, but one version of this first argument is that secularist
views appeal to reason (and perhaps science) to support their claims, but
religious views do not. Religious beliefs, it is claimed, are based on ‘faith’,
understood in the sense of believing without evidence or without regard to the
evidence, often accompanied by the belief that faith is not subject to reason,
or perhaps that faith is higher than (or outside of) reason.
I agree that when advancing a new moral or political view, especially one with
the potential to reshape society, one should ideally try to frame as best one
can these views in a way that might have some appeal to those who hold
different worldviews. Religious believers frequently do this, and can do it for
many or most of their moral and political beliefs. It is just too simplistic to
argue that all religious beliefs are based on ‘faith’—understood in the
pejorative sense that they disregard evidence—while the opposite is
somehow true of all secularist beliefs. Of course, for some of our beliefs we
may be incapable of expressing them in totally neutral, rational terms. But
this is just as true for many secularist beliefs as it is for religious beliefs. For
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example, suppose I argue that job applications should be examined randomly
because of my secularist assumption that the origin of life on Earth was a
chance event stemming from totally natural causes; I should then also be
able to argue for evaluating all applications equally if I believe that everyone
has the same basic set of human rights because God created all people
equally. It is hard to see why a religious believer cannot appeal to his belief in
the truth of certain religious claims if a secularist is allowed to appeal to his
belief in the truth of certain secularist claims. Moreover, there is a significant
element of faith involved in both sets of beliefs in the key sense that all
worldviews make claims that go beyond what any rational argument or
evidence could prove definitively. So, the most society can hope for, indeed,
what it should strive for, are reasonable beliefs—beliefs that can be backed
up through reason (and, perhaps, as much evidence as possible). The
secularist view simply ignores the long tradition of reason in religion and
plays to stereotypes that believers ignore evidence because such stereotypes
are easier to dismiss—it’s a straw man argument!
Engaging with many of the great thinkers in religious history (and in
contemporary times) would necessitate that secularist approaches become
involved in a serious debate, one they could quite possibly lose. This is why
advocates of the so-called ‘new atheism’, for example, are afraid to engage in
detailed discussions of actual arguments, preferring instead to rely on
rhetoric and superficial appeals to emotion and stereotypes. My position on
the rationality of worldviews is that all worldviews are ‘faiths’ to some extent,
that a faith must be rational in order to be taken seriously, especially in
politics, and that the religious view of the world in general is a rational faith,
perhaps even more so than secularism.
Secularism vs. Religion in a Democratic State
This brings us to a second line of argument for keeping religion out of politics.
One might be inclined to believe that secularism is a better (more correct,
more true) worldview in terms of content. Although they may not always admit
it, secularists believe their worldview is superior because it is correct on the
major issues. They are free to believe this, of course, but this is where the
background assumption of democracy is important. Suppose you are
convinced that religious belief is not as rational as I think it is and are
prepared to offer a robust defence of the superior rationality of secularism.
The problem is that this does not help us with the issue of the role of religion
in public life. This is because it is crucial to recognise that it is not necessary
for me to convince the secularist that religious belief is rational in order for
religious beliefs to have a role in politics; all that is necessary is that I hold
them to be rational. And, we might add, I do not need to convince a
significant number of people of this fact. If we are to compare the two general
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positions in terms of numbers, a significant number of people (indeed billions
more) are already convinced of this fact.
We should not forget the fact that we are actually discussing the rationality of
religious belief vis-à-vis the rationality of secular beliefs; we are discussing
whether religious beliefs can be introduced into the political arena in a
democratic society. We should also acknowledge that the question about the
reasonableness of a particular belief, and whether it can play a role in public
and social policy debates, is itself a matter for debate in the public square.
This is a key point frequently overlooked by secularists who sometimes seem
to think that theirs should be the default position if they disagree with a
religious believer on certain issues! But any type of suppression of a view
before a public debate is held violates the basic principles of democracy
itself, especially freedom and equality.
This is why the problem of pluralism is a very difficult problem and why one
might be tempted to engineer an end run around the democratic process to
advance one’s worldview. The problem arises because once one accepts a
democratic form of government as the backdrop of a debate and then says, ‘I
believe that X is objectively true and should shape society’, one must
recognise that, however much he or she may not like it, one is only speaking
for oneself on the matter and others may have different views. Part of the
meaning of freedom in a democratic context is that an individual cannot
speak for someone else on these matters. Moreover, democracy in theory
supports the expression of different views on various matters (though it does
not always work out this way in practice).
The best solution to the problem of pluralism then is to have an open, full and
honest public square debate on the issues of the day, and then to vote on
them. This is not a perfect solution because we must accept that sometimes
the majority can get things wrong, and logically, just because a consensus
emerges on a certain issue does not mean that the consensus is correct.
However, this is a better solution than the two main alternatives. One is to
appeal to the High Court in various countries to settle various contentious
issues in society. This approach is very popular in the United States, where
the most controversial issues in contemporary culture have been settled not
democratically but by decisions of the US Supreme Court, even so serious an
issue as abortion. But the problem with this approach is that it turns the
courts into yet more political bodies, which people try to manipulate for their
own ends—hence the big political fights every time a vacancy occurs on the
US Supreme Court and the reason justices are described as ‘liberal’ or
‘conservative’.
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Another possible way to solve the problem of pluralism is to appoint some
smaller (elite) group to deal with contentious matters, say, by recommending
policy decisions or options to the government. But the problem with this
approach is obvious: the make-up of the group will be susceptible to political
influence and, from a philosophical point of view, it would involve a minority
deciding key issues for the majority. How can this be better than the majority
deciding? One might argue that the minority is somehow more ‘enlightened’,
but this argument simply raises again the problems we have already
considered.
Is the State Neutral between Worldviews?
This brings us by way of conclusion to the question of whether the state is
neutral between worldviews, i.e. promotes no worldview itself, as liberal
political philosophers claim. It should be obvious that the state is not neutral
and cannot be neutral. This is because many of the laws of the state embody
moral values, and these moral values enshrine in law key beliefs that are
held by various worldviews, for example, beliefs about justice, equality,
peace, freedom and the common good. These values clearly appeal to those
three general areas of belief that form the substance of a worldview, the
nature of reality, the nature of the human person, and the nature of moral and
political values, and they are among the foundational beliefs of various
worldviews. In addition, those who do not agree with these values (or more
usually with specific interpretations of these values) are excluded from
practising their worldview on these matters by the state. For instance, those
who believe that some people are not equal to others cannot practise this
view in hiring for a job. As Richard John Neuhaus has noted, ‘the public
square will not and cannot remain naked. If it is not clothed with the
“meanings” borne by religion, new “meanings” will be imposed by virtue of the
ambitions of the modern state.’ Political philosopher Charles Larmore admits
that the liberal state does not aim at complete moral neutrality. It tends to be
neutral only with regard to controversial conceptions of the good life but not
to all values or norms whatsoever. The problem is that the norms and values
it is not neutral towards will be used to restrict various versions of the good
life that the liberal political philosopher does not approve of, and so Larmore’s
point begs the very question at issue. In short, the liberal political philosopher
is never totally neutral towards key values in the philosophical, moral and
political debate concerning how society should be organised politically—there
are always some values that are not doubted and that are then, more
crucially, used to restrict other views.
It is important to recognise that coercion is always going on in political
society, and it is impossible to find an individual or worldview that does not try
to impose at least some beliefs on others. And values that become the basis
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of law always influence the society as a whole, especially when their effect is
considered over time. We must recognise, however, that not all views can be
accommodated, so some people will be profoundly disappointed, and
disgruntled. This disagreement must be handled with the utmost care. One of
the reasons debates in modern democratic states have become more
contentious is that, as more worldviews gain prominence, many of them
conflicting with others, a difficult transition has been required from a
monolithic-leaning society to a pluralist one. This transition has not been
handled well, and the result is increasing polarisation of worldviews and a
growing belief that reasonable disagreement is no longer possible on some
questions. This can lead to a tendency to regard one’s opponent as morally
wrong, even morally evil, leading to a tendency to vilify or demonise them.
Lastly, it is possible to take an optimistic or a pessimistic approach to the
problem of pluralism; the optimistic approach holds that dialogue can be
fruitful; the pessimistic approach is motivated by the view that dialogue is no
longer possible, so we are engaged in a political fight rather than a
philosophical argument. Even considering all of the issues very carefully, in
what is quite a complicated topic, it is hard to predict which one of these
approaches will prove closer to the truth in the future in the modern
democratic state.
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During the latter half of the twentieth century, distinguished Western scholars
and radical theologians announced the ‘Death of God’, the precipitous decline
(according to polls and surveys) of explicit religious affiliation and
observance. In a world becoming globalised and transnational, God was no
longer counted among the players making a difference; religion could be
counted out in comprehending geopolitics. At the turn of the twenty-first
century, the ‘God is Dead’ formulation appears an unwelcome apparition, one
now dead and deeply interred. The effects of religion in the geopolitics of
North Africa, the Middle East, the Indian subcontinent and indeed in the USA
and Russia are undeniable and profound. What is it that occurred in the brief
span of a few decades? Did Westerners and others quite suddenly find
religion again? Were the survey-takers simply off the mark? Did the rush to
judgement and speedy conclusions—no less an affliction of today’s academic
researchers than of political pundits—supersede cultural common-sense?
Today’s students of geopolitics must take into account the burgeoning
religiosities in numerous global conflicts. But just what is it that must be taken
into account? What is it that makes ‘religion’ special in its effects on
populations from the small to the huge? Is there something to religion that
demands taking on a different perspective, one of longer range and one that
for good reason is resistant to the kind of narrow analysis—like that of game
theory and other theories of strategic analysis—that severely restricts
broader perspectives?
My response is that the most critical aspect of religion is the constitution of a
vision and value of holism. Religion is the prime conveyor of values of holism
(of whatever scale) in a world continuously fragmenting and reworking
through politics and economics. I claim further that this understanding of
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religion in the abstract stands the tests of time from the ancient through the
present. Yet what do I intend through the idea of holism? And why should a
vision of holism be important in considering the effects of religion in
geopolitics in a very wide variety of social and political orders?
Holism and Religion
Anthropologist Louis Dumont understood holism as value (that he phrased as
ideology) through which social order is organised.1 Holism is the most
inclusive of values in that in part, ‘Holism entails the integrity of the entirety,
where the entirety may be any kind of human unit—cosmos, group, and even
the individual in certain instances—of differing scales, complexities, and
consequences’.2 In this usage the emphasis within an entirety is on integrity,
in the senses of entireness, completeness, soundness with their implications
of integration. However, integration refers more to parts added together to
make a whole, so that in the first instance the connections between parts is
additive, while the intention here is that integrity refer more to synergetic
relationships within and among the parts of a whole. Thus, the connections
between parts must be relational. Given the relational-ness that is carried by
values of holism, one should be concerned with the logics of how cultural and
social wholes hold together with the clear intimation that this ‘holding
together’ is in the first instance dynamical rather than structural.3 Moreover,
holism is not restricted to particular sizes of human organisation. Rather,
values of holism may be embedded in human units from the large scale of
entire groups and peoples to the tiny scale of the individual (when the search,
say, for self-actualisation is significant). One must emphasise that holism is
not an ‘essence’—rather, holism indexes how people and things (indeed,
cosmos) are, are not, or are partially put together. And, so, that which
constitutes holism varies historically, contextually. Nonetheless, the
propensities towards holism in the human condition were and are profound.
Given that holism takes shape and lodges in vastly different scales of human
existence, it then has a very broad cachet in the organisation of human
existence. One way of thinking on ‘religion’ is that it takes everything into
itself, without needing to specify just what ‘everything’ might be. Potentially,
‘religion’ is just that, everything. As such, cosmos and ‘religion’ in the ancient
sense are isomorphic to a high degree. And of all forms of organisation
invented by human beings throughout history, it is ‘religion’ that most closely
encompasses that which I am calling here holism and that postulates holism
as a basic value of the practice of faith. It is questionable whether in ancient
times one could separate ‘religion’ from other domains of existence, apart
from doing this as an analytical exercise. The reason for this is that the
organisation of religion (as the cosmos, as metaphysically the entirety of what
there is) encompassed all other domains of living, and therefore needed no
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separate name. Among historians of the European Middle Ages, Aaron
Gurevich argues powerfully that this period in everyday popular culture was
characterised by holism and, so, by the realism of the close presence of God
in the daily lives of human beings.4 Louis Dumont maintains that this holism
fragmented with the Enlightenment, the Reformation and the rise of
individualism; and that from this breakup of cosmos there emerged distinct
native categories and domains of living like ‘religion’, along with ‘economy’,
‘polity’, ‘family’ and so forth.5
This broad cachet enables the search for the presence and power of holism
in a variety of phenomena, especially those of the political (the civil, the
totalitarian) that have been termed ‘religions’ by political scientists and others,
yet rarely recognising the most powerful quality of all—holism—that these
phenomena share with religion. The propensity for holism in human cultures
never disappeared. Given the intimate relationship between holism and
religion, one can state unequivocally as a rule of thumb that when values of
holism are present, religion is close by (even if invisible); and,
correspondingly, when a political system is called a ‘religion’ this implies that
the value of holism is paramount. Unsurprisingly, then, values of holism
revive relatively easily in relation to various local and global conditions
(including those of secularism), whether through nationalisms, civil religions,
new religions, trans-local migrations, and on.
Even as Western mindfulness, schooled in the scientific ethos of liberal
democracy, seeks to keep politics and religion apart, over and again to the
chagrin of heirs of the Enlightenment, political communities that are
themselves submerged and schooled in ideologies of peoplehood and
nationhood take on attributes of holism. If we understand the profound affinity
between holism and religion—and to a serious degree between holism and
modern nationalism—then the entanglement of religion and politics comes
into clearer focus. The states that arose in the latter period of the modern era
commonly insisted that their nationalisms—often keyed to peoplehood and
nation—were holistic; thereby ensuring the ongoing entwinements between
holisms of politics, nationhood and religion clashing and converging.
Therefore, for religion and nationalism to be strongly related, there is no
necessity to argue, for example, that nationalism is the religion of the modern
state.6 Whether or not a ‘religion’ is an ‘invented tradition’, a newly created
phenomenon with, consequently, little or no historical depth, does not matter
in my argument.7 What matters are values of holism and the ways in which
they are embedded, organised and practised in social orders. In this regard
one must not overlook that, of the surviving world religions, it is the
monotheisms that generally have given especial importance to their own
historical depths as validating their significance in the world. Monotheistic
holisms insist that (historical) time (both past and future) is integral to their
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own existence and organisation, thereby encompassing both ‘history’ and its
end-time, the transcendental End Time of linear time-reckoning. The
generative connection between monotheism and modern nationalism is clear.
As political philosopher John Gray states succinctly, ‘Secular thinking is a
legacy of Christianity and has no meaning except in a context of
monotheism’.8 Modern secular nationalisms grew from the premise of
monotheism that time is evolutional through processes of perfecting the
human (and therefore the significance of historical depth to the monotheisms)
together with the monotheistic stress on absolute difference in identity as
perhaps the criterion of membership, which the modern nation-states and
nationalisms utterly naturalised in the mundane world and made their own.9
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, nationalisms flourished
through a multitude of great and little wars and other conflicts. Values of
holism were and are critical to the birth and cohesion of Western nations and
nation-states, even those that appeared secular. How does this square with
my argument that when values of holism are present then religion is nearby?
A useful case in point is that of the juridical and political theorist, Carl Schmitt,
a highly influential thinker in Germany during the Weimar Republic and Nazi
rule. The prominent sociologist Zygmunt Bauman has called him, ‘arguably
the most clear-headed, illusion-free anatomist of the modern state and its inbuilt totalitarian inclination’.10 Schmitt’s thinking demonstrates the synergistic
relationship of nationalism and religion in modernity.
Secular Nationalism and Religious Theology: The Case of Carl Schmitt
Schmitt’s concern lay with the sovereignty, indeed the holism, of the German
state, that for him was the treasury of being German, of German-ness.
Interestingly, Schmitt gave little import to the native German conception of
nation, the holistic volk, rejecting this as romantic organicism that was
incapable of taking action to save the sovereignty of the state-in-crisis.11 Yet
in fact he went one better than the volk as the basis of national holism by
embracing an even more essentialist and very twentieth-century conception,
that of race. Schmitt maintained that true Germans share essential qualities
of race-as-being, so that the category of race and that of cultural
homogeneity were isomorphic, that is, one and the same. Members of the
German race shared the same homogeneous, cultural qualities of upbringing
(erziehung), of character building (bildung), of values and perceptions. In
order for the national to flourish, these ‘natural’, cultural particularities that
were based in race had to be sovereign. Values of holism were paramount in
this racial-cultural formation that was threatened by the ‘general political will’
on which democratic political processes were based. Therefore, the ‘people’
had to distinguish between ‘friends’, those who shared in the natural qualities
of the race, and ‘enemies’, those who were different and therefore divided
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and threatened the holism of the natural national. Only if enemies were
destroyed would national sovereignty true to itself emerge and triumph. Thus,
after the Nazi rise to power, Schmitt strongly advocated the ethnic cleansing
of Jewish jurists from the German courts because only those jurists who were
‘participants in a racially determined type [artbestimmsten Weise] of legal
community to which they existentially belong’ could comprehend a German
legal case in the right way.12
All of this sounds as if Schmitt simply was a straightforward secular racist. Yet
religion, Christianity, was deeply embedded in Schmitt’s conception of how
the holistic, modern, sovereign state had to protect itself, since the inevitable
confrontation between friend and enemy had to ‘take place at the
metaphysical level—the level of one faith against another. For this reason the
confrontation is one of “political theology”’,13 with its more distant echoes of
monotheistic Christian Kingship in Europe. Another scholar of Schmitt goes
so far as to argue that Schmitt’s vision ‘would interpret the present in light of
a Christian conception of history’—theistic, salvational, holding off the coming
of the Antichrist14: another instance of religion close by, with values of holism
invoked as the bottom line of a state holding itself together. Schmitt’s
conception of the geopolitics of the elementary friend/enemy confrontation
was that the state composed of members sharing essentialist, constitutive
qualities (the friends) had to become authoritarian and totalitarian to protect
its sovereignty. The state and its rulers become a ‘state of exception’, one
that encompasses the state and that, in turn, cannot be encompassed.15
Schmitt draws a direct line between (political) jurisprudence and the miracle,
which he likened to an ‘exception’: ‘The exception in jurisprudence [one that
breaks all of its rules] is analogous to the miracle in theology’16 and it is within
the space-time of the essentialist exception, the ‘miracle’: that order made is
saved from chaos.
Yet how does the ‘miracle of the exception’ come about? Schmitt states that
he who decides on the exception is sovereign.17 In other words, the sovereign
is the one who takes transcendence on himself and in the process
encompasses the whole of the state. Yet it is no less the space-time of the
exception that itself is transcendent, for Schmitt argues that ‘The exception is
that which cannot be subsumed; it defies general codification [and is] the
[juridical] decision in absolute purity.’18 If the exception cannot be subsumed,
then the exception itself is encompassing. And, so, it is the exception in the
person of the sovereign that encompasses the entirety of the state. This is
the exception and the sovereign as pure miracle.19 This view of political
sovereignty powerfully resonates with Christianity, since the sovereign not
only occupies the place of God but is no less the miracle of Christ, the Godman who is indeed the exception who orders cosmic chaos and promises
salvation.
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Entering the Twenty-First Century
Is there reason to expect any radical shift in the relationship between values
of holism in political setups and religion in the twenty-first century? All three
monotheisms are flexing their faiths in powerful though different ways. As
Olivier Roy puts it, we are facing ‘the sudden emergence in all Western
monotheistic religions of new forms of religiosity, all of them communitarian
(but of a purely religious community), exclusive (a clear dividing line
separates the saved from the damned), and inclusive (all aspects of life must
be placed by the believer under the aegis of religion’.20 Evangelical and
Charismatic Christianity in their numerous strands have become a successful
global missionary religion, calling ‘upon the faithful to submit to the [holistic]
totalising authority of divine agency’ and actively competing for converts with
Islam.21 Islam is taking diverging paths, including the eruption of religious
movements whose holisms relate to interpretations of the nation of Islam, the
ummah. Another pathway turns towards ‘a radical individuation … that is ...
divorced from modes of collective solidarity and action’, yet an individuation
that relocates much of ‘collective responsibility’ within the holistic, ethical
obligations of the individual.22 From this perspective, self-sacrifice and
martyrdom may also be understood as a holistic, ethical act through which
the individual transcends himself or herself.23 Israel, a majority of whose
citizens define it as the Jewish state, is a latecomer nation-state that takes its
shaping from holistic European nationalisms of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Israel is nurturing religious nationalism that is expansive territorially
and culturally, in terms of which state and nation (defined in Judaic religious
terms) are vying with one another for supremacy as to which holistically will
encompass the other. In this emerging contest, one that may turn into a
comprehensive kulturkampf, the elephant in the room is Israel’s reputed (and
virtually certain) stockpiling of nuclear weaponry and the potentiality of its
use.
Perhaps one of the great tragedies of modernity (and no less its greatest
irony) is that any attempt to put things together, to keep things together in
holistic ways, will have intimations of religion which continually challenge any
geopolitics based on liberal values or game theoretical premises. The pursuit
of holism continues, from that of the ‘whole’ individual to that of the ‘whole’
community, the ‘whole’ nation and the ‘whole’ state. From the perspective
taken here, the bottom line is that if values of holism are here to stay during
the foreseeable future (and there is no evidence that they are not) then so is
religion. And religions carry their own baggage as to why and how the world
is put together ultimately and transcendentally and how this impacts on
human social orders. The twenty-first century looks to be a more God-fearing
time for international geopolitics.
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Religious Politics and the Rise
of Illiberal Religion
S c ot t W. H ibb a r d
DePa u l U n ive r s it y, USA

It has been argued that the twenty-first century will be ‘God’s Century’.1 By
this it is meant that religion—not God, but religion—will remain a central
feature of both international and domestic politics for the next several
decades. The basis for this claim can be found in the recent past. Over the
last twenty-five years, the world has witnessed an increased level of political
activism by religious individuals and organisations. This resurgence of
religious politics is evident in the violent sectarianism and exclusive religious
identities of the contemporary Middle East, the persistent communalism in
South Asia and the continued salience of an illiberal religious politics in the
United States and elsewhere. Conceptually, the trend is interesting given the
assumptions of secularisation theory, which predicted that the influence of
traditional belief systems would diminish with the onset of economic and
political development. The persistence of religious politics has also given rise
to the view that diplomats, politicians and political scientists all need to better
understand religion if they are going to understand contemporary
international politics.2
While there are a variety of explanations for the post-Cold War resurgence of
religious politics—and a voluminous literature—what is missing from much of
the debate is an understanding of precisely how religion relates to modern
politics, and, more to the point, which type of religion one is in fact talking
about. Religion is neither as monolithic nor as undifferentiated as many
assume. On the contrary, religion is a multi-faceted phenomenon, which—in
its more benign moments—manifests as ethical teachings that counsel peace
and reconciliation, while at other moments informs the religious
communalisms (i.e. sectarianisms) that are at the heart of so much war and
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conflict. These different interpretations of religion vie with one another for
influence, inform competing visions of social life and frequently define the
political fault lines within society.
This chapter will address these issues by asking the question: Why have
conservative renderings of religious tradition remained so politically influential
in secular societies as Egypt, India and the US? This question is the basis of
my 2010 publication Religious Politics and Secular States.3 The following
pages offer a brief summation of the larger study. The answer to the
aforementioned question, which will be elaborated below, is that religion
remains relevant to modern politics because it continues to define
collective—and particularly national—identities, and, second, because
religion is uniquely able to provide a moral framework for political action. As a
result, political actors of all stripes invoke religion in pursuit of their various
political ends. While these three issues help to explain the continuing
relevance of religion to modern politics, the question remains why a
conservative or illiberal rendering of religious tradition has been so
prominent, and not a more inclusive or liberal interpretation.4 This last aspect
of contemporary religious politics is perhaps the most interesting because it
highlights the internal divisions within religion, and captures what Scott
Appleby has referred to as religion’s fundamental ambiguity: the continuing
tension between competing interpretations of a given religious tradition and
the pattern of social life that each envisions.5
Religion and Politics Reconsidered
One of the defining features of the post-Cold War era has been the
resurgence of religious politics. By this we mean the increased politicisation
of individuals and groups that are defined by their faith tradition. This trend is
surprising, in part, because it contradicts the widely held assumptions of
modernisation theory, and its corollary, the secularisation thesis.
Modernisation theory predicted that religion would become less relevant as
modern states and market capitalism displaced the church (or other formal
religious organisations) as the dominant institutions of public life. It was also
assumed that personal belief would decline as religious myths lost their hold
on the popular imagination. Just as markets and states marginalised the
church, it was believed that science and reason would displace religious
belief as a means of explaining the world. Insofar as religion remained, it
would be a personal affair and limited to individual matters of conscience.
Modernity subsequently came to be defined by a differentiation of social life
into a variety of spheres: secular and religious, on the one hand, and public
and private on the other.6
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The proliferation of religious politics in the post-Cold War era has forced a reevaluation of these assumptions. One explanation for the resurgence of
religious politics has focused on the material context, arguing that the rise of
religious politics has less to do with religion than with issues such as
economic disparity, social justice and political grievances.7 The issue, in
short, is politics, not religion. The basis for this argument is the perceived
failure of the modern state to address basic human needs. This failure
creates the popular discontent that subsequently finds expression in religious
terms. While such political movements may articulate their grievances in a
religious and cultural idiom, the underlying impetus is argued to be economic
and political. It is a mistake, then, to interpret contemporary activism as
‘religious’ since the source of grievance lies in a material context. Religious
fundamentalisms, then, ought to be seen as a by-product of a rapidly
changing economic, social and political environment, not as a ‘return’ to
religion per se.

An alternative perspective views the trend as a genuinely religious
phenomenon, reflecting a resurgence of faith traditions in an increasingly
atomised and secular world. From this view, the religious politics of recent
years embodies a popular rejection of secularism and secular norms. This
‘deprivatisation of religion’, it is argued, is attributed to a deep desire by
religious populations to ‘re-normativise’ the public sphere and otherwise
assert themselves within an overtly secular (or atheistic) society.8 From this
perspective, religious mobilisation in the post-Cold War era embodies a
rebellion of religious populations against secular elites and pits those who
seek to infuse public life with the ‘traditional values’ of religion against a state
that embodies the irreligious values of secular modernity.9 The revivalism of
recent years simply reflects a shift in popular attitudes towards religion, and
this is seen as an organic expression of traditional populations who seek to
re-shape the political life of their countries.10 Religion, from this perspective,
is the causal variable emanating from the realm of civil society and driving
modern politics.

While each of these explanations has their merit, a third approach seeks to
integrate the insights of both and argues that the larger trend is both religious
and political. It is this third alternative that informs the views of this chapter.
While the driving impetus for much religious activism may, indeed, be socioeconomic and political in nature, it is significant that it is religion to which
political actors appeal, and not some other ideological resource. This is
indicative of the continued salience of religion in speaking to fundamental
questions of human existence: life, death and moral purpose. While science
and reason help to explain the mechanical operations of the world, they are
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less able to address the normative questions faced by both individuals and
society. Moreover, religion provides a language to articulate moral purpose,
sanction the exercise of power, and otherwise situate contemporary political
issues in a wider, normative framework. Hence, even if there is a formal
separation of church and state—that is, a separation of religious authority
from political authority—religious ideas and beliefs continue to provide a
basis for social cohesion and a language for contemporary politics.
It is for these reasons that even ostensibly secular states have invoked
religious narratives to sanction their authority. This last point warrants
elaboration. A key failing of modernisation theory was the assumption that
modern states were invariably hostile to religious belief of all sorts. This
assumption was incorrect. While some states tried to eradicate religion—or
greatly restrict it—this was by no means universal. More commonly, states
sought to control, regulate or otherwise use religion to their own ends. As I
discuss in the larger study, religion was (and remains) a central feature of the
nationalist project, and nationalist narratives provide a new means by which
religion enters the public sphere. As Anthony Marx has argued:
[Within the European context,] religious fanaticism was the
basis for popular engagement with—for or against—
centralising state authority ... . Nationalism emerged when the
masses were invited onto the political stage or invited
themselves in. But that invitation did not come inclusively from
books, enrichment, or schooling, but rather from sectarian
conflicts, enraging sermons and callings. The passions of faith
were the stuff of which the passions for the state were built.11
Part of the explanation for the contemporary resurgence of religion, then, is
that religion never went away. Even if religious institutions are less central to
modern social life, religious ideas, imagery and symbolism remain
enormously influential in the construction and mobilisation of collective
identities. Nationalist and sectarian ideologies, for example, commonly draw
upon religious motifs and symbols in order to reinforce social solidarity and
motivate political action.12 The religious dimensions of nationalism also offer a
narrative within which individual sacrifice is given transcendent meaning,
associating it with both a mythic past and an ostensibly better future.
Similarly, the moral language inherent within religious tradition is used to
legitimise political authority or claims to such authority. By linking human
existence to a transcendent realm, religion provides a framework for
interpreting political events and articulating moral purpose. Even within a
tradition of secular nationalism religion is able to lend a universal, and
sacred, quality to what is, in essence, a particular set of political
arrangements.13
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It is for these reasons that religion is so readily invoked for political purposes.
Religion is used by opposition groups to critique the status quo (in what is
called the ‘prophetic’ function of religion) and articulate an alternative political
program that recognises the opposition as the legitimate authority. Similarly,
state elites have never been reluctant to appropriate religion for their own
purposes. On the contrary, state actors have long used religion to sanctify
political power and imbue relationships of dominance with the aura of natural
right. In either instance—prophetic or priestly—the ultimate goal of such
instrumental manipulation is to link the narrow political interests of a particular
group to that of moral, national and religious purpose.
What is most interesting about the post-Cold War resurgence, however,
involves the type of religion with which it is associated. What defined this
latter era was not a resurgence of religion, per se, but, rather, a resurgence of
illiberal visions of religion at the expense of liberal ones. In the mid-twentieth
century, the type of religion that was dominant in public life was liberal and
modernist—i.e. interpretations that eschewed a literalist reading of scripture
for metaphorical and emphasised tolerance and ecumenical co-existence.
These liberal interpretations of religion were consistent with secular norms of
neutrality and informed a vision of society that was (theoretically) inclusive.
Modernist religion was also associated with the political left, the promotion of
social justice and the eradication of poverty. On the other hand, illiberal
religion—i.e. interpretations that held monopolistic claims on truth, placed an
emphasis upon scriptural literalism and tended to be intolerant of alternative
beliefs—were commonly associated with the political right and traditional
patterns of social and political hierarchy.
In the mid-twentieth century, illiberal or ‘fundamentalist’ forms of religion (and
the organisations which espoused them) were politically marginalised and
commonly repressed. This marginalisation was perceived as a harbinger of
religion’s future, and it is this trend that informed the secularisation thesis.
However, the relative influence of these competing interpretations of religion
began to change in the 1970s and early 1980s. During this latter period,
mainstream political actors came to see religious fundamentalisms as a
bulwark against socialism and a useful carrier of a patriotic majoritarianism.
In the Cold War context, such religious activists gained support on a variety
of continents from state actors who had come to see illiberal religious
movements as a constituency to be courted, not a threat to be marginalised.
It ought not to be surprising, then, that with the end of the Cold War—and the
discrediting of the political left—that conservative religious groups would
emerge as a forceful presence in these societies.
This trend is evident in each of the case studies examined in Religious
Politics and Secular States. In all three cases—Egypt, India and the United
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States—the post-World War II period was defined by a commitment to a
secular vision of modernity. State actors throughout the 1950s and 1960s
were the articulators of a progressive vision of national development, and
sought to embed secular norms in the institutions of nation and state.
Government policy during this period was commonly associated with poverty
alleviation, state-led economic development, and social justice. An
ecumenical (or modernist) understanding of religion was important here
because it provided a moral—and non-sectarian—basis to political life. It was
this historical moment that informed modernisation theory and the belief that
modernity was, by definition, secular and progressive. Secularism in this
context did not necessarily entail the removal of religion from the public
sphere (although many advocated this alternative). Rather, secularism in the
mid-twentieth century was seen as neutrality in matters of religion and belief,
at least in the context of the cases under discussion. Secular norms and
identities were thus perceived as an important mechanism for integrating
diverse populations into a common political framework. Conservative social
forces, on the other hand, and the illiberal religious ideas they espoused,
were typically associated with a reactionary past and seen as an obstacle to
the kind of economic and political reform promoted by modern states.
In the 1970s and 1980s, however, the commitment of state elites to social
change diminished, and along with it their dedication to a secular vision of
national life. State leaders and other mainstream political actors in all three
cases abandoned their support for a liberal vision of religion and society in
favour of conservative or illiberal religious ideologies. During this latter
period, illiberal interpretations of religious traditions were used to counter
leftist politics and legitimise hierarchical patterns of social order. Exclusive
visions of national identity were also used to heighten communal loyalties,
and appeal to a homogenised notion of group identity. This was an important
means of diminishing the salience of class in national politics and generating
popular support for a conservative political agenda. It was also an important
part of the Cold War dynamic. In this context, state elites took either a weak
stand against religious communalism—not wishing to oppose conservative
cultural forces—or actively sought to co-opt such forces for their own
purposes. This changing attitude of state actors towards illiberal religion
marked a sharp break from previous practice and reflected a new set of
priorities. Rather than serve as an agent of social change, state policy sought
to reify existing patterns of social hierarchy. In this new era, state and religion
would be used to maintain the status quo, not transform it.
Conclusion
There are several factors, then, that help to explain why exclusive
interpretations of religion emerged so forcefully in the post-Cold War era.
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Despite the common assumption that the contemporary resurgence of
religious politics represents a popular rejection of state led secularisation or is
the result of a failed modernity project, the aforementioned cases indicate a
more nuanced explanation. On the one hand, religion was never removed
from the public sphere. Rather, religion was always important in shaping
identity, articulating political purpose and legitimating authority. A key
variable, though, in explaining the demise of a modernist vision of religion
and society—and the corresponding rise of an illiberal vision—is the changing
orientation of mainstream political actors who abandoned commitments to an
inclusive vision of social order, and chose instead to ‘ride the tiger’ of an
exclusive religious politics.14 This is not to argue that religion does not
matter—nor that religion is epiphenomenonal—but it is to argue that
fundamentalisms did not emerge autonomously from the realm civil society to
reshape modern politics. Rather, the political fortunes of illiberal religious
groups and activists changed precipitously when state actors sought to
support, not repress them.
The turn towards exclusive interpretations of religion by ostensibly secular
state elites raises two important and related questions. First, why was the
commitment to secular norms so readily displaced, and, second, why was the
attraction of exclusive (as opposed to inclusive) versions of religion so
strong? In regard to the first issue, loyalty to liberal ideas—and the relegation
of religion to the private sphere—proved less compelling in each of the cases
during the 1970s and 1980s than was the compulsion of religious
sectarianism. Some would argue that this reflects the limits of loyalty to a
public sphere shorn of religious imagery, or the continuing appeal of certitude
in a world defined by socio-economic change. These are important and valid
points. However, there is more to the answer than just these two issues.
Here, the cases are instructive. In each instance, religion was (and is) central
to the construction of collective, and particularly national, identities. Hence,
religion was invoked to activate or appeal to the ethnic or religious loyalties of
key constituencies. In this context, religion was (and is) an important tool in
providing a sense of belonging to a larger community and attachment to the
institutions that govern society. Perhaps more importantly, religion provides a
moral framework for contemporary politics and lends a timeless quality to
institutions that are, in reality, modern social constructs. It should not be
surprising, then, that both the defence and the critique of the modern state
are frequently done in a religious vernacular.
This, then, leads to the second issue. It was not just religion that was being
promoted, but exclusive interpretations of religion. Why was this? There are
two answers indicated by the cases. One is that the inherent communalism
within the very idea of the nation-state—the tendency towards a
‘homogenizing ideology of unity’15—more readily conforms with exclusive
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visions of religion than do their liberal counterparts. In other words, the
communalism inherent within exclusive interpretations of religion fit more
readily with the ideological requirements of the modern state than does the
ambiguity of liberal religion. Very much related to this is the certitude offered
by illiberal religion and the utility that such an unquestioning faith can provide
for modern political actors. Second, the role of state elites in promoting one
vision of religion and society as opposed to the other is crucial. If the first
point deals with the inherent tendencies—and tensions—within both religion
and society, the second point involves human agency and choice. As the
cases illustrate, the embrace of communalism was not pre-ordained, or
determined, by the nature of the state. On the contrary, there was an ongoing
tension between liberal and illiberal visions of the nation, and this was a
defining feature of the politics of all three societies. Moreover, the active role
of state elites within the debates over how to define the nation proved critical
to the success of liberal renditions of religious politics in the mid-twentieth
century and illiberal interpretations in the latter part of the twentieth century.
This helps to explain, then, the transition from a benign expression of civil
religion to a more assertive religious nationalism and the attendant
refashioning of the political realm. Although both visions of society are latent
within the idea of the nation-state, the actions of state leaders had an
important bearing upon which of the two emerged as dominant at a given
point in time.
The cases also indicate that one cannot assume that an exclusive vision of
religion and society is somehow more natural, more authentic or ultimately
more effective. Nor do the cases argue that the resurgence of religious
politics is simply a matter of elite manipulation. On the contrary, what the
study illustrates is the interactive and the variable nature of this entire
process. Religion is a potent force and has been alternately used for both
good and ill by political actors. Moreover, religion can provide an inclusive
basis to social life, or justify an exclusive (and often violent) chauvinism.
Implicit in this variability is an assumption about human nature and the
continuing tension between man’s better impulses and his/her more
aggressive ones. The instrumental manipulation of illiberal visions of religion
by political leaders, then, reflects a willingness to pander to the baser
instincts of the majority community. Instead of appealing to a more virtuous
reading of religion—one that unifies diverse communities instead of dividing
them—the appeal to an illiberal rendering of religious tradition had the clear
intention of polarising the population along communal lines. The intent was
also to promote the interests of one community (or one section of a
community) at the expense of all others. The fallout in each of the cases,
moreover, has been detrimental to the larger goal of providing a cohesive—
and inclusive—basis to political life.
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Assessing State and Religious
Institutions: A Comment from
the Case of Angola
R u y L le r a Bla n es
U n ive r s it y of Ber ge n , Norway

In a continent that has been recently described as the new demographic
centre of Christianity and a stronghold of politically active Islamic
movements,1 Angola has become in recent years an interesting case study
through which one might consider the complexities of the geopolitics of faith
in the twenty-first century. As I will argue throughout this text, in Angola we
observe two seemingly contradictory but nevertheless correlated phenomena
in what concerns religious practice: the opening up of the local landscape for
transnational religious circulation, for the most part occurring in its capital,
Luanda; and the process of ‘nationalisation’ or ‘Angolanisation’ of religious
activity.2 The intersection of both dynamics has highlighted the role of the
state—materialising, in the Angolan case, as the MPLA party3 as main actor
in the definition of religious activity.
Historical Dynamics
From a historical point of view, Angola has been in many ways a classic
example of religious transnationalism, long before the concept became part
of the academic jargon. In a sense it is a reminder of the century-old
presence of Christianity in the continent, following the arrival, in the fifteenth
century (1482), of the Portuguese explorer Diogo Cão in the Congo River
basin, escorted by Italian missionaries. As historians such as John Thornton,
Adrian Hastings, Richard Gray, Carlos Almeida and others have described,4
the first contact was indeed one of mission and conversion, with the
surprisingly successful adoption of Christian faith on behalf of the rulers and
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elite of the then kingdom of Kongo, which occupied a significant part of
northern Angola. However, the region very soon became a stronghold of
African Christianity, long before that was even a concept in the study of
religions. Autochthonous expressions such as Kimpa Vita and the Antonian
movement exemplified the intersection of Christian expansion from the
Vatican and the theological autonomy of local expressions.5 In the late
colonial period (from, roughly, the 1885 Berlin Conference to Angolan
independence in 1975) we observe two different movements developing: the
increasing presence of Catholic endeavours in the Portuguese colony; and
the emergence of Protestant missions of north European or North American
origin—mainly Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Philafrican and evangelical—
in the hinterland, engaging in proselytist and educational projects.6 Despite
differences in the state–institution relationship, both Catholic and Protestant
enterprises can be seen as part of the ‘civilizing mission’ upon which the
Portuguese empire embarked, which was mostly an outcome of an economic
project of exploitation.7
This model of the relationship between church and state would set the
template for what occurred after independence in 1975. As in other newly
independent African countries, Angola experienced, by the hand of the ruling
party MPLA, a process of ‘sovietisation of the social’,8 by which religious
activity was removed from the public space and, in some specific cases,
actively persecuted. This policy, sponsored mostly by the cabinet of the first
Angolan president, Agostinho Neto (1975–1979), eventually subsided into a
more pragmatic policy, in which the mainstream religious movements
progressively re-emerged as public partners of the state, playing an important
role in sectors of social welfare and education.9 In particular, after the 1992
elections, when significant changes were made to the country’s political,
juridical and financial systems (i.e. the introduction of a multipartisan system
and a number of economic reforms), and despite the continuation of the civil
war that continued to destroy Angola, the door opened for the arrival of a
number of foreign churches, some of which were iconic representatives of
contemporary ‘southern’ religious transnational geopolitics, such as the
Universal Church of the Kingdom of God10 and the Igreja Maná. These
churches soon made a significant impact in the local urban scenery,
especially through the construction of cathedrals and an active role in the
public sphere.11 Today, the urban landscape of Luanda appears pervasively
punctuated by landmarks of religious architecture, as well as with recurring
public displays (demonstrations, concerts, services, etc.) on behalf of these
churches, which compete in the public space with other local Christian
movements such as the Tokoist church. In such cases, one often observes
multiple engagement with government-sponsored activities, such as aiding
electoral registration campaigns and promoting health awareness or public
safety policies.
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From this particular perspective, the emergence and implantation of
Brazilian-originated churches can be understood within wider socio-economic
movements that have made Angola and Brazil strong partners in the
Southern Atlantic area while retaining a strong tie to the idea of Lusophony.
Within this framework it has been mostly churches with an evangelicalpentecostal background that have been able to successfully establish
themselves in the local sphere, as an outcome of wider movements of
expansion of such branches of Christianity throughout the world.12 However,
other movements of transnational religious flux can also be detected; for
instance, the increasing presence of churches of Bakongo ethnicity
originating in the DRC, not only in the continuum that connects Luanda and
its northern border13 but also extending southwards. These churches tend to
be characterised by their informality and lack of public visibility, working
mainly in the capital’s musseques (slums). They remain transnational in their
scope, and in most cases escape the second process I wish to highlight here:
state control of religious activity.
Nationalising Religion
Apart from the overarching narrative of transnational religious circulation
described above, one can also observe in Angola what could be called a
process of ‘nationalisation’ of religion, a state-promoted strategy of not
allowing religious creeds to claim any kind of economic or political allegiance
to territories outside of Angola. This policy, as we can already pick up from
the above description, has become increasingly present since Angolan
independence in 1975. The country’s constitution defines the state as being
laic and recognising religious freedom ‘as long as [the churches] do not
undermine the Constitution and public order, and conform to the law’.14
However, although it is not specifically stated in the Law of Religious
Freedom, religious institutions in Angola are inserted within the specific postreform and post-war political and economic environment of Angola, where the
MPLA government defines, supervises and centralises all sectors of business
and enterprise but where capitalist models also are encouraged in what has
been described as ‘business Angola-style’.15
One particularly relevant case in point is that of the Muslim community in
Angola, which has been object of intense debate in both national and
international media. The Comunidade Islâmica de Angola (CISA) has existed
in the country for several years16 and has unsuccessfully tried to have its
juridical status recognised by the government. Despite recurring complaints
on behalf of local leaders in the media, the government has rarely, if ever,
made a public statement on the issue. It was recently forced to deny its
prohibition after several media reports denouncing the forceful closure of
mosques.17 However, in my conversations with people close to government or
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involved in religious affairs in Angola, this comment recurs: considering the
Muslim allegiance to Mecca and the transnational networks and circulations
with which it is composed, the government will not (or ‘should not’, depending
on the interlocutor) recognise Islam in Angola because it would challenge the
country’s ‘Christian identity’. This statement, although historically speaking
seemingly contradictory, characterises the current sentiment in present-day
Angola, where, as previously mentioned, the key word is ‘partnership’. In any
case, the media interventions of local Muslim leaders always point towards a
narrative of integration and legitimation, which in turn is not recognised by the
government.
Considering the portrait above, it appears that Christianity enjoys a situation
of supremacy in Angola. And indeed, it is demographically hegemonic and
intrinsically connected to the country’s colonial and postcolonial history.
However, a closer look will reveal complexities that distinguish between
certain Christian institutions and insert other, non-religious elements into the
equation beyond the nationalist imagination, i.e. economic and political/ethnic
factors.
Pluralism and Competition
This last point becomes evident when we look at the evangelical and
Pentecostal field in Luanda, where we can distinguish four major groups in
terms of geographical origin: 1) historical evangelical movements, the
outcome of nineteenth and twentieth-century missionary projects originating
in Europe and North America; 2) transnational, southern Atlantic churches,
mostly of Brazilian origin and frequently close to a Neo-Pentecostal model; 3)
Bakongo-based ‘Holy Spirit’ churches, frequently originating from the
Democratic Republic of Congo and loosely associated with the blending of
evangelical and ‘traditional’ elements;18 and finally 4) locally initiated
churches, sponsored by Angolan leaders who may or may not have belonged
to other, originally foreign churches.19
The result of such a diverse scenario is the competition of multiple, diverse
perceptions concerning evangelical and Pentecostal Christianity. For
instance, in my interactions with religious folk in Angola, I noticed that there is
a perception of foreignness regarding Brazilian churches that combines a
certain suspicion with the acknowledgement of their entrepreneurial
capacities—an idea that is undoubtedly associated with ongoing south–south
economic connections between Angola and Brazil, involving business
interactions (in the resources and construction sectors) as well as cultural
and media exchange (music, soap operas, etc.). This combination may also
be a by-product of the strategic silence that these churches promote in terms
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of public commentary on internal political affairs, making them either ‘good
partners’ or ‘accomplices’ of the state (depending on the political positioning
of each interlocutor).
This view contrasts with the more ambiguous (and in any case negative)
image of Bakongo churches, which are frequently accused in the local media
of illicit behaviour—from witchcraft to adultery, smuggling and exploitation,
etc. This, in turn, is associated with the complicated position of Bakongo
ethnicity in Angolan culture, often framed as ‘foreign’ to Angolan interests.20
Such an environment may explain why many such churches remain,
voluntarily or involuntarily, within the informal sector and in neighbourhoods
with a predominantly Bakongo ethnicity (Cazenga, Palanca, etc.). In such
neighbourhoods it is a hard task to keep up with the continuous emergence of
movements and institutions that emerge around prophetic and charismatic
figures, some of them French-speaking—such as the famous Combat
Spirituel church, led by a Congolese couple and well known for its
deliverance sessions that take place in the Cazenga neighbourhood. On the
other hand, many local evangelical churches—such as the Assembleia de
Deus Pentecostal do Makulusso—have initiated their own processes of
transnationalisation, working through the Angolan diaspora outside Angolan
territory, with representations in other corners of the Lusophone Atlantic, for
example Brazil and Portugal. They represent part of what we have called
elsewhere ‘prophetic diasporas’.21
Such a plurality becomes even more complicated when we attempt to make
sense of the denominational histories of these churches. As noted by Angolan
researchers,22 there is a history of dissidence, proliferation and innovation
within most major churches that challenges the classical distinctions between
religious institutions and makes any map of their journey into a labyrinth.
From this perspective, the delimitations that identify evangelical and
Pentecostal churches from other Christian movements are in most cases
difficult to perceive, rendering them virtually useless in many cases. The
result of this is a complex mosaic of churches that respond diversely to the
process of ‘nationalisation’ mentioned above.
Churches equipped with significant economic and infrastructural resources
are able to establish fruitful partnerships with the government and collaborate
with its agenda of nationalisation while establishing themselves as part of the
local scenery; smaller churches seek public legitimation through a process of
applying for official recognition. Other movements prefer to remain on the
margins of the system, developing their own informal transnational networks.
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Taiwan’s status began to evolve from merely a geographical area into a
geopolitical entity in the seventeenth century, when the island came under
Dutch colonial control and was thus incorporated into regional and global
geopolitics. However, Taiwan’s position has always been marginal: on the
periphery of the Chinese and then the Japanese empires, and now on the
edges of the USA’s current sphere of influence. This chapter examines the
issues around how marginal Taiwan has been represented culturally and
symbolically in the twenty-first century’s new geopolitical climate. It explores
the twin themes of ‘religion and politics; religion and nationalism’ in the
Taiwanisation movement, focusing on how the god Nazha represents the
struggle of Taiwanese identity in an attempt to open new political spaces for
itself in the international world.
Taiwan’s Liminality: Neither a State nor a Nation-State
This geopolitical marginality has intensified in recent years, with the rise of
China as a global superpower. ‘Marginality’ has a negative connation, and
Corcuff has suggested a more positive and creative perspective by using the
term ‘liminality’.1 The concept of ‘liminality’ was first articulated by a French
anthropologist, Arnold Van Gennep, who defined rituals as ‘rites of passage’
made up of three stages—separation, liminality and incorporation—with
liminality referring to ‘an in-between period during which an individual is in
transition between a state of life that (s)he has not yet fully left, and a new
stage into which s(he) has not fully entered’.2 Corcuff’s application of the
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concept of liminality to the sociological study of Taiwan’s geopolitics and
international relations requires analytical attention be directed to Taiwan’s
temporal isolation in a Cold War bubble and also the spatial connectivities at
play in a given time frame.
Taiwan is indeed in a state of liminality, being neither a state nor a non-state.
Between 1947 and 1949, the then-ruling government in China—the
Kuomingtang (KMT, Chinese Nationalist Party)—retreated to Taiwan following
the defeat of its forces on Mainland China at the end of the civil war with the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The decision to give Taiwan to the KMT
had been made by the Allies at the Cairo Conference of 1943, on the
condition that the three nations (the Republic of China, the US and the UK)
would fight alongside one another until Japan’s surrender. However, although
the Treaty of San Francisco, which Japan signed in 1951, stated that Japan
renounced all right, title and claim to Formosa and the Pescadores, it did not
specify what Taiwan’s legal status actually was. Taiwan’s status remained
liminal: for the CCP’s newly founded People’s Republic of China, Taiwan was
a place still to be brought under its control, while the KMT continued to assert
its Republic of China was the sole legitimate government of all China. The
KMT regarded itself as in temporary exile on Taiwan, and the island was
imagined as a mere province of an imagined territory of China that was even
larger than that of the PRC; it even included Outer Mongolia, which the PRC
had recognised as independent in 1949.3
The KMT at first enjoyed international recognition but, with the Sino-Soviet
split in the late 1960s, ideological opposition to communism in the West lost
ground to pragmatic political calculation. The US, along with many other
Western countries, used relations with China strategically against the Soviet
Union. The CCP’s PRC began to replace the KMT’s ROC as the
internationally recognised government of China. In 1971, the ROC lost its
seat in the General Assembly of the Security Council of the United Nations,
and this was followed by the loss of diplomatic recognition by the UK in 1972
and by the USA in 1979. 4 The ROC/Taiwan has since become even more
politically isolated, with the PRC undergoing a process of neo-liberal capitalist
transition from the 1980s and increasing its interaction with the rest of the
world from the 1990s. It is indeed from such a socio-economic perspective,
as Sung-sheng Chang points out, that ‘greater penetration of global
capitalism in the post-Cold War era has hiked the stakes of symbolic wars …
these factors have come increasingly to determine the condition of possibility
for culturally representing Taiwan.’5
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God Nazha and Taiwan’s Visibility
Religion in Taiwan since the 1980s has reflected the transformation of
politics; a shift from local rivalries of territorial deities to island-wide Mazu
pilgrimages ‘constituting a ritual of pan-Taiwaneseness’6 and further linked to
a growing sense of Taiwanisation. Taiwanisation in the new mobile digital era
has further evolved into an imagined relation between people who might
never meet, mediated by social media. In particular, the god Nazha has
become an actor for the formation of a new Taiwanisation discourse, seeking
to connect Taiwan with the rest of the world and thus to create a political
space for Taiwan. No other deity generates as much enthusiasm among
young Taiwanese as Nazha. This is perhaps because of Nazha’s unruly
nature: many young people in Taiwan today identify with him, an unruly god,
in contrast to other gods/goddesses, who are upright but distant—especially
when they feel frustrated at being unjustly treated.
Nazha is also known as the Third Prince, in reference to the third son of
General Li Jing. The Third Prince Nazha has the position of Marshal in the
Centre of the Heavenly Altar, also known as ‘Marshal of the Centre of the
Altar’, commanding the five ‘camps’: of the North, of the South, of the East, of
the West, and of the Centre.7 This is signified by the five flags carried behind
Nazha while on tour. In religious processional troupes, Nazha takes the lead
when deities of higher rank go on inspection tours in their own territory or
visiting tours to other temples. Along with dancing, performances normally
involve singing, martial arts and trances or spirit-possession, and the whole
ensemble is known as ‘troupe culture’. The young performers, like other
young people, often go to discotheques and nightclubs, and they have
incorporated elements from the nightclubs they love into the Nazha
performance for which they are trained. The Nazha act has therefore
undergone a transformation: while bearing giant Nazha body puppets and
retaining certain rigid gestures associated with the god, the young performers
now dress in modern fashions, wearing sun glasses as they dance to techno
music and follow disco beats. This adaptation is known as ‘the Techno Nazha
the Third Prince’.
The turning point in Nazha’s popularity was a performance at the opening
ceremony of the 2009 World Games in Kaohsiung. About twenty giant Nazha
body puppets roared into the stadium on motorcycles and proceeded to
dazzle the audience. Since then, Techno Nazha the Third Prince troupes with
body puppets have frequently been invited to perform at international events
such as the 2009 Deaf Olympics in Taipei, the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai
and the 2010 International Flower Expo in Taipei. Moreover, in January 2010,
a performance in the USA was awarded first prize in an international
competition at the Pasadena Rose Parade. In August 2010, 11 members of
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Taiwan’s marathon team took turns running a super marathon through the
Sahara Desert dressed in Nazha body puppets. They did so to publicise
Taiwan during the week-long event. And in July 2012, while attending a
cross-Strait exchange programme, China’s leader Jintao Hu accepted an
invitation to join in an act dancing with Nazha body puppets. 8
From February 2011 to the end of 2013, Chien-Heng Wu, a Taiwanese
student in his early twenties who was studying Sports Management at
National Taipei University, performed in a Nazha giant body puppet weighing
14 kilograms in over sixty countries, including India, Egypt, Kenya, Peru,
Argentina, Paraguay, Brazil, the USA and the UK. During his performances
he played techno music and danced to a disco beat. However, he also
replaced the five flags representing the five directions with ROC national flags
decorated with LED lights. Publicity around Nazha reached a high point
during the period of the London Olympic Games in summer 2012. Wu, within
his giant Nazha body puppet, participated in a demonstration in which 300
overseas Taiwanese (most of them studying in the UK) carried Taiwan’s ROC
flag through central London. The highlight of the event was street dancing in
Regent Street, where for a few days Taiwan’s ROC flag hung alongside the
flags of the 206 other participating countries. Unfortunately, after a week,
Taiwan’s national flag was removed at the PRC’s insistence and replaced by
the Chinese Taipei Olympic flag.9 However, together with campaigners, Wu’s
performance of the unruly Nazha brought Taiwan’s national flag back to
Regent Street, albeit in a temporary action.
Photos of Wu’s performance dancing in a Nazha body puppet decked out
with ROC national flags while on his global tour have been posted on social
media sites such as Facebook and YouTube. The images show him
surrounded by groups of local people of different cultural backgrounds in
various foreign cities, towns and villages. According to an article posted to the
website Taiwan Insights, which is run by the Press Division of the Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office (TECO) in San Francisco, Wu explained that
‘people from many parts of the world have no idea what Taiwan is, and
therefore he chose this way to present Taiwan’. He also said that ‘those local
residents and international tourists in each country would never have dreamt
of meeting the Third Prince god Nazha from Taiwan during their life journey’.
10
According to a comment posted under the story:
Like many in Taiwan, Wu feels frustrated with the island’s
diplomatic isolation; however, his creative thinking has helped
the national flag to be seen on the international arena once
again. Nazha the Third Prince, a mythical teenage hero,
represents a symbol of youth, bravery, agility and freedom
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from conventional bondage, a perfect mascot for grassroots
diplomacy engaged by Wu.11
It is understandable that young people desire and seek global recognition for
their country, Taiwan. In the age of social media, the younger generation
expects equal access to communication and equal visibility. However,
Taiwan’s rights to visibility and to recognition in international relations have
been restricted. At the same time, young Taiwanese individually have global
civic rights and exercise their freedom to travel, to demonstrate and to
communicate with other global citizens, as well as use social media. The
global tour of the techno Nazha performance was thus conducted in a spirit of
civic freedom and mobility, elaborating and extending the capabilities of
communication, visibility and connection—young actors hoped that global
citizens even living at a distance could ‘see’ and ‘touch’ Taiwan as
represented by the Techno Nazha and thus give recognition to the existence
of Taiwan.
The development of the Nazha tour, both nationally and internationally, has
created significant opportunities to mark the presence of Taiwan (as
symbolised by the national flag) more prominently in the international world
and thus to express Taiwan’s right to visibility; by the end of 2013 the number
of countries visited by Wu was greater than the number exposed to
Taiwanese diplomacy. In addition, videos of the Techno Nazha performance
have attracted the attention of hundreds of thousands of internet users. Want
China Times reported that Chien-Heng Wu ‘has earned himself a reputation
as a cultural ambassador for Taiwan, as he always dances with the ROC
flag’.12
Concluding Remarks: Religious Actor and International Recognition
The increasing global nature of Nazha performance tours has intensified the
reach of Nazha as a new vehicle for Taiwan’s identity. If we want to
understand this new form of Taiwanisation, we need to understand the desire
for independence and subjectivity as manifested in the myth of Nazha and
the solution of his conflict with his father. The mythology of Nazha has been
an important constitutive element of the Chinese family system within which a
Chinese subjectivity has traditionally been produced.13 It has always been an
issue in the Chinese family, in which fathers have strong patriarchal authority:
is a Chinese son to be his own agent or subject, or the instrument or object of
his father? The Nazha story embodies the struggle of a young Chinese man
to produce and define his own subjectivity while facing his father’s authority.
By approaching geopolitics from a perspective of liminality, I have shown that
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Taiwan’s relation to China is not, or not only and not always, that of a
periphery dominated by a centre, and further I have also demonstrated how
Taiwan has been turned into a site invested in by human cultural and social
projects via the vehicle of religion in a twenty-first century context of
geopolitical flows. Via the case study of Techno Nazha performances we see
that in Taiwan, identity does not mean a fixed or stable geopolitical identity
but rather a plurality of identities formed through symbolic struggle. Nazha’s
attempt to establish his autonomy is drawn as analogous with Taiwan’s
sovereignty in relation to China. The unruly god Nazha is thus identified as
unruly Taiwan, and Nazha’s conflict with his father is an analogy of the
conflict of Taiwan with its ‘fatherland’, China. The Nazha performances
suggest that the Taiwanese are simply not interested in voluntary unification
with China; instead they are interested in a symbolic exploration of a conflict
between Taiwan and China, which they have come to see as inevitable. The
performance of Nazha revives local cultural knowledge at a time when all
knowledge seem inadequate in the face of complex global problems. Through
a local symbol of resistance, Taiwanese people can feel themselves capable
of ‘resisting’ Chinese domination: a parallel with Nazha’s resistance to his
father’s authority. The problem is not conflict and resistance as such, but
rather how to ensure that the energies of conflict and resistance do not spill
out into actual violence but are constructively contained and directed towards
the production of symbolic capital in the post-Cold War era’s culture wars.
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More Russian than Orthodox
Christianity: Russian Paganism
as Nationalist Politics
Kaa r in a A itam u rto
U n iv e r sit y of H el s in k i , Fin lan d

The second half of the twentieth century witnessed the emergence of various
new religious movements, reviving ancient, pre-Christian spiritual traditions.
These religions typically reject dogmatism and do not have any commonly
acknowledged Holy Scriptures or organisational hierarchies. Consequently,
these movements are extremely heterogeneous and any description of the
various Pagan religions should be supplemented with numerous reservations.
Moreover, contemporary Paganism has developed in varying directions in
different geographical areas. Thus, while some small Pagan movements
already existed in Europe at the turn of the twentieth century, British Wicca is
usually considered to be the first contemporary Pagan religion. After the
repeal of the English Witchcraft Act in the 1950s, Wicca was introduced to the
public by its creator, Gerard Gardner. The first Wiccans were predominantly
middle-class people, interested in the occult and politically conservative.1
However, in the sixties, the religion spread to America and gained significant
influences from the counterculture of the time. Even today, Western Pagans
generally hold more liberal or even left-wing social values than the average
population, and many Pagans are engaged in feminist or ecological social
activity.2 Nevertheless, some Odinist and Asatru groups in Northern America
subscribe to racist views.3
The collapse of the communist system in Eastern Europe enabled the few
small Pagan movements in the region to surface in the public sphere. At the
beginning of the 1990s, they gained momentum in virtually all ex-socialist
countries. The majority of these groups subscribed to nationalist politics, but
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naturally the nature of this nationalism varies between countries. Whereas in
Central and Eastern Europe native Paganism is often seen as an inherently
anti-Soviet and anti-Communist force, Russian Pagans’ relationship with their
past is more complex. Despite this, Pagans from Slavic countries have
cooperated, especially in a yearly assembly, Veche, in advocating a panSlavic nationalist ideology. However, due to some internal disputes, the
activity of the Veche has been halted in recent years, and the Ukrainian crisis
will undoubtedly further weaken this pan-Slavic solidarity.
Paganism in Russia
In Russia, many adherents of pre-Christian Slavic spirituality reject the word
Paganism. Therefore, the established term for the movement is Rodnoverie,
which means ‘native faith’ (rodnaya vera). At present, no Rodnoverie
organisation is registered as a religious community. This is partly due to the
tightened requirements of current Russian legislation, but many groups do
not aspire to such a status because they do not wish to give information
about their activity to the authorities. The most radical groups even avoid
putting any information about themselves on the internet. In conclusion, it is
extremely difficult to estimate the number of small, unofficial Rodnoverie
communities. On the basis of the number of members in some internet
communities and people attending the largest Rodnoverie festivals, it seems
safe to say that there are several tens of thousands of Rodnovers in Russia.4
Demarcating Rodnoverie as a movement or a religion is extremely difficult.
Quarrels are rife among Rodnoveries over who can legitimately present
themselves as representatives of the religion. For example, syncretic groups
are easily accused of representing New Age spirituality. Authors or
organisations making wild historical claims are accused of tarnishing the
name of Rodnoverie. For a scholar of the topic, one of the biggest challenges
in defining Rodnoverie is demarcating it as a religious movement. For
example, within skinhead subculture, Pagan aesthetics and mythology can be
used without any deeper commitment to Paganism as a religious identity.5
Rodnoverie and Politics
Linking religion with political views is not uncommon in contemporary
Paganism, which emphasises the immanence of the sacred. For example,
Pagans argue that the ideal of the transcendental and the afterlife in
Christianity leads to neglect of our environment and a reluctance to confront
social injustice. In Russia, nationalism is the most pervasive and prominent
feature of Rodnoverie politics, despite the fact that the movement
encompasses both extreme left-wing and extreme right-wing groups.
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In the 1990s, the social turbulence of the time manifested itself in the
radicalism of various small Pagan parties, which was typical of the period.
However, Paganism was not accepted within the official ideology of the
largest nationalist movements, such as Russian National Unity. Only in the
following decade, undoubtedly due to the increase in the number of Pagans,
did the programmes of such organisations as the notorious Slavic Union and
the Movement Against Illegal Immigration admit Paganism to be ‘the second’
of the traditional Russian spiritualties.
The biggest Rodnoverie group is Kontseptsiya Obshchestvennoi
Bezopasnosti (KOB), though it is somewhat questionable whether the
organisation as a whole can be termed Pagan. In its heyday, the organisation
claimed to have over 50,000 members, but it seems unlikely that the majority
of its activists identified themselves as Pagan by religion. Paganism can be
found in the esoteric, even cryptic teachings of the KOB, but religion is not
among its main themes. The KOB propagates a far-leftist, anti-Semitic and
socially conservative ideology, celebrating Stalin as its main hero.6 With its
heavy emphasis on Soviet-style rhetoric, the KOB represents somewhat oldfashioned nationalism, and in the present decade its popularity has begun to
decrease.
From the outset, anti-Semitism was one of the determining characteristics of
the nationalism of Rodnoverie. In Desionizatsiya (1979), the first Pagan
publication in the Soviet Union, its author Valerii Emelyanov argued that
Russians should turn to their native faith because it was a more efficient
means of combating ‘Zionism’ than was Christianity, which is based on
Judaism. Yemelyanov insisted that Jews were leading a global conspiracy
against other peoples, especially Aryans. The flagrantly anti-Semitic claims of
Yemelyanov have since been repeated in various Rodnoverie publications,
which also draw material from the anti-Semitic literature of the beginning of
the twentieth century and from Nazi Germany. Rodnoverie groups have often
been accused of holding Nazi sympathies, and indeed some authors admit
their admiration of Hitler and the Third Reich. However, others deny these
accusations, even though their ideology has some similarity with German
National Socialism. One of the most revealing cases, perhaps, is that of one
of the pioneers of the Rodnoverie movement, Viktor Bezverkhy, who was
prosecuted for selling Mein Kampf at the beginning of the 1990s. Startlingly,
he was found not guilty, since he explained that his publishing business had
commercial rather than political aims and that Mein Kampf was to begin a
series of publications written by the ‘enemies of Russia’, which would include,
for example, writings by Trotsky.7 Lately the Russian judiciary has adopted a
stricter line, and in 2009 a Rodnoverie organisation, the Church of Ynglings,
was banned because extremism and using the swastika were central tenets
of the religion. Nowadays, the majority of Rodnoverie groups use an eight-
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pointed form of the swastika called the kolovorot, undoubtedly partly
motivated by the wish to avoid prosecution. However, it should be noted that
most Rodnoverie organisations genuinely denounce Nazism, and especially
Nazi Germany, for its part in the death of so many Russians.
A decisive factor in the growth of the Rodnoverie movement was its
connection to the martial arts scene. At the beginning of the 1990s, the
Pagan writer Aleksander Belov introduced a new martial art, ‘SlavyanoGoritskaya Borba’, which he claimed was based on a unique Russian
tradition. Like Yemelyanov, Belov argued that Paganism was the ‘religion of
the warrior’, in contrast to Christianity, which preaches humility and
submission. Within sport clubs practising Slavyano-Goritskaya Borba,
Paganism effectively spread among the Russian youth and also gained a
foothold among skinhead groups.
The size of the radical fringe of Rodnoverie is difficult to estimate because
these groups seldom openly display their activity. Some Rodnovers have
committed such crimes as attacks on Orthodox churches, synagogues and
mosques or violent racist assaults on people of ‘non-Slavic appearance’.
Perhaps the most repugnant case was revealed in 2009, when a group of
three 17-and 18-year-olds, who identified themselves as Rodnovers, were
arrested for 12 racist murders and two attempted bomb attacks in Moscow.8
Although these are individual cases and it seems safe to say that the majority
of Rodnovers do not approve of them, they cannot be dismissed as a
phenomenon separate from the movement. Even though most prominent
Rodnoverie leaders do not openly encourage violence, it is tacitly endorsed
by their Manichean worldview and demonisation of the ‘other’. Revealingly,
while very few Western Pagans support the notorious Norwegian metal
musician and neo-Nazi Varg Vikernes or even acknowledge him to be a true
Pagan, his translated writings are hugely popular among Rodnovers in
Russia. Like Vikernes, younger Rodnovers tend to be less obsessed with
anti-Semitic ideology but instead engage in anti-migrant and anti-Islamic
activities. Moreover, they do not necessarily see the West as Russia’s enemy,
as many older Rodnovers do; rather, it is viewed as an ally in the fight by the
‘white race’ against other peoples.9
In the middle of the 2000s, new anti-extremist laws were introduced in
Russia, and since then the surveillance and prosecution of ultra-nationalism
has intensified. Consequently, some Rodnoverie organisations and especially
publications have been banned. Furthermore, mainstream Rodnoverie
communities have begun to censor their public statements in order to avoid
accusations of extremism—but of course this does prevent many of their
members from subscribing to racist values. However, the mainstream of the
Rodnoverie movement seems to be gradually moving further away from ultra-
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nationalist politics. As the movement has matured and the focus has shifted
more to gaining an established position as a religion, ritual practices and
theology have gained significance. At the moment, one of the biggest
Rodnoverie organisations is Rodolyubie, which is known for its elaborate
rituals and the numerous publications of its charismatic leader, Veleslac (Il’ya
Cherkasov). Significantly, his books contain much less nationalist
propaganda than mystical reflection and discussion of the Slavic spiritual
tradition.
Conclusions
Though contemporary Eastern European Pagan religions more often
subscribe to nationalism and racism than their liberally oriented Western
counterparts, this division is somewhat simplistic. There are ultra-nationalist
communities in the West and liberal groups in the East, and most importantly,
many groups create original combinations of these ideologies. Moreover,
despite dramatic differences in the political views of various forms of
Paganism, they also share many common features—for instance, their
emphasis on freedom of thought and individual responsibility. Moreover,
Pagan rituals aim to reconnect the participants not only with the divine but
also with nature. Paganism sees nature as sacred, and, consequently, green
thinking is associated with Pagan religiosity in both the West and East.
Naturally, ecological convictions can be combined both with liberal social
views or ultra-conservatism and anti-modernism. Nature can be seen as a
reality that unities all human kind, but it can also be understood in the
nationalist framework, similar to the German ideology of blut und boden
(blood and soil).10
According to Ronald Inglehart, social instability increases conservative
values,11 and indeed East European Paganism reflects the post-socialist rise
of conservatism and nationalism in the region. The economic and social
stabilisation of Russia seems to have led to less politicised and radical forms
of Rodnoverie. Instead of wishing to find a spiritual basis for their nationalist
political convictions, today more often people who convert to Rodnoverie are
interested in Paganism as a Green religion or fascinated by its aesthetically
lavish rituals, which provide strong emotional experiences and an opportunity
to express one’s creativity. Yet it is difficult to predict the direction in which
Rodnoverie will develop. As an anti-dogmatic religion, it will undoubtedly
remain a heterogeneous movement that also encompasses radical forms.
Though the movement is marginal, it continues to grow rapidly—and more
importantly it has a wider influence within such youth subcultures as heavy
metal music fans, live role-players, fantasy fiction aficionados and martial arts
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practitioners. Thus, given its intimate connections with these groups,
Rodnoverie reflects the values and concerns of Russian youth. Its role in
Russian nationalism has followed the wider changes that have occurred in
recent decades. First, instead of anti-Westernism and anti-Semitism, a hatred
of migrants and Islam has begun to typify ultra-nationalist rhetoric. Secony,
the nationalist movement has become increasingly alienated from the state.
Among ultra-nationalists, the Russian state is seen as an enemy due to its
anti-extremist measures. Less radical nationalist opposition is also
disillusioned by the hypocrisy and undemocratic nature of state patriotism.
For the Pagan nationalist, the strong alliance between the state and the
Russian Orthodox Church seem exclusive and discriminatory. In this respect,
the Rodnoverie movement illustrates the versatility of nationalism in
contemporary Russia and the difficulty of constructing clear national identities
in modern societies, where people have more choices and more overlapping
identities, many of which transcend national boundaries.
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Sociotheology: The
Significance of Religious
Worldviews
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In International Relations (IR), religion’s ability to provide legitimacy for an
end other than religion has been the usual reason to include it in analysis.
The instrumental use of religion is arguably a central concern for IR, but not a
sufficient one. This chapter is based on the idea that there can be religious
reasons behind the behaviour of political actors, and hence religion should
not just be treated as a rhetorical gloss over ‘real motives’ or non-religious
goals. The actions and ideas of political actors can be based on hopes for
spiritual transformation in this life and the next, and on the longing for
salvation and spiritual fulfilment.
In most cases the motivations of political actors who employ religious
vocabulary or draw on religious imagery are neither fully religious nor secular.
Rather, they represent a blend that challenges any clear-cut division.
Research on activists involved in acts of terrorism show that they
simultaneously understand their acts in religious terms and as part of
struggles for peace, justice and a better socio-political order.1 For them, there
is no ‘secular’ distinction between defending faith and defending a just sociopolitical order since the latter is part of their religious vision.
Below I focus on the necessity of bringing into IR a focus on religious
worldviews—a study object, which has traditionally been confined to the
departments of theology. This does not mean that worldviews are only
significant when it comes to understanding violent acts committed by
adherents of religious traditions. Worldviews are also entry points to
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understanding ‘secular violence’ acted out as part of a secular vision of the
world, and also relevant for debates that are not about violent behaviour at
all. So even though I concentrate on religious violence in this chapter, the
applicability of my framework is broader.
Whether we are talking about the suicide bombings of the Pakistani Taliban,
the attack on the Hebron mosque by Baruch Goldstein, Timothy McVeigh’s
bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City or the
shootings of Norway’s Anders Breivik, they all represent a culture in which the
justifications for violence are coloured by a religious understanding of social
reality.
And in this lies the challenge: accounting for religious thinking and rationality
is difficult within existing frameworks of thinking within social analysis and IR
in particular. Rational choice theory is baffled by choices that do not seem to
be rational in worldly calculations but have a far more distant time horizon
and a more imaginative sense of rewards than most materialist calculations
support. Strategic analyses flounder when the strategies do not seem to yield
immediate benefits. Organisational theories falter when the communities of
support are diffuse, unstructured, and lack a palpable chain of command. In
order to address some of these challenges, I propose the adoption of a
‘sociotheological framework’ that enables an investigation of how the social
reality looks through the eyes of religious activists.2
Sociotheology: Combining Faith and Milieu
Militant movements such as the Taliban, messianic Zionists and Christian
abortion clinic bombers draw on specific religious myths, doctrines and ideas.
Activists in the movements often present themselves as servants of God
implementing a divine command. In India, Hindus and Sikhs have justified
violence in defence of their religious faiths, and even Buddhism—a tradition
for which nonviolence is its hallmark—has been fused with violence in
political movements in Sri Lanka, Thailand, Myanmar and Tibet and in the
activities of the Japanese Aum Shinrikyo movement. Though often the
motives of these movements can be described in non-religious terms—
defending social identity, securing justice and obtaining political order—they
are simultaneously phrased in pious language and often characterised as
having religious goals. Frequently the personal spiritual mission of salvation
is fused with a communal longing for a redemptive social order. Thus these
phenomena need to be analysed from both theological and social
perspectives.
The interdisciplinary trend that Mark Juergensmeyer and I have previously
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labelled sociotheology emerged out of the recognition that politics has a
religious side and religion can be an inherent part of public and political life.
This insight was in fact part of the thinking of some of the founding figures of
social studies—most notably Emile Durkheim, Max Weber and Karl Marx.3
Most of the sociological work on religion in the first half of the twentieth
century, however, tended to be reductionist and unappreciative of the impact
of religious ideas and imagery.4
Typically social scientists have felt most comfortable by keeping theology at
an arm’s length, but the representatives of what we labelled a
sociotheological approach have provided exceptions.5 In some instances, the
trend of combining a focus on faith with a focus on the social milieu has been
a steady though often minority perspective within the disciplines. At times, the
scholarly attention on faith and politics has increased due to particular
political events. For example, the Iranian Revolution in 1979, the Sikh and
Afghan Muslim rebellions in the 1980s, and the rise of a global jihadi
movement that culminated in the spectacular aerial assaults on the World
Trade Center and Pentagon in 2001 brought along an increased academic as
well as public interest in the religious motives for political acts. In recent
years, the issue of examining religion and politics together has returned, in
part because of the public prominence of movements that blend together
religious and political activism. Religious politics also gained focus because it
appears to challenge secularism as an ideology, and this has led to an
examination of the post-Enlightenment notion that religion is something
private and separate from the public secular realm.6
For the social sciences and IR, this sociotheological turn means incorporating
into social analysis the insider-orientated attempt to understand the reality of
a particular worldview. As a result, the social sciences need to recover an
appreciation for a field long banished from the halls of secular academe:
theology. The insider perspective on a religious worldview is, after all, what
the field of theology has classically been about, long before the advent of the
modern academic disciplines: attempts to structure the social, ethical,
political and spiritual aspects of a culture’s ideas and meanings into a
coherent whole. It studies what Michel Foucault once designated as an
episteme: the structure of knowledge that is the basis of an understanding of
how reality works.7 These structures of knowledge have traditionally been
understood in language about ultimate reality that is today regarded as
religious; thus theology was—as the name implies—the study of the logic of
God. By extension, it is the study of the essential moral and spiritual
connections in all aspects of life.
The power of theology as an academic discipline in the early modern period
was its comprehensiveness. It attempted to survey the whole range of human
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activity and belief. For this reason, theology was once regarded as the queen
of the sciences.8 During the latter part of the modern era, theology fell into
disrespect among social sciences partly due to the secularisation narrative
that represented faith as the opposite to science, and theology became
isolated as a field. Partly this was due to three limitations in the way that
theology was increasingly practiced: it had only one religious tradition as its
frame of reference, it asserted normative truth claims about its analyses, and
its analysts often ignored the social context in which the ideas they study
emerge and are cultivated.
Theory and Epistemology
The scholars who study contemporary worldviews from the sociotheological
approach are different from the theologians described above in that they
apply their analytic style to any tradition or worldview. They bracket truth
claims asserted by either the subjects in the study or by the analysts studying
the subjects’ points of view, and they take seriously the social location in
which a view of the world emerges and the social consequences of a
particular way of thinking about reality. The point is to try to understand the
reasoning behind the truth claims, not to verify them.
Sociotheology is based on the realisation that much of the phenomena that
modern people since the time of the European Enlightenment have called
religion are related to other aspects of society, from economic and political
factors to matters of social identity. For this reason, sociotheological analysis
is seldom limited to a study of religion in the narrow sense, as if there were a
separate cluster of actions and ideas relating to a notion of transcendence
and of spiritual transformation that was unaffected by other aspects of public
and private life.
A sociotheological framework for analysis is built upon epistemological
revolutions across disciplinary borders that lead to a more dynamic view on
inside and outside factors driving the individual. One example is the so-called
Strong Programme in the sociology of science associated with the Edinburgh
School, which holds that all human knowledge and ideas, including religious
ones, contain some social components in its formation process. Another
relevant methodological revolution has come from within discursive
psychology and social psychology that dissolved the concepts of a mind-body
dichotomy.9 The dynamic view on the mind-body relationship is part of what
has been called the ‘second cognitive revolution’ that challenged the idea that
mental and psychological entities exist in a self-contained way.
The same sort of bridge building between inside and outside perspectives
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has taken place within the field of theology. Here one of the pioneers was
George Lindbeck, who developed a ‘cultural-linguistic’ concept of religious
doctrines by bridging anthropology and a Wittgensteinian philosophy of
language that probed the relationship between language and culture, on the
one hand, and experience and belief, on the other. Together, the
approximation of the field of psychology and theology (the mind and belief)
and sociology (the context) as two poles in the same discursive dynamics has
contributed to eroding a stonewall dichotomy between theology and the social
sciences and opened a space for sociotheology.
One of the implications of the epistemological basis of sociotheology is that it
is more prone to take seriously the words of violent activists than
instrumentalist or essentialist approaches to religious violence. Scepticism
towards taking the words of one’s study object seriously often reflects an
image of the individual who has an isolated inner side that cannot be verified
by positivist test methods. Statements representing the ‘inside’ are therefore
also regarded as invalid since there is no theorised ‘bond’ between the inside
and outside.
Epistemic Worldview Analysis
When activists who have supported violent actions are accessed from a
sociotheological perspective, the main question relates to how they viewed
the world in a way that would allow these actions to be carried out. What is
being examined by taking a sociotheological approach is a way of looking at
social reality that enables certain action: an ‘epistemic worldview’. The idea of
an epistemic worldview is a marriage between Foucault’s concept of
episteme—a paradigm of linguistic discourse based on a common set of
understandings about the basis of knowledge—and Pierre Bourdieu’s notion
of habitus, the social location of shared understandings about the world and
how it should work.10 We want to understand their framework for thinking
about reality and acting appropriately within a perceived understanding of the
world.11
To understand a perception of reality—an epistemic worldview—requires the
sociotheological tasks of recovering the internal logic of this perception of
reality and placing it within its social milieu. It also requires understanding the
relation between those people who share a certain worldview and the social
and power structures of the world around them. The task is similar to the
hermeneutical approach to the interpretation of texts—an approach that has
been employed in cultural sociology as well—in attempting to understand the
range of ways that statements and social events have been perceived from
various perspectives.
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Hence epistemic worldviews are conceptual entities, but they are also tied to
social realities. Others share these worldviews in a pattern of association that
is usually contiguous with other social boundaries, such as a particular ethnic
or religious community. This means there are concentric circles of social
realities that coalesce with particular epistemic worldviews. For example,
among right-wing Christian Protestants in the American rural West and South,
some share an even more extremist Christian identity variety. Though the
inner levels of these concentric circles are not always socially distinct, there
are often social markers—the movement is dominated by economically
distressed, heterosexual white men, for example, a social category in which
one would find few blacks, Asians or Hispanics, virtually no women in
leadership roles, and no openly gay men or women.
The social boundaries of followers of a movement—those who
sympathetically agree with the central tenets and narrative story that
dominate a particular epistemic worldview—may be more difficult to
demarcate. The supporters of the global jihadi movement at the turn of the
twenty-first century provide a case in point. If one thinks of the Al Qaeda
organisation as the people who worked directly under the leadership of
Osama bin Laden before his death in 2011, the numbers were likely to be
only in the hundreds. But if one includes all those who were influenced by,
and to some extent sympathetic with, the general jihadi perspective that
identified the United States as an opponent of Islam and insisted on militant
resistance on the part of concerned Muslims, the number was much greater,
in the thousands and perhaps even in the millions. In this situation, therefore,
the concentric circle approach to epistemic worldviews applies, with a broad
population of followers, often engaged through the internet and other forms of
electronic social media.
In order to trace the forms of authority that underpin the epistemic worldview,
a relevant question to ask is what constitutes the bases of authority in the
epistemic worldviews. For religious militants, references to religious myths or
spiritual dreams, Holy Scriptures or exegesis, or jurisprudential literature
based on the interpretations of revelations or the will of God/gods have the
same status empirical evidence would have in a scientific discourse—they
are used as the basis of authoritative truth claims that can provide legitimacy
to acts of violence.
Concluding Reflections
Sociotheology is a new opening for IR scholars and students interested in
studying worldviews that set the scene for political violence to be played out.
In an earlier contribution, Juergensmeyer and I laid out basic guidelines of
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how to conduct ‘good sociotheology’, drawing inspiration from anthropological
methodology of getting close to your subjects of study and the ideals of
verstehen.12 The sociotheological approach has relevance for larger debates
on what determines political behaviour and can be helpful in illuminating the
presence of multiple rationalities, authority and legitimacy structures that
matters in situations of political conflicts.
To facilitate the development towards a more nuanced understanding of the
dynamics between epistemic worldviews and their social location, there is still
a need to develop a more systematic research programme for the
archaeological reconstruction of epistemic worldviews in their social milieus.
In particular, the methodological question of how to measure the impact of a
epistemic worldview vis-à-vis other factors that enable violence requires more
attention. Another limitation of the approach is that it cannot be used to
explain why only some of those who share an epistemic worldview turn to
actual violence. It can only point at the places where the rationality for
violence is embedded.
The contemporary need to engage scientifically with worldviews is that in
politics the enemy is often deprived of having a rationale. In a violent world,
entering into the epistemic worldviews of adversaries is crucial both to
explain and prevent the escalation of violence. Often spirals of violence
emerge from responses to simplified images of ‘the enemy’ countered by
actions also based on stereotypes. Being empathetic is not the same as
morally approving of violence but understanding that there can be a political
and religious rationale behind ‘their’ violence just as ‘we’ have one in war and
other situations.
Resistance to taking an empathetic stance towards the subjects’ theologically
informed worldview can have disastrous consequences. In the case of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) standoff at Waco, Texas, in 1993 with
members of the Branch Davidian sect led by David Koresh, the FBI agents
were criticised for having precipitated the fiery ending of the encounter (and
the deaths of members of the movement) by not understanding the internal
logic of the theological perception of history that was held by Koresh and that
led him to take his tragically decisive actions. To the agents, the rationales
given by Koresh in their extensive telephone conversations with him during
the standoff were just theological gibberish. Later analyses of the
conversations revealed that Koresh had a biblically sophisticated view of the
eschatological end of history and a vaunted role of his own movement in the
end-time conflagration that helped to explain his responses to the FBI’s
actions.
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What’s God Got to Do with It?
Violence, Hostility and Religion
Today
L ee M a r sd e n
U n iv e r sit y of E a s t A nglia, UK

While religion might have been largely ignored by a western-centric
international relations (IR) discipline throughout the twentieth century, in the
third millennium of the Common Era religion occupies centre stage as one of
the key issues in global politics today. The return of God to the international
arena coincided with an era marked by globalisation and the end of the Cold
War. The challenge of cosmopolitan ideals, universal values and market
forces on communitarian societies contributed to the emergence of identity
politics in which ethnicity and religion became increasingly important
signifiers. The transformation of the Manhattan skyline in September 2001
brought the attention of IR scholars to political actions motivated not by
political ideology but religion, and particularistic interpretations of religious
belief legitimating violence to achieve religio-political ends. Today, the IR
community has finally caught up with the reality that for most of the world,
most of the time, religion plays a vital role in lives and politics. Open any
newspaper or news programme and you are sure to be assailed by a story
which has a religious element to it, whether it be the progress of Islamic State
between Iraq and Syria, the Iranian nuclear programme, conflict between
Israel and Hamas, the immolation of Tibetan monks, war between Christians
and Muslims in the Central African Republic, the kidnapping of school
children in Nigeria or Buddhist attacks on Muslims in Myanmar. In seeking to
address issues of violence and hostility in the name of religion, policy makers
have sought to engage and partner with religious actors, develop religious
literacy and welcome religious actors into the public sphere. In this chapter
we consider the current state of religious hostility in the world before
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examining the religious dilemma where religion is both a cause of violence,
intolerance and hostility and also a potential solution to conflict. In analysing
the casual influence of religion on violence the chapter considers the claims
of religious actors themselves and how policy makers have sought to work
with alternative religious actors in the battle for hearts and minds in a
conflictual international order.
Religious Hostility in the World Today
Religious hostility and intolerance of other people’s religious beliefs is
endemic across much of the world and has significantly increased over the
last few years. This hostility and intolerance is enshrined in government
legislation and in the levels of social hostility experienced by people of other
faiths and those of no faith. A recent Pew Research Center survey1 on
religious hostilities indicates that social hostilities involving religion reached a
six-year peak in 2012, with high or very high levels of hostility rising from 20
per cent of countries in 2007 to 74 per cent in 2012. These social hostilities
include crimes, malicious acts and violence motivated by religious bias or
hatred and were prevalent in 151 countries (over three-quarters of countries
in the world) in 2012. The increase in social hostilities involving religion is
reflected across all the Middle East and North Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe
and Sub-Saharan Africa. Deaths related to mob violence related to religion
occurred in 21 countries, with sectarian or communal violence taking place in
36 countries. Religion-related terrorist groups were active in 73 countries,
with deaths or injuries occurring in 40 of these. Fifteen per cent of countries
experienced religion-related war or armed conflict in 2012. In 91 countries,
organised groups attempted to dominate public life by using force or coercion
to advance their religious perspective while preventing some other religious
groups from operating. Seventy-eight countries have experienced violence or
the threat of violence, including ‘honour killings’ in order to enforce religious
norms. In almost half the countries of the world people have been displaced
from their homes for taking part in religious activity disapproved of by the
majority faith. Women have been harassed for violating religious dress codes
in 63 countries a significant increase from 2007 when only 14 harassed
women in this way. When it comes to converting from one religion to another,
this led to hostility in 53 countries, including physical violence in 32 of those.
Brian Grim and his team at the Pew Research Center have produced the
most comprehensive account of religious hostilities to date and present a
picture of a world where religious intolerance is increasing at both societal
and governmental level. The campaigns of Islamic State or Al Qaeda may
attract news headlines but what the report reveals is a world in which
governments are increasingly seeking to restrict and control religious belief
and activity and citizens taking it into their own hands to intimidate and
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harass those of different faiths. In 61 countries the government generally
does not respect religious freedom and in 147 countries interferes with
worship or other religious practices. Seventy-five countries restrict public
preaching, while 45 limit conversion from one religion to another. Government
regulates the wearing of religious symbols, including head coverings and
facial hair, in 54 countries. Forty-six countries formally ban some religious
groups and 27 have attempted to eliminate an entire religious group’s
presence in 2012. The survey demonstrates a correlation between
government restrictions on religion and the propensity for social hostility. The
exceptions to this are harassment of Jews and folk religions: governmental
harassment of Jews in 2012 occurred in 28 countries while social hostility
towards the group occurred in 66; with folk religions the number of countries
was 11 and 18 respectively. All religions have both experienced and
perpetrated an increased level of harassment across the world compared to
the preceding five years. Muslims were harassed in 88 countries, Christians
in 83, Hindus in nine and Buddhists in seven in 2012.
Proponents of the Clash of Civilizations thesis2 correctly identified religion as
becoming a source of conflict after the Cold War but underestimated the
propensity for clashes to occur not only between civilisations but within
civilisations. In particular, conflict between Sunni and Shia within Islam in
Iraq, Syria and Pakistan and intra-Sunni conflict between ‘true believers’ and
‘apostates’, Islamists and moderate Muslims kills far more people than any
Islamic clash with African, Slavic/Orthodox, western (Judeo-Christian), Hindu
or Sinic civilisations. While political-security considerations may trump
religious motivations for Israel’s attacks on Gaza or the Sri Lankan’s
government’s destruction of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, religious
differences clearly play a role in how the other side is perceived and the
value placed on the life of the other. A recent 11-country survey examining
Muslim attitudes to Islamic extremism revealed that the overwhelming
majority of the respondents expressed their concerns about such extremism.
However, in all the Muslim majority countries surveyed, those unconcerned
ranged from just 18 per cent in Malaysia and Pakistan to 51 per cent in
Turkey. Over a quarter of the respondents in Egypt, Malaysia, Lebanon and
the Palestinian territories felt that suicide bombing can be justified, while an
average of 13 per cent had a positive view of Al Qaeda.3 Religious
designation, far from encouraging peace and reconciliation, appears to foster
significant numbers of believers who express and demonstrate intolerance
towards those who hold different views.
The most visible expression of religious hostility today can be found in the
campaign of Islamic State to establish a caliphate under Abu Bakhr alBaghdhadi in the Levant. Islamic State has called upon all Muslims to
recognise and support the caliphate and has attracted up to five hundred
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British Muslims and many more French and Belgian ostensibly to fight the
Assad regime in Syria but more particularly to establish an Islamic state
through the introduction and implementation of Sharia law and the
extermination of non-believers including Shia, Christians and Yazidis. The
British executioner of journalist Jim Foley justified his actions on the same
basis as Al Qaeda and other Islamist groups in terms of western attacks on
Muslim lands:
Today your military air force is attacking us daily in Iraq. Your
strikes have caused casualties amongst Muslims. You are no
longer fighting an insurgency. We are an Islamic army and a
state that has been accepted by a large number of Muslims
worldwide.4
Faced then with increasing religious intolerance, hostility and violence across
the world, how have governments sought to address these problems?
Faith-based Solutions to Faith-based Problems
Western governments have become increasingly sympathetic to the view that
religious problems can have religious solutions. Rather than maintaining a
secular polity, western governments have sought to engage religious actors
in diplomatic, counter-terrorism and counter-radicalisation policies. This
presents us with the religion dilemma where religion as well as being a
source of violence is also a potential source of conflict resolution. Despite
their claims to be peaceful, no mainstream religion is inherently peaceful:
their sacred texts espouse violence in the name of god. Moderate and liberal
versions of mainstream faiths have been able to contextualise violence as
time specific or metaphorical but fundamentalist interpretations of the faith
have been able to use examples of sacred violence and notions of exclusivity
to legitimate hostility and intolerance towards those of other persuasions. And
so it is to those moderate and liberal versions of faith that governments turn
in order to secure their national interests and security objectives. The neglect
of religion by academics, until recently, is replicated in policy circles. In a
western secular polity, decision makers have traditionally argued that
religious actors should confine their religious beliefs to the private sphere and
present their case on the basis of rational argument in the public sphere,
unencumbered by the irrationality of religiosity. Jurgen Habermas, whose
seminal work on the public sphere5 failed to mention religion at all, has led
the academic re-engagement with religion in what is now a post-secular age.6
Habermas argues that religious actors should be welcomed into the public
sphere as people of faith and are to be respected by their secular
counterparts, and in return they should argue their case on the basis of
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rational argument.7 This call has been answered by policy makers
encouraging greater religious literacy among diplomats, the military and
development and law enforcement agencies.
Religious engagement began during the Clinton administration when the
State Department established the Office for International Religious Freedom
in 1998 at the request of Congress and started producing annual reports on
religious persecution around the world. The annual reports examined
religious hostility rather than engaging with religious actors, but this soon
changed. One of the first acts of the George W. Bush presidency was to
introduce the Office of Faith Based and Community Initiatives to encourage
faith-based organisations to bid for funding nationally and to deliver overseas
aid projects. Often working with local faith-based partners to circumvent
government corruption and deliver assistance effectively, this policy has
proved effective and has been continued by the Obama administration. The
Obama administration also introduced a Religious Advisory Board to advise
on key domestic and foreign policies. Under Obama military chaplains have
become the first point of contact with indigenous populations and religious
literacy has been introduced as part of the training of the armed forces with
an Inter-faith Center established at West Point military academy. In 2009
Judd Birdsall set up a discussion group called the Forum on Religion and
Global Affairs at the State Department with the specific intention of engaging
religious actors to try and overcome the department’s reticence in discussing
or engaging with religious issues. The discussion group eventually merged
into the Strategic Dialogue with Civil Society, which sought to engage with
non-traditional partners to improve US standing in the world. Dialogue was
established with faith-based actors in six areas, including religion and foreign
policy a significant shift in US diplomacy.8 The new desire to engage
constructively with people of faith arises out of the war on terror and the
radicalisation of Muslims, in particular, against the west and western-backed
authoritarian governments throughout the Muslim majority world. Where
opponents claim to be acting in the name of their religion it behoves western
policy makers to understand the basis of such claims and work with coreligionists to counter such claims. This has been especially important as part
of counter-radicalisation initiatives domestically.
Radicalisation, de-radicalisation and counter-radicalisation are inherently
contested in terms of definition and operationally.9 In the war on terror such
terms became synonymous with tackling Islamist extremism and resulted in
governments engaging with those purporting to represent or understand such
communities and the threat posed to and by young Muslim men supposedly
at danger of radicalisation:
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As US and European governments have focussed on
stemming ‘home grown’ Islamist political violence, the concept
of radicalisation has become the master signifier of the late
‘war on terror’ and provided a new lens through which to view
Muslim minorities. The introduction of policies designed to
‘counter-radicalise’ has been accompanied by the emergence
of a government-funded industry of advisors, analysts,
scholars, entrepreneurs and self-appointed community
representatives who claim that their knowledge of a
theological or psychological radicalisation process enables
them to propose interventions in Muslim communities to
prevent extremism.10
In Britain this led to the Prevent Strategy to combat violent extremism
lumping together Islamists, far right, Northern Irish and animal and
environmental activists. However, the main focus is clearly on Islamist
extremism and engagement with a smorgasbord of academic, political,
security and religious actors spearheading a policy which seeks to challenge
the ideology that supports terrorism and those who promote it. It aims to
further protect vulnerable people and support sectors and institutions where
there are risks of radicalisation.11 In practice this has led to government
engaging with other extremists, particularly under New Labour, and also
legitimating male religious leaders as the key representatives of their
communities to the detriment of women and non-believers within those
communities.12 Rather than contemplate the extent to which government
policy contributes to radicalisation, Muslim communities are co-opted to
challenge and condemn Islamist extremism and to inform on suspect activity,
including those intending to join Britons fighting in Somalia, Syria and Iraq.
The difficulty for western governmental policy engaging with religious actors
is that the influence of non-sectarian religious actors is increasing in policymaking circles while at the same time declining among those who practice
their faith. Engagement with more radical religious actors who might have
more influence on potential extremists is also fraught with difficulty:
Some of the government’s chosen collaborators in “addressing
grievances” of angry young Muslims are themselves at the
forefront of stoking those grievances against British foreign
policy; western social values; and alleged state-sanctioned
‘Islamophobia’. PVE [Preventing Violent Extremism] is thus
underwriting the very Islamist ideology which spawns an
illiberal, intolerant and anti-western world view.13
In supplanting a secular discourse with a religious discourse, religious actors
are engaged on the basis of their faith and as representatives of a perceived
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religious community. This representation, by definition, identifies religion as
the main signifier of group identity, thereby reinforcing division and suspicion
between the group and wider society.
Conclusion
This chapter has sought to highlight the religious dilemma whereby western
governments are increasingly abandoning secular approaches to religiously
inspired violence and hostility in favour of engaging with religious actors as
part of a counter-radicalisation strategy. The chapter has demonstrated that
religious conflict and hostility is increasing and that western government’s
engagement with religious moderates and extremists is equally problematic.
In the former case, non-sectarian approaches to religion are losing ground to
sectarian and extreme positions, and in the latter case, engaging with
alternative extremist groups can exacerbate the problem of radicalisation.
Recognising largely male religious leadership of sections of society as
representatives of the community provides them with legitimation at the
expense of women and non-believers within these communities while
simultaneously reinforcing separation and division from the rest of society.
This chapter has highlighted difficulties without offering specific solutions and
further research would throw greater light on the efficacy of faith-based
solutions to religion-inspired violence and hostility.
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The Future of Islamic State
Systems in Light of Rising
Sectarian Tensions
Shir een t. H u n t er
Ge or ge tow n U n ive r s ity, USA

Sectarian tensions have been steadily rising in the Middle East and South
Asia since the mid-1990s. They were first manifested in South Asia,
especially Afghanistan, following the withdrawal of the Soviet troops in 1989
and the onset of the Civil War in that country, and in Pakistan. The worsening
sectarian tensions were reflected in the highly sectarian character of the
Sunni extremist Afghan group, the Taliban, and their systematic attacks on
the Shias of Afghanistan, notably the 1998 massacre of nearly 8,000 Shias
belonging to the Hazara ethnic group.1
During the 1990s, sectarian relations also became tense in Pakistan. These
relations had begun to deteriorate by the early 1980s following legal changes
introduced by President Zia-ul-Haq and his policy of Pakistan’s further
Islamisation according to a stricter Sunni legal system. These changes were
viewed as discriminatory towards the Shias, causing protests on their part
and leading to the formation of Shia political groups. Since that time,
sectarian relations in Pakistan have continued to deteriorate.2 In Pakistan,
too, the Hazaras have been a particular target of attacks by Sunni extremist
groups such as Lashkar-e-Jhangvi and Sipah-e-Sahaba, especially in places
such as Peshawar, in the North West Frontier, and Quetta, in Baluchistan.3
However, Shias in Punjab and Sind have also been attacked.
By contrast, during the 1990s the Middle East remained immune from any
particularly sectarian-tinged violence. The situation changed following the US
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invasion of Iraq in March 2003. The US invasion ended the historic Sunni
Arab domination of Iraq. Therefore, soon after Saddam Hussein’s fall, Iraq’s
Sunnis organised militias and other armed groups in order to undermine the
new Shia-dominated political setup in Iraq. Meanwhile, various Shia militias,
such as the Mahdi Army of Muqtada al-Sadr, were also formed. These were,
however, largely for the purposes of intra-Shia competition for power.4 But
following attacks by Sunni extremists on the Shia holy shrine in Samara in
2006, other Shia militias, such as Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq and Kata’ib Hezbollah,
were also formed.
The US invasion of Iraq and the change in that country’s political setup
disrupted regional balance of power in Iran’s favour, as well as enhanced the
position of the Shias in the region. At least, this was the perception of Sunni
Arab states such as Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the UAE and others, plus Turkey. In
response they became more deeply engaged in Iraq’s internal politics and
tried to prevent the consolidation of Iran’s influence and the Shias’ position by
recourse to sectarian factors. Iran, meanwhile, tried to establish its influence
in country by using its ties to the Shias.
Changes in Iraq also encouraged other Shia minorities in places such as
Saudi Arabia, as well Bahrain’s Shia majority, to agitate for more rights, thus
further intensifying the Gulf Arabs’ unease over Iraqi developments and
causing them to try and stem the rise of the Shias in Iraq by funding and
arming Sunni militants. These efforts further exacerbated sectarian tensions
and increased the occurrence of sectarian violence. Sectarian tensions even
reached places like Kuwait, which historically had a reasonable record of
sectarian coexistence.5
The Arab Spring and the Spread of Sectarian Tensions to Syria and
Beyond
Nevertheless, until December 2010—when political disturbances which
began in Tunisia and later extended to Egypt resulted in the elimination of
presidents Zine El Abidine Ben Ali and Hosni Mubarak, respectively, and
came to be known as the Arab Spring—sectarian tensions in the Middle East
were largely limited to Iraq and places like Bahrain, with a long history of Shia
grievance against the ruling Sunni Al-Khalifa family. The Arab Spring
eventually reached Syria and impacted its political conditions and, by doing
so, extended sectarian tensions to that country, as well to Egypt and Turkey,
and further exacerbated conditions in Iraq and Bahrain.
In particular, Shia protests in Bahrain acquired very large dimensions,
resulting in violent repression by the government. It even caused Saudi
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Arabia, together with the United Arab Emirates, to militarily intervene in that
country under the umbrella of the so-called Peninsula Shield arrangement,
although this mechanism was intended for dealing with external aggression
against the members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and not for
suppressing internal dissent.
The Bahrain crisis and the brutal suppression of Shia protests, especially
Saudi Arabia’s military intervention, further inflamed Shia sentiments in Saudi
Arabia’s Shia-inhabited regions, such as Qatif. It also angered the Shias in
Iraq and Iran, and worsened significant sharpening of sectarian animosities
throughout the Middle East. However, because of the presence of Western
military bases in Bahrain and general Western support for the Al-Khalifa
ruling family, neither Iraq nor Iran could help Bahrain’s Shias in any
meaningful fashion and had to limit themselves to condemnation of Bahrain’s
governments.
The Syrian Civil War and its Ramifications
Initially, it seemed that the Arab Spring would not reach Syria, but by March
2011 protests had spread to Syria and eventually grew into a full-scale civil
war. Unlike the case of Bahrain, which experienced large-scale repression by
the Al-Khalifa leadership, soon after the outbreak of protests in Syria, the
United States and other major European countries, together with such
regional players as Turkey and Saudi Arabia, called for Syrian president
Bashar al-Assad’s removal from office, as illustrated by President Barak
Obama’s statement that ‘Assad must go.’6
However, Assad refused to succumb to regional and international pressures
and set upon a strategy of resistance to growing internal and external
challenges to his authority. He was supported in this decision by Syria’s longtime ally Iran, the Lebanese Shia group Hezbollah, and Russia. China,
meanwhile, adopted a position of low-key support for Assad.
The Syrian conflict soon acquired a sharp sectarian dimension, despite the
fact that Bashar al-Assad’s regime is essentially secular (although the Alawite
community forms the basis of its top military and political leadership). The
Sunni countries of the region, notably Saudi Arabia and Turkey, plus Qatar,
began to form, fund and even train Sunni groups to challenge the Assad
regime and counter the influence of countries such as Iran and groups like
Hezbollah. These groups included such entities as the Jabhat al-Nusra. AlNusra shared the ideological outlook of Al-Qaeda, including a visceral hatred
of the Shias, and later officially joined the organisation. It exhibited sectarian
hatred hitherto unseen in Syria, as reflected in its attacks on Shia shrines and
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wholesale massacre of Shia villages. These acts inflamed the passions of
Shias in other Shia-majority countries, notably Iraq, and led them to send
volunteers to Syria in order to guard Shia holy places, in this way creating a
rift among various sectarian conflicts in the Levant and the Persian Gulf
region.7
Sectarian tensions in Syria and Turkey’s growing interference there
negatively affected such relations in Turkey, where the Shia and Alevi
communities came under increasing pressure from the government.8 Even in
Egypt, anti-Shia sentiments surfaced, as reflected in the brutal killing of an
Egyptian Shia cleric by Salafi Sunnis.9
The Rise of ISIS, the Call for Khilafat and the Challenge to the
Established State System10
Despite significant international pressure, the Assad regime proved more
resilient than expected. The divided nature of the anti-Assad forces, the
conflicting goals of the countries supporting them and assistance from
countries such as Iran and Russia enhanced the Syrian regime’s staying
power.
Consequently, by late 2013, the focus of sectarian conflicts again shifted to
Iraq. Partly because the Iraqi government had supported Assad and the Iraqi
Shia volunteers had joined Syrian forces, the principal goal became
undermining and even replacing Iraq’s Shia-dominated government. Such a
change would have eliminated Iraqi support for Syria and would have also
undermined Iran’s position, another supporter of Assad. Failing that, the goal
was to block the road linking Iraq to Syria by creating a Sunni entity on the
Iraqi-Syrian border.
One instrument used for this purpose was a new Sunni militant group known
as ISIS. The ideological and leadership roots of the group were similar to
those of earlier Sunni militant groups such as al-Qaeda, al-Nusra, and others
in Syria. But the ambitions of ISIS surpassed those of these groups, as it
declared that it wanted to create an Islamic caliphate whose borders would
roughly correspond to those of the Abbasid caliphs. Earlier, such diverse
groups as the Hizb ut-Tahrir and the Taliban had also called for the
establishment of an Islamic caliphate, but it was only ISIS that, by gaining
control of large swathes of Iraq and Syria, seemed to have any chance of
creating the nucleus of such an Islamic entity and thus potentially redrawing
the existing map of states in the Middle East.
Moreover, the worsening of political and sectarian crisis in Iraq and Syria also
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raised the possibility of the territorial disintegration of both states, with the
risk of similar disintegrative processes reaching other countries, such as Iran
and Turkey.
The Root Cause of Sectarian Problems: Religion or Politics and Interstate Competition?
The rise of sectarian tensions in the Middle East and South Asia in the past
two decades, and especially since the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, has given
greater credence to the view that religion is increasingly a more important
factor in determining the behaviour of various actors and, hence, in shaping
the character of international relations, than the more traditional motivations
of behaviour. It has also enhanced the position of those who believe that
religion is eroding the foundations of the post-World War II state system by
giving rise to transnational, non-state actors organised along sectarian lines.
Clearly, since the late 1970s, religion has become a more significant force in
the domestic politics of most states in the Middle East and South Asia. At
times it has caused the collapse of old systems, as was the case in Iran in
1979, or their significant transformation, such as Turkey under the AKP.
These changes, in turn, have shifted the external behaviour of these states
and, thus, have altered the dynamics of regional and, to some degree,
international politics. Non-state actors at least partly created under religious
impulses and to some degree motivated by them, such as the Taliban,
Hezbollah and more recently ISIS, have also significantly impacted the
dynamics of regional and international relations.
Similarly, sectarian divides and deep-rooted animosities are real enough, as
is the failure of most states in these regions to develop national identities
transcending ethnic and sectarian divisions. However, sectarian divisions and
dislikes have existed for centuries, and yet at least for the last three hundred
years there had not been any significant conflict caused by sectarian
differences; certainly nothing of the magnitude of recent events.
What the above means is that it is not correct to assume that religion has
replaced other determinants of either state behaviour or those of semi-state
actors, such as the Taliban, Hezbollah or ISIS. Nor have these new sectarian
actors replaced states as the main players within the international system.
Rather, it would be more accurate to say that religion, including in its
sectarian version, has increasingly been used as an instrument of state policy
and for advancing largely non-religious strategic and political goals. In fact,
most of the apparently religious non-state actors, such as the Taliban,
Hezbollah and ISIS, have been the creations of states and cannot function
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without their assistance. For example, Pakistan was instrumental in the
creation of the Afghan Taliban.11 Certainly Pakistan has trained and partly
funded the Taliban with the diplomatic and financial support of Saudi Arabia.12
Similarly, the Saudis have funded many of Iraq’s Sunni militant groups and
those of Syria, as has Turkey.13 Meanwhile, Iran has been instrumental in
transforming Hezbollah into a formidable political and military force.
Moreover, it was a state action, namely Israel’s invasion of Lebanon in 1982,
that afforded Iran the opportunity to help create Hezbollah. Even today,
Hezbollah to a large degree follows Iran’s policy directions and, therefore, its
behaviour changes according to shifts in Iran’s foreign policy priorities.14 In
short, the main non-state actors of the category of the Taliban and Hezbollah
are, in reality, proxies for states; although, as in any relationship between the
sponsor and the proxy, the latter could manipulate the former, or the
sponsoring state could, in time, lose control over its proxy.
Furthermore, these types of actors do not want to dismantle the state.
Instead, they want to gain control over it, reshape its character, or replace it
with a new one. In short, the state is still the principal unit of international
system.
If the above thesis—that religion has not been the main cause of rising
sectarian tensions and new religious formations are not about to replace the
state—is accepted, then the question becomes what has triggered the recent
sectarian conflicts. The answer lies in the systemic changes, at both
international and regional level, caused by the USSR’s collapse, the US
military interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq, the American policy of
reshaping the politics and governments of the region and, in particular, the
US policy of containing Iran. In other words, politics and quests for security
and influence by states have been behind rising sectarian conflicts.
The Soviet Collapse, the Struggle for Eurasia, Dual Containment and the
Rise of the Taliban
The USSR’s dismantlement produced significant changes in the character of
the international system and the dynamics of regional sub-systems. At the
international level, by eliminating the Soviet counterweight to the NATO
power it encouraged more interventionist and transformative policies on the
part of America, especially in regard to the Middle East and South Asia.
At the regional level, by eliminating the common Soviet threat and opening up
the Muslim-inhabited regions of the USSR to new actors, it intensified the
competitive and conflictive aspects of regional relations, including those
between Iran and Pakistan, Iran and Saudi Arabia, and Iran and Turkey. The
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impact of this factor is clearly reflected in Pakistan’s decision to create the
Taliban.15 This development prompted these regional rivals to more
systematically exploit each other’s sectarian fault lines.
The US policy of containing Iran, under President Bill Clinton, and, later,
President George W. Bush’s policy of regime change in that country
contributed both to the worsening of regional relations and to sectarian
tensions. For example, until 1998, when US embassies in Africa were
bombed by the Taliban’s ally al-Qaeda, the US saw the group as a
counterweight to Iran because of its anti-Shia, and hence anti-Iran,
tendencies. In fact, America did not object to the Taliban’s obscurantist
version of Islam and remained silent in the face of atrocities committed by
them. The Bush administration, as part of its strategy of regime change, not
only did not prevent Pakistan and Saudi Arabia from manipulating Iran’s
Sunni minorities, especially in its Baluchistan province, but might have done
so itself.
Reshaping Middle East Politics
US policies of reshaping the Middle East further exacerbated sectarian
tensions. The most consequential was the invasion of Iraq, which, by
disrupting the regional balance of power, intensified regional rivalries, notably
those between Iran and Saudi Arabia, and involved Turkey more deeply in
Middle East rivalries. Similarly, US efforts to reshape Lebanon’s politics
through the Cedar Revolution, partly to weaken Hezbollah and thus Iran’s
influence there, and later efforts to eliminate the Assad government worsened
sectarian tensions. Here it is important to note that opposition to the Assad
regime by some Arab states, notably Saudi Arabia, was not because of its
Alawite character but rather because of its alliance with Iran, which was
based on political considerations. This view is supported by the fact that until
2010 Saudi Arabia was courting Assad in the hope that he would abandon his
ties to Iran.
After its invasion of Iraq in 2003, as part of its strategy of containing Iran and
preferably changing its regime, the US encouraged and supported a SunniIsraeli alliance against Iran. Gary Sick, in 2007, noted that ‘an emerging
strategy is developing that brings the United States, Israel and Sunni Arab
states in an informal alliance against Iran’.16 The intention might not have
been to cause sectarian conflict, but that is what happened.
Conclusions
Despite a widespread belief to the contrary, the rise of sectarian tensions in
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the Middle East and South Asia is not solely or even principally attributable to
religious factors, although the existence of religious differences creates a
receptive environment for the emergence of such conflicts. Rather, politics
and conflicting security and other interests of international and regional actors
and their competition for power and influence are the principal culprits. What
has happened is the increased use of religion as an instrument of policy, as
secular ideologies were used in the past. However, the use of religion has not
meant that states have stopped manipulating their competitors’ other
vulnerabilities, such as ethnic divisions.
Moreover, despite the rise of non-state actors ostensibly motivated by
religion, the main impetus behind their emergence has been state action, and
they cannot easily function without continued state support. Therefore, these
actors are unlikely to supplant states, although they might form new state
governments.
Nevertheless, religion has become a far more important factor in the
domestic politics of regional actors, and since external behaviour of
international actors is partly determined by the nature of their domestic
politics, religion has become a more significant, albeit not determinant, factor
in shaping the character of internal relations. Similarly, the rise of religious
non-state actors has been added to other sources of stress on the states.
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Introduction
The world is currently witnessing three trends related to religion.1 The first is
the so-called ‘global resurgence of religion’. Recent scholarship has shown
that religion is gaining in strength worldwide and is more politically engaged
today than it has ever been. Thanks to processes like modernisation,
globalisation and democratisation—the very developments that the
secularisation thesis predicted would kill off religion—the major world
religions have experienced newfound relevance in today’s world.2 The second
trend involves the concurrent attempts on the part of states to restrict
religious practice in the face of this resurgence. A 2011 report by the Pew
Research Center found that between 2006 and 2009, one-third of the world’s
population experienced rising restrictions on religion, and over two-thirds of
the population lived in countries characterised by ‘high’ or ‘very high’ religious
restrictions. Incredibly, the report also found that only 1 per cent of the world’s
population lived in countries where religious liberty was increasing.3 A followup report issued in 2014 revealed that religious persecution had reached its
highest point in six years.4 The convergence of these two antithetical trends—
religion’s revival and simultaneous regulation—has given rise to a third
development: resistance. Religious believers who find the practice of their
faith stifled by government actions are likely to resist those efforts.
Sometimes this resistance takes the form of non-violent protest, as in Eastern
Europe following the collapse of the Soviet Union. At other times, the reaction
to repression can turn violent, even to the point of tearing countries apart and
threatening the stability of their neighbours.
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When one thinks about geopolitics, religious liberty (or religion more
generally) is probably not the first thing that enters the mind. Guided by the
‘secularisation thesis’, the field of international relations has been slow to
recognise religion’s growing importance and, until recently, tended to ignore it
altogether. For this reason, little attention has been paid to the effect of
religious factors, including religious liberty, on conflict and political stability.
Some might see religious liberty as a normatively good idea but not centrally
related to power politics. This chapter argues that this conventional wisdom is
incorrect; religious liberty is connected to political stability in profound ways.
Where religious liberty is threatened, the chances of a state experiencing
sectarian violence increases, as does the likelihood that violence will spread
to neighbouring countries.
Religious Liberty and Geopolitics
Religious liberty encompasses both the religious rights of individuals or
communities to manifest religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and
observance and the political rights of these persons to run for office and
otherwise participate in politics. This freedom has long been recognised as a
central human right and been enshrined in various international laws,
charters, treaties and national constitutions.5 How, then, does religious liberty
help shape geopolitics? Because religion is such an innate component of
human identity, efforts to restrict its legitimate manifestation understandably
meet with resistance from believers. If this resistance turns violent, it can
have an effect on domestic and international security.
Religious repression commonly stems from state leaders who fear an
independent and active religious citizenry.6 Such leaders often attempt to
control religious bodies that could potentially threaten the state’s official
ideology, public order, cultural identity or the regime itself. Depending on the
context, these leaders may attempt to suppress religion across the board, as
in the case of countries that are officially atheist like the former Soviet Union
or China, or they may form an alliance with a particular (usually dominant)
religious group in the cause of enhancing political stability, domestic
legitimacy and ideological amenability, while suppressing the other (usually
minority) religious groups in society that do not abide by the dominant stateendorsed religious framework. States often do this in response to intense
social and religious pressures from their populations.7 In fact, in certain
countries, religious regulation arises from social persecution and a general
climate of religious intimidation that emanates from the general populace as
much as from the government. Such patterns can be seen today in Iran,
Saudi Arabia and Russia.
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Repressive environments like these that choke religious liberty and
independent thinking serve as a natural breeding ground for extremism.8 In
addition to suppressing the positive contributions that religion can make to
society, they also silence the voices of liberalism and moderation and
empower the narrative of extremists who claim that the state is acting unjustly
towards people of faith.9 Violence occurs because religious restrictions both
create grievances on the part of targeted groups and sometimes encourage
dominant religious groups to undertake violence themselves against religious
communities not favoured by the state. In the former case, embattled
religious communities strike out against those perceived to be responsible for
their marginalised and suppressed status as happened in Egypt, Algeria and
Tunisia.10 Religious militants may also attack government targets or citizens
of another state believed to be complicit in their subjugation: witness the
terrorist strikes of 11 September 2001. The state may use the threat of
violence as a pretext for further repression and, in the process, invite more
retaliatory violence.11 In the latter pathway, groups that are empowered as a
result of governmental repression against other faith communities seek to
impose their worldview throughout society and eradicate alternative religious
voices. This may even happen with the active support or non-interference of
the state, as seen during the 2002 pogroms in Gujarat, India.12 It is not
uncommon for religious bloodshed to spread to neighbouring countries as
civil or military leaders leverage extremist organisations as part of their
foreign policies, as in the cases of Iran and Pakistan.13
Conversely, religiously free countries allow for the development of a wide
range of diverse perspectives, religious practices and cross-cutting
cleavages.14 The freedom of thought and exchange of ideas part and parcel
of religious liberty serve to create a marketplace of views that can empower
liberal and moderate voices who challenge the claims made by religious
extremists, thus diminishing the prospects of religious strife. In such
countries, individuals belonging to different religious communities tend to see
each other as legitimate, even if they disagree on matters of faith and
practice.15 Freedom thus has the effect of levelling the playing field among
the different religious groups in society. Furthermore, the political openness
part and parcel of religious liberty allows potential extremists to work through
alternative and legitimate channels—electoral participation, grassroots
activism and civic engagement—by which they can seek to shape religion,
politics and society.16 Finally, regimes tolerant of religion promote stability
through the social activities in which they allow religious bodies to engage.
Religious groups can use their energies towards the betterment of their
societies: running schools, hospitals, orphanages and charities; reducing
poverty; and promoting faith-based reconciliation practices. Illiberal religious
groups holding radical theologies may well exist in religiously free countries,
but the environment of freedom can serve to deprive fringe groups of the
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legitimacy they need to thrive.17
All this has tremendous implications for political stability. Where religious
liberty does not exist, the potential for domestic stability and freedom will be
greatly compromised. In other words, religious restrictions induce the very
conflict they aim to thwart. Take, for example, the issues of religious
persecution and terrorism. In their path-breaking work The Price of Freedom
Denied, sociologists Brian Grim and Roger Finke found that government
regulation of religious practice was the strongest predictor of religious
persecution. At times, persecution of people of faith resulted in displaced or
exiled faith communities, assaults on physical integrity rights and refugee
crises. Recent work has also shown that countries restrictive of religious
liberty are far more likely to experience religiously motivated terrorism. My
analysis of religious terrorism since the end of the Cold War, for instance,
shows that religiously restrictive countries are about nine times more likely to
experience religiously motivated terrorism than countries that are religiously
free. Furthermore, virtually all religious transnational terrorist organisations
originate from religiously restrictive places.18 Contrariwise, Grim and Finke
have unearthed powerful evidence indicating that the relaxation of religious
restrictions and protection of religious liberty nurtures peaceful competition
between religious groups in society, thus contributing to a wide array of
positive externalities that come from widespread freedom.
The Case of Iraq
Iraq is a prime case regarding the intersection of religious liberty and
geopolitics. In 2014, Iraq descended into a new round of religious violence
and terrorism. Nearly three years after American troops left the country, the
radical Islamist terrorist group ISIL (Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant), a
terrorist group believed to be more extreme and powerful than Al Qaeda,
made rapid progress in gaining control over Iraqi territory, armoured vehicles
and weapons stockpiles that had been abandoned by the Iraqi armed forces.
ISIL’s goals involved a fundamentalist Islamic takeover of Iraq and Syria and
the setting up of an Islamic caliphate in the broader Middle East. In early July,
the group announced the official creation of a new religious state in Iraq and
Syria, and has even been able to establish some institutions of governance in
the areas under its control.19 The recent violence in Iraq is reminiscent of the
cycle of violence that gripped the country 2006–2008 and saw a brutal
sectarian war between Sunni extremists who targeted Shiite sacred spaces
and equally ruthless Shiite militias who responded by torturing and executing
Sunnis.
How did this state of affairs come to be? One could point to a number of
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factors: the bungled American occupation, the collapse of the Iraqi security
forces, the civil war in Syria, and the backing of Sunni militants by certain
Gulf States. Perhaps the greatest blame lies, however, with the brutal and
arbitrary treatment of Iraq’s minority religious communities by the state.
The American-led invasion and occupation of Iraq unleashed two processes,
both centrally related to the issue of religious liberty, which ultimately led to a
sectarian war along religious lines. The first process, ‘de-ba’athification’, was
the official policy adopted by the George W. Bush administration and involved
the forced disbanding of the Iraqi army, the dismantling of the bureaucracy,
and the general purging of Ba’athism from Iraqi society. In one fell swoop,
hundreds of thousands of Sunni Iraqi civil servants who had been nominally
aligned with Saddam Hussein’s Ba’ath Party found themselves jobless and
barred from holding any government position in the future. Systematic
discrimination along religious lines served to create a sense of desperation
and angst among Sunnis who believed they would have no place in the new
Iraq. Indeed, the government of Shiite strongman, Nouri al-Maliki, pursued a
punitive policy towards Iraq’s Sunni community, including using the security
forces to suppress opponents and bully rivals. For example, when peaceful
Sunni protests broke out in the Anbar province in 2012, Maliki responded with
an intense crackdown, leading to the shelling of villages and the arrests of
hundreds of Sunnis. This, the second process—what I call ‘Shiaification’—
witnessed the Shiite takeover of the state; the systematic discrimination and
persecution of religious minorities via the army, police and militias; and the
refusal of hardline Shiite parties to enter into a power sharing agreement with
Sunnis that would bring them into the structure of the government.
These twin processes of de-ba’athification and Shiaification unleashed a
religious and sectarian civil war between militant Shiite groups who had long
been repressed under Saddam (but now had an opportunity to gain unilateral
control over the new Iraq) on one side, and angry, dispossessed and armed
Sunnis on the other. Maliki’s authoritarian turn directly fuelled the insurgency
by creating an environment of impunity, continuing to marginalise the Sunni
population and fostering a sense of fear among the country’s minority
religious populations. Threatened and insecure, Iraqi Sunnis turned to
extremist groups for protection. The Iraqi civil war not only worked to tear that
country apart but also spread into the neighbouring states of Syria and
Lebanon, producing a humanitarian nightmare. Nearly two million refugees
fled Iraq after 2003; half of Iraq’s Christian population left the country, never
to return.20 Moreover, Sunni co-religionists in neighbouring Syria also became
radicalised and joined the Iraqi insurgency. For his part, Maliki was more than
willing to allow his country to become a corridor for thousands of Shiite
warriors to enter Syria and fight on behalf of the embattled Syrian regime. It is
unlikely that the situation in Iraq will lead to an official redrawing of borders,
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though for all intents and purposes the border between Iraq and Syria has all
but disappeared.
Some might argue that the case of Iraq shows precisely why straightforward
repression of religion works. These individuals might claim that though
Saddam was an undeniably brutal tyrant, at least his heavy-handedness was
able to keep the forces of religious extremism at bay. Two points are worth
mentioning. First, repression may provide the illusion of order but only fuels
the underlying rage among the people. Eventually, the brewing discontent
under the surface can no longer be contained. Second, the stability of
regimes such as Saddam’s is far less certain than once believed. Just 15
years ago it seemed unthinkable that the firmly entrenched Arab dictatorships
in Libya, Iraq, Egypt and potentially Syria could be overthrown. Yet when the
regimes of Muammar Qaddafi, Saddam Hussein and Hosni Mubarak fell, the
groups which filled the power vacuum were highly illiberal ones that had been
suppressed or banned for decades.
Conclusion
The relationship between religious liberty and political stability is of particular
importance as pro-democracy revolts and religious violence continue to wash
over large swathes of the Arab world. Governments in the Middle East and
North Africa have historically used the potential for social conflict as a
justification for restricting religious rights. Indeed the conventional wisdom
has been that restrictions on a wide range of freedoms—including religious
liberty—may be a necessary evil in order to realise the goals of order and
stability. The result has often been the exact opposite of that which was
intended: more sectarian strife and violence.
This chapter has argued that religious liberty and security are not mutually
exclusive categories. In fact, religious liberty is a security issue. There are
steps that governments can take to lessen the likelihood that ordinary
religious individuals will subscribe to the narrative of extremism. Such steps
might include allowing religious groups to carry out activities distinctive to
their faith including establishing houses of worship, publishing literature,
fundraising, building hospitals and schools, and celebrating holy days.
Furthermore, states in which religious organisations also enjoy full political
rights such as voting, lobbying and staging protests will also experience less
religious conflict. The denial of such rights only serves to create resentment
and increase the appeal of radicalism. Though some might argue that
repression serves to quash extremism, this tends to be only a short-term gain
that hardens opposition to the state. The international community therefore
ought to pay greater attention to religious liberty both as an important value in
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its own right and as an important instrument in countering extremism.
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Several years ago, John Falconer, Brian Stackhouse and I began researching
the relationship between democracy, economics, identity and regime stability
on the one hand and terrorism on the other. We published a book, Terrorism,
Instability, and Democracy in Asia and Africa, with the findings of our
research in 2009. We found that states containing significant diversity (of
ethnicity and religious belief) experienced more stability and fewer acts of
terrorism that their more culturally homogenous counterparts. We referred to
this as an ‘apparent diversity dividend’ for those countries called home to
three or more significant religious or ethnic groups. This chapter considers
some of this evidence and places it into the context of Thomas Farr’s
theoretical work on the United States’ religious freedom policy.1
In our research we analysed the effects of regime type, ethnicity, religion,
economic stability and political stability against incidents of terrorism in
African and Asian states. When compiling our data on religious affiliation and
ethnicity, we only coded significantly sized groups for examination. This
meant that a group had to comprise 10 per cent or more of the total
population to be considered a significant group in our study. While 10 per
cent is an admittedly arbitrary barrier for inclusion, it is one of the standard
delimiters used in many past scholarly research studies. We also felt the
threshold had to be significantly high in order to prevent smaller, less
significant religious and ethnic groupings from unfairly biasing the results
towards no or spurious correlations.
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We were initially surprised to find an apparent peace dividend in states with
significant religious diversity. These states showed significantly fewer terrorist
incidences compared to more monolithic religious societies. We did not know
how to explain this finding theoretically and were forced to speculate as to
why this correlation existed. As I explain later, we relied on theories of
coalition-building and conciliation to explain what we observed.
In a novel way, this chapter is an attempt to place our empirical findings into a
broader body of evidence and theory that has developed or at least gained
notoriety since our research was first published. Much of the new thinking on
religion and stability is correctly attributed to the work of Thomas Farr, the
first director for the State Department’s Office of International Religious
Freedom. Since Farr is at the vanguard of this relatively new theoretical
examination of the possible link between religion and stability, it seems
appropriate to summarise some of his relevant assertions prior to relating
them to what I am now dubbing the ‘religious peace dividend’.
Religion and Stability: Thomas Farr and Other Recent Evidence
Thomas Farr is arguably the most notable voice espousing the benefits of a
US foreign policy that places primacy on spreading religious freedom. Farr
defines religious freedom as the ‘right protected in law, to engage in the
religious quest, either alone or in community with others, in private and in
public’.2 Citing Samuel Huntington’s Third Wave of Democratization, Farr
notes that in many Catholic colonies and states, the Second Vatican
Council’s adoption of religious liberty for all triggered a movement towards
greater freedoms that eventually cascaded into the expansion of democracy.
Further, Farr argues that any state that offers religious liberty necessarily
begins to limit its own authority.3 This is an important assertion because it
relates directly to another recent seminal work on social revolutions by
Misagh Parsa. Specifically, Parsa finds that, as authoritarian rulers
consolidate power, they intervene in the economic, political and social lives of
their citizenry to compensate for the narrowness of their actual base of
support. Outside of this base of support, only harsh coercion kept the masses
of people from rising up against the ruler and his or her supporters.
Eventually, the state oppression tended towards the overly indiscriminate,
which Stathis Kalyvas notes is often a driver for insurgency.4 Such violence
also eventually emboldens the masses to build coalitions against the
oppressive state and bring about social revolutions.5 Therefore, it is within
this broader theoretical discussion that Farr’s assertions are properly and
powerfully placed. Expansion of religious freedoms is either an indication of
increasing domestic stability or a driver of such stability.
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Farr tends to embrace the driver thesis and therefore is completely consistent
in insisting that conservatives in America are off base in their global
condemnation of fomenting religious freedom to its fullest extent, even if this
means that some states will produce Sharia-driven or other fundamentalist
religious parties. Farr argues that over the long term, allowing ‘religious
freedom in those [Muslim] countries will reduce violent extremism, including
the terrorism that has reached our shores, while also increasing the chances
for stable democracy and economic growth’.6 Farr is quick to note that actual
religious extremism should not be tolerated but that since so many peoples
and groups are religious, some way to accommodate religion in the political
sphere must be found.7 Further, Farr notes that Muslim minorities are often at
risk even in states where Islam, in general, is dominant. In Saudi Arabia,
Shiite minorities suffer, while the Ahmadis are bearing the brunt of minority
discrimination in Pakistan. These persecuted minorities often serve as fertile
ground for recruitment from extremist groups. Farr argues that extending
religious freedom to all sects within a society will actually counteract religious
extremist tendencies.8
Despite these cogent arguments, movement towards a foreign policy that
emphasises religious freedom has been slow. Farr notes, ‘In 1998, President
Bill Clinton signed the International Religious Freedom Act, which mandated
that the freedom to practice religion, a founding tenet of the United States,
become a foreign-policy priority.’9 Still, movement to actually embrace such a
policy was slow during both the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations.
Worse still, the current president has failed to appoint key foreign policy
officials which might help foster a foreign policy emphasising religious
freedom despite two high-profile reports—one by the Chicago Council on
Global Affairs and the other by the president’s own Advisory Council on FaithBased and Neighbourhood Partnerships—which both recommend just such a
foreign policy initiative.10
In short, the theory and some early evidence suggest that great stability
benefits flow from states’ embrace of religious tolerance and freedom.
Despite presidential rhetoric extolling the virtues of pushing religious freedom
abroad, little movement in that direction has actually occurred. What we add
to the debate is some deep empirical evidence that corroborates what
Thomas Farr and others have been saying for years.
A Religious Diversity Peace Dividend in Asia and Africa
To begin, there are a few caveats regarding the generalisability of our
findings. First, we only examined states in Asia and Africa so our findings may
not apply to states outside of these areas. This is a particularly important
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point given the turmoil in the Middle East. Hopefully, this will spur on further
research expanding our study to new areas. Second, we focused mainly on
terrorism which is a tactical tool used by insurgent groups so our findings may
not apply to incidences of violence that are either interstate in nature or noninsurgent-based, such as genocide.
In Terrorism, Instability, and Democracy in Asia and Africa, we broke down
our examination of terrorist incidences into separate examinations of
international and domestic terrorism. In both cases we found a religious
diversity peace dividend that supports Farr’s contentions, among others. Our
examination was exhaustive. Not only did we examine religion and terrorism
using advanced statistical techniques aggregating the results across Asia and
Africa, we also dived deeper into each major case of a state experiencing
terrorism through the use of micro-case study analysis. In this way, we hoped
to gain a broad and somewhat deep view of the causes of terrorism.
We were somewhat surprised by our international terrorism results. States
containing only one dominant religion experienced the greatest incidence of
terrorism. This was not overly surprising as the clash of civilisations between
states, if one existed, might be sharper between mono-religious societies.
What was surprising was the precipitous rate at which international terrorist
incidences dropped off when there were two or more major religions present
within the state boundaries. In fact, international terrorism was almost nonexistent in states with three or more major religious groups. We speculated at
the time that this finding might be
due to the fact that it becomes more difficult for one religion to
seize power and abuse the human or economic rights of the
out-group. In other words, when power is distributed such that
no single group can exploit its political or economic position in
society, a more consociation or conciliatory outcome might be
produced.11
While this is not an exact duplication of Farr’s reasoning, it is very close.
What was particularly amazing was that when we added an interactive
variable combining religion and ethnicity, the results only increased in favour
of a religious diversity peace dividend.
When we examined domestic terrorist incidences, we found a religious
diversity peace dividend as well. However, the states with the greatest
number of terrorist incidences were ones that comprised both a monolithic
religious supermajority and states with two dominant religions. We fully
expected states with two dominant religions to experience more terrorism, but
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again, we were surprised to find that states with one dominant religion
experienced such high levels of terrorist violence.12 Also, states with three or
more major religions experienced almost no terrorism. We were again forced
into the realm of speculation at this peculiar finding. We noted:
There are several reasons that may explain this finding. First,
societies with one dominant religion may be abusing the
political and economic rights of very small religious minorities
within society that feel their only recourse is to last out with
terrorism. Another possibility is that there may be a shared
religion in society with two or more dominant ethnic groups
and that this religious bond is not enough to stop ethnic
conflict manifesting in terrorism.13
The first line of reasoning conforms nicely with Thomas Farr’s assertion that
small minorities are suffering mightily at the hands of central governments in
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. The second assertion is partially refuted by our
own work, as we found no statistical increase in terrorism when we factored
in both religion and ethnicity.14
Even when we found cases of terrorism in countries with a deep religious
split, the case study examination still bore out Farr’s central theoretical thesis
that extending religious freedoms and perhaps economic freedoms as well,
would have gone a long way towards quelling the violence. In the Philippines,
for example, a hundreds-of-years-old conflict between the Christian Catholics
in the northern islands and the Muslim minority population located mainly on
the southern island of Mindanao and the southern Sulu Island archipelago
draws its roots from perceived and actual religious intolerance, a lack of
meaningful inclusion of the southern Muslims in the political process, and a
lack of economic opportunity and development there. So even in a case that
seems to at least partially disprove the religious freedoms argument on the
surface, ends up supporting the thesis when one examines the situation in
more detail.
Bringing It All Together: The Religious Diversity Peace Dividend
Thomas Farr has been arguing coherently for years now for a US foreign
policy based at least in part on the premise of extending religious freedoms in
as many nations as possible. He argues that religious tolerance leads to an
erosion of state monopoly on the means of coercion, empowers people in
many different ways, prohibits exclusionary treatment of minority sects and
religions, and brings stability and perhaps even economic development in its
wake.
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Our work provides some empirical evidence to support such assertions. It
appears that states which contain three or more dominant religions have to
act in a conciliatory manner, are likely sharing power and resources and have
developed a consociational form of governance that does not overly favour
one group over the other. In retrospect, knowing what Farr and others have
asserted, I wish we had added a variable for religious freedom in our
statistical analysis. I speculate that societies with three or more major
religious groups have been forced to offer more religious and other freedoms
than societies with one or two dominant religious groups. This becomes a
cogent idea for further research. Additionally, our research did not cover the
globe, nor did it examine all forms of violence. This, then, is another avenue
of pressing future research.
In the final analysis, we found a religious diversity peace dividend. One
cannot force the formation of new religions so the next best thing might be to
encourage religious tolerance and respect for religious freedoms which
should end up approximating the religious diversity peace dividend we
observed. Still, more research is needed to ascertain if there is a religious
freedom peace dividend that is as strong as the religious diversity peace
dividend we originally observed.
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Inter-Religious Work for Peace
through Globalised
Transnational Civil Society
Pa u l in e K ollon tai
Y or k S t J oh n U n ive r s ity, UK

Introduction
During the latter part of the twentieth century the view that religion had been
eclipsed by modernisation and secularisation has been challenged by the
realities of the world in which we live. Scott Thomas argues there is a global
resurgence of religion and one of the areas through which religions have reentered the political spheres, foreign and domestic, is through Transnational
Religious Actors (TRAs).1 Recognition of this is seen in the work of scholars
such as Rudolph and Piscatori and also Haynes.2 Petito and Hatzpoulos
argue religion must be given serious consideration in the study of
international relations because it can be both a positive and negative force
within and across borders.3 Studies on TRAs demonstrate this dual capacity
within religion by looking at the role of such groups and organisations as the
Roman Catholic Church; the Christian Right in the USA (known as the Moral
Majority); Al-Qaeda; Sikhs United; and the Organisation of Islamic
Conference.
Less work has been done on the work of Inter-Religious Transnational Actors
(IRTAs) such as the United Religions Initiative, World Council of Religious
Leaders, Council for a Parliament of the World’s Religions and Religions for
Peace. One of the important aspects of these actors is that they are already
modelling working together across religions to manifest the principles and
values associated with peace and justice which are present in the fabric of all
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religious teachings. This chapter focuses on the work of the inter-religious
transnational organisation, Religions for Peace, to examine its peace-building
work under the aegis of globalisation. One of the areas of its work is Women,
Community Development and Peace-Building which is looked at here to
identify methods and approaches and the potential of this work to constitute
an embryonic globalised transnational civil society.
The Exile and Return of Religion from International Relations
The exiling of religion from the foreign policies of states began in Europe
during the seventeenth century following the Peace of Westphalia in 1648
because religion had been the cause of numerous religious wars and each
religion’s claim to have the absolute truth was considered by political leaders
as potentially detrimental to embodying more of a spirit of co-operation in
international relations. The superiority of secular power and authority, first in
Europe and then across the globe, became the dominant operating principle
for international relations. Religious voices—their ideas, values and
principles—became marginalised in this area of state policy and governance.
An interesting question to ask is whether the exiling of religion in this sphere
meant that international relations proceeded to develop more co-operatively.
The growth of imperialism and colonialism which were a central part of the
foreign policies of most European states during the 300 years following the
Peace of Westphalia normally involved some form of exploitation, aggression
or even full-scale war. This appears to suggest that the exiling of religion
made little difference to the behaviour of European leaders towards countries
they wanted to conquer. Secular authority, as history shows, is also
potentially prone to bouts of constructing policies that minimise human rights
and in some cases destroy not only these rights but also innocent human life.
Such authority in its more extreme expressions of power has oppressed
religions; has failed to see that religion has the ability and capacity to
contribute to the building of a more just and peaceable world; and has
certainly not understood or misunderstood that ignoring religious leaders and
their communities either in domestic or foreign policies assists in feeding the
extremist elements in all religions.
The return of religion into IR was inevitable partly because of the points
raised above but also because of the role that aspects of globalisation have
played in assisting religious communities to connect more efficiently and on a
greater scale. The growth in the transnational activity of religious actors
(individuals groups and organisations), both negative and positive, has woken
up the political leaders and their establishments to the reality that religion is a
serious player in the affairs of states. The resurgence of religion and
intensification of its presence in many parts of the world is a characteristic of
postmodernism. For many people, modernity with its scientific rationalism,
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emphasis on meta-narratives and rejection of absolute unquestioning ways of
speaking truth has caused a search for the transcendent, for new ways of
understanding the human condition and for ways to change and improve
human existence. Haynes states, ‘Overall the postmodern condition offers
opportunities for various religious actors to pursue a public role in a variety of
areas.’4 This activity expresses the spectrum of religious adherents and their
interpretation of religious teachings—from conservative to liberal to
fundamentalist—which then are translated in words and actions that seek
either to nurture or destroy human societies. The return of religion to
international relations reflects the view that ‘religion is older than the state,
and its aims encompass not just politics but all of life’,5 and this return
reminds us that ‘religion pre-dates the field of international relations, it has
been and will always be integral to human identity’.6
Religion: The Dynamics of Co-operation and Conflict
Religion for many is considered authoritarian, parochial, exclusivist and
intolerant. In the past decade, this one-sided view of religion has undergone
some change as a more open-minded approach has been applied on the part
of those working in the political and social sciences. Turner is one such
individual who has done does this in his work, which shows that religion can
operate in ways that do not promote the difference of others in a negative and
confrontational way. He gives examples where religion has promoted
concern, empathy and a sense of responsibility for others and seen every
person as worthy of equal moral concern. For Turner, globalisation has
challenged change within ‘these traditional (religious) systems of inclusion
and exclusion through hybridisation’.7
Arguing the case that indeed religion can promote and support pluralism and
democratic values is explored through the paradigm of the dual nature of
religion. Boulding speaks of ‘the holy war and peaceable garden culture’ in
religion8, while Galtung says, ‘every religion contains, in varying degrees,
elements of the soft and the hard’.9 This dual nature of religion is described
by Scott Appleby: ‘Religion is a source not only of intolerance, human rights
violations and extremist violence, but also of non-violent conflict
transformation, the defence of human rights, integrity in government, and
reconciliation and stability in divided societies.’10 This presents religion as
having a dual potential. This is argued by Appleby to result from the fact that
most religions are by nature internally pluralistic.11 For many people across
the globe religion is a means of trying to understand life and the human
condition and, for many, religion becomes the inspiration and a tool for
peace-building. But, returning to the dual nature of religion argument, what
must be recognised is that religions, ‘while providing many valuable tools for
peacebuilding, can also contribute to perpetuating cultures of violence.’12
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Religion has the capacity and power to create and promote various
worldviews, but fundamentally these express variations on one or other of
two main models: (i) closed and exclusivist; or (ii) open and inclusivist/
pluralist. Many religions, because of their claim to a universal truth, are
naturally constructed in their ethos and approach to work across territorial
boundaries and state borders. The interaction of religion with globalisation
can be experienced negatively and positively.
Case Study: Religions for Peace
The transnational, inter-religious organisation Religions for Peace (RfP) was
set up in 1970. The global organisation consists of a world council made up
of senior religious leaders from all regions of the world, four regional bodies,
over seventy national bodies and the Global Youth and Global Women of
Faith networks. RfPs origins are in the 1960s when a meeting took place
between religious leaders from the major religious traditions who believed
there was an urgent need to have an international religious summit for people
of faith to focus their efforts of working towards achieving world peace. The
first meeting of RfP took place in Kyoto, Japan in October 1970 and produced
The Kyoto Declaration of the First World Assembly. Its opening statement
sets out clearly the role of the meeting as ‘an historic attempt to bring
together men and women of all major religions to discuss the urgent issue of
peace’.13 In grave terms it identifies the challenge as humanity being faced
with ‘cruel and inhuman wars and by racial, social and economic violence’, as
well as the threat of nuclear extinction.14 What then follows in the Declaration
is an identification of seven principles of belief that can unite the world
religions in action for world peace. These seven principles provide a starting
point for a perspective that sees all of humanity as one family, thereby
articulating the equality and dignity of all human beings. An explicit challenge
to those who abuse and sometimes destroy the lives of people and a counter
way of behaving in the world is then clearly established with the statement
that ‘love, compassion, selflessness, and the force of inner truthfulness and
of the spirit have ultimately greater power than hate, enmity, and selfinterest’.15 Evident from the Declaration is the fact that RfP is not just a
discussion forum but has an ethos of praxis, presenting religions as providing
a meta framework to challenge both in word and action those ideologies and
their adherents that deny rights, needs and life to people. The Declaration
makes clear that RfP aims to be an organisation that transcends religious and
political differences and challenges governments and other organisations that
violate human dignity and life. This is evidenced on the final page of the
Kyoto Declaration:
We pledge ourselves to warn the nations who citizens we are
that the effort to achieve and maintain military power is the
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road to disaster. It creates a climate of terror and mistrust; it
demands resources for the meetings of the needs of health,
housing and welfare; it fosters the escalation of the arms race;
it sharpens differences among nations into military and
economic blocs; it regards peace as a truce or a balance of
terror; it dismisses as utopian a truly universal concern for the
welfare of all humankind.
To all this we say ‘No!’16
The work advocated in this statement operates on three levels: nationally,
regionally and internationally.
RfP is a transnational religious actor but has the added advantage of being
specifically inter-religious in its membership and model of working. The
organisation is thus truly ‘global’ in terms of the mixing and sharing of
cultures, practices, ideas and values which certain aspects of globalisation, in
particular communication via technology and travel, have helped to facilitate.
Its practical and policy work shows that while its principles are rooted in the
concept of a global human family underpinned by a fundamental unity, the
organisation recognises that work undertaken has to be contextualised. In
order to explore this we will look at RfP’s work with women on community and
peace-building. This involves multi-religious partnerships that support and
mobilise the social and moral resources of people to work together on
specific issues. This is certainly an area of RfP development work
significantly enhanced by those aspects of globalisation that expedite interpersonal and inter-group communication.
Women, Community Development and Peace-building
In 2001, under the auspices of RfP, the Global Women of Faith Network
(GWFN) was established. At the time of writing, this network consists of over
a thousand local and national religious women’s organisations and also
regional networks in Africa, Asia, Europe, South America and the Caribbean
and North America. All regional networks are inter-religious, led by
representatives of religions within each region. These networks aim ‘to
provide a platform for cooperative action throughout the different levels of
religious communities, from grassroots to the most senior level’.17 Based on
the recognition that many women of faith across the world are involved in
activities of community development and peace-building, GWFN’s role is to
support such women in their work whether through small grants, microfinance and economic enterprise services, training in leadership and
advocacy, or educational services. This support is also intended to increase
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the visibility of these women as agents of building sustainable and peaceful
localities and thus as role models within their communities and societies. The
work of the African Women of Faith Regional Network (AWFRN) is explored
to show the approaches and methods used.
The AWFRN’S plan of action for 2007–2012 gives special attention to conflict
transformation, peace-building and sustainable development. It states that
this plan is grounded in women’s experiences not only in Africa but across the
world and that
	It is woven around women’s aspirations and desire for an African
continent and global family that cherishes and enjoys equality of
women and men, enjoyment of human rights for all; and a world
safe and secure, free from poverty, violence and disease.18
It also makes clear that this work seeks to push forward the commitment
made by African government leaders in their adoption in 2003 of the Protocol
to the Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on Women’s Rights in Africa
and in 2004 of the Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality by African Heads
of States.
The priority is to facilitate the work of women in Africa, with support from
women in other parts of the globe, ‘to coordinate strategies and pool
resources and capabilities for interfaith action to achieve results that would
be difficult for any single member to accomplish alone on the issues of:
network building; peace and security; conflict transformation; and gender,
poverty and health’.19 The methods and approaches of the AWFRN is
illustrated in the case of Uganda, where it is working with women on issues of
sustainable development in small towns and villages to provide and/or
improve heath and care services for HIV/AIDS sufferers and their family
members; to review the appropriateness of educational policies with regard to
orphans and vulnerable children having access to primary education; and to
support the development of local economic services through setting up village
loan associations and micro-finance initiatives in villages. The work with
women involves capacity-based training on such things as psychosocial
support for vulnerable people; leadership and advocacy; understanding and
reviewing government policy and law concerned with child protection, rights
of the child in terms of education and employment of children; and economic
and business skills to run small enterprises designed to benefit individuals
and their communities. The work relating to the rights and protection of
orphans and vulnerable children and access to primary education involves
both practical and policy work. On the practical side, the AFNRW worked
2006–2011 with local women in three districts (Kamuli, Luwero and Tororo) to
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support access to formal education for 6,782 orphans and vulnerable
children. Regarding advocacy for change in government policy, this involved
working with religious leaders in Uganda on a review of educational policy
and legislation to identify the barriers to orphans and vulnerable children
accessing education. These advocacy initiatives are reported as having
‘resulted in the enactment of bylaws and follow-up mechanisms for
accountability and reporting, government banning of employment of children,
and school visits by government officials and religious leaders to monitor
implementation of education’. 20
As the AWFRN shows, the GWFN and its member organisations have a
transnational role which aims to build bridges and partnerships in all areas of
its work ‘between faith-based women’s organisations, secular partners,
international agencies and the United Nations’.21 It is clear that the central
aim is threefold: (i) for women to be supported and further enabled to work on
the practical realities of the issues they face; (ii) to build networks and form
strategic multi-stakeholder partnerships and alliances; (iii) to educate and
raise awareness throughout their localities of ways to respond to issues in a
way that can make changes and provide choices for women and men with
regard to living with a sense of worth and dignity. And underpinning this is
articulated the right for people to freely organise, discuss and take action on
issues that government and other official bodies are seen not to be making
sufficient progress in rectifying.
Conclusion
The work of the GWFN reflects the overall work of RfP, which emphasises the
importance of civil society and the expression of collective action
representing shared interests, concerns, purposes and values. RfP therefore
operates in the intermediate space between the individual and government,
providing the opportunity for communities to find ways to improve situations.
However, RfP is not only helping to develop civil society within localities but is
also a catalyst for this development across immediate and regional borders
and from one side of the world to the other. In this case, as Haynes argues,
globalisation is facilitating ‘the growth of transnational network of religious
actors which, feeding of each other’s ideas and perhaps aiding each other
with funds, form bodies whose main priority is the well-being and advance of
their transnational religious community’.22 While Haynes is making this
argument in his research on religions working transnationally on issues within
their own religious communities, his argument of globalisation facilitating
such work also appertains to these inter-religious transnational actors.
RfP, from its world council to its regional, national and local organisations, is
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made up of people from different religions and different social, cultural and
political contexts, and it is the sharing of experience, strategies and practice
which has the ability to transplant expressions of civil society and help shape
new models. In the process of this transplantation, a more globalised or
transnational civil society is shaped, as the building of social capital, trust and
shared values transcends borders and boundaries. According to Lipschutz,
transnational civil society is ‘the self-conscious constructions of knowledge
and action, by decentred, local actors that cross the reified boundaries of
space as though they were not there’.23 The interconnectedness of peoples
and their societies then becomes more explicit and the potential becomes
greater for religions working in an inter-religious framework to influence
national and international government policies. In this sense RfP is assisting
in the creation of global civil society. If civil society within nation-states is an
essential aspect of a functioning democracy, even more than is global civil
society central to the global politics of peace.
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Faith-Based Organisations at
the United Nations
J e f f r e y H ay n e s
Lo n d on M e t r op ol ita n U n iv er s ity, UK

What do faith-based organisations (FBOs) at the United Nations (UN) seek to
achieve? This chapter1 seeks to answer this question, focusing on the
activities of selected FBOs at the UN, the most significant inter-governmental
organisation (IGO) with a global public policy role. For the UN, a feature of
recent years has been increasing regularity and institutionalisation of
interactions with selected FBOs. This is partly because the UN now regularly
engages with civil society organisations, both faith-based and secular, and
partly because the UN is aware that the ‘values’ that FBOs bring to global
governance are something it needs to factor into its own concerns. For their
part, many religious believers from many religious traditions see such FBOs
as significant actors in trying to influence public policy in relation to various
public issues at the UN.
FBOs at the UN: From Marginalisation to Significance
As a secular organization, the UN has no common religion.
But, like all the major faiths, we too work on behalf of the
disadvantaged and the vulnerable. … I have long believed that
when Governments and civil society work toward a common
goal, transformational change is possible. Faiths and religions
are a central part of that equation.2
In what follows, I examine selected FBOs’3 attempts to influence public policy
formation and execution at the UN. I make two main arguments. First, I
contend that the UN has over time consolidated policy-making structures and
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processes, with strongly secular preferences. Led by publicly accountable
officials, the UN makes decisions based on its long-term and institutional
secular preferences, which traditionally exclude religious concerns—or at
best regard them as marginal to the organisations’ policies. Recently,
however, publicly accountable officials at the UN have begun to engage with
increasing regularity with selected FBOs in the context of a more general
increase in relations with civil society organisations. The outcome has been
that at the UN, selected FBOs have seen their significance increase, an
arrangement conducive to improved ability to engage with public officials in
the IGOs, with the goal to encourage them to make policy according to FBO
preferences.4 Second, FBOs are in competition with each other at the UN.
This is manifested in two ways. First, it can imply an inter- or intra-religious
competitiveness. In addition, competiveness can also relate to ideological
issues, including schisms between ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ (or
‘progressive’) FBOs.5 As a consequence, Berger notes, FBOs may compete
with each other, pushing ‘for change from both liberal and conservative
platforms’.6 In addition, in order to pursue their ideological goals, Petersen
notes, many FBOs regularly engage in alliances with various secular actors—
including, states and other sources of power and authority, such as secular
non-governmental organisations.7
Increasingly, the UN accepts that FBOs may have something useful to
contribute to various issues that have recently risen in importance, especially
in the context of deepening globalisation and its impact upon people’s lives,
welfare and employment. Regularised or institutionalised involvement of
FBOs in the activities of the UN is quite recent, although not de novo.
Nevertheless, Hurd8 recounts a recent conversation at the UN between
Father Bryan Hehir, Secretary for Health Care and Social Services in the
Archdiocese of Boston, and John Ruggie, the UN Secretary-General’s
Special Representative for Business and Human Rights, whose job it is to
propose measures to strengthen the human rights performance of the
business sector around the world.9 According to Hurd, Hehir said to Ruggie:
‘Where is religion at the UN?’ Ruggie replied: ‘There is none.’ In the quotation
above, the UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, claimed in 2009 that the UN
is ‘a secular organisation, the United Nations has no common religion’.
The comments of Ruggie and Ban seem inherently problematic, even
contrary, in highlighting the secular orientation of the UN when, as we shall
see below, the UN is a focal point for hundreds of transnational FBOs. Their
statements do, however, suggest that traditionally the UN has had
problematic relationships with ‘religion’. As the quotations also indicate, the
UN has a raison d’être traditionally involving pursuit of ‘liberal’ or ‘progressive’
‘secular’ goals, including inter-state cooperation, democracy, peace and the
rule of law, while religion was traditionally pejoratively characterised as both
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conservative and prone to conflict.10
How then to explain an additional thrust of the quotation from Ban: religion
can be part of the solution, not necessarily an integral aspect of the problem?
Ban points to common ground between the UN and ‘major faiths’, which ‘work
on behalf of the disadvantaged and the vulnerable’, implying that ‘religion’
has something to contribute in this regard. Ban’s comment also highlights
public policy concerns at the UN that are today significantly informed by both
moral and ethical issues, often with an identifiable religious component. More
generally, today’s changed international environment provides FBOs with a
new or enhanced role in global public policy. This centres on ‘values’ and,
more generally, encourages a shift from an exclusively secular approach to
dealing with problems to one that is informed by ideas deriving from religious
values that may be quite beneficial for inter-group and inter-community
relations. As a result, selected FBOs—that is, those that publicly adhere to
the fundamental values of the UN, including, human rights, democracy and
the rule of law—are now increasingly seen as credible interlocutors in relation
to various moral and ethical issues, which can validly inform global public
policy via debates, discussions and ‘fact-finding’ initiatives.
Before briefly looking at current involvement of FBOs at the UN, it is useful to
trace their involvement at the organisation over time. As is well known, the
UN was founded just as World War II ended and the organisation’s worldview
was strongly moulded by the events of 1939–45. The UN was established
with the primary goal of building international peace, security and
cooperation. Today, the UN is the only near-universal IGO, with 192 member
states.
In the context of its work, the UN has long engaged with selected non-state
actors, including (secular) NGOs.11 In recent years, as previously noted, the
UN has considerably developed its dealings with selected FBOs, that is,
those that share the organisation’s core values. This also reflects, first, the
fact that many FBOs active at the UN are transnational in orientation, with
expanded activities in recent years. Focusing on national, regional and global
contexts, many seek to influence public policy in relation to various issues,
typically centring on an array of human rights concerns.12 Second, it also
suggests that the UN is keen to be seen to be interacting with FBOs, in the
context of what is often claimed to be a widespread—or even universal—
religious resurgence, a generalised search for improved ‘values’ to inform
global public policy and a comprehensive desire to engage more closely and
consistently with ‘civil society’ organisations, including, in some cases, those
with a strong faith perspective.13
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Third, today’s post-secular international environment is characterised by the
expansion of many FBO concerns from primarily theological issues to
concerns traditionally understood as ‘secular’. These include: human,
including women’s, rights, conflict resolution and problems of international
development.14 In relation to the latter, for example, many FBOs now express
interest in how poor and undeveloped countries can develop both
economically and in terms of their human capital, an issue whose focal point
is currently the UN-derived Millennium Development Goals (2000–2015).
Increasingly, the issue of international development and how to achieve it is
regarded as not simply improving economic output and hoping that this will
somehow ‘trickle down’ to the poor to improve their living standards; it has
also become a burning moral concern. And, as Lynch notes, when FBOs
ponder ‘international development’, they may well shift from a perusal of the
moral dimensions of the issue to focus on ‘neoliberal competition of the
“market” [in] international development’.15 From there it is an easy jump to
think about how post-Cold War globalisation encourages an unjust and
polarised world, with the rich appearing to benefit disproportionately
compared to the poor. It is also often noted that increasing globalisation has
coincided with what is judged to be a global religious revival, with religious
ideas assuming increased significance and relevance in national and
international ethical and moral debates, suggesting to some the existence of
a post-secular international environment. In short, today ‘religious’ views and
opinions expressed by FBOs often reflect and draw on and feed into ‘secular’
controversies, including not only international development but also ‘climate
change, global finance, disarmament, inequality, pan-epidemics and human
rights’.16 The result is that questions about the focus, values and content of
global public policy are increasingly influenced ‘by the moral resources that
“religions” offer and agencies of global governance need an awareness of
what religious actors are doing and sensitivity to religious difference’. 17
Liberal and Conservative FBO Tensions
Conservative religious groups have for years engaged in
clashes over family policy. Much of their activism aims to
preserve traditional families against what they decry as an
onslaught of feminism, abortion and gender politics (emphasis
added).18
While health policy is usually framed as a part of the secular
political domain, it touches upon combustible religious values
and engages powerful alliances across religious divides.
Catholics and Mormons; Christians and Muslims; Russian
Orthodox and American fundamentalists find common ground
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on traditional values and against SRHR issues at the UN
(emphasis added).19
Since its inception in 1945, the UN has had an institutionalised relationship
with numerous NGOs, while in recent years hundreds of selected FBOs have
also established access and in some cases achieved institutionalised status
with the UN’s central agencies, including the Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC). More generally, UN engagement with selected NGOs is rooted in
Article 71 of the UN Charter, established in 1945. Article 71 states that the
UN will ‘consult’ with NGOs in order to carry out its work, especially via
ECOSOC. In addition, the UN Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
recognises that religious belief is a fundamental aspect of human rights and
human freedom20. Three decades after the promulgation of the UN Charter,
the UN agreed to the establishment of a ‘Committee of Religious NGOs’ in
1972, followed in 2004 by the formation of the ‘NGO Committee on
Spirituality, Values, and Global Concerns’.21 In addition, recent years have
seen both increased numbers of FBOs and greater day-to-day FBO
involvement at the UN, with regular contributions to UN committees in both
New York and Geneva. In this context, many FBO representatives are very
active, enjoying institutionalised involvement with many UN Committees and
UN Commissions, including, for example, the UN Commission for Social
Development.22
Today, there are around 320 FBOs at the UN registered by ECOSOC, with
regularised access and involvement in the UN system, including the General
Assembly and in relation to specialised agencies, including the United
Nations Population Fund and World Bank. A few years ago, Petersen23
identified 58 per cent of FBOs at the UN as Christian, while Carrette and
Miall’s recent survey identifies fully three-quarters of UN FBOs
as both Christian and northern-based. Muslim FBOs at the UN are greatly in
the minority, with only one-sixth of ‘officially’ registered FBOs at the UN. On
the basis of these numbers, Christians (30.8 per cent of people in the world)
are ‘over-represented’ at the UN: Christian FBOs are between 58–75 per cent
of total ECOSOC-registered FBOs at the UN, while less than 31 per cent of
the world’s population are Christians. On the other hand, Muslims (23.3 per
cent of global population) are significantly ‘under-represented’, with just 16
per cent of ECOSOC-registered FBOs. In addition, at the end of 2012 there
were an estimated 13.76 million Jews in the world, less than 2 per cent of the
global population, whereas Jewish FBOs accounted for 7 per cent of the total
number of ECOSOC-registered FBOs at the UN; thus, Jews too are overrepresented at the UN compared to their global numbers, while, not only
Muslims, but also Hindus (14 per cent of global population/2 per cent of
ECOSOC-registered FBOs) and Buddhists (7 per cent/4 per cent), are
significantly under-represented.
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In this section, I briefly examine a particular issue involving FBOs at the UN. I
am selective in this regard both because of the large number of FBOs active
at the UN and because of the wide range of topic and issues with which they
are concerned (for an overview of these issues, see Haynes, 2013a).24 Here,
I focus on the issue of women’s sexual and reproductive health rights
(SRHR). As one of the most controversial of the issues regularly engaging the
attention of FBOs at the UN, it pits ‘conservative’ FBOs against ‘liberal’ FBOs.
Both kinds of FBO seek to enlist allies—both religious and secular—to try to
advance their goals. The key point is that a shared ‘conservative’ outlook
brings activists together and it does not seem important in this respect what
their religious outlook is. For example, campaigns at the UN in pursuit of
‘family values’ brings together ‘conservative’ Christian actors from a variety of
Christian faiths—Mormons, Catholics, Protestants and the Russian Orthodox
Church—as well as traditionalist Muslims. This inter-faith conservative bloc
constitutes an influential grouping at the UN, projecting a distinctly
traditionalist social agenda (Bob, 2012). 25Secular and religious ‘liberals’
regard the conservatives as motivated by ‘pre-modern’ ideas about gender
issues, family politics and women’s health, and believe that they work in
pursuit of the denial of the advance of women’s sexual and reproductive
health rights. For the liberals, the conservatives work
ceaselessly to contest, obstruct and delay the development of
relevant UN agendas. Their influence does not reflect their
number but is largely due to a striking ability to build alliances
across religious boundaries as well as elicit the support of
religious communities around the world.26
Why should it be that FBOs rely on non-religious arguments to make their
case at the UN in relation to issues related to women’s sexual and
reproductive health rights? As a secular forum, debates at the UN necessarily
‘take place in the context of a secular global public policy sphere’. This
produces norms, values and expressions which strongly influence potential
‘non-liberal’ ideas by ‘causing’ them to ‘align [their] frame to match the
dominant [liberal] discourse’.27 Thus, conservative FBOs seeking to oppose
what they regard as liberal SRHR policies at the UN do not believe it
appropriate or feasible if they want to make progress to express their
arguments in terms of their religious values (based on community, personal
responsibility and traditional patriarchal understandings of the family and
women’s place within it). Instead, they couch their concerns in religiously
neutral concerns with an ambiguous notion—that is, ‘family values’—enabling
them to overcome what openly expressed conservative religious values
would produce: ‘limited access to discursive and institutional opportunities at
the UN.’28 Consequently, if anti-SRHR groups wish to be successful they find
it necessary to ‘concentrate on countering the pro-abortion’—that is, liberal—
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groups’ agendas and declarations through blocking or weakening the prochoice language in UN documents. They also adjust the frame of their
discussions by arguing for concepts like the ‘natural family’ and referring to
God as the ‘creator’ in order to bypass theological differences and find nonChristian language.
Conservative groups’ strategy in relation to SRHR has developed over two
decades. The starting point for their campaign was two UN conferences in
1994 and 1995: Cairo (population growth) and Beijing (women and gender).
At the 1995 Beijing conference, conservatives claimed that lesbians had
launched a ‘direct attack on the values, cultures, traditions and religious
beliefs of the vast majority of the world’s peoples’.29 These conferences
marked the beginning of a concerted anti-liberal campaign in relation to
SRHR, initially led by the Pope, the Holy See (Vatican) and, more generally,
the Catholic Church. As Chao notes, at this time ‘the Catholic Church became
a leading actor on the conservative wing’.30 This propelled then-Pope John
Paul II to overall leadership of the global conservative faith-based struggle.
This is not to imply however that to be Catholic is necessarily to be
conservative. Instead, we can note a polarisation between ‘conservative’ and
‘liberal’ Catholics, a competition played out at the UN. For example, Catholic
NGOs with ECOSOC range from the pro-choice Catholics for choice to the
pro-life American Life League.31
Conservative Catholic campaign leadership was added to by supportive
involvement of mainly US-based Protestant evangelicals and conservative
Muslims from various countries. Bob32 refers to this alliance as the ‘Baptistburqa’ link.33 The augmentation of the conservative Catholic campaign from
additional conservative religious sources highlights the entities’ shared
conservative ideological orientation and their dispersed geographical
locations. Conservative Catholics from Italy were joined by traditionalist
Muslims from Egypt and Pakistan (among others), while right-wing
evangelical Protestants joined the campaign from their bases in the US.
These people were united not by a shared religious worldview but by an
ideological agreement of the necessity of weakening or, better, blocking prowomen’s choice language in UN documents.
Conclusion
Several overall conclusions emerge from this brief examination of FBOs at
the UN. First, the UN has a strongly ‘liberal’ secular agenda, whose concerns,
exemplified by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), focuses on
a range of justice and human rights concerns. As a result, the UN’s liberalsecular focus compels all actors at the UN, including FBOs which wish to
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influence debates and discussions, to adopt ‘appropriate’ UN-sanctioned
language in their engagements with UN bodies.
We have also seen that FBOs compete with each other primarily on
ideological—not theological—grounds. This implies that, for example, socially
conservative FBOs may well work not only with theologically conservative
FBOs but also socially conservative secular state and non-state actors at the
UN. On the other hand, ‘liberal’ FBOs are likely to work not only with other
liberal FBOs but also with ‘liberal’ NGOs and governments, in pursuit of
shared goals. In addition, FBOs wishing to maximise their influence at the UN
typically seek to link up with allies—including, other FBOs, secular NGOs,
and friendly governments—which share their ideological—not necessarily
theological—norms, values and beliefs. Some FBOs active at the UN manage
to achieve persistent influence, via regularised and/or institutionalised access
to opinion formers and decision makers located in friendly governments and
IGOs. Finally, some FBOs are less favoured, without consistent capacity to
enjoy such access and associated potential of building influence with
significant players at the UN.
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When looking at the geopolitics of faith in international affairs, Europe
appears as a specific spot on the map for several reasons. First, it is an
island swept by waves of secularisation (understood as the decline and
mutation rather as the disappearance of religion) in a world where gods still
hold strong positions. Second, it is a bastion of institutional separation
between spiritual and temporal matters in contrast to other regions where the
two domains are intimately intertwined. Third, Europe has experienced the
most advanced process of regional integration. The rise of the European
Union (EU) as a full political system and a level of governance salient in
almost all policy fields may question the historical national arrangements
between churches and states, and more largely between the sacred and the
political. Though they incorporate their religious heritages in collective
identity, memory and ethics, European nations, in short, may be less ‘under
God’ than they used to be, but they are more and more ‘under Brussels’. The
question is then to know to what extent religions remain national and/or are
reworked by European institutions, public action and power games. This
chapter browses several levels of analysis (the distribution of competences to
regulate religious affairs; religion in European politics in interactions with
other political belongings; religion and the legitimisation of the EU) with
references to more in-depth scholarship on each point to go further. The
conclusion is that European integration interacts with the contemporary
evolution of religion but does not command it. The EU is rather a structure of
opportunity to foster societal trends, sometimes to resist them, and frequently
to reformulate traditional discourses mixing religious and political repertoires
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in tune with present times. To a certain extent the European context
reinforces the national character of religions, first by comparisons with the
different practices of other member states, which highlights national
specificities, and second by its use as a symbolic resource to express the
national Self within the supranational and transnational arenas.
Extent and Limits of the Europeanisation of Religion
Two opposite discourses collide regarding the place and influence of religion
in European politics and how it is altered in return by European public action.
On the one hand, ‘Vatican Europe’ would be dominated by Christian forces,
mostly Catholic. European institutions would be besieged by religious
lobbies, turning the EU into a ‘Christian club’. On the other hand, the EU
would be a soulless and materialistic political system giving no place to
values and crushing traditional morality.
Both discourses have this in common, that they are frequently developed
without much empirical grounding. European studies have been reluctant to
deal with identity and cultural—not to say religious—matters since their
beginning, as European integration was supposed to be all about interests
and economic issues. Nevertheless, the extension of EU competencies and
its painful ‘democratic deficit’ have brought more and more legitimacy issues
onto the agenda. The failed attempt to give a constitution to the EU fuelled
the debate on the nature and limits of the European political community and
what constitutes ‘Europeanness’. Religion has been part and parcel of this
search for roots and substance.
Interactions between the EU and religions should be conceived in the broader
setting of political and spiritual changes at work at all territorial and functional
levels, from the local to the global. According to the treaties, the EU has no
specific competences regarding the regulation of faith. It ‘respects and does
not prejudice the status under national law’ of churches, religious
associations or communities (as well as philosophical and non-confessional
organisations) in the member states. The implementation of the principle of
subsidiarity means that every country remains its own master at home. The
European Court of Human Rights has confirmed this national rule on religious
matters by recognising the ‘margin of appreciation’ left to states within the
implementation of the core principles at the heart of European integration
(through both the EU and the Council of Europe).
In European arenas, religious actors and references must submit to pluralism
and relativism. To be heard, it is necessary to use the repertoire of
fundamental rights and to enter into coalitions with other religious and non-
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religious actors. In other words, religion has to play by the rules of European
multi-level governance and participatory democracy. It is not very different
from what happens in member states, simply with more diversity and more
pluralism. The more influential denominations at the national level are also
the big players at the supranational level.
Religious and National Belongings: In Congruence, Tension or Conflict?
To know how religions and national loyalties may be articulated in EU politics
and policies, the best thing is to directly interrogate European political actors.
This was the purpose of the survey, Religion at the European Parliament
(RelEP), the first attempt of its kind to document what members of the
European Parliament (MEPs) believe, and what they do with these beliefs.
The purpose was to offer objective data on the role of religion in decisionmaking, coalition-framing and political socialisation in supranational
parliamentary politics. One hundred and sixty-seven MEPs of multiple party
and national belongings were interviewed between 2010 and 2013.
The first acknowledgement of MEPs is that the way to relate to faith business
differs according to the country of origin. There is near unanimity (82.8 per
cent) among interviewees in stressing that religion does indeed have a
particular importance, depending on nationality. Religion is often said to
create notable differences between representatives of new and old member
states, the former being more religious than the latter. Differences between
old member states are also perceptible according to the place of religious
issues on their own domestic agendas. German Catholics are more focused
on economic issues related to religion to protect the fiscal status of German
churches; Italian Catholics are particularly involved in debates on how
religion is handled in the public sphere in the wake of the controversy over
religious signs in classrooms that raged after the ruling of the European Court
of Human Rights on the Lautsi case.1
This path-dependence relating to the national way of addressing religion is
not really altered by the experience of politicians in European institutions.
Almost half of MEPs (45.4 per cent) consider that the place of religion at the
EP is different from their experience of it in national politics. This perception
is especially acute for the representatives who come from very secularised
and/or secular (separating strictly religion and politics) backgrounds and who
are shocked by the views of religious lobbyists and the occasional priest in a
cassock in the corridors of the assembly. However, 31.6 per cent of
interviewees—especially those coming from systems with a tradition of
denominational diversity and cooperation between religious and political
powers—are less surprised by what they see in Brussels and Strasbourg. But
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surprised or not, there is a consensus (84.7 per cent) among MEPs that their
experience at the EP has not changed their views on the links between
religion and politics. Their national conceptual frameworks to deal with
spiritual matters still prevail.2
What may evolve a little is the form of expressing their religious or
philosophical beliefs, in order to comply with a multicultural environment
where idiosyncratic references rooted in a national memory are less likely to
make sense. Religious discourses have to be qualified in intensity to respect
all sensibilities, including secular ones, and have also to manage tensions
between national memories. A religious figure considered as a virtuous
proselyte by Catholics may be seen as an oppressor by Protestant or
Orthodox Christians. This resentment of minority denominations against the
influence of majority faiths is a constant in European integration.3
What is true for MEPs is also true for religious interest groups. Politicians and
lobbies have to enter into multi-national and multi-faith coalitions and
therefore comply with the rule of moderation coming with the Brussels’
territory. But MEPs still have privileged connections with national and even
local religious communities. Some MEPs adopt strong postures to defend
radical religious views at the cost of marginalisation by mainstream political
forces at the EP and exclusion from the cooperative mechanisms of the
assembly based on compromise. But the purpose of these outsiders is less to
act as European legislators than to display their loyalty to their domestic
constituencies.
The example of religion at the EP shows how such a normative resource may
collide with the usual European policy-making based on rationalisation and
bargaining. By definition, a discourse referring to an absolute truth and
claiming an authority rooted in the sacred will not be a natural player in a
game where virtually everything has to be negotiable. But the EU is also a
polity in the making, and religion has been constitutive in the building of all
political systems in the history of humanity. It has been to various extents a
matrix of national identities for member states and it is now mobilised to
legitimate an EU in search of a founding narrative. So the challenge may be
to find a place for Europe between the ‘nations under God’ and God himself,
without mentioning other competing geopolitical ‘roofs’ such as Christianity or
the West.
The Religious Heritage of Europe as a Possible Unifying Background
Religion may serve in different ways to justify the project of European
integration. It may be used as material in the production of a discourse on
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European identity; to highlight a similarity of values between European
societies; as religious networks and actors to pass the European message.
But in these three functions (as content, normative cleavage and gobetween), religion may as well be instrumentalised to oppose European
integration. The everlasting debate on the Christian heritage of Europe is the
best illustration of the dilemma of religion torn between national and
supranational belongings.
A controversy has raged since the 1990s on the appropriateness of referring
to God and/or to the legacy of Christianity in the preamble of a European
constitution and later in various attempts to institutionalise a European
memory through museums or other achievements. Religion is then a
resource to reinvent a European tradition which existed prior to the nationstate and thus to give primacy to European unity. It also aims at connecting
individual beliefs and affiliations with an abstract and alien supranational
project.
The motivations for activating a European memory with Christian
connotations are of various types. They can be understood at the level of the
EU as a political system; in the articulation of the national and the European;
and in the to and fro of everyday politics. At a systemic level, the main
objective is to endow the EU with a founding myth which is distinct from
national histories and which predates them, thus justifying an autonomous
European political system. There may also be an attempt to define the
historical criteria for belonging to a European cultural community. Societies
and populations can be placed in a hierarchy on the basis of these criteria: as
longstanding or new member states which have undergone or avoided
subjection to communist, atheistic materialism; their historical roles as central
heartlands or advanced bastions of Christianity; their level of religiosity/
secularisation and/or their dominant religious denomination. They may also
be excluded. In articulating the national and the European, religion can serve
as an adjustment or resistance variable when adapting national identity to the
context of European integration. France, with its secular tradition, opposes
any mention of the Christian heritage in European treaties in the name of
Enlightenment principles, which are the foundation of its Republican identity.
In contrast, during the Lautsi affair, Italy defended the cultural meaning of
crucifixes displayed in classrooms as symbols of national identity. Finally, at
the level of the Brussels political game, the churches’ demand for recognition
of the primacy of Christian values over time aims at more than an
acknowledgement of a historical fact. If one subscribes to the idea that the
Rights of Man derive from Christianity, the next stage is to recognise a
preponderant place for church guardians of the Christian tradition in
deliberations over the public good, while also granting special influence over
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public policy choices to collective preferences informed by Christian
values. Finally, religion can also be used to criticise European integration in
part or in its entirety. Invoking the Christian foundations of European
civilisation confers an authority with which to challenge the excessive
materialism or cultural liberalism (on abortion, homosexuality, etc.) of
Community policies as a betrayal of common European origins. This may
provide an argument for justifying or disqualifying the candidature of an
accession state or for solidarity with a population elsewhere in the world that
is being persecuted for its convictions.4
The failure to achieve any mention of the Christian heritage in the European
constitution and the treaty of Lisbon has not marked the end of the symbolic
struggle around the reference to religion. Several episodes show that the
question is still a live one and is likely to remain so. The main arena for this
debate is the European Parliament, which reflects the cultural diversity of
European societies and which allows for initiatives by political minorities and
NGOs. In 2005, Polish MEPs campaigned to name new Parliament buildings
after Karol Wojtyla, Pope John Paul II, to honour his contribution to the fall of
communism. Secular forces rejected the promotion of a moral leader hostile
to abortion and homosexuality; Protestant and Orthodox Christians resented
the grip of Catholics on European symbols, a permanent concern for minority
Christian denominations threatened by a Christian Europe turned Catholic.5
The most recent memory endeavours, such as the ‘House of European
History’ supported by the European Parliament, meet the same temptations
and problems in mobilising religion as identity material.6
Conclusion
Religion may appear elusive in a European Union which is itself frequently
criticised for its abstraction. The addition of two transparent entities is not the
most likely solution to create substance. Even when one shifts from domestic
to external politics, the diagnosis is not very different. The ‘Christian’ nature of
Europe may be more frequently emphasised by non-Christian parts of the
world than by European themselves. But during a traumatic event such as the
crisis created by the publication in the Danish newspaper Jyllands Posten of
cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad in 2005–2008, the US and not the
EU was the main scapegoat of furious Muslim crowds.7
However, religion in Europe is nowadays defined less by a specific content
and more as an ethical source irrigating normative choices and as a symbolic
marker of identity. As such, beliefs and observance may be less important
than the way of relating to religion. Religious heritages can be understood as
public goods submitted to inventories according to the needs and tastes of
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collective and individual actors. Countries are distinguished from others
according to the way they exercise this selective relation. Within countries,
social groups are differentiated according to their approach to religiously
loaded questions rather than in strictly religious terms. So religion keeps
marking European societies with its footprint. The divine canopy has many
holes, exists in multiple colours and fabrics to accommodate all preferences
and overlaps with several other man-made skies, but European nations are
still under gods, and the stars of the European flag add simply a little more
complexity and variety to the firmament.
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What does religion have to do with European integration? The major
approaches to explaining the remarkable success of the European project
usually stress economic interests, strategic motivations or institutional forces
in the growth of continental unity since 1945. And although constructivist
scholars have insisted on a role for ideas and beliefs in the integration
process, few have said very much about religion.
Indeed, any argument that European religion matters politically today or in
the recent past is immediately suspect. The majestic churches that still
dominate urban skylines sit all but empty. Few attend services and even
fewer accept traditional dogmas. Scholars may debate whether religion is
dying or just transmuted into less recognisable—and less politically salient—
‘spiritualties’. But no one can deny that organised religion has lost influence
everywhere, even in Catholic strongholds such as Poland and Ireland.
A decline in traditional religion does not mean, however, that religion no
longer matters in Europe. Religion shapes cultures in deep and lasting ways.
Lives are marked by ceremonies, celebrations and ancient holidays—all filled
with emotional power, if drained of theological content. Individual worldviews,
once shaped by understandings of God, creation, humanity and revelation,
persist in more secular guises from generation to generation. Religion as a
social marker still shapes identities by drawing dark lines around ‘us’ and
‘them’—even among those with few ties to organised faith. Thus, religion
shapes a ‘confessional culture’ that lingers long after the vibrancy of faith has
diminished.
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We see religion’s impact in both the history and contemporary politics of
European integration. Many journalists have observed that the most
enthusiastic proponents of ‘ever closer union’ have been the predominantly
Catholic countries of continental Europe, while the Protestants of Britain and
the Nordic regions have been much more guarded about shifting power
towards Brussels. Although most scholars explain away this religious
divergence, it reflects fundamental differences in confessional culture:
Catholics and their church never really accepted the legitimacy of the
Westphalian nation-state system, remembering the ‘unities’ of Rome,
Charlemagne’s empire, and medieval Christendom. For Protestants of the
North (and many in the Netherlands and Germany), the nation-state was the
protector of national liberties, and their specific religion became a central
aspect of national identity. Of course, these ideals often succumbed to the
reality of power politics, but they maintained a tenacious hold on religious
leaders, politicians and mass publics alike.
The post-war European project was born out of the concerns of Catholic
statesmen, preoccupied with creating permanent peace among the warring
tribes of Europe. Robert Schuman of France, Konrad Adenauer of Germany,
Alcide de Gaspari of Italy and a host of lesser Christian Democratic
politicians saw the creation of supranational European institutions as a way
not only to restore prosperity to a devastated continent but also to create a
new Europe ‘deeply rooted’, as Schuman put it, ‘in Christian basic values’.
Many of these leaders had become acquainted in the 1920s and 1930s and
quickly established intricate Catholic and Christian Democratic political
networks after the war, opening channels of communication on nascent
proposals for new institutions to safeguard peace and prosperity and, more
importantly, reconcile former enemies in a process of Christian forgiveness.
Although there were some ‘secular’ figures, such as Paul-Henri Spaak, who
played significant roles in creating these new European institutions, their
ideological rationale had deep Catholic roots.
The institutional developments leading up to the Treaties of Rome in 1957
similarly drew their most enthusiastic support from Christian Democratic
parties. To an extraordinary extent not often remembered today, governments
in the six nations experimenting with new forms of unity were dominated by
Christian Democrats, either governing alone or in coalition. Indeed, European
integration went from being an interesting, if unrealistic idea in interwar
Catholic circles to a central tenet of Christian Democracy and a vital element
of movement identity, so much so that Etienne Borne claimed for the French
MRP in 1954: ‘We are the party of Europe.’1 The centrality of European
federalism to the post-war Christian Democratic vision is easily understood in
light of the movement’s core tenets: a personalist view of society, concern for
the well-being of the family, and reconciliation among former enemies, all of
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which required new political forms.
The European project also had strong backing from the Vatican and national
Catholic hierarchies. Although the Vatican usually refrained from attempting
to direct the activity of Christian Democratic parties, the Catholic church still
had a powerful moral influence over a continent undergoing a post-war
religious resurgence. Pius XII said that he was ‘instinctively drawn’ to the
‘practical realization of European unity’2 and had repeatedly backed the goal
of a united Europe from the earliest days of the war.3 Catholic organisations,
even as far away as the United States, followed his lead and called for ‘some
kind of voluntary European union’.4 After the war, in the afterglow of the
Hague Conference (1948), Pius again called for a European union.5 In a
Catholic Europe not yet experiencing the onset of secularisation, the church’s
vocal support for unity provided strong encouragement to Catholic statesmen
and publics alike.
In fact, one of the most critical contributions of religion to integration was the
support provided by grassroots Catholics. Whether taking cues from Christian
Democratic politicians or church leaders, Catholic laity were by far the most
enthusiastic backers of European unity—and the more devout the Catholic,
the stronger the pro-unity views. Although Europe-wide polling on such
questions begins with the prototype Eurobarometer in 1970, there is little
doubt that the strong support that Catholics exhibited for the project in the
1970s and 1980s was at least as vigorous during the early years of
integration. While such public attitudes did not necessarily dictate the action
of politicians, it did provide a broad permissive consensus in which national
leaders might create supranational institutions. Both the strength and
duration of Catholic public support for European unity have been quite
impressive.6
The ‘Protestant’ reaction to the developing integration process was quite
different. Protestant states have consistently resisted handing sovereignty to
federal institutions. Britain has always been an ‘awkward’ European partner,
but so have others. Denmark, Sweden and Finland also joined the EU late
and have resisted deeper integration. Iceland, Norway and Switzerland are
natural EU members but each refuses to join. Historically, these countries
have taken a route independent of the continental powers; each was deeply
shaped by the Protestant side of the Reformation. Britain and the Nordics
feared the very notion of an ever closer union and stayed out of the
Community as long as their economic and strategic interests allowed. Once
inside the house, they proved to be perpetually grumpy family members. After
discovering the cost of membership, Britain demanded money back;
Denmark’s voters nixed the Maastricht Treaty, then reversed course after
securing opt-outs from all the significant parts; among Protestant countries
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only Finland has joined the Eurozone; and other members with large
Protestant populations, including Germany and the Netherlands (currently led
by Protestants), have vetoed or watered down every attempt to solve the
recent Eurozone crisis by giving federal institutions more control over national
economies.
And just as support from the Catholic church, Christian Democratic politicians
and grassroots Catholics provided the support base for the integration
project, ‘Euroscepticism’ in its earliest forms dominated their Protestant
counterparts. The national churches in Protestant countries, whether
Lutheran or Anglican, exhibited very little enthusiasm for integration in the
years after World War II. Indeed, most remained tied closely to their national
regimes and were quite suspicious of what they perceived to be a ‘Catholic
project’. Although these sentiments began to soften somewhat after Vatican
II, it was hard to find much organised Protestant enthusiasm for the European
project, even after several Protestant nations finally joined. Even today, their
institutional lobbying presence in Brussels pales beside that of the Catholic
church. The stances of more sectarian Protestant churches in Britain, the
Nordic countries and the Netherlands never wavered at all: they remained
adamantly opposed to yielding sovereignty to supranational institutions, still
fearing encroachment on religious liberty and in some cases, exhibiting
ancient anti-Catholic prejudices.
These attitudes have characterised Protestant politicians and publics as well.
Although the systematic study of religion’s influence among European elites
is rare, we have some evidence. Some of the most intriguing is biographical:
we can look at the fascinating contrast in attitudes towards integration
exhibited by the Methodist grocer’s daughter who became the Eurosceptic
prime minister of Great Britain—Margaret Thatcher—and the devout French
Catholic politician and bureaucrat—Jacques Delors—who was the architect
of the European Union’s programmatic growth and territorial expansion in the
1980s and 1990s.7 Even today, it is instructive to observe that the national
leaders resisting deeper economic and political integration are Protestants
from Britain, Sweden, the Netherlands, Denmark and even Germany.
More systematic analysis also confirms religion’s influence among elites.
Foret’s work on the European Parliament finds relatively few differences
between Catholics and Protestants but notes that Catholics feel much more
comfortable in EU institutions and less likely to identify religion as a source of
conflict. A survey of national parliamentary elites also found minimal
differences by religious identity of members, but showed that the religious
composition of their societies influenced attitudes towards integration.
Contrary to the authors’ expectations (but consistent with ours), elites in
Catholic countries (regardless of their own affiliation) showed the strongest
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support for integration, with those in Orthodox countries next, followed by
those in ‘mixed’ nations, with elites in Protestant nations bringing up the rear.
In a multivariate analysis including many potential influences (economic
wealth, regional location and historic experiences), Protestant country elites
were still significantly less likely to support further integration; indeed, the
coefficient for ‘majority Protestant’ obtained a higher level of statistical
significance than any other variable.8
The impact of confessional culture may sometimes be subtle, but that culture
continues to shape the functioning of national institutions. A good test case is
presented by the EU practice of allowing opt-outs during treaty negotiations
and a more recent policy of ‘enhanced cooperation’.9 Enhanced cooperation
allows any group of EU states to pursue deeper integration (usually in a
specific policy area) beyond that acceptable to other members. Combined
with the many opt-outs allowed by treaty, this has created a multi-speed
Europe with members participating in a varying number of integration
formations. Thus, the number of formations in which a country participates is
a reasonable measure of enthusiasm for integration. And, as we would
expect, the more Protestant a country, the less often it joins efforts to
integrate more deeply. Even controlling for national wealth and the timing of
accession to the EU, Protestant countries are much more reluctant to engage
in voluntary integration.
Work by other scholars suggests additional ways in which confessional
culture influences national elite behaviour. Ivy Hamerly found that Protestant
confessional culture encourages stronger national oversight of decisions
taken in Brussels. If Protestant parties are members of coalition governments
when parliaments create European oversight committees, those committees
are much more likely to scrutinise Brussels closely than are oversight bodies
established by governments that include Catholic or mixed confessional
Christian Democratic parties. In other words, the presence of sceptical
Protestants produces more scrutiny by parliamentary committees protecting
the national interest.10
Not surprisingly, the attitudes of Protestant politicians (and of others
representing Protestant constituencies) mirror those of Protestant publics.
From the very beginning of the Eurobarometer surveys, Protestant citizens
have been much less supportive of the European Union (and its
predecessors), less likely to prefer more policymaking in Brussels, and less
inclined to evaluate EU institutions favourably, even under rigorous controls
for other factors more often identified as determinants of such support
(nationality, party identification, ideology, political engagement, European
identity, economic situation, gender, class and education).11 Qualitative
evidence strongly suggests that church-attending sectarian Protestants are
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far less supportive of integration than their mainline co-religionists.
Eurobarometer affiliation measures are not usually precise enough to identify
the small numbers of sectarian Protestants, but where they are, we find them
to be fiercely anti-integration.
One final piece of evidence deals with the critical question of ‘European’
identity. For many advocates of an ‘ever closer union’, a crucial requisite is
the development of a European ‘demos’, a large group of citizens who think
of themselves as ‘Europeans’ and identify with European institutions and
symbols. Religion matters here as well: in Eurobarometer data there is a
strong positive correlation between the proportion of a nation’s citizens who
think of themselves only as ‘nationals’ and the proportion who are Protestants
(r=.419), a relationship that persists in multivariate analysis.
Unfortunately, the Eurobarometer does not permit a direct test of the
individual-level relationship between confessional culture and European
identity: no survey includes both types of question. But Eurobarometer 65.2
(Spring 2006) permits an indirect approach. That survey asked about an
important symbol of European unity, the EU flag: (1) did the respondent
identify with the flag, and (2) should the flag be flown next to the national flag
on all public buildings? The results are instructive: Catholics are significantly
more likely than Protestants to identify with the flag, and even more likely to
want it flown. Catholics vary little by their national religious location, but
Protestants do. Protestants in the religious majority are quite negative
towards the EU flag, while those living in majority Catholic countries are more
favourable. Thus, Catholics act as though the EU flag is their flag: they
identify with it and want to see it flying, but Protestants identify with the flag
only when a religious minority. When in the majority, they want nothing to do
with it.12
Thus, despite the purported secularisation of European politics, we find that
confessional culture still affects the movement towards European unity. Of
course, that influence has shifted with changes in the religious environment
and in the European Union itself. The declining number of observant
Catholics and Protestants has weakened religious influences on both proand anti-EU sides. The growing ecumenism of Catholic and Protestant
churches may explain a recent tendency for the dwindling number of
observant Protestants to exhibit more positive attitudes towards integration.
The EU’s expansion into Eastern Europe has diversified its religious
composition, bringing in more Eastern Orthodox and Muslims, often more
sceptical about the project. And in recent years the social liberalism of
Brussels institutions and the failure to acknowledge religious influences in the
proposed unsuccessful Constitution have antagonised traditionalist Catholics
from Ireland to Poland, threatening the old pro-EU Catholic consensus.
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Why do such changes matter? Put most broadly, the erosion of one of the
historic sources of support makes the integration project much more subject
to the vagaries of public reactions to the current economic performance of the
EU and its member nations—shifting ground indeed compared to the old
bedrock of Catholic supranationalism. Will the EU develop a new ideational
basis for a renewed ‘permissive consensus’ on integration? Perhaps, but the
task will prove daunting in a deeply divided Europe.
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Introduction
Global civil society has become an important theme of investigation for
scholars of global politics. The expansion of globalisation over the past
decades through technological innovation has intensified the influence and
impact of global civil society. Religious organisations are natural participants
in this global civil society, articulating their members’ concerns to global
society. The expansion of their independence since the end of the Cold War
has been identified as an explanation for their seeming resurgence as
political actors in the past twenty years, according to many scholars. Though
the expanded influence of religious actors is viewed by many as a dangerous
development, this reflects the way in which anti-social activities of radical
religious movements dominate media headlines. When we assess the day-today activities of global religious movements, we find a wide array of actors
involved in development and peace advocacy and contributing to the cultural
vitality of global society. The normative power of religious movements to
shape global civil society is an important theme of inquiry for political science
into the future.
Religion among Global Communities of Purpose
The increasing pace of social change and its spread to the four corners of the
globe have led many political scientists to emphasise globalisation’s role in
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bringing change to international politics. One of the key features of
globalisation is the way in which people relate to one another in new ways
mediated by new information technologies as well as improved transportation
links. Step by step since the early 1990s, computerisation, satellite
communication, the fax machine, the internet and social media have created
new platforms on which politics plays out in transnational space. They
challenge the extent to which politics is local and they create new
communities of purpose, including religious movements. Everyone in the
world seeks purpose and meaning in some way, and religious communities
provide fundamental answers to the larger proportion of the world’s
population. These communities in turn relate to states and to one another. As
globalisation links humans in more complex ways, these communities of
purpose create a new political geography. Issues of religion and politics are
no longer confined to one locality: they become items of global concern.
One does not need to look very far to see ways in which religious matters
have become global issues. During the late 1990s, the Jubilee 2000
campaign, largely spearheaded by Christian groups in the United Kingdom,
inspired a larger campaign for Third World debt relief that eventually featured
prominently at the 2005 G8 Summit in Gleneagles, Scotland. In late January
and early February 2006, violent protests gripped several Middle Eastern
capitals after concerned Muslims learned about the publication of a series of
cartoons depicting the Prophet Muhammad in the Danish newspaper
Jyllands-Posten. In July 2010, Terry Jones, the pastor of a small radical
Christian congregation in Florida, also created a global furore with his plan to
burn the Quran in a symbolic trial against the Muslim scriptures. The plight of
the Rohingya Muslim minority population, subject to violence and
discrimination at the hands of Buddhists in Myanmar, grabbed headlines in
2013. In June 2014, the eyes of millions of Christians worldwide turned to
northern Iraq, where a militant Islamist group known until then as the Islamic
State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) conquered northern Iraqi cities and forced
indigenous Christians to flee, convert, or pay an extortionate tax. Tens of
thousands worldwide converted their Facebook profile picture to the Arabic
letter nun, in solidarity with the displaced who had been forced to self-identify
as nasiri, the Quranic term used for Christians.
The principal communities of purpose in each of these cases—whether
advocacy groups calling for action in defence of human rights, vigilante
groups that target other sects, movements of Facebook users, or religious
groups seeking recognition of their concerns—are not states but sub-state
groups, what political scientists refer to as organisations of ‘civil society’.
Prominent sociologist of religion Peter Berger describes civil society as the
independent sphere in which people organise themselves into groups: it
exists somewhere between the individual and the state, in what we might call
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‘the tertiary sector’. Politically, it is ‘the ensemble of institutions that stand in
between the private sphere (which notably includes the family), on the one
hand, and the macro-institutions of the state and the economy, on the other
hand’.1 Because of the ascriptive quality of many religions—which can seem
much like ethnic groups rather than self-directed organisations—some
question the extent to which religion is part of civil society. But religious
groups in the twenty-first century tend to be malleable and fluid, contributing
a great deal to the construction of a larger society in which personal choices
shape the politics of the day.
Almost all religions become social phenomena through self-constituted sects,
groups, or organisations. Buddhism has been spread over the centuries by
the sangha, the community of monks. Christians organise themselves into
churches, parishes, monastic and lay orders, missions and parachurch
movements. Muslims participate in their faith through involvement in
neighbourhood mosques, da’wa organisations and Sufi orders. Jewish
synagogues and community centres provide social networking sites that
support the work of charitable groups pursuing tikkun olam (healing for the
world). This panoply of organisations is increasingly innovative and
responsive to the needs of individual believers, seeking to capture a larger
‘market share’ by presenting new and exciting ways to participate, even in the
case of ancient traditions.2
Religion as a Feature of Global Civil Society
In the early 2000s, Mary Kaldor argued that the emergence of sub-state
actors at the transnational level signalled the creation of ‘a new form of
politics’, a global civil society.3 The nature of this society was constantly
evolving based on the interactions of people within the system. Civil actors
became the motors of change, propelling the system forward and determining
what issues would be significant to the politics of the future. Over the next
few years, many political changes underscored the importance of these civil
society actors. Small groups brought attention to the AIDS crisis and the
ongoing civil war in many parts of Africa. Others lobbied governments to take
action to ban the use of landmines and cluster munitions. Dictatorial regimes
in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen were overthrown during the so-called
‘Arab Spring’ of 2011, set in motion by young activists who often spread their
message via Facebook and Twitter, a message later broadcast via al Jazeera
to a world audience.
The role of religion in this global civil society is controversial. Numerous
books have been published over the past several years that point to the
growth of religion as an influence on political behaviour, contrary to the
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predictions made for many decades by secularisation theorists. In one
groundbreaking work, Mark Juergensmeyer argued that with the collapse of
ideological polarisation during the Cold War, religious nationalism emerged to
fill the gaps left by disillusionment with capitalism and communism.4 Later,
Scott Thomas identified multiple ways that religion had made a resurgence
twenty-first century politics.5 More recently, Monica Duffy Toft, Daniel Philpott
and Timothy Shah have addressed the way in which the independence of
religious groups from state authority enhances their importance to global
politics. They challenge the presumption that the state’s embrace of religion
is the most important way in which religion becomes ‘political’. Instead, they
present the case that religion’s resurgence as a political force has more to do
with the relative independence and autonomy of religious actors, which thrive
in liberal democratic societies and oppose authoritarianism that limits their
free exercise.6 Religious actors survived the repression of modernist and
communist regimes and thrived as liberty expanded in the wake of the Cold
War.
Not all viewed the expansion of religion in the post-Cold War world as a
positive development. The late Christopher Hitchens, in particular, articulated
the view that the role of religious movements was consistently negative.7
Indeed, one might assume that the increasing salience of religion to global
civil society is inherently divisive. Religious organisations often present
exclusive claims to truth. They often stand behind conflict, motivating the
faithful to lay aside compromise and to give up even their own temporal
existence in the pursuit of a more ultimate and transcendent goal. Wouldn’t a
religious resurgence be dangerous to global society, causing it to be more
‘uncivil’?
It is true that religious resurgence has often emphasised the fundamental
differences between religious groups. Often this occurs because of pent-up
stresses related to the repression of religion in the past. For example, the
modernist White Revolution instituted in Iran in the 1960s and 1970s led
revolutionaries to enshrine Islamic guidance in the Iranian constitution of
1979. The Soviet-led government of Afghanistan had introduced numerous
secular reforms in the 1980s that became the primary targets of the
Mujahedeen (and later the Taliban) regimes of the 1990s. In other cases,
religious movements make instrumental use of religious difference as a
means of political gain. India’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) was able to
make use of a controversy over the existence of a mosque at the legendary
birthplace of the Hindu god Ram to slingshot to the top of the polls in the
early 1990s. Their supporters went on to target Muslims and their shrines in
numerous incidents over the following decade.
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Religion’s ‘Normative Promise’
However, in spite of the common complaint that religious organisations
pursue divisive political action, it would be inaccurate to assume that the
reactionary and instrumental use of religion in global conflict is its most
common form. For every headline that describes the violent and reactionary
actions of religious radicals, there are thousands of unreported activities that
arise out of the pro-social intentions of religious devotees. The quotidian
efforts of religious people do not capture wide public interest but they
contribute to the normal functioning of the majority of the world’s societies.
The work of many scholars shows that the expanded role of religion in civil
society helps to reflect natural divisions in society even as it supports
liberalism and pluralism in those states that embrace religion’s independence.
Toft, Philpott, and Shah observe that religion has had an extremely important
role in the expansion of democratisation over the past few decades: 48 out of
78 cases of ‘substantial democratisation’ were influenced by religious actors,
such that ‘[i]n most of the cases where democracy was on the march
between 1972 and 2009, freedom had a friend in religion’.8 Robert Putnam
and David E. Campbell analyse the role that religion plays in modern
American society. They argue that even though religion divides Americans,
the very connections that religion encourages among human beings also help
to mitigate conflict among the American people.9 Religious pluralism in civil
society therefore both reflects our divisions over fundamental values and
provides the key for living with those divisions. John Coleman, a Jesuit
scholar, presents the case that religious organisations provide numerous
social goods that encourage the formation of social capital: they promote
volunteerism and a communitarian vision of the world, they address major
social problems including poverty, crime and health issues, they provide
opportunities to build civic skills and promote economic justice.10 What is
more, such religious organisations by definition work within a global orbit, as
most religious traditions are confined not to one country but to several.
Reflecting on the work of the World Council of Churches in bringing down the
apartheid regime in South Africa in the 1980s, Kevin Warr speaks of the
‘normative promise’ of religious organisations in contributing to a more
peaceful, harmonious, and democratic world. Religious organisations are
uniquely powerful actors in civil society because
they have the ability to change peoples’ worldviews, based on
a shared version of ultimate truth. Therefore, these organs of
global civil society are able to foster social capital
transnationally in a manner that travels well.11
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What this means is that religious organisations transcend national boundaries
and speak deeply to the hearts of people, in a way that facilitates cultural and
social change.
Today, global civil society is enriched by the participation of religious actors.
Some of the world’s largest relief and development organisations are rooted
in religion, including World Vision, Caritas, the Aga Khan Foundation and
Compassion International. Many other religious organisations present the
case for action on behalf of relief and development at the state level.
Religious actors promote human rights and freedom of conscience: for
example, the International Justice Mission, a global advocacy group based in
Washington, DC, promotes the freedom of modern-day slaves in the sex
trafficking industry.12 Peace movements seek alternative means of promoting
political change: Soka Gakkai, a peace movement rooted in Nichiren
Buddhist philosophy, works to promote peaceful enjoyment of culture and
personal enrichment through the actions of committed ‘engaged Buddhists’
throughout the globe. The experience of Baha’i, many of whom have been
persecuted for their faith, contributes to the active participation of Baha’i
throughout the world in promoting peaceful development and human rights.
Concerned about the way in which religious polarisation has affected
Western politics since the terror attacks of 11 September 2001, numerous
small initiatives have arisen in the past decade throughout North America and
Europe that bring together people of many faiths to promote interfaith
understanding.13 One of these, the Interfaith Youth Core, was the brainchild of
interfaith activist Eboo Patel and works on college campuses throughout the
United States and abroad.14
Religious actors have long been important influences on the domestic politics
of states. Today, they are increasingly working on the global stage: interacting
with one another, with intergovernmental organisations, development
organisations, and foreign actors. As the politics of religion globalises, it puts
more and more believers in dialogue with one another and it transforms and
expands our knowledge of one another. Religious organisations articulate the
basic normative assumptions of most of the world’s population and thereby
contribute to authentic interaction between people. Religious traditions have
withstood the test of time and respond to the inner lives of believers and as
such it is unlikely that religious organisations will disappear any time soon.
Although religious organisations may do so in a way that is uncompromising
or even violent, in most cases they simply take action on issues and
problems that are common to all the world’s peoples. A world of many
religions, all of which make a contribution to global civil society, can be both
daunting and thrilling. Global politics into the future will increasingly reflect
the pluralism of a world where spiritual voices provide deeper meaning to our
common experience as human beings. As such, political science will need to
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grapple with the influence of religious organisations as important actors in
global civil society.
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Whose God? A Human Rights
Approach
J . Pa u l Ma rt in
C ol u m b ia U n ive r s it y, USA

Introduction1
This chapter argues (a) that secularism, understood as the range of theories
and practices calling for the separation of state and religion, has become too
amorphous and culture-bound a concept to guide religion-related policies in
contemporary domestic and international affairs; (b) that secularism needs to
be replaced by the more widely accepted and tested standards and
institutions of the modern international human rights regime that define
substantial legal obligations and practices developed and accepted through
treaties by the world’s states; and (c) that the human rights framework calls
not merely for state neutrality but also for state engagement with religion and
thus for national and international institutions able on a systemic basis both to
protect the rights associated with freedom of religion and to minimise interreligious discrimination and conflict.
The Limits of Secularism
When Bismarck set about building a unified Germany in the middle of the
nineteenth century, he found he had to work with numerous small political
entities in which rulers and citizens generally espoused common religions,
typically Lutheranism, Calvinism or Catholicism. This fragmentation reflected
the solutions adopted in the 1648 treaties of Westphalia that had ended the
Thirty Years War. Through these treaties, the principle cujus regio, eius religio
was established, that is, that citizens should share the religion of their ruler,
although the treaties also provided some protection for minority religions. Two
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hundred years later Bismarck sought to unify these diverse, still religionconscious, entities into a single German state without arousing religious
animosities. With the exception of the Catholics, he achieved his goal through
pragmatic devices and motivations, short conflicts and individualised
negotiations with the different parties. In each he pointed out the political and
economic benefits of the union as well as the ideals associated with German
nationalism and culture. His biggest challenge was incorporating Catholic
Bavaria, for which he developed more aggressive policies under the rubric of
Kulturkampf or culture fight.2 The core of his strategy was to insist that all
schools be without a religious presence and that the state control clergy
education and ecclesiastical appointments.3 In fact, state control of clergy
appointments was not achieved as Bismarck soon found it necessary to seek
as an ally in the legislature the large Catholic Centrum party. Nevertheless as
German chancellor from 1871 to 1890, the separation of religion and the
state was a consistent component of his strategy to unite Germany. His
answer to the God question was simple: ‘No one’s God in the public sphere!’
Theories and practices of secularism have had a long history in the West as a
political paradigm to define separation of religion and state.4 Within
Christianity its roots can be traced back to Jesus’ words: ‘Render to Caesar
the things that are Caesar’s and to God those that are God’s’.5 A form of
separation of civil and religious powers was formalised politically in the fourth
century of the Common Era under the Roman Emperor Constantine.6
However, separation and pure secularism have never been fully
implemented. With the exception of a few states committed to atheism such
as North Korea and for periods, other communist states, virtually all other
political systems retain signs of their respective religious heritages.7 The
continuing signs of these heritages include physical artefacts, national
calendars and official holidays as well as the forms of national observance
enforced by the civil authority that have roots in religion. This blurring of the
lines between civil and religious elements is now being undermined by the
growing presence in the West of Islamic communities. Islamic patterns of
religious observance challenge traditional Western customs in ways that
expose the former’s bias in favour of the West’s Christian heritage. One
example which has received much media attention is the way in which
France, which has long valued its form of secularism as part of its shared
national identity, has engaged in debates about the legality of Muslim women
wearing one or other form of the veil. In question is to what degree France’s
national identity and public culture retain Christian characteristics and, thus,
whether a new consensus is called for. These challenges highlight the degree
to which an erstwhile assumed common identity and practices might not give
equal status to those of new or other minority citizens. Either way, such
conflicts undermine the presumption that official secularism in the West
assures, and even can ensure, a neutral state and equal treatment for all
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religions.
Bismarck’s experience is important because it was a classic application of the
concept of secularism as a necessary means to build unity among
communities with strong but different religious affiliations. His approach
provides a useful contrast for those now seeking to address religious diversity
in our increasingly religiously plural societies. On the one hand, Europe has
seen the increasing secularisation of its societies in the sense that religious
observance among Europeans has diminished substantially during the course
of the last hundred years.8 On the other hand, many of these same
communities have been challenged by the increasing presence within them of
Muslim immigrants turned citizens whose faith and its religious observances
are critical to their social identity. In the process, traditional conceptions of the
secular state have been called into question both by the degree to which
Islamic communities are not part of the dominant modus vivendi and by the
need for states to put in place institutional arrangements that enable them to
deal directly with tensions between religious communities.9
While Bismarck dealt easily with states that had allegiance to one or other of
the Protestant traditions and met greater resistance from Catholic Bavaria,
they were all Christian communities, sharing many common roots, beliefs and
practices. While Christianity and Islam are both monotheistic religions and
share many beliefs and traditions, fifteen centuries of political, cultural,
military and economic interaction have sculptured many wounds and mental
constructs. Today the communities are no longer so segregated
geographically and politically. The explosions in communications and
worldwide migration have created new patterns of interaction between them.
This is both a global and a local phenomenon. In Nigeria, for example, the
multiple patterns of past interaction between the largely Islamic north and the
largely Christian south have been disturbed by an increasing awareness of
differences, especially in access to wealth, between the two regions and by
the aggravation of these tensions by the militant Islamists, notably Boko
Haram, who have adopted violence as the way to achieve their religious and
political goals. In question is the ability of existing Nigerian public and private
institutions to minimise the violence and assure peaceful relations between
the two, roughly equal in size, religious communities in a nation of around
170 million people. This and similar problems point to the urgent need for
states to develop the national policies and the institutions needed to assure
peaceful and non-discriminatory relations among its citizens of different
faiths. Traditional forms of secularism, such as that implemented by
Bismarck, which rely on separation of religion and the state do not provide an
adequate theoretical basis for the state actions and institutions needed to
assure peaceful relations among religious communities as diverse as
Christianity and Islam.
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This brief overview of new social conditions, combined with the findings of
many recent academic studies,10 shows that secularism, understood as the
range of theories and practices calling for the separation of state and religion,
has become too amorphous and culture-bound a concept to guide religionrelated policies in contemporary domestic and international affairs. Its answer
to the God question was: ‘No one’s God—but states have and continue to
tolerate some of the relics.’
Recent Changes
Today, the various conflicts that arise between Islamic communities and the
West draw on many more elements than religious beliefs. One fundamental
principle of Islam is the unity of civil politics and religion, enabling Muslim civil
leaders to link specific political goals with religious and moral imperatives.
Muslim fundamentalists, for example, frame their mission as a jihad, a fight to
bring the rest of the world into the Muslim Ummah or community under the
guidance of Sharia, namely the complex of Muslim beliefs and practices
based on the Quran and the Hadith or sayings of the Prophet. Within this
perspective the West is not necessarily defined as Christian. Rather it is
defined as evil, anti-Islamic and exploitative. This political and cultural
dichotomy is reinforced by the Islamic tradition that eschews any division
between the religious and political in public affairs. Both in principle and
practice, political (religious or civil) authorities incorporate their (Shia, Sunni,
etc.) interpretation of Sharia into public life. This perspective does not
exclude human rights but it redefines human rights by placing their
interpretation exclusively within the parameters of Sharia. This is well
illustrated in the 1990 Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam developed
by the Conference of Islamic States. This and other statements seeking to
incorporate human rights into Islamic thought and practice preclude a
secularist approach to civil life by insisting on the primacy of the ‘civilizing
role of the Islamic Ummah which God made the best nation and has given
mankind a universal and well-balanced civilization ... .’11 Similarly, throughout
the Declaration’s 25 articles there is the frequent repetition of principle that
‘all the rights and freedoms are subject to Islamic Sharia’. Thus, the good
news is that this document accepts the notion of human rights. However,
Islam’s answer to the God question is: ‘Allah’s law is supreme in the public
sphere.’
In the face of such a strong position, the question facing the rest of the
international community is to what degree is there space for a new shared or
common future enterprise defining human rights.12 The problems arising
between religions and the state in the public sphere are both vertical—that is,
between the state and religion—and horizontal—that is, relations between
religions within the state. Bismarck and most other Western political systems
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found solutions to both dimensions through the privatisation of religion and
religious differences. in the West, common educational and health systems,
for example, have been successfully developed on this basis without
infringing individual religious liberties. As indicated above, the model is now
being challenged in at least two ways by the growing Islamic presence in the
West. Moreover, Islam’s model for multi-religious communities—that is,
relations between different religious communities living within the same
spaces—is one based on the primacy of Sharia and the Muslim community’s
laws and practices, which define a reduced status for dhimmis, people of the
book, namely Jews and Christians, and an even more reduced status for
those professing other beliefs and religions.13 In comparison, the Western
tradition has accepted secularism as an adequate principle to assure peace
among different communities. The secularist and separation paradigms,
however, have not historically provided the institutional forms and tools
necessary to address tensions among religions.
In the modern world, states like Nigeria with serious tensions between
religious communities are obliged to engage the parties and devise
institutional provisions that assure peaceful inter-religious relations over time.
In other words, they need solutions that are systemic and acceptable to both
communities. Within the international human rights tradition they must be
committed to non-discrimination on all grounds. Moreover, this is an urgent
agenda as a number of regional conflicts have strong religious
characteristics, such as those between the north and south of Nigeria and in
different parts of the Middle East. In other words, religious affiliation has
become a strong component of threats to international and regional security.
In such situations where one of the two largest religious communities in the
world defines itself and all its public domestic and international politics as
God-given, the answer to the God question is truly problematical.14
Human Rights Standards and Institutions
The modern international human rights movement offers an alternative to
secularism because it establishes specific standards and institutions that
have been crafted and refined by the world’s community of states, including
most Islamic states, at both a global level under the auspices of the UN and
through regional level treaties and inter-governmental organisations. In
addition to Article 1815 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),
religious freedom is supported by other articles in the same document and in
subsequent covenants. Among the most notable are those prescribing nondiscrimination (Article 2), inequality before the law (Article 7) and arbitrary
arrest and exile (Article 9), and those promoting privacy (Article 12), freedom
of movement (Article 13), the right to marry and found a family (Article 16),
and freedom of expression and opinion (Article 19). These rights and
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freedoms have been incorporated into treaties that have in turn been ratified
by many of the world’s states16 and incorporated into their national
constitutions and legal systems. The Convention on the Rights of the Child,
for example, which has been signed and ratified by all but three of the world’s
states, specifically protects the right of parents to determine the religious
education of their children.17 Another example, Article 27 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that persons belonging to
minorities ‘shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of
their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own
religion, or to use their own language’.18 As a result of subsequent practice
and problems, various UN entities, notably the Human Rights Committee,
have helped to build and apply a body of international case law governing
religious practice.
At first sight these international standards and institutions appear to have
followed a secularist approach to religion in public affairs. There is, for
example, no international treaty on religious freedom, only a UN Declaration
or general statement of values without any legal force, although the related
individual articles noted above have acquired legal obligation through
subsequent treaties. The 1976 UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, for
example, protects religious belief as one of a select few non-derogable rights
that those that must be protected even in states of emergency. Together with
gender, ethnicity and other such criteria, in treaties and legal documents
religious affiliation and practice are identified as illegitimate and thus
proscribed grounds for discrimination.19 Moreover, the practices and
interpretations associated with religion by the different states are increasingly
being scrutinised by international bodies committed to international standards
of non-discrimination.20 In question is not so much religious freedom as
whether a given state favours one religion over another. The human rights
perspective calls for the state to be neutral but also to take positive action to
assure non-discrimination and freedom of religion to all its citizens, rather
than simply separate itself from religion. In fact, unlike in theories of
secularism, state neutrality may often call for positive state actions such as
providing the equitable support to all educational and health institutions run
by religious agencies within its jurisdiction. The human rights perspective
calls for equal treatment, but also for states to take all actions necessary to
ensure non-discrimination and freedom of religion for all its citizens, rather
than simply to separate itself from religion as implied in the secularist
tradition. This approach assumes that religious institutions are legitimate
social entities that deserve treatment equal to that enjoyed by other social
entities, whether God enters the picture or not. The human rights perspective
does not address the question ‘Whose God?’ but asks whether citizens’ and
communities of citizens’ religious and belief rights are protected.
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Within the human rights framework the answer to the God question is first of
all to provide criteria by which to identify all forms of discrimination and any
social consequences for those who wish to believe and practice their beliefs,
whether a God is involved or not. Second, the human rights regime is shown
to promote changes in a given society’s culture by providing an alternative set
of norms requiring actions that ensure equality among religions. Success is
not guaranteed. It depends on both the internal logic and persuasiveness of
the principles and institutions and the ways in which it encourages people
suffering from discrimination to organise themselves and redress the balance.
Whereas in the initial years of the human rights movement, especially in the
1960s and 1970s, the emphasis was on experts developing the principles
and practices and outsiders coming to the aid of victims, since then the
emphasis has been on empowering the victims to become agents of their
betterment. In the specific case of religion and its various social forms and
problems, human rights principles and practice offer criteria and institutions to
identify and define all forms of discrimination such as persecution, coerced
conversion or hate speech. The current regime also offers still limited
avenues to remedies as they depend heavily on relevant institutional powers
and encounter popular resistance to social and culture change. One of the
most important of these remedies is popular human rights education through
both schools and other informal educational mechanisms. This is important
because unless people know their rights they cannot claim them and mobilise
to get them.
Human rights principles may not answer the God question, but they do
provide rules of engagement that focus more on the rights and freedoms of
citizens. In doing so, the treaties and principles define obligations on the state
to protect those rights and freedoms of all citizens—Christians, Muslims and
others. They place the God question and its responses within a protection
framework but refrain from judgement with respect to the object or content of
those beliefs. Human rights protect the right to hold those beliefs but not the
beliefs themselves, provided they do not impinge on the rights of others. It
also protects the subsequent actions of believers provided the beliefs and
actions do not infringe those of others or cause other forms of social disorder.
In this sense it spells out the obligations of states to ensure religious
tolerance among its citizens. Thus the role of the state is not only to avoid it
or its agents infringing the religious beliefs and related actions of its citizens
but also to ensure that those rights are known by all and not impinged upon
by any social forces within its jurisdiction.
Engaging Religions
In international human rights law, the state has special obligations to protect
minority religions.21 There are two especially difficult problems in the context
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of religion, namely proselytism and the hate speech to persecution spectrum.
These concern relations between religion and other members of the society
rather than actions by the state.
While each of the three main monotheistic religions believe in a single, allpowerful God who is active in human history, many in each tradition are
reluctant to discourse on whether it is the same (i.e. shared) God. The single
‘common’ monotheistic God is portrayed in culture-bound images, defined by
each community’s interpretation of its history and its interpretation of the
ongoing mission that God has assigned to them. Thus, any answer to the
question ‘Whose God?’ is culture-specific. For Muslims, Christians and Jews,
their respective images of God are of one who actively guides the lives of
their community. In both the Islamic and Christian traditions in particular there
is a God-ordered proselytising mandate to win converts to one’s faith.22 Most
traditions of Islam also strictly forbid leaving the faith but welcome those
leaving other faiths. These practices and any related sanctions are typically
enforced by the civil government in Islamic states. They have become
increasingly problematical in regions where Muslims and Christians are
mixing more and thus making intermarriage and changing one’s faith more
likely. Conditions in the resulting newly mixed communities vary from those
created by Pakistani immigrants in England and Algerians in France to the
situation of migrant workers in the construction and domestic servant
industries in the Middle East. If the building of mosques is resisted in England
and France, the construction of churches is completely forbidden in Saudi
Arabia. While not so tangible as the physical relocations, modern
communications, by increasing the flow of information across communities,
have also enabled an undetermined amount of religious proselytization and
propaganda. These new conditions place a real strain on prior policies and
practices with regard to peaceful co-existence.
The other challenge faced by the human rights regime is that of hate speech.
This is especially challenging for human rights on account of its historical
commitment in the West to free speech. However, even with the rules and
some enforcement mechanisms, the human rights regime is not a standalone system. It needs enabling institutions and practices in both the
international and domestic fora. Thus, from the point of view of the question
‘Whose God?’, the human rights regime offers rules for fair and just action
and interaction but it does not determine the outcome. In order to protect
such rights as freedom of expression, assembly, belief and movement where
the need is greatest, international and domestic regimes need supportive
national and international institutions.
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Whose God?
If we agree that neither secularism nor human rights theory and practice
answer the question ‘Whose God?’ while at the same time religions remain
powerful if very different political forces, it is incumbent on each jurisdiction to
develop the institutions and personnel necessary to assure peaceful relations
among the different religious communities. However, while I have argued that
religious communities ought to possess the same rights as other
organisations within civil society, at the same time states must recognise the
degree to which religious communities are composed of members espousing
comprehensive worldviews and social loyalties to which all else, including
their own life and death, are subordinated. Moreover, these loyalties often
extend to worldwide systems whose events or decisions can also demand
responses on the part of individual members. This characteristic separates
religious and some other ideology-based communities from most other
members of civil society whose loyalties are less comprehensive or
demanding.
These dimensions have to be understood by the state and at the same time
the state needs institutions and qualified personnel with the capacity to
assure peaceful relations among potentially hostile communities, such as
between Muslims and Christians in Nigeria. Such institutions might (a)
monitor all forms of discrimination and social animosity on religious grounds,
(b) identify emerging problems and tensions as well as design early-warning
systems, (c) maintain a database covering both domestic relations and
information about remedies that have worked elsewhere, (d) prepare and
monitor curricula23 which address religious issues, and (e) develop
specialised public officials able to work closely with religious groups. The
forms and size of such institutions will depend on a state’s history, culture and
current problems. This leads to the final conclusion, namely that the human
rights framework calls not merely for state neutrality but also for state
engagement with religion and thus for national and international institutions
able both to protect the rights associated with freedom of religion and to
minimise inter-religious discrimination and conflict.
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Introduction1
Christianity carries in its DNA the radical notion of universal human dignity,
rooted in the theological view that all are made in the image and likeness of
God (Imago Dei). To be sure, Christians and Christian-influenced societies
fall short of this ideal, sometimes egregiously so. But the idea of the
surpassing worth of all persons loved by God can serve as a powerful
challenge for Christians to address affronts to human dignity.
Today, we see notable global campaigns against slavery, violence,
exploitation, poverty and disease—all heavily infused by Christian actors and
institutions. The reason is this: the momentous globalisation of Christianity
marries the idea of dignity with the growing capacities of transnational
networks focused on global poverty, AIDS, human trafficking, religious
persecution, displacement and war. These Christian networks, as we will see,
play an invaluable if unheralded role on the global stage in human rights
advocacy, humanitarian succour and peacemaking.
The idea of universal human dignity came into prominence in the late Roman
Empire when Christianity began to offer a broad critique of common practices
that we now see as unjust, cruel, or exploitative—such as slavery, sexual
coercion and indifference to the poor. It was in these arenas that the gulf
between Christian dignity and societal practices seemed most glaring and
demanded a response, however haltingly.2 Today, this Christian DNA reaches
across the globe, magnified by considerable resources and unparalleled
transnational linkages.
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One of the driving factors in the emergence and clout of international
Christian networks has been the tectonic shift of the Christian population to
the developing nations of the Global South. Whereas in 1900, 80 per cent of
Christians lived in Europe and North America, now at least 60 per cent of all
Christians can be found in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.3 This continuing
trend nests the church amidst poverty, exploitation, war, persecution and
displacement. International mission and development networks, in turn,
channel awareness of these conditions to lay believers and policy makers in
the West.
Another development is the expansion of global communication and travel,
which draw grassroots constituencies into international engagement. Lay
Americans meet visiting foreign religious leaders in their churches; they
communicate via e-mail with counterparts around the world; and over a
million believers a year travel on mission trips to work on humanitarian
projects, often side by side with fellow believers in poor nations.4
What Western mission travellers discover is that they are not sent to spread
the gospel among the heathen but to work alongside fellow Christians whose
depth and vibrancy of faith inspires them. Wanting to support their suffering
brothers and sisters in Christ, they become advocates for public policy
initiatives to address poverty, disease and exploitation. They become
contributors to NGOs, form campus groups to fight trafficking or write their
members of Congress about AIDS funding or debt relief.
With this framework in mind, let us examine illustrations of how the Christian
concept of dignity becomes instantiated through modern global networks.
Christian Development Networks and Global Poverty
As historian Kyle Harper remarked, ‘On no other social issue does the
Christian gospel provide such complete and unambiguous marching orders’
as the problem of poverty. Jesus begins his ministry by proclaiming good
news to the poor and liberty for the oppressed, and his parable of the Good
Samaritan demands that his followers see any hurting person as a neighbour
they are called upon to love. The Christian mandate reaches its pinnacle in
Matthew 25’s depiction of the Day of Judgment, in which the blessed inherit
the kingdom because they succoured the hungry, the thirsty, the naked, the
stranger and the prisoner. Indeed, the faithful are called upon to see Christ
himself in the faces of the poor, the marginalised and the exploited.
For those engaged in Christian humanitarian ministries, this mandate
breathes with special urgency as they work among the world’s most destitute
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people—vulnerable to famine, disease, violence, exploitation and
displacement. Indeed, extensive interviews with leaders of Christian nongovernment organisations (NGOs) and indigenous local staff reveal how
deeply animated they are by Matthew 25 and the Good Samaritan.5 The
gospel mandate also calls forth the formidable lay generosity that generates
multi-billion dollar resources for the growing network of Christian NGOs that
support emergency relief, health care, education, agricultural initiatives and
economic advancement.
An enumeration of the major Christian NGOs suggests their range and depth:
Adventist Relief and Development Agency, American Friends Service
Committee, Caritas International, Catholic Relief Services, Church World
Service, Compassion International, Habitat for Humanity, Jesuit Refugee
Services, Lutheran World Relief, Mennonite Central Committee, Mercy Corps,
Samaritan’s Purse, World Concern, World Hope International, World Relief
and World Vision, among others.
While initiated in the United States and Europe, these Christian NGOs have
become truly global enterprises, with international boards, operations through
regional and national affiliates in a hundred-plus countries and international
staffs of up to 10,000. In addition, these organisations have undergone what
Andrew Natsios describes as decolonialisation, the process of turning over
control of field programmes to people in the beneficiary countries.6 Today, the
vast bulk of the personnel of Christian NGOs are indigenous people living
amidst suffering or exploited people.
Impressive in scope, sophistication, on-the-ground reach, these groups fill a
crucial niche in global development. Indeed, the major development
programs operated by the United Nations, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID), and the European Union routinely
contract with Christian NGOs to implement local projects or deliver famine
relief.7
This strategic position enables Christian NGOs to exercise creative leverage
in high-level policy circles. With some of the best indigenous networks in
developing nations, they generate valuable information on emerging
problems and possible remedies. In turn, their global linkages and elite
governmental access equips them to convey information to high-level policy
makers.
Global Christian networks, for example, have propelled the ongoing effort to
relieve debts burdening impoverished nations. Taking inspiration from the
‘Year of Jubilee’ in Hebrew scripture in which debts were forgiven, Christian
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leaders and NGOs provided theological inspiration and practical lobby muscle
in the campaign to write off debts by lender nations, the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank. In 2000, when the Jubilee campaign
sought funding from the US Congress to leverage further action by
international institutions and other nations, Christian lobbyists persuaded
conservative legislators normally sceptical of foreign aid to back the
appropriation.8
The nexus of global Christian networks and US foreign policy also came into
play in the development of the president’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR), which was launched in 2003. Christian development
organisations such as World Vision and Catholic Relief Services saw the
devastating impact of HIV/AIDS first-hand, especially in Africa, and had
begun developing their own relief programs in the 1990s. In addition, many
lay members learned about the AIDS crisis in Africa as a result of the growing
number of mission trips sponsored by American congregations. Employing
the access they enjoyed with President George W. Bush, evangelical leaders
joined with Catholics and Jewish groups to lobby the president on AIDS, and
he ultimately made it a signature issue. From the launch of the PEPFAR
initiative in 2004, AIDS funding more than tripled. The program succeeded in
delivering antiretroviral treatment to more than two million HIV-positive
Africans by 2008 (up from just 50,000 before PEPFAR), saving many lives
and contributing to economic development.9
Global Christian Networks, Trafficking and Slavery
Modern slavery—the sexual exploitation of trafficked women and children,
forced labour, debt bondage, chattel birth and other forms of servitude—
represents a clear threat to human dignity. The wide scope of modern slavery
and trafficking—encompassing over 20 million people10—is due in part to the
involvement of dangerous organised criminal syndicates that specialise in
trafficking and labour exploitation. They employ intricate systems to move
individuals within countries and across borders, and employ violence and
intimidation to keep them in bondage.11
Because traffickers purposefully take advantage of weak governments and
ineffective law enforcement, transnational Christian NGOs have provided
some of the best documentation, rescue, rehabilitation and justice advocacy
for trafficking victims.12 A prominent example of this anti-trafficking movement
is the work of the International Justice Mission, founded and led by Gary
Haugen. Haugen’s searing experience documenting atrocities in Rwanda
motivated him to create a Christian organisation devoted to the international
fight against injustice.13 Haugen, an evangelical Christian, sees the fight for
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global justice as a central tenant of the Christian faith.14 With a network of
investigators and attorneys around the world, IJM directly frees victims,
educates law enforcement officials, exposes corruption and presses for more
effective national and international laws and policies. In successfully
elevating the problem of trafficking and modelling successful law enforcement
strategies to attack it, Haugen was recognised by US State Department as a
Trafficking in Persons ‘Hero’.
Another organisation that demonstrates the link between Christian theology
and anti-trafficking efforts is the Catholic women’s organisation Talitha Kum:
The International Network of Consecrated Life Against Trafficking in Persons.
Talitha Kum draws inspiration from the biblical stories of Ruth and the
Samaritan woman to inspire solidarity with female victims of trafficking.15
Sponsored by the International Union of Superiors General, Talitha Kum
draws on this vast network of women in Catholic religious orders to respond
to human rights abuses globally. It recently partnered with the US State
Department in combating human trafficking at the 2014 World Cup.16
Transnational Christian networks have been crucial to establishing a new
global regime to attack trafficking. Christian NGOs and lobby groups
anchored the coalition behind the US Trafficking Victims Protection Act of
2000 and subsequent strengthening legislation.17 The law created a major
State Department office on trafficking with real enforcement teeth. This focus
helped spark expanded attention by other governments, the United Nations,
and international law enforcement agencies. By placing human dignity at the
centre of their advocacy, religious actors helped catalyse non-religious actors
and organisations to this global cause.
Christian Peacemaking Networks
Contemporary wars and violence disproportionately afflict the world’s poor
and call forth Christian peacemaking impulses, from mediation of active
conflicts to facilitation of peaceful transitions to democracy to post-conflict
reconciliation. In nearly every Christian peace effort, a strong emphasis on
human dignity shines through as a prerequisite to negotiations, mediations or
reconciliation. Inspired by biblical teachings, such as the ‘The Sermon on the
Mount’, Christian actors and organisations have played an active and creative
role in a number of situations.
The most successful involve the ability to cultivate trust-based linkages
between all sides of a conflict. Christian groups also employ expansive
human networks to promote peacemaking. From the hierarchal Catholic
Church to the more decentralised pacifist denominations, diverse Christian
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use humanitarian and evangelistic connections to respond to conflicts across
the globe.
Christian organizations are not the only religious groups to engage in
peacemaking—Buddhist, Islamic and Jewish actors also press for mediation,
call for policy changes and take active roles in post-conflict resolution. But an
examination of modern religious peacemaking efforts demonstrates the
prevalence of Christian actors. The authors of God’s Century provide the
most comprehensive and systematic documentation of religious-based
mediation over the past three decades.18 Of the 21 disputes they identified in
which religious actors played a role, 16 involved Christian groups exclusively.
Moreover, of the conflicts where religious actors played a strong mediating
role, all involved Christian actors. Thus Christianity plays a disproportionate
role in faith-based conflict mediation. The global size and span of Christianity,
its ethic of peacemaking and its robust international networks combined to
produce this striking pattern.
Illustrative of this role is the Community of Sant’Egidio, an organisation of
peacemakers nested in the larger Catholic world. In the God’s Century study,
this one group engaged in seven of the mediation cases, five of which
involved strong mediation. The intensity and scope of the community’s
involvement in mediation efforts demonstrates the power of focused efforts
connected to global Catholic networks. While their extraordinary efforts span
activities from prayer to peace conferences, they seem to have an ability to
bring disparate violent factions to the table in such diverse nations as
Mozambique, Algeria, Uganda, Kosovo, Guatemala and Liberia.19 In contrast
to traditional methods of engagement, Sant’Egidio stress multi-polar,
synergistic efforts that incorporate actors at all levels, from the grassroots to
the international. This strategy offers responsiveness to local needs and
guarantees of international organisations.
Pacifist Christian denominations, such as the Quakers and Mennonites, offer
a distinct doctrinal and practical expression of the biblical call to be
peacemakers. 20 Though small in size, they have cultivated transnational
networks that capitalise on their ethic of non-violence. As credible third-party
actors they have been prominent mediators in a number of civil wars and
insurrections— delivering messages between combatants, offering neutral
venues for negotiations and fostering environments for post-conflict
conciliation.21
Conclusion
Each instantiation of Christian dignity is notable in its own right. But
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collectively we see the broad scope and weight of this witness in the world.
Christian networks, while not always successful,22 play an expansive and
invaluable role on the global stage in human rights advocacy, humanitarian
efforts and peacemaking. At a more theoretical level, what we observe is the
emergence of a genuine global system, in which a theological ideal serves as
a central organising principle. Unlike governmental structures or even UN
institutions, this system is more organic and nimble in upholding human
dignity. This system links local actors and congregations with international
mission, development and denominational structures that magnify the
collective Christian witness in policy circles. Perhaps we stand at a hinge
point of Christian history as the faith’s contribution to dignity and freedom
becomes more fully manifest and global.
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Introduction
Although ideas of rights and dignity of human beings can be traced to
antiquity, modern human rights originated in the wake of the European
Enlightenment. The American Declaration of Independence and the French
Revolution ushered in processes that some 150 years later culminated in
human rights being proclaimed as universal entitlements of all individuals.
Contemporary human rights theory is based on three axioms: one, that
human rights are universal and belong to all individuals, irrespective of their
religion, ethnicity, gender or sexuality; two, that human rights are absolute
and innate, not grants from states or some metaphysical authority; three, that
they are the properties of individual subjects who possess them because of
their capacity for rationality, agency and autonomy.1
The 1945 UN Charter and the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR) obliges states to protect the human rights of their populations and
provide redress of their violation through appropriate judicial procedures.
However, since the UN system recognises states as sovereign entities, the
concomitant non-interference principle has, in practice, meant that the human
rights situation varies from country to country, and even those countries that
have formally ratified UN treaties on human rights can get away with violation
of those commitments with formal protests from UN monitoring agencies.
Moreover, some treaties permit partial derogation. Historical, cultural and
developmental factors are usually invoked to justify the derogations.
Consequently, discrepancy between formal acceptance of UN human rights
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instruments and the actual practice of states is more of a rule than an
exception.
Islam and Human Rights
Claiming to be heirs to Islam, a divinely ordained universal, inclusive
civilisation which welcomes conversions of all peoples of the world,
contemporary Muslim states have invoked cultural relativistic arguments to
justify modifications of, and derogations from, UN-based international human
rights norms and standards. Typically, human rights are recognised as
necessary for individuals to live free and dignified lives, but subjected to
Islamic standards which presume that if God’s will and sovereignty are
enforced through the all-embracing Islamic law, the Sharia, in all departments
of life by the Islamic state—individual, collective, private and public—then
and only then will true equality, freedom and justice accrue to all individuals.
The model of an ideal Islamic polity is traced back to the seventh century CE,
when the Prophet Muhammad and his immediate successors ruled at
Medina. Classic Islamic political theory dichotomised society into two distinct
categories: Muslims and non-Muslims. In accordance with Quranic rulings,
non-Muslim religious communities, called dhimmis, paid the jizya, or
protection tax, and were entitled to internal autonomy. Originally only a
special category of non-Muslims, the people of the Book—that is, Christians,
Jews and an extinct group called Sabeans—were accorded the status of
dhimmis. The same principle was extended later to include the Hindus of
India.2 Both tolerant and intolerant forms of this principle have existed, but
both Muslims and non-Muslims remained subjects of the sultan and not
proper citizens enjoying inalienable human rights.3 From early times,
segregation of men and women was taken for granted in Islamic society.
Within the Muslim Umma (community), sectarian divisions resulted in the
state privileging the dominant sect or sub-sects.4
Considered in this light, the notion of an inclusive, undifferentiated citizenry
and equal rights, as upheld in the UDHR and subsequent treaties and
conventions, is not consonant with Islamic political values and norms. This
point was set forth bluntly in 1981 by the Iranian representative to the UN,
who rejected the UDHR by asserting that it was ‘a secular understanding of
the Judeo-Christian tradition’ and therefore its adoption would result in
trespassing Islamic law.5 The main international forum of Muslims countries,
the Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC), issued a Universal Islamic
Declaration of Human Rights in 1981. It recognised almost all the rights laid
down in the UDHR, but added the rider that these were to be enjoyed within
limits imposed by the Sharia. It was followed by the Cairo Declaration on
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Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI) of 1990.6 The CDHRI’s last two articles
unequivocally reiterate that all rights are to be enjoyed in accordance with the
rules laid down by the Sharia:
Article 24:
All the rights and freedoms stipulated in this Declaration are
subject to the Islamic Sharia.
Article 25:
The Islamic Sharia is the only source of reference for the
explanation or clarification of any of the articles of this
Declaration.
Such a disposition can be described as the ‘clawback’ approach which, on
the one hand, accepts human rights, but, on the other, hedges them with
restrictions which nullify their purpose and meaning. Thus, for example, the
Sharia does not permit a Muslim to convert to another religion, a Muslim
female cannot marry a non-Muslim, a Muslim male can marry up to four
wives simultaneously, and the laws of inheritance confer a greater share to
male descendants.
Pakistan and Human Rights
The last official census of Pakistan, from 1998, gave the total population of
Pakistan as 132 million. Muslims (Sunnis and Shias) made up 96.28 per cent
of the total population; Christians, 1.59 per cent; caste Hindus, 1.60 per cent;
scheduled castes, 0.25 per cent; Ahmadis (known also as Qadianis), 0.22 per
cent; and the rest, including Sikhs and Buddhists, a mere 0.07 per cent. The
current estimated Pakistan population is close to 200 million. As a member of
the United Nations, Pakistan accepts the human rights obligations under the
UN Charter. It has ratified several UN treaties and conventions on human
rights, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(1966) and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (1979), but with reservations on both so that Sharia laws
pertaining to freedom of belief and freedom to enter marriage have
precedence.
Pakistan emerged on 14 August 1947 as a separate state, when British rule
in the Indian subcontinent ended and India was partitioned to establish two
states based on religious majorities: Hindus in India and Muslims in Pakistan.
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The partition proved to be one of the bloodiest upheavals in history, however.
An estimated one million Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs were killed in violent
riots, while 14–18 million crossed the international border between the two
states to escape violence, discrimination and persecution. Yet, religious
minorities remained on both sides.7 Constitutional and legal development in
Pakistan pertaining to human rights has oscillated between modernist and
Islamist interpretations. Both standpoints derive from the phantasmagoria
that the All-India Muslim League and its supreme leader, Mohammad Ali
Jinnah, successfully projected a vision in which Muslims of all sorts of
ideological persuasion and sectarian affiliations were given diverse and
conflicting promises were given in order to mobilise their support for a utopian
polity. Thus, for example, the ulema were given a free hand to project future
Pakistan as an Islamic state, while to the British, the rival Indian National
Congress, and modern educated Muslims, it was painted as a democracy.
More importantly, the point that Jinnah hammered down with great flourish
was that Hindus and Muslims were two separate nations who could under no
circumstance live in peace in one state.8
Constitutional Vagaries and Human Rights
A complete reversal on the definition of nation was proffered by Jinnah on 11
August 1947, three days before Pakistan became independent. He said
famously:
You are free; you are free to go to your temples, you are free
to go to your mosques or to any other place of worship in this
State of Pakistan. You may belong to any religion or caste or
creed—that has nothing to do with the business of the State …
. We are starting with this fundamental principle that we are all
citizens and equal citizens of one State … . I think we should
keep that in front of us as our ideal and you will find that in due
course Hindus would cease to be Hindus and Muslims would
cease to be Muslims, not in the religious sense, because that
is the personal faith of each individual, but in the political
sense as citizens of the State.9
Jinnah died on 11 September 1948. His close lieutenants in the Muslim
League discarded the inclusionary vision on Pakistani nationalism, since the
stand taken by Jinnah on 11 August 1947 completely contradicted the
underlying ideology upon which the support of the Muslim voters and masses
had been solicited to create a separate Muslim state. The Islamic
underpinnings of Pakistani nationalism had been written in blood by the
violent division of India and, notwithstanding the founder of Pakistan’s about-
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turn, such a state could not be separated from its foundational ideology.
Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan moved the Objectives Resolution in the
Pakistan Constituent Assembly on 7 March 1949, which proclaimed that
sovereignty over the entire universe belonged to God Almighty, in which the
elected representatives of the people would enjoy delegated powers within
limits imposed by Him. In the same vein, he went on to say that democracy
will be practised and minorities will enjoy their legitimate interests and
religious freedom within ‘Islamic limits’. The non-Muslim members of the
Pakistan Constituent Assembly expressed their apprehensions and
objections to the notion of God’s sovereignty limiting the powers of the
elected representatives of the people, as it would create a bias in favour of
the Muslims, but such concerns were described as unfounded.10
The Islamist Challenge
The Islamist ideologue Syed Abul Ala Maududi argued that, since Pakistan
had been won in the name of Islam, it was immanently an Islamic state. In
1951, he compiled a 22-point political programme in favour of an Islamic
state. Although elections were accepted as the basis of legitimate
government, Western democracy, female equality and equal rights for nonMuslims were rejected. Maududi was able to secure the signatures of the
leading Sunni and Shia clerics to that document.11 Things came to a head
when the ulema launched the Khatam-e-Nabuwat (finality of the prophethood of Muhammad) movement in 1953. The roots of the conflict went back
to the early twentieth century, when Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1835–1908), born
at Qadian in the Punjab, began to claim that he was a prophet who received
revelation from God. Mirza also claimed to be carrying the attributes of Jesus
and of the Hindu god Krishna. Moreover, he rejected jihad (holy war) against
the British. Such claims were unacceptable to the Sunni and Shia ulema, who
denounced him as an imposter and his teachings as heretical. In 1912, his
son, Mirza Bashiruddin Maumud Ahmad, made a statement to the effect that
those Muslims who had not converted to Ahmadiyyat were outside the pale of
Islam.12 Nevertheless, Jinnah had made a prominent Ahmadi, Sir Muhammad
Zafrulla Khan, Pakistan’s first foreign minister. In 1953, mainstream ulema
demanded that, since Pakistan was an Islamic state, only Muslims could hold
key positions in the state. Therefore, since Ahmadis held beliefs that were
irreconcilable with Islam, they should be removed from key positions. On that
occasion, the central government acted forcefully and the agitation was
crushed.13
Constitutional Development and Human Rights
The first constitution of Pakistan was adopted in 1956. It described Pakistan
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as an Islamic Republic. It was laid down that all laws should be brought into
conformity with the Quran and Sunnah. The president, envisaged as a titular
head of state, was required to be a Muslim. A bill of rights was included which
upheld human rights, and all Pakistanis were given the right to vote without
any reference to religion. The Islamists hailed the constitution as an
authoritative commitment to Islamise Pakistan. However, a military coup
brought Field Marshal Mohammad Ayub Khan to power. Khan drew up a
second constitution in 1962. The constitution reiterated the commitment to
bringing all laws in consonance with the Quran and Sunnah, and the
condition that the president should be a Muslim was retained. Pakistani
citizens, in principle, continued to enjoy the same fundamental rights and
freedoms, without discrimination based on religion or sect. However, the
epithet ‘Islamic’ was dropped and Pakistan became simply the ‘Republic of
Pakistan’. Immediately protests and demonstrations took place, and the first
amendment reinserted the epithet ‘Islamic’.14
Military rule ended in December 1971, after Pakistan broke up and East
Pakistan became a separate state in the wake of a bloody civil war. Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto, whose Pakistan People’s Party had won the most seats in the
December 1970 election in West Pakistan, formed the government in the
truncated Pakistan. A third constitution was adopted in 1973 by the Pakistan
National Assembly, which not only required the president but also the prime
minister to be Muslim. Further, they had to take an oath testifying to the
finality of the prophet-hood of Muhammad. In 1974, the Pakistan National
Assembly declared the Ahmadis non-Muslims after listening to the arguments
of the caliph of the Ahmadis, Mirza Nasir Ahmad, as well as mainstream
Sunni and Shia ulema.15
In July 1977, Bhutto was overthrown by General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq. Zia
declared the establishment of an Islamic order a prerequisite for the country.
In 1979, his government announced the imposition of the Hudood
Ordinances, i.e. punishments laid down in the Quran for the offences of
adultery, fornication, false accusation of adultery, consumption of alcohol,
theft and highway robbery. In 1983–1984, the Ahmadis were forbidden to use
Islamic nomenclature for their worship, places of worship, and so on.16 In
1982, a Blasphemy Law was introduced, which criminalised any insult to
Prophet Muhammad and other prophets and laid down life imprisonment as
maximum punishment for such an offence. In 1986, the Blasphemy Law was
reformulated and capital punishment was prescribed as the maximum
punishment. Thus, Section 295-C of the Penal Code established explicitly:
Use of derogatory remarks etc. in respect of the Holy Prophet:
Whether by words, either spoken or written, or by visible
representations, or by any imputation, innuendo or insinuation,
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directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred name of the Holy
Prophet (peace by upon him) shall be punishable with death,
or imprisonment for life, and shall be liable to fine.17
The blasphemy law was further brutalised when, through a constitutional
amendment in 1991, ‘imprisonment for life’ was deleted; in the future,
individuals proven guilty of blasphemy were to be awarded only the death
penalty. The amendment passed during the government of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif (1990–1993). However, it was adopted as law proper during the
government of Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto (1993–1995).18
The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) has been reporting that,
most of the time, the accusations of blasphemy have been fabrications.19 On
several occasions, fanatics have taken the law in their own hands and killed
the alleged blasphemer. With regard to the judicial procedure, while the lower
courts have typically found the accused guilty, at the higher levels the
sentences have either been turned into long imprisonments or the accused
have been set free and allowed to seek humanitarian asylum in the West. It is
doubtful if assassins of alleged blasphemers have not been tried in court,
punished, and the sentence carried out. The HRCP, Amnesty International,
Asia Watch, and other such organisations have been critiquing Pakistan for
extensive human right violations.
Women
The military government of Field Marshal Mohammad Ayub Khan made a
special effort to reform Sharia law pertaining to personal affairs of marriage,
divorce, and inheritance. On 15 July 1961, the Muslim Family Laws
Ordinance (MFLO) was passed, which made polygamy conditional. The
husband had to give a convincing reason to contract a new marriage. Only
when permission was granted by the arbitration council, in consultation with
the wife or wives, could a man marry another wife. The MFLO also fixed 16
as the legal age of marriage for girls. The ordinance was assailed by the
ulema as a great transgression of the Islamic system. Such protests were
rejected and the MFLO became law, which, despite recurring calls for its
repeal, remains in force.20
General Muhammad Zia-ul-Hoq, however, introduced cultural and legal
changes that weakened the status and human rights of women. The law
pertaining to rape was recast in traditional Sharia terms. It required evidence
given by four pious Muslim male witnesses to prove the offence. Failure to
provide such evidence could result in 80 lashes. Several women who claimed
they were raped were unable to establish the crime due to the lack of four
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pious male witnesses. The military government of General Pervez Musharraf
tried to revive the modernistic approach, and in 2006, the four-witness
condition was discontinued.21
The HRPC annual report, The State of Human Rights in Pakistan, gives a
long list of injustices and violent crimes committed against women. These
include increasing trends towards honour killings among Muslims and forcible
conversions and marriages of kidnapped non-Muslim women to Muslim men.
In 1998, the heads of the United Nations agencies in Pakistan issued a
statement in which Pakistan was reminded that, since it had ratified the
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(though a proviso ‘subject to the provisions of the Constitution’ was added),
gender discrimination and gender-related violence contravened its
commitments, and it must take substantive measures to prevent them.22
Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates that the constitutional and legal relationship
between citizens and the Pakistani state is mediated by the founding ideology
of the state: Muslim nationalism. The two main strands of Muslim
nationalism—the liberal-modernist and Islamist—seek legitimacy from the
Sharia. In practice, it means that a logical and necessary link exists between
membership in the Islamic community and citizenship. Such disposition is
premised on the assumption that the true believer has to be differentiated
from the non-believer, the heretic, and the hypocrite. It is further compounded
by gender criteria favouring men. One need not labour the point that
Pakistan’s human rights theory and praxis deviate from contemporary
international standards and norms.
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Building a Reform Movement:
Could Muslims Emulate
Nineteenth Century Judaism?
J on at han Ben t hall
U n iv e r sit y C olle ge L o n d on , UK

A Crisis of Authority
Let us start from the premise, though not all social scientists would agree,
that religious doctrines generate their own ideological dynamic distinct from
the markers of language, ethnicity and class —albeit often overlapping with
them. The oldest religions have accreted over many centuries through the
deployment of potent symbolic power by means of the communication media
of their day. It has been convincingly argued that the Islamic tradition is
particularly conducive to politicisation, and a crisis of authority within Islam
has been diagnosed.1 Dispassionate debate on this topic is made harder by
the long history of domination of the Muslim world by colonial powers, by
current geopolitical conflicts and tensions, and by the anti-Muslim prejudice
(usually characterised as ‘Islamophobia’ despite the objections to this word
as implying a passive, quasi-medical condition) which has been exacerbated
in the West by economic stress and probably by the collapse of Communism
as a bugbear. I hope to show that, whereas a tradition of progressive Islamic
thought can be traced back for at least a century and includes some highly
articulate personalities today, it has not yet coalesced into a movement. Thus
a vacuum is left that can be filled by more ambiguous religious leaders
claiming to occupy a ‘middle ground’—in Arabic, al-wasatiyya. Sheikh Yusuf
Al-Qaradawi, the Egyptian scholar born in 1926 and now resident in Qatar,
was the most prominent claimant to this ground in 2014, though recently he
appeared to be losing his influence after pressure was applied by Saudi
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Arabia on the rulers of Qatar to reduce the support they had given to the
Muslim Brotherhood, of which he is the spiritual leader.2
Over forty countries with Muslim majorities were ruled in the past by
European powers (including Russia), while a few others such as Iran and
Afghanistan belonged to what has been called an ‘informal empire’. It is
possible to apply towards Islam the same kind of decentring, or
deprovincialisation of the West, that social anthropologists have been used to
apply towards ‘indigenous’ societies, except that the Islamic tradition has
been as universalising and proselytising as Christianity. Classical Islamic
political thought had assumed an expansion of Muslim rule (dar al-islam)
rather than its contraction. For some five to ten centuries an Islamic ‘world
system’ was at the centre of world civilisation and hegemony; now, as
Abelwahab Meddeb has written, Islam is ‘unconsolable in its destitution’.3
Muslims responded to their domination by Europe in various ways: through
military resistance, through exodus or opting out of politics, and through
accommodation.4 The current geopolitical crisis in the Middle East is of
unprecedented complexity, as a result of the rise of the petrodollar states, the
‘Islamic resurgence’ with its violent extremist edge, the fall of Communism,
the tragic and apparently irresolvable Israeli–Palestinian conflict, the ‘war on
terror’ with its squandering of American military power, the return of Russia to
its previous global role, the deepening of the Sunni–Shia divide, the
retaliatory spirit provoked in the Muslim tribal periphery by heavy-handed
repression,5 and intensified anti-Muslim prejudice in the West. Here, I will
focus only on the contribution that interpretations of Islamic doctrine make to
the present-day imbroglio.
We may discard the theory that the Islamic scriptures lead inevitably to
bigotry. It is part of the genius of the great religions that they are able to give
an impression of immobility while continuously changing, and Islam like
Christianity has been capable of extensive accommodation with diverse local
circumstances while also inspiring great achievements in intellectual life and
the arts. However, a scrupulous comparison by the historian Michael Cook
between Sunni Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity (mainly Catholic)
as resources for political engagement in the Global South has provided
persuasive evidence that, whereas no tradition is a reliable predictor of the
behaviour of those who inherit it, just as surely traditions are not
interchangeable.6 All Third World populations, Cook argues, need to choose
between defiance towards the richer nations and cooperation with them; also
between conservation of heritage and adoption of Western institutions and
values. He finds that the Islamic heritage provides a wider choice of political
possibilities than the others that he has analysed. Extreme rejectionism and
absolutism come to the fore in some parts of the Muslim world. But there is
another form of Islamism that is much more eclectic and modernising—
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stressing for instance opportunities for women outside the home,
egalitarianism as an Islamic principle, and scriptural authorisation of peaceful
relations with non-Muslims. Reviewing the possible future of Islamist
movements, Cook sees little chance of their dying out, at least in the short
term, though he thinks it conceivable that large numbers of Muslims may
gradually be attracted by a less politicised version of their religion.
Possible Precedents: European ‘Renaissance’, Christian ‘Reformation’
and Jewish Reform
Can we envisage an Islamic renaissance? With a qualified nod of recognition
to Arnold Toynbee, the anthropologist Jack Goody has argued that there have
been many renaissances in history as well as the standard European
example.7 Islam experienced over the centuries a number of temporary and
local efflorescences, including the rediscovery of Greek scientific literature
under the Baghdad-based Abbasid caliphate and the magnificent mosque
architecture still to be seen in Cairo and Istanbul. Ibn Khaldun (1332–1406)
has been hailed as a founding father of the social sciences. But Goody
leaves us to come to our own judgment about the present day.
The word ‘renaissance’ is indeed often used to translate the Arabic term AlNahda, a period of modernisation and reform that began in Egypt in the late
nineteenth century and continued into the twentieth. But the geopolitical crisis
of the Arab Islamic world today is partly explained by the problem diagnosed
in the Arab Human Development Report 2003: ‘[The] Arab world must turn
outwards and immerse itself in the global knowledge stream.’8 Despite
energetic steps to strengthen research and education in the decade since
publication of that report, the social sciences in particular remain weak
throughout the heartlands of Islam; and without help from the social sciences,
religious adherents run the risk of having access only to an insider’s view of
their faith. A full-blown renaissance seems far off at the moment—with due
respect to the many thoughtful and talented Muslim individuals working in
every walk of life, including some impressively articulate intellectuals.9
But what about a reformation comparable to that which created the Protestant
churches in the sixteenth century? The call for an Islamic reformation has
been voiced for over a hundred years, more recently by (among others) the
social anthropologist Dale Eickelman, who has written about Muhammad
Shahrur’s widely circulated The Book and the Qur’an: A Contemporary
Interpretation (1990) that ‘it may one day be seen as a Muslim equivalent of
the 95 Theses that Martin Luther nailed to the door of the Wittenberg Castle
church in 1517’.10 Eickelman’s cautious prediction may well be proved correct
in time, though in fact the Protestant Reformation set off forces of intolerance
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that led to bloodshed as heavy as what we now see in Iraq or Pakistan, so
this is not the most encouraging parallel.
A more apposite exemplar for Islam is the rise of Reform Judaism, which
began in Germany in the early nineteenth century when progressive
synagogues found they had interests in common and decided to cooperate.
In the 1840s, rabbinical conferences brought the modernist rabbis together,
and the movement spread to the United States. In 1885, the Pittsburgh
Platform was agreed by the Reform movement, merging its German and
American wings, as a formulation of principles that included acceptance of
other religious perspectives, rejecting dietary restrictions and discarding the
idea of a Jewish nation in favour of that of a ‘religious community’.11 The
World Union for Progressive Judaism was founded in 1926. The Columbus
Platform, agreed in 1937, adapted the principles of the movement to the midtwentieth century, especially in responding to the persecution of Jews as a
people and the threats to their survival.12 Today, Reform Judaism has a
recognised position together with the Orthodox and Conservative
movements, allowing space for degrees of organised dissent and solidarity
within the wider faith community.
Individuals and Institution Building
There has been no shortage of individual Islamic modernists, of whom one of
the first and most influential was Muhammad Abduh (1849–1905), who
sought as grand mufti of Egypt to reverse the inertia of his country’s religious
and cultural habits through introducing the values of the European
Enlightenment—scientific enquiry, moral development and education—while
remaining committed to the Quran as the source of governmental legitimacy.
He aimed at an alternative Islamic modernity to that disseminated from the
West: Europe was an obstacle, because of its machinations in the Middle
East, but also a conduit for progressive principles.13 It has been argued by
Ahmad Moussali that the reason why the trend set by Abduh, and the many
intellectuals inspired by him, did not solidify into a movement is that ‘the Arab
reform remained superficial and did not penetrate basic social fabrics. [It]
blindly and unconditionally adopted Western thought and generalised its
suitability to the Arab world.’ Hence the liberation movements of the twentieth
century were linked to the very doctrines used to exercise and justify Western
domination.14
One of the most promising legacies of the twentieth century for Islamic
reformism was that of the Sudanese religious leader Mahmud Muhammad
Taha (1909–85), who set out to synthesise liberal socialist ideas with Sufi
interpretations of Sharia, distinguishing the Quran’s universal revelation,
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transmitted during the Prophet Muhammad’s early period in Mecca, from the
rigid legalism of the later Medinan chapters. Taha was executed for apostasy
under the military regime of Jaafar Nimeiri. Since his death his ideas have
become widely known among Muslim intellectuals; but Taha is far less well
remembered than the founders of the more hard-line and well-organised
Muslim Brotherhood.15
Current turmoil in the Middle East is driving thousands of disaffected young
Muslims to sympathise with violent jihadis. There is a widespread consensus
in the West that Islamic reformism should be encouraged—but how?
Western-inspired initiatives, such as that embarked on briefly by the RAND
Corporation in 2004, to intervene in the theology of another religion may have
unintended consequences, one of which is that progressive ulama are
exposed to allegations that they are tools of Western intelligence services.16
To be successful, a reform movement would need not only a new generation
of accredited individual Islamic opinion-formers but also decisive efforts at
institution building.17
Islamic Charities as Autogenous Institutions
Several successful Islamic overseas aid agencies have grown in Britain—
encouraged by the Charity Commission and successfully surmounting the
political and financial obstacles put in the way of Islamic charities since 11
September 2001, most notably by the US government.18 These NGOs
demonstrate that Muslims in the West are fully capable of building
autogenous institutions that harmonise and cooperate in practical ways with
the non-Muslim mainstream, and make constructive use of media
opportunities, while also being faithful to their own religious traditions: in this
case, the strong injunctions to charitable giving that are found in the Quran.
Islamic Relief Worldwide, the leading British Muslim overseas relief and
development charity, was founded in Birmingham, England, by medical
students in 1984.19 But there is no nationwide institution in Britain, or any
other Western country, comparable to Muhammadiyah in Indonesia. This
progressive religious network manages many thousands of educational,
health and welfare institutions, and celebrated its centenary in 2012 with a
conference where not only its achievements but also its internal ideological
divisions were discussed with the utmost openness.20 An affiliated women’s
organisation, Aisyiyah, was founded as long ago as 1917. Muhammadiyah is
marked by a high degree of internal democracy and administrative
rationalisation. Unlike the Muslim Brotherhood (founded in Egypt in 1928, but
later becoming a Pan-Arab network) it refrained from adopting a concerted
oppositional stance. While Indonesia does have its own problems with violent
Islamist extremism, it has escaped the hyper-politicisation of all aspects of life
which has held back human development in the Middle East, and which
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intrudes on the everyday life of Muslims in many places elsewhere.
The precedents of Islamic Relief Worldwide in Britain, and Muhammadiyah in
Indonesia, should inspire Muslims everywhere not only to think creatively
about how to adapt their religious practices to modern exigencies but also to
crystallise their new thinking in durable institutions. A vast Muslim public must
be hoping for the emergence of alternatives to that religious conservatism
whose loyalties to the umma (or global Muslim nation) the jihadis attempt to
exploit. Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi attained his dominant influence not only by
means of his seductive oratory but also through a lifetime of building up
institutions in different spheres—academic, financial, judicial, educational and
charitable—as well as his media profile. Yet though he is opposed to violent
offensive jihadism and though he claims (as noted above) to occupy a middle
ground, Qaradawi’s rhetoric is essentially authoritarian.21 A commitment to
institution building as strong as his will be needed if reinterpretations of
Islamic doctrine, more compatible than Qaradawi’s with the spirit of free
enquiry, are to compete effectively with the traditionalist views. The message
should be ‘Don’t agonise, organise.’22 Determination and courage—
sometimes physical as well as moral—will be needed to graduate from
individual advocacy to the founding and expansion of new associations and
media outlets; but the need and demand are certainly in place, and the
reward could be epoch-making.
Current Reformist Movements
Efforts are indeed being made in the Islamic world to cultivate reformist
institutions. Fetlullah Gülen, an Islamic intellectual and activist born in Turkey
but now resident in Pennsylvania, has built up a major transnational
movement including educational institutions and media resources.23 It has
encountered strong opposition in Turkey from both Islamic and secular
political leaders. In September 2014, President Tayyip Erdogan accused the
movement of setting up what he called a ‘parallel state’ within the country,
and asked the USA to deport him to Turkey for questioning.24 Meanwhile, in
July the senior Islamic cleric in Turkey, Sheikh Mehmet Görmez, convened a
meeting in Istanbul of over one hundred ‘World Islamic Scholars for Peace,
Moderation and Common Sense Initiative’, arguing in his opening speech
that, rather than pin all the blame for violence in the Muslim world on others,
‘those who really have any sense of responsibility would care to look inside
their own fold and make an analysis and come up with evaluations’.25
Reportedly, Görmez attracted a large Iranian delegation, tapping into the
Turkish traditions of Sunni and Shia coexistence by attracting Sufis from both
sides; but two dominant Islamic nations, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, were not
represented.26 In March 2014, a rival 250-strong gathering was held in Abu
Dhabi: the Forum for Promoting Peace in Muslim Societies, which led to the
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launch in July of the Muslim Council of Elders, presided over by the Grand
Imam of Al-Azhar in Egypt, Sheikh Ahmed Al-Tayeb. This consortium is
critical of both Wahhabism and the Muslim Brotherhood, favouring a ‘political
Sufism’ which is also promoted by the Zaytuna College based in California,
and which has elicited a sympathetic response from some American foreign
policy experts.27 Added to this mix, the possibility that Saudi Arabia may find
ways to liberalise Wahhabism, the rigorist form of Islam that legitimates the
royal house and its aged leaders, tempted to retreat into a moneyed
theological laager, is one of the unknowns whose outcome will shape the
future of the religion worldwide.
So, the challenge for Islamic reformers today is vastly more politically
complicated than that which leaders of an ethno-religious minority responded
to in the nineteenth century. But this surely makes the task all the more
urgent.
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Introduction
In recent years, religion has moved from being considered marginal to the
study of international relations and global order to assuming an increasingly
prominent role in the discipline. The fragile consensus that states were to
deal with religion internally began to crumble in the 1990s, and fell apart
entirely after 9/11, as experts turned to religion as simultaneously a central
problem to be resolved (the agenda of surveillance) and as its own solution
(the agenda of reassurance). This is new religion agenda. Tony Blair has
described it as the ‘two faces of faith’.1 This agenda has gained a prominent
foothold in contemporary international public policy circles. Good religion
should be restored to international affairs, it suggests, while bad religion
should be reformed or eradicated. This approach privileges religion as the
basis from which to formulate foreign policy, develop international public
policy, and orientate human rights campaigns. It organises expert knowledge
production and informs government and non-governmental decision-making
in contemporary international affairs. It structures the global governance of
religious diversity and shapes fields of social, political and religious practice
and possibility in particular ways.2 Following a brief introduction to this
framework, this chapter examines the effects of the religion agenda in a
specific context, that of Sahrawi refugees living in south-western Algeria, one
of many contexts in which the global dynamics of good religion/bad religion
have been brought to life. In the process, it introduces an approach to religion
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and world politics, developed in my forthcoming book , that interrogates the
distinction between religion as construed for reasons of power, including the
good/bad religion framework, and a broader field of social and religious
practice of those without it.3 This juxtaposition offers a glimpse of the politics
of global advocacy for religious toleration by revealing the mixed
consequences for many Sahrawi refugees of the representation of their
camps as ‘ideal spaces’ occupied by religiously tolerant individuals.
The Two Faces of Faith and the Religion Agenda
The two faces of faith serves as shorthand for an interpretive frame, form of
expert knowledge, and normative orientation that has provided the discursive
scaffolding for much of the so-called return of religion to international affairs
over the past two decades.4 This template pre-structures the field in which
many scholars and decision-makers, particularly in Europe and North
America, approach and respond to questions involving religion and
international public life in scholarly discussions, media conversations, and
public policy debates. It serves as a reliable, easy to access language in
which to speak about religion that provides a shared point of departure for
public policy debates and discussions. It is now often taken for granted in
such debates and discussions that irenic religion should be restored to
international public life: cementing the moral foundations of international
order, providing depth and moral sustenance to claims for international
human rights, facilitating the spread of freedom, and promoting human
flourishing through advocacy for inter-faith understanding. The return of
peaceful religion is lauded as an overdue corrective to secularist attempts to
quarantine benevolent religious actors and voices. In the words of Canadian
Ambassador of Religious Freedom Andrew Bennett,
In Canada and I’d say the liberal western democracies, we’ve
pushed any expression of faith so far into the private sphere in
the last half-century or so that we’ve sometimes forgotten how
to have that faith-based discourse, and engage faith.5
Bennett and other advocates for the religion agenda seek to persuade their
listeners that religion and religious actors are especially relevant to global
politics because they are uniquely equipped to contribute to relief efforts,
nation building, development, and peace building. Good religion is an agent
of transformation. It is important and necessary for politics and public life to
unfold democratically and for religious freedom to flourish globally. Religion
‘done right’ is an international public good. Tolerant faith-based leaders and
authentic religious texts are said to be waiting expectantly in the wings, biding
their time while they wait for the public authorities to come to their senses
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and grant religious voices and actors their proper place in international public
life. Religious goods and actors are celebrated as contributors to global
justice campaigns, engineers of peace building, agents of post-conflict
reconciliation and countervailing forces to terrorism. With a little help from the
authorities, the story goes, peaceful religion will triumph over its intolerant
rivals.
This conciliatory side of the two faces narrative is reflected in international
political projects of striking reach and variety. Global public policy areas
subject to this framing include transitional justice efforts, human rights
advocacy, development assistance, nation and public-capacity building
efforts, religious engagement, humanitarian and emergency relief efforts, and
foreign and military policy. Religion appears in this rendering as a potential
problem and its own solution, insofar as interfaith cooperation, religious
freedom and tolerance can be engendered and institutionalised and
extremists marginalised. A proliferating number of generously funded projects
are occupied with discerning and engaging peaceful religion and projecting it
internationally through states, international tribunals, and international and
non-governmental organisations. As this global infrastructure is put in place,
a is taking shape.
Other global projects, and sometimes the same ones, are consumed by
equally pressing efforts to identify and reform intolerant religion and ensure
that it is not projected internationally. This less euphemistic side of the ‘two
faces’ narrative is concerned with surveilling and disciplining intolerant and
divisive religion. When it assumes such forms, it is claimed, religion becomes
an object of securitisation and a target of legitimate violence. States are
expected to work together with international authorities to contain or suppress
dangerous and intolerant manifestations of politicised religion.6 This fearful,
restive religion is associated with the violent history of Europe’s past and
much of the rest of the world’s religious present, including the wars of religion
during the European Reformation and afterwards, and the intolerance and
fanaticism associated with certain forms of what today is often named as
religious extremism. Bad religion is understood to slip easily into violence,
unlike peaceful religion, which curbs it. Bad religion is sectarian religion, and
associated with the failure of the state to properly domesticate it—or, in some
cases, of religion to properly domesticate itself.
The two faces of faith reproduce a number of conventions for conceptualising
religion that have been discussed and deconstructed in recent years in an
impressive literature that spans academic disciplines. Yet it is also distinctive,
in some sense, in that religion is not only no longer private—as José
Casanova argued in the 1990s—but also takes on specific new forms of
publicity, demands new kinds of partnerships and presses forward new
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agendas with a surprising alacrity and remarkable degree of self-assurance.
Initiatives pairing religious institutions and leaders with government offices
are being launched, mandates for moral and spiritual reform are drafted and
centres for interfaith understanding are built, all with great fanfare.7 A small
army of international public authorities with significant financial means and
unflagging political will is awaiting an answer to the question of how to locate
and promote tolerant, free religion.8 Purveyors of the two faces narrative have
an answer that has proven compelling to many concerned donors,
governments, and other actors: certain religions, and certain forms of certain
religions, need to be recognised, reorganised and rescued without delay from
secularist condemnation and marginalisation.
Religious inputs and religious actors need to be named, promoted and
propelled into the international public spotlight to serve as global problemsolvers. Others need to be disciplined, shunned, or reformed. In this view,
religions and religious actors are identifiable. It is obvious who they are. They
are inherently different and distinguishable from secular actors. And,
importantly, they have allegedly been excluded. My own work questions
these claims in favour of an alternative approach to contemporary religion in
relation to global politics, law, and society. I have argued, for example, that
religion has not been excluded but has assumed different forms and occupied
difference spaces in different regimes of governance, often understood as
secular.9 I have suggested that religion might be approached as part of a
complex and evolving, shifting series of fields of contemporary and historical
practice that cannot be singled out from other aspects of human activity but
also cannot be merely reduced to them. I have sought to resist the adoption
of any singular, stable conception of religion, instead acknowledging the vast,
diverse and shifting array of practices and histories that fall under the
heading of religion as the term is used today.10
Yet the two faces model retains a certain appeal. It is easy to understand. It
provides structure and simplicity for academics, advocates, bureaucrats,
journalists, and others struggling to understand a world in which religious
leaders, institutions and traditions appear to be gaining significance. It
reduces complex social and historical fields, dizzying power relations and
diverse and shifting fields of religious practice into a one-size-fits-all policy
prescription that meets the needs of those with limited background or interest
in religion. The recipe is simple: identify and empower the peaceful
moderates and marginalise or reform the intolerant extremists. Many
governments, think tanks, foundations, foreign policy pundits and selfproclaimed religion experts traffic in the baseline assumption that when
religious moderates are identified and empowered—and fundamentalists
identified and reformed—then the problems posed by extremist forms of
religion will fade and religious freedom, rights, and toleration will spread
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unimpeded across the globe. This logic is being institutionalised, to varying
degrees and in accordance with local elite sensibilities, in governments
around the world, including the US State Department’s Office of International
Religious Freedom and, most recently, Office of Faith-Based Community
Initiatives. The Europeans and Canadians are not far behind.
An important assumption underlying the two faces discourse is often
overlooked in the excitement over the so-called return of religion. The two
faces embodies the presumption that academic experts, government officials
and foreign policy-makers, especially ‘religious’ ones, know more or less what
religion is, where it is located, who speaks in its name, and how to
incorporate ‘it’ into foreign policy and international public policy decision
matrices. This questionable assumption enables academics, practitioners and
pundits to leap straight into the business of quantifying religion’s effects,
adapting religion’s insights to international problem-solving efforts, and
incorporating religion’s official representatives into international political
decision-making, public policy and institutions. And this is precisely what they
are doing. Governments, international organisations and even much of the
academic literature on religion and international relations treat religion as a
relatively stable, self-evident category that is understood to motivate a host of
actions, both good and bad.
My book suggests that religion is not an isolatable entity and should not be
treated as such, whether in an attempt to separate it from law and politics or
to design a political response to it. Any attempt to single out religion as a
platform from which to develop law and public policy inevitably privileges
some religions over others, leading to what Lori Beaman and Winnifred
Sullivan have described as ‘varieties of religious establishment’.11 Scholars
and practitioners working internationally and comparatively need to consider
the implications of this critique, and work to embed the study of religion in a
series of more complex social and interpretive fields. This requires
disaggregating and complicating the category of religion in relation to politics,
culture, law and society. It requires considering what the world looks life after
we move beyond the ideology of separation. It involves exploring the
disjuncture between the forms of official religion that are sanctioned by expert
knowledge and produced through specific acts of legal, constitutional and
governmental advocacy for religious freedom, tolerance and rights, on the
one hand, and the various forms of religion lived by ordinary people, on the
other. While these fields overlap and are always entangled with each other,
and also with institutional religion, in complex formations, they cannot be
collapsed entirely, as is often the case in contemporary international scholarly
and policy discussions on religion and politics.
Legal and political advocacy for specific conceptions of religious freedom,
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tolerance and the rights of religious minorities shape both religion and politics
in context-specific and variable ways. These efforts stand neither outside
history nor above politics. At the same time, and critically, local practices
often work outside of, exceed and confound the utopian legal, political and
religious imperatives associated with the ambitious aspirations of the religion
agenda. Exploring the consequences of distinguishing in specific contexts
between religion as construed for reasons of power, and religion as lived by
those without it, calls into question the stability of the category of religion that
anchors both the agenda of reassurance and the agenda of surveillance.
Attempts to realise religious freedom, religious tolerance and religious rights
both shape and constrain religious possibilities on the ground.
The Good Sahrawi and the Politics of Religious Tolerance
Located in Tindouf province in south-western Algeria, the Sahrawi refugee
camps were established in the mid-1970s to accommodate Sahrawis fleeing
Moroccan forces during the Western Sahara War. Situated on a flood-prone
desert plane known as ‘The Devil’s Garden’ with limited access to water and
scarce vegetation, and governed by the Polisario Front, the camps depend
almost entirely upon foreign aid. In this context, European and North
American constructs of good religion, bad religion, progressive Muslims,
religious freedom and inter-faith dialogue—all constructs associated with the
religion agenda—have shaped both transnational and intra-Sahrawi politics.
According to Elena Fiddian-Qasmiyeh, the Polisario has
successfully projected the Sahrawi camps as ‘ideal’ spaces
inhabited by ‘good’ refugees, in part by reflecting mainstream
European and North American normative preferences for the
development of a ‘good’ and ‘progressive’ Islam.12
In interactions with non-Sahrawi audiences and potential donors, particularly
those from Europe and North America, she explains, Polisario leaders make
reference to notions of secularism and religious tolerance in an effort to
represent the ideal nature of the camps and their inhabitants to audiences
that are presumably primed to react positively to these terms. Yet this
projection is only one among several different representations of the refugees
in the leadership’s repertoire, and which representation is utilised in any
given interaction depends on the audience. This strategy enables the
Polisario leadership to tap into a substantial and diverse array of political and
financial support both inside and outside the camps. Supporters provide
material aid and engage in lobbying campaigns in their home countries on
behalf of the Polisario’s political objectives. The latter involves most notably
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the attempt to reclaim a degree of sovereign authority over Western Sahara
from the Moroccan government, which has controlled the disputed territory for
four decades. From the late 1800s until the mid-1970s, when the Polisario
Front launched an armed rebellion, the territory was occupied by Spain and
known as the Spanish Sahara. Under pressure from Morocco and the US,
Spain reneged on its promise of independence and in 1975 agreed to a joint
Moroccan and Mauritanian occupation, later exclusively Moroccan. Half the
Sahrawi population subsequently fled into Algeria and became the refugees
they remain today. The US continues to support Morocco’s refusal to hold a
referendum on independence, while the UN formally recognises Western
Sahara as a non-self-governing territory—Africa’s last colony.13
From the perspective of the global politics of religious tolerance, the strength
of Fiddian-Qasmiyeh’s account lies in her focus on a triangular set of
relationships that have evolved between evangelical humanitarian groups
(the Defense Forum Foundation, Christ the Rock Community Church and
Christian Solidarity Worldwide-USA) that are active in the camps, Polisario
leaders and the Sahrawi people.14 There is a particularly tight connection
linking the Polisario and the evangelical humanitarian groups. As FiddianQasmiyeh explains, ‘the Polisario’s determination to activate not only
evangelists’ humanitarian assistance but also their political support is
arguably, at least in part, as a result of these organations’ proven dedication
and efficiency in so prominently lobbying on behalf of “the Sahrawi people”’.15
The Sahrawi’s purported ‘religious tolerance’ is a critical ingredient in this
alliance. Fiddian-Qasmiyeh observes, for example, that Defense Forum
Foundation representative and pro-Sahrawi activist Suzanne Scholte:
has widely transmitted accounts of the Sahrawi’s receptivity to
Christianity and overarching religious tolerance in the
international arena, including before the US Congress and the
UN Decolonization Committee on numerous occasions since
2002. … Several other evangelists have lobbied for the
Polisario on Capitol Hill and before the UN Decolonization
Committee, including (in October 2009) Dan Stanley, senior
pastor from RockFish Church, who reportedly led the first
prayer session in the camps, and Cheryl Banda and Janet
Lenz from Christ the Rock Community Church.16
This supportive relationship between the Polisario and their foreign
humanitarian supporters also generates particular forms of intra-Sahrawi
politics. As Fiddian Qasmiyeh explains, ‘the international celebration of the
Sahrawi refugee camps’ success is … directly associated with and even
dependent upon the concealment, or discursive minimisation, of everyday
Muslim identity, practice and institutions’.17 Maintaining the appearance of
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‘religious tolerance’ depends upon what she describes as a ‘tyranny of
tolerance’—or ‘system of -entation, which purposefully centralises certain
groups, identifiers and dynamics while simultaneously displacing and
marginalising those which challenge official accounts of the camps.’18
Journalist Timothy Kustusch’s description of a 2008 interfaith dialogue
session in the camps confirms this, noting that ‘to avoid potential tension,
only a few political leaders from the Polisario Front (the independence
movement of the Sahrawi people), local religious leaders and volunteers from
Christ The Rock were invited’.19 As Fiddian-Qasmiyeh explains, ‘the Sahrawi
‘audience’ was restricted to those who had already officially demonstrated
their allegiance to the official script of “tolerance”’.20 Dissenting, unofficial
scripts were inadmissible. Janet Lenz, founder of Christ The Rock’s Sahrawi
project, observed of the session that, ‘while a few of the attendees at the
inaugural session did attempt to debate, the proceedings were for the most
part peaceful and cordial’. For Lenz, the achievement of tolerance and
peacefulness hinge on what Fiddian-Qasmiyeh identifies as ‘the repression of
“debate” or contestation on-stage, recreating the camps as spaces of
unequivocal acceptance of the religious Other’.21
There is an interesting tension between religious tolerance as construed by
the Polisario-evangelical axis of cooperation, on the one hand, and those
Sahrawis whose ‘individual, familial and collective priorities and concerns
may be irrevocably different from those of Polisario and evangelical actors
alike’ on the other.22 This Polisario–international humanitarian axis of
cooperation leaves little or no space for dissenting Sahrawi voices to be
heard, not only when confronted with non-Sahrawi audiences but also, and
critically, within the Sahrawi community itself:
Although the Polisario has the potential to ‘ingratiate
themselves’ with their supporters through representations of
the camps as unique spaces of religious freedom and
tolerance and of ‘the Sahrawi people’ as inherently welcoming
of evangelical groups, these performances equally have the
potential to create an irreconcilable rupture not only with other,
non-evangelical donors (including ‘secular’ Spanish ‘Friends of
the Sahrawi’), but also between the Polisario and the very
refugees which this organization purports to represent. The
enactment of such debates and contestations, however, is
suppressed in the camps via strategies of entation which limit
the audibility, visibility and very presence of those actors
whose individual, familial and collective priorities and concerns
may be diametrically opposed to those of key donors and the
Polisario alike.23
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These particular Sahrawi refugees’ lack of voice and agency in these
circumstances illustrates who and what is excluded when international
religious freedom, tolerance and inter-faith dialogue—and the material
benefits that follow in their wake for those in a position to claim them—
capture the field of emancipatory possibility as unchallengeable political and
social goods in a particular context.24 These dynamics are central to the
politics of the religion agenda, which is distinguished by a strong commitment
to the global realisation of these purportedly universal goods and goals.25
The diverse experiences and complex power relations uncovered by FiddianQasmiyeh speak to the potential of discriminating analytically between
religious tolerance, freedom, and rights as construed by those in power and
the practices of ordinary people who are subjected to these techniques of
governance. Doing so reveals a gap or tension between expert and
‘governed’ religion—heuristics described in more detail in my book—and the
practices of ordinary people who often experience complex and shifting
relationships to the institutions, orthodoxies and authorities that allegedly
represent them, whether understood as secular, religious or neither. The
Sahrawi case also speaks to the transformative effect of a particular
conception of ‘religious tolerance’, cemented in a political partnership
between external supporters and local Polisario leaders, on the lives of
potential dissenters and others not in power, in this case the average
refugee. Finally, it attests to the value of attempts to apprehend Sahrawi
practices and histories on their own terms, even or especially to the extent
that they appear as unintelligible or illegible to legal and normative frames
such as religious tolerance or religious freedom, rather than seeking to
assimilate them into these templates. This may be, in part, what Markus
Dressler and Arvind Mandair are referring to when they call for releasing the
‘space of the political from the grasp of the secularisation doctrine’.26 Doing so
allows us to bring international human (and religious) rights advocacy back
into history,27 acknowledging its debts to particular histories and conceptions
of secularity, tolerance, subjectivity and religion. To fail to do so is risk
remaining within, and reproducing, the specific discourses of religious
tolerance, freedom and rights purveyed by those in power. It risks losing sight
of diverse aspects of Sahrawi, and many other histories and experiences,
beyond religious freedom.
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Conclusion
‘Nations under God’: Problems of
Meaning in Contemporary Rhetoric
T im ot h y F it z ge r ald
U n iv e r sit y of S t ir l in g, UK

Introduction1
The title of this collection was well chosen by the editors, because it invites
consideration of the many problematic terms and images commonly deployed
in Anglophone discourse and amplified throughout the media. Given that so
much of the media is, understandably, preoccupied at this historical moment
with the turbulence occurring in states with large Muslim populations, many
readers will immediately if not exclusively think of ‘Islam’. The expression,
‘nations under God’, immediately conveys vivid images that the reader might
involuntarily imagine: TV images of ‘the Middle East’ full of sand and
violence; ‘failed states’—Iraq, Libya, Iran, Egypt, Palestine and Syria;
incessant turbulence and war; of presumably oppressed women wrapped in
the allegedly dehumanising burqa; and of strange, bearded men shouting
‘Allah’ while shooting guns.
I am not saying that these images are necessarily confined to Islamic
contexts. They arguably represent a more basic discourse that legitimates
rational liberal modernity against all perceived forms of backwardness and
irrational barbarity. Whether the topic is occasioned by Muslim or some other
militancy, there is a discourse on ‘religion’ or ‘faith’ and ‘its’ propensity to
irrational violence, a discourse that tacitly constructs our rational, liberal
civility compared to their medieval barbarity, and our secular, logical
reasonableness compared to their wild inability to settle their differences
through negotiation, free market relations and respect for private property.2
Whereas we are modest, peace loving and only reluctantly violent, they are
lost in superstition and the authors of their own misery.
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Liberal journalists and academics, in our largely sincere attempts at factual
reportage, tend unconsciously to reproduce these ancient ‘us and them’
narratives. Recently, such a wide and deep stream of Europhone media
propaganda received stimulation by the ‘revival’ of the ‘medieval Caliphate’ by
a group called ISIS (the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant). The idea that
the contemporary declaration of a new caliphate straddling the Iraq-Syria
border is a ‘medieval revival’ feeds into the wider discourse sketched above.
In Europhone discourse, the medieval is the pre-modern, and the opposition
between the modern and the medieval, like that between modernity and
tradition, is a conceit that derives from the European enlightenment
assumption. We are modern and progressive; they are traditional, medieval
and backward.
But this self-serving presumption about the progress of nations is an illusion
that has become transformed by various rhetorical devices into common
sense reality. There is no neutral observational data from which we can infer
that Euro-American ideas, goals or policies represent progress or
enlightenment. It is as much an unfounded belief or act of faith as the
Millenarian belief in the second coming.
This problem of the habitual reproduction of collective self-delusion is not
confined to International Relations (IR). ‘Nations’, ‘God’, ‘Geopolitics’ and
‘Faith’ are all typically deployed in academic discourse and public rhetoric as
though their meanings are self-evident, universal and ahistorical. This
problem stems in part from the Enlightenment assumption that European
secular rationality, classification systems, and science of political economy
are (or ambiguously ought to be) universal in their application. Arguably this
kind of claim to universal truth already existed in both Catholic and Protestant
discourses and self-representations, exemplified in the belief that pagan
peoples must be converted to save their souls and teach them proper
governance and how to be civilised. Such a disposition seems to have found
its way into the narrative of Euro-American enlightenment and progress.
Colonial and neo-colonial power has always been as much about cognitive
and linguistic imposition as military. In the interests of global communication,
it might be held that all languages ought to be translatable into a universal
language, which just happens to be European. But the ‘just happens to be’ is
itself part of our problem.
Arguably, however, there is also a more
tendency for abstract categories with a
attributed with misplaced concreteness,
that seem to exist objectively beyond

general process at work. There is a
very general application to become
transformed into reifications, things
their conventional (and contested)
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deployment. Imaginaries that are useful to think with become transmuted into
common sense reality that it is eccentric or even irresponsible to question.
While we need general categories to think with, some are invested with a
priority that reflects the dominant interests of powerful institutions and
classes. The literate male elites that governed the Roman Catholic Church for
centuries have invested specific concepts with huge importance, and these
have been policed and violations punished. This theme can presumably be
extended widely and globally, because all power formations need to appear
legitimate to those with and to those without power. Hegemonic imaginaries
in all their varieties are presumably identifiable in situations of actual or
potential conflicts of interest. We can describe this tendency as the
transformation of imagined orders of power into the self-evidently real, of
desired forms of domination into unquestionable legitimacy.
Categories that today sustain our own myths of the modern—such as the
distinction between religion (either irrational or merely non-rational ‘faith’) and
the nonreligious secular (rational science and realistic politics)—are policed
by a range of agencies, not only the media, politicians and the academics,
but also including constitutions and the courts. It is surely dangerous when
foreign policy experts, diplomats and military leaders uncritically internalise
our myths about what is good for everyone.
The problem with these general categories and their conscious or
unconscious representation as neutral and universal goes well beyond
International Relations. One can even find the problem in Edward Said’s
groundbreaking work, Orientalism, and the postcolonial and subalternist
paradigms that it ably helped to generate. Said and postcolonial theorists
hardly deconstruct secular reason in its dichotomous relation to religion,
though this step seems perfectly compatible with their position and would
represent a legitimate extension of their work.3
IR is a crucially important discipline, being concerned with global
communications and understandings and having a fairly direct influence on
the thinking of powerful agencies in the international arena. In this sense, IR
is a potent agency for the reproduction of hegemonic discourse. In
Althusser’s terms, it is an ideological state apparatus. Yet an IR critical of the
kind that will perhaps be welcomed in this book might contribute powerfully to
its unravelling.
Nations under God
To unravel hegemonic liberal discourse requires us to pay critical attention to
the disguised ideological functions of some of our most widely deployed
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categories in their apparent innocence. We can begin in the title with the
problematic term ‘God’ in the expression ‘Nations under God’. This word,
‘God’, is not innocent and cannot provide us with a neutral category for
describing or analysing anything. It is an empty signifier that acts as the
binary opposite of ‘the world’, which is also a metaphysical imaginary with no
essential content. The rhetorical illusion that this binary generates is that,
whereas God is purely imaginary, the world is empirically encountered in our
everyday experience. However, we do not encounter ‘the world’ in our
everyday experience. For ‘the world’ is everything in empirical experience,
and therefore nothing.
This God–World binary oscillates along the same axis as ‘the supernatural’ in
binary opposition to ‘the natural’, ‘faith’ in opposition to ‘knowledge’, and
‘religion’ in opposition to non-religious secular reason. One empty binary
stands in for all the rest, protects the whole series from critical
deconstruction, and holds us in circular reasoning.
In Anglo-American and Europhone Enlightenment discourse more widely,
‘God’ has historically been derived from Christian theology(ies). Within the
history of Christian theology the meaning of ‘God’ has been contested bitterly
between different confessional states and has entailed extreme punishment
for what the powerful have considered heretical misrepresentation. We
cannot know what it means to say that some person or group has belief in
God, or belongs to a faith community, unless we are clear about the meaning
of the key terms both for us and for them. The authoritative transmission of
the true meaning of God understood as monotheistic, Trinitarian and
Christological has been the central topic of many of the controversies
throughout the history of the Catholic Church, the Orthodox Church, and the
various churches founded since the Reformation. The true meaning of God
has required persuasive argumentation, creedal and liturgical definition and
policing by various authorities, and does not offer a ready-made, neutral
descriptive and analytical concept. In fact we could say that there is no true
meaning of ‘God’ outside someone’s (or some community’s) assertion that
there is.
I am not an expert on Islam, but my understanding is that for at least some
important Muslim theologians, Trinitarian doctrine is polytheistic and thus an
error, a kind of paganism. If this is the case, then Christian monotheistic belief
in God (even if there were any one meaning attributable to these terms)
would not be the same as what many Muslims understand by Allah.
Restriction of the use of the term God to monotheism or monotheistic
systems does not solve the problem but further extends it, requiring an
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agreed understanding of what does and does not constitute a monotheistic
idea—as distinct from a polytheistic, pantheistic, monistic, deistic or
henotheistic one. Beliefs that the Catholic and Protestant authorities have
deemed to be pantheistic, or those that deny the ontological identity of God
the Father and God the Son, have been proscribed as pagan heresies. Given
the history of bitter contestations around the term ‘God’, it is difficult to see
how it could ever be considered useful as a neutral descriptive or analytical
concept.
God, Gods and Goddesses
Use of the term ‘God’ as if it is a neutral descriptive concept generates further
problems when one considers the related term ‘gods’ and ‘goddesses’ in the
plural. Even in Anglophone discourse, it is difficult if not impossible to know
quite what these terms can mean. What is a god? So much can be included
that the term is rendered vague at best and at worst incoherent. Virtually
anything that someone or some group somewhere deems special, sacred or
of deep significance in their life or lives can be and has been termed a god.
Our liberal secular gods are self-interest, capital, private property and
money.4 Durkheim and many since him have argued that the Individual is the
dominant modern ‘sacred’.5 These are all abstractions transformed into
objects of faith, the hope of salvation and striving for generations of believers,
collective imaginaries transposed into sacred realities and policed by various
agencies. The illusions of Euro-American progress and development are
other objects of devotion; so is the sacred nation-state and its territory.6
However, where there is no limit to the content of a concept, and where
‘religion’ is used to encompass belief in a constitutionally ‘secular’ state, then
the point of making the distinction at all seems to get lost and becomes
questionable if not vacuous.
Natural, Unnatural and Supernatural
One strategy that is evident in much contemporary rhetoric on God or gods
has been to fall back on the distinctions between the ‘supernatural’ and the
‘natural’. This move does not solve the problem, because nobody can claim
to know definitely what either of these terms means or how to distinguish
between them.
To take the term ‘nature’ or ‘natural’, one might ask what is not natural? There
does seem to be a useful distinction to make between the natural and the
artificial, for in many contexts it is important to know if there is a conscious
human intention behind an occurrence. However, this would not typically be
taken to mean that an artificial, consciously produced factor is unnatural. For
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biologists and other scientists (I suppose) everything is natural and can be
explained in naturalistic terms. Even those scientists that accord a degree of
explanatory autonomy to ‘society’ would be likely to give the final reduction to
nature, understood as evolutionary adaptation for the purposes of survival
and reproduction of the genes. But then in this case the term ‘nature’ and
‘natural’ appears to encompass everything that can be known.
To some people, homosexuality is an unnatural act, but this is a moral
judgment and typically depends on a specific tradition of value judgments. On
the other hand, a biologist might claim that homosexuality is natural and can
be given a factual, naturalistic explanation—in terms of genetic inheritance,
for example. Many biologists might be committed to the view that not only
homosexuality but everything can be given a naturalistic interpretation, at
least in principle. But if this is the case, then the terms ‘natural’ and
‘naturalistic’ seem to become less useful. If everything can in the final
analysis be explained as part of nature, then why would a biologist or
physicist need to refer at all to nature or the natural? What more is being
tacitly asserted by the propensity to refer to nature?
Another person might answer the same question—what is not natural? —by
claiming that some events are supernatural. But such a claim itself depends
on a specific theory of the supernatural, often conveyed in a theological or
philosophical system, and representing a specific and contested viewpoint.
The meaning of terms like supernatural and natural, and the supposed
relations between them, have been conceived in radically different ways in
Thomist-Aristotelian, Deist, and empiricist or positivist systems respectively.
In Thomist-Aristotelian thought, the supernatural is the ultimately real, and
nature is encompassed at a lower level of creation. In modern secular
empiricist and positivist thought, the secular is essentially different from the
religious, as faith is to knowledge, etc.
Many peoples reportedly make no such distinction. Scholars in religious
studies, anthropology, philosophy and the social sciences, in their attempts to
formulate a neutral descriptive concept, have been unable to agree on the
meaning of supernatural (as with so many other critical terms) and some
have consequently played with alternatives such as superhuman. But such a
move requires a clear understanding of what ‘human’ means and how far
beyond is ‘super’. In ordinary language a nuclear explosion could be
described as a force that is superhuman, but we wouldn’t typically describe it
as beyond nature. If we cannot give a clear answer to the question about the
meaning of supernatural, then the meaning of natural is also indeterminate.
When biologists and physicists deny the existence of God, how do they or we
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know what they are denying? Or what anyone is affirming by claiming such
an existence? How to articulate a clear and universal distinction between the
natural and supernatural is thus deeply problematic, and attempts to define
God or gods in terms of supposed distinctions between natural and
supernatural lead to an endless circularity.
God, Gods and Problems of Translation
The concepts of God, gods and goddesses also involve accompanying
problems of translation. Deployment of the term is often assumed without
argument to indicate an essential meaning that can be translated into
different formulations in non-European languages. Some well-known
examples of this are the uses of God or gods/goddesses for Allah in Arabic,
Yahweh in Hebrew, Brahman in Sanskrit, deva/devi and devata in Sanskrit,
kami in Japanese, and so on.
Any intended or unintended importation of Christian, Trinitarian, monotheistic,
incarnational meanings of ‘God’ into non-European and non-Christian
contexts is likely to distort what other people want to say and believe and
mean. If we take the Japanese term kami as one example of a non-European
term that is frequently translated as god or gods, in different contexts it can
refer to mythical persons, living human persons, ancestors, enlightened
beings, shamanistic spirits, entities such as trees, waterfalls, mountains and
rivers, the sun and the moon, and so on.7 Much the same can be said about
the vast range of what might be called deva and devi in India or South Asia
more widely. Only sustained contextual analysis can hope to determine what
meaning is being attributed to such multivalent terms in any specific and
relevant situation.
It is highly problematic to attribute a belief in the supernatural to people who
use such terms as kami or devi. Is ganga, the goddess who is also the river
Ganges, supernatural or natural? One would need to enter complex debates
between Hindu pilgrims and natural scientists (often the same people) about
the meaning of a claim that the Ganges is a goddess—or what it would mean
to call it part of nature. If we cannot find a clear meaning for supernatural in
our own discourses, then the problem of translating the term and its
supposed opposite ‘natural’ into Sanskrit (or Tamil, Chinese, Japanese, etc.)
seems even more unlikely.
Geopolitics of Faith
The ‘Geopolitics of Faith’ referenced in the title may trip off the tongue in
some circles, but even a cursory examination renders it hard to understand.
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Are people who are attributed by self-confessing secularists with ‘faith’ really
in a different category from people with faith in secular reason? Is the secular
science of economics based on knowledge rather than faith? Or is economics
itself a form of faith, even when economists proclaim themselves to be
scientists in an empirical field of research? Liberal faith in free markets, which
are aspirations and not observable facts, is not essentially different from faith
in the providential designs of the Christian triune Godhead. Yes, they are
different, but they can both be legitimately described in ordinary language as
acts of faith in unobservable postulates.
In much of today’s public and academic rhetoric, faith is in binary opposition
to knowledge, just as religion is to secular political economy. The people who
charge others with having ‘faith’, or living in a faith community, also may want
to tacitly convey that they themselves do not, because moderns don’t live by
faith but by science. This may not be an intended implication, but it can easily
be read as such because it forms part of a discourse with a long history: they
have religion but we have science, they are backward whereas we are
progressive, they have the medieval caliphate but we have modern nationstates, they are not yet fully rational but we are. This faith-knowledge binary,
when challenged or elaborated, is substituted by others such as religion and
science, supernatural and natural, God and the real world, myth and fact,
blind belief as against empirical observation. These binaries form a selfperpetuating, self-referential, and circular system that ensures the ongoing
viability of the rhetorical construct in the face of any possible challenge. Thus,
all of these terms are parasitic on each other in one way or another and are
protected from exposure as empty postulates.
One of the effects of these binary, either–or formulations (it is either faith or it
is knowledge, it is either religion or it is science, it is either their
uncomprehending fanaticism or it is our reasonable and measured defence of
our own interests) is to create essentialising distinctions. Yet it is hard to see
in ordinary language how we could imagine any science without acts of faith
being involved, or any belief that does not involve a claim to knowledge.
Arguably, all systems of thought are dependent on categories that are
themselves not based on empirical observation. Has anyone actually seen a
nation-state? Or a society? Or a self-regulating market? Or a religion? These
are all abstract constructs with specific histories of emergence since the
Enlightenment. What constitutes knowledge has been deeply contested
historically, even among self-identifying scientists, and is the matter of
unresolved epistemological debate. To assume that there is a world of faith,
or several systems of faith, from which secular science or liberal political
economy are excluded is to presume too much.
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The term ‘geopolitics’ attempts (very roughly speaking) to link and analyse
conflicts of power to specific geographical spaces and control of specific
areas of land, air and sea. Maps are presumably important representations of
geopolitical knowledge, but maps are contested, because there is an issue
about who draws them and who controls their authoritative interpretation.
In the general formulation ‘geopolitics’, the term politics takes on a universal
and ahistorical meaning such as power struggles or conflicts of interest. It
strikes a tone of realism, facing the actual ongoing conditions of scarce
resources in rational and pragmatic ways.
However, the public and academic discourse on politics enfolds beneath its
appearance of universal neutrality a very different and more historically and
ideologically specific nuance. The English term politics is not ahistorical or
universal. It was invented as a consistent discourse in the seventeenth
century to demarcate a domain of governance or ‘political society’ essentially
distinct from ‘religion’. In this myth, religion ought to be kept out of
governance because religion (in contradistinction to what was, at that time,
the normal and orthodox understanding of religion as encompassing Christian
truth) is a private affair of men’s hearts and consciences (I use the gendered
language deliberately) and has (or ambiguously ought to have) nothing to do
with the public arena of policy. In developing his own myth of man in the state
of nature and the rational accumulation of private property, Locke introduced
an either–or binary that has become an habitual part of our own thinking: it is
either rational politics concerned fundamentally with the protection of natural
rights—especially the right to private property, and thus in the domain of
elected representation; or it is religious faith that is essentially private and
divorced from power. Locke’s myth had an elective affinity with the interests
of powerful white male property owners in North America and found its way
into the US Constitution.
Even if the reader wishes to question the precise historical origin of the
religion–politics binary, what cannot be doubted is that the term politics today
includes the highly contestable assumption that it is non-religious secular,
which implies that in its ‘real nature’ (the nature of politics) it is separate and
separable from a distinct domain of religion. Religion in turn and in its ‘real
nature’ has nothing to do with power. Religions and faith communities do not,
or ought not to have, political agendas. Religion and politics don’t mix.
Irrational violence results if they become confused. One of the marks of
western progress and reasonableness is that we keep religion out of politics,
but unfortunately others have not yet become sufficiently intelligent to
understand this, and our tutelage must continue until they do.
As with so many of the other categories discussed in this chapter, politics and
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the state, and their distinction from something called religion, is imaginary, yet
it is proclaimed by written constitutions, policed by the courts, the media, by
prominent politicians and scientists, and reproduced in the disciplinary
structures of the universities. This is the ambiguous content of politics: on the
one hand it is a neutral and universally valid term for human conflict and its
resolution, or power in general; yet it is also a key category in a historically
specific power formation, a dominant discourse of liberal secular civility and
rationality. These two faces give the term marvellous resonance and
flexibility. All interventions by the US and other western powers that are
deemed as well-meaning, pragmatic attempts to reduce violence in various
regions and introduce the rational techniques of problem-solving and good
governance turn out also to be impositions of alien values and language
categories on peoples who are just as intelligent as us, and who have their
own resources for dealing with their own problems, if only the self-serving
western powers would end our interminable and misread interventions in their
affairs.
The Internalisation of Anglophone Discourse
One other complicating factor that ought to be mentioned is that the
Anglophone formulations and vocabulary, along with their concealed
ambiguities, have been internalised in different ways and to different degrees
by the elites of other countries. To communicate to the US government or
other US and international agencies requires deployment of English (or
French) language categories This could mean that the elite in question to
some extent agrees with the US ideals and demands, or it could mean that
they are forced by translation problems to say one thing to the Americans and
another to their own and neighbouring people. The Americans and their
acolytes then accuse the elite in question of hypocrisy.
A good example of this problem is when a mullah or the Dalai Lama is first
categorised as a ‘religious’ leader and then accused of illegitimately dabbling
in ‘politics’. Or alternatively he is described as a political leader pretending to
be a religious one. This inscribes without any argument the assumption that
needs to be questioned. Recently the Dalai Lama has adopted these very
categories for self-description (I am a religious leader, not a politician) and
has proclaimed the need for Tibet to have a constitution that separates
religion from the secular state.8 This is probably not a cynical move but a bid
for survival by a revered leader of Tibetan people in a power game in which
he holds little power. When invited to Taiwan to perform Buddhist rites for the
dead, the Chinese tried to stop him on the grounds that he is not a ‘pure
religious leader’ but someone who dabbles in politics—a troublemaker. This
was all reported in English in the Japan Times whose sources were East
Asian news agencies9.
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Yet, despite the high stakes for millions of ordinary lives, these terms have
little clear meaning in English. Written constitutions such as the US, Indian or
Japanese (and many others) provide a right to freedom of religion but also
seek to protect the secular state from religion. The problems for the courts in
making decisions about whether or not a belief or practice is religious or
secular are very great indeed. For example, the US Constitution insists that
there must be a distinction, but a review by a constitutional expert of
Supreme Court interpretations since 1790 fails to establish any clear and
consistent criteria for making it10.
Is our own seeking for justice in secular courts of law essentially different
from the desire for justice under Sharia or any other system of legal
representation? My point here concerns the representation of legal systems
as either secular or religious. One can argue that secular courts of law are
sacred spaces replete with ritual, taboo, solemnity, special spatial layout,
hierarchy and so on. These are where we go to realise Justice in our lives. Is
Justice less of a transcendent value to us than devotion to various ‘gods’?
Secular courts of law are not essentially different from ‘religious’ institutions
themselves, except in the discursive either–or construction that proclaims
that they are.
The challenge would be to try to translate these Anglophone or more widely
Europhone terms and the supposedly intelligible distinctions that are intended
to be made into Tibetan, Arabic, Urdu, Chinese, Swahili, or whatever. If the
distinctions are not fully intelligible in English in the first place, then this
seems to be a recipe for global miscommunication.
Inconclusive Conclusion
This has been a brief exercise in deconstructing some of the common
Anglophone categories of everyday public life that appear in this collection’s
title, attempting to indicate how they conceal (largely unconscious) rhetorical
devices that allow abstract and rather empty terms to appear persuasive,
objectively real and inevitable. I will finish by anticipating some of the
objections to the arguments I have outlined here. We need general
categories to think with. What would you put in their place? Why would
alternative formulations and terms not bring their own inherent confusions?
The whole argument is negative; what positive and constructive suggestions
do you have? If there is as little clear content as you claim to such significant
concepts as religion, politics, God, and so on, then from where do they derive
their rhetorical power? I have made suggestions about this here and in other
places, but I am sure that the question will surface again.
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